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PREFACE

In 1967 the National Science Supervisors Atsociation, realizing tfterc ..
-.was a real need to give assistance to those who were involved in science

supervision, develolied A Sourcebook foi Science Supervisors.. That
..

volume, ppublished by the National Science Teacher's Association,
proyed to be much in demand mid was of real help to science super-
vis6dos. e ve ry w here.

While .many a the timely and forward-looking ideas, in that
volume can still be readily applied in 'successful science supervision,
many new challenges for the science sup\rvisor have emerged since
1967. Among these new challeives are an *teasing cmphasis on the -

evaluation of pupils and programs; demands fop accountability; chang-
ing working relationships, with teachers and administrators; a new
emphasis on public relations; increasing airicerns Wi safety and
liability; and the need for a science supervisoi to be mor flexible,than
ever befOre as new trends in scienb education take place. at an,
accelerating pace. , .. . . .

. If this Yolume is.bf. assistance t6 scienCe 'supervisors in carrying
out their most important taskimproving science. learningit Will
have been a soUrce of great satisfaction 'to, the many contributAg
alit-hors who hai,e shared their ideas <Ind experiences. The National

, Science Supervisors" Association appreciates the ,Work these authors
'fiave done in the cause of Cffective science supervIsion.

WAlt .N CLASSON

President of NSSA, 1975-76
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INTRODUCTION

- The purpose of u sceience colisultant,, supervisor, director, coordinator,
depiirtment chairperson, or curriculum specialist is to fmprove the
learning situation for studen-so that they become knowledgeable of
the content, process, and apOcation of science and the responsibilities
of scientists to themselves and to soCiety.

Titles vary with school systems and do not neeessarily differentiate
duties and hierarchy of prestige. "Supervisor", will be Used as a general
term for a sciente-traine4- person at any level, who has the responsi-
bilities for the above purposes.

The Sourcebook is intended to offer ,suggestions regarding the
possible duties., responsibilities, and activities of a supervisor. It should
be clearly understood that no one person can adequately accomplish
all that is disCribed. However, it should assist the supervisor in the
selection and execution of his or 'her priorities which may vary from
time-to-time and year-to-year. Further, the Sourcebook will be Useful
to science ethIcators who teaCh supervisors, students of education,
khool administrators, and others by giving insight into the .varied
dutles and responsibilities of supervisors.

In the last hundred years, society has becmcie increasingly de-
endenr upon science. Early emphasis was on discovery and explanatiOn.

By mid-century, technology seemed to dominate most sclInol texts
and struction, which resulted in a los.4 of .basic understanding of

tific principles. The revolt against this condition began with
matheillatis and science teachers in the mid-fifties and was given sharp
impetuskby, Sputmik and subsequent federal support. The result was-the
start of the many-"alphabet" programs. In the late sixties; a swing away
from science was duc mainly to changes in social attitudes and the
resulting hlanN put on science for the ills of society. These ills were
not so much because of science itself, but because of the desire for
materialistic things made possible through technology without due
'regard to consequences. Recently, many institutional .programg have
been developed in an avempt.to more adequately meet the needs of
all pupils.

Science is needed for general education in our highly developed
technological and environmentally-minded society and for the many
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occupations tliat require varying amounts and kinds of scientific
kicowledge. Science is not an isolated, intellectual study, but is a sub:
ject that deals with content and proCess and with applicatiohs to'
societal needs. Thu.s, it has application to and istinvolved in many
vocations and aVocations, including research scientist, teacher, doctor,
lawyer, purk, technician, forester, photographer, athlete, homemaker,,
conkrestman;building custodian; plumber, carpenter and fireman.

The pendulum is now swinging back, Co ,v_arying degrees, in
schools thronghout the country. Science supervisors are in a position
to take the leadership among fellow educatOrs and academicians in
'determining the long range goals for science education and their
implementation thntugh suitable science programs and facilities. May
you be ready to proceed with .yigor to meet this. challenge!

EDWIN M. SMITH
Past President, NSSA
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A Hisjury tif Curriculum Changes

di

Charles Butterfield, Science Chairman, Ramsey Public Schools,
kamsey, N.J.

Kathr'yn p7artman, Free-lance Science Editor, San Francisco, Calif..

Nyles Stauss, Assistant Prpfetsor of 'Science Education, Virginia-
Commonwealth University, Richmond, Vat

Factors providing stimuli for reforming the
-high school science curriculum
In the years following the close of World War II,- both 'science and
technology advanced rapidlyso rapidly, in fdct, that a shortage.of
scientists, technologisti, and technicians developed. Pressure was exerted
on the school system, particularly at the high school level, to relieve
the shortage by , stimulating larger numbers of capable.students to'

becohe scientists, technologists, and technicians. The demand for this
'type of manpower was one of the.factors that triggered an examination

'-----of and suhsequent reform of thrhigh school science curriculum. [271.
At the arne time it became apparent that the economic future

e/the United States was clowly aligned with the ability of its research
ientists to advance knowledge and the ability of its technologists to

$
be innovative in applying' know]edge ., Inaeddition, an awareness grew
that the etommic well-being of a natio was cib.sely relateA to the

-quality and extent of the educationrf its citizenry. This awareness
created a demand for better schooling and a growing ,pressure for
increasing numbe.cs of youth to' attend college. Thus the economic
well-being of the nation.. Was another factor that provided a stinWus
Pr reforming the high school curriculum. [18.1

( '



History of Curriculum Clanger

National security was a third factor stimulating curricular reform..
gcientific and technological advancements made during World. War II,

%

such ag a sustained nuclear reaction and the development of radar,
very likely.contributed to a growing 'conviction that the development 0
of the untapped scientific and technological resources of a natiori'did
more to ensure its security than expanding, its agricultural and manu-
facturing industries. The importa-nce 'i-if the concern for national
security is evident when one realizes that the National Defense Act
and the National Science Foundation supplied the major financial

support for reforming the science curriculum. [271 '

The high school science Curriculum of the 1940s and 1950s .

By 1957, different groups of scientists had become sufficiently
concerned about the- reaching of science at--the high school level to
decide that something needed to be done aboutThe high school science
curriculum. What was the high sehbol science curriculum like 'during
the 19401 and the 1950s? What were the textbooks.like? What was
the laboratory actiVity4ike?

. The content of high school science wxtbooks was largely descrip-
..

tive. Little theory had /been included to make the descriptions mean-
ingful. Furthermore, some of the theory that Avas included had already
been revised or discarded by the scientific Community. In chemistry
and physics'-textbooks, technology (applied science).had been erhpha,
sized. When these books were revised, the latest technologienl develop-

ments were added; little of the' out-of-date technology was removed;
and the textbooks became not only longer but- quite dated. [271

The biology tcxtbooks used.in the high schools Were.Cqually as
outdated-as the chemistry and physics textbook44 The content of the
typical biology -text' did not re ect the major advanceS, such. as those`

in molecular-and environment1 . biology, made during tile first half
of the 20th century. Nor dici they include the topics 9f organic
evolution and human reproduction. These topics had ttot y-et been
accepted as suitable ones for a high school biology textbook.

The content ..t.i science textbooks was organized around a series

of .topics. Thc organization resulted in textbooks filled with facts.
Students wete ;Itually requifed to memorize thne factsfacts tthat
were the answers to examination questionsfor most test items were
written oh the factual (recall) level.

Often the content of high school science textbooks was-piesented

4
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to sNcients ds a body'of certaih and..verified knowledge. The approach
ot both authors and teachers was autloritiirian and dogmatic. Scien-
tific topics were presented without-tracing their development, withOut
giving. their eurren1 statui, .and u:;ithoilt 'stating :What is not known
abut-them. Only a fe w. capable, teachers were able-to fill in these im-
pOrtant missing gaps)of learning. [161

A method f9r solving problems; "the scientific Method," was
included in most science textbo'oks. The ventific method was 'almost
aIways described as consisting of four or five ordered steps. It was
presented., dogmatically as the procedure followed by scientists in
solving problems and as a way in which students could solve their
own Problems.

. Laboratory exercises were \largely confirmatory in nature; they
were rarely investigatory. In chemistry, for example(tlie laboratory
work gave the students an opportunity to produce chemicals that they
had studied in text'boots and to observe the properties described in,
textbooks. In h sehool biology courses there was little labora-
tory wor n others, uch of the laboratory time was devoted to
collectin fr nd clasSifying iecimens and to dissecting preserved speci-

1- -mens.. 1

Reform of the high school science curriculum:
A chronological gpproach

1.. PHYSICAL SCIENCt STUDY. COM m rrrvE .

Although concc!'rn about the science curriculum had been growing
in the.academic and indu.strial communities during much of the period
following World War II, it was_not until the mid 1,950s that the-first
curriculum reform committee, the Physical Science Study Committee
(PSSC), was drganized. The Committee, made up of representatives
of four universities and one research laboratory, began discussions in
1956 at a conference held at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
This conference was led by Jerrold R. Zacharias, an MIT physics
professor. There was general agreement among the committee members
that the triditional high school physics textbook N.uas out-of-date,
that it obscured the science of phyAies- by str&ing technology, and
that it was made up of a series of topics overloaded with facts and
lacking unity or conceptual structure.

The Committee decided that no amount of effOrt expended on

7
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,...
... revising:an exisdngi textbook would make its organization acceptable, .

: to the scientific community. This meant that it wOuld be necessary to
discard- the.traditional physies text and deirelop a new one. A. broad
outlino-ior a nrw''-physics course was agreed upon before the 1956;- i (

, conference adjourned. [14]
- During the fali of 1956 and the winter of.1957, research physic

and physics teachers under the direction of the PSSC Steering-Com- .

- mittee outlined, drafted, and discussed material , for the tiew :course
A staff of sixty people asseohled- in the summer of 1957,to continue
work on the material. The majority of the staff members were .high
school and university ,physies teachers with- the university people

. playing the dominant role. The staff produced a preliminary version
of the text and 'the laboratory manual. These materials.were taught
in eight' trial schhols in 1957-58..Feedback from the trial schOols was

. used in revising the materials. (

.. In 1953,- Educational Services Intorporated (ESI) was formed
_

to administer the continued development of. the PSSC. physics course.
. In 1958-59, the revised PSSC materials were tested in a larger number

of trial sch6ols. The procedure was repeated in the next school year,
'and in 1966- final copy was submitted to the selected commercial' P
publisher (D. C. Heath and-Company).

To provide a valid picture of their discipline,,the auth'ors of the
PSSC physics course cluist several' themes tp run throvgh the course
and unify it. The -content Of the course was then developed around
the chosen themes. In the preface of the first edition of the PSSC text,

'Dr. ).anies R. Killian, Jr., Chairman, Board 4 Trustees of ESI, states N.
that-this textbook is thc heart of a course in which plisics is 15re-

Sented not as a mere body of facts but., as a continuing process by
which people seek to underst d the nature of the physical world:

Laboratory work .is an in gra! part of the PSSC course; it com-
plements the text. It is investigative and student centered in nature.
The student makes observations 'and measurements; he ot she collects
and intexprets data. For example, students compute the size or a
molecule from their, own measurements of a film of oil that is one
molecule thick. -. .

1.. Just as the student's role in thc laboratory of a PSSC class differs
from the role in the laboratory of a traditional ,class, so do4 the
teacher's rdle differ. The Wacher is itht a director of the laboratory
as much as an observer and a guide who usually guides by raising
"pertinent questionsLan investigative process' used as 'a model in the
development of other curriculmn projects. [16] -

8
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When the PSSC physicS textbook was piAlished in 1960, it was
supported.by closely correlated 'materials: a lahoramry guide and a
set Of new and inexpensive apparatas, films, standatdized tesl, a
growing sefies of 'paperback books, and a comprehensivea.teacher's
resource, hook. A few yearg later, film loops were added to this list
of c6ire1atedNateria1s. In 1965, second editions 9f thelext, lgboratoq
guide, and teacher'',s resoiirce book were publishekthird eions were
published in 1971. In 1966 the,' Advanced, Topics Suppiement was
published. This sppplemeht treats selected topics in greater(depth than
the- text and.presents additional topics as well. [21]

2. CHFMICAL 130:4D A PPROACH PROJfECT * C

whO later bedarne. know Ds the t heinical 13b4od ApProach (tBA)
aIn June of 1957, p u cdlege lAktters.,

Committee, assepbled for tilt first of a' series of conferences to study,
the status of -die hi'gh school cher ristrv p?ograni. The members of the
.Conunittee agreed that the chemist _program at thesecondary level
a program that had changed Jittl e 1920needed far more than
the addition of up-to-date tier. inology and factual information to

. present an accurate picture of(modern chemistry. Rather, it needed
to he reorga ni-;,,ed and reformed.

For a chernistry program to give. high 'school studenits a realistic
picture of modern chemistry, the 'p,vograrn should enable students to
see that chemists combine experimental data they have collected in
the laboratory with imaginatiVe ideas in order to extend their under-
standing of chemical systems. The Committee, therefore, chose to
present thet material in the teNt in such a way that it portrayed this
relationship between everimental data and thedrv. Furthermore, the
Committee chose to construct CBA experiments in such a way,.that
the students arc givcn an opportunity to apply idea to the data they
collect.

The Committee chose chemical bonds as the central theme for
organizing the content of the CBA program. Structural changes,' .

random arrangement and random ruoti4n, energy and reaction kinetics,
are other themes running through the prbtatam.

In the CI3 program, it is recommended that the teacher introduce
each labora xperirnent with a prelab discussion '1..nd conclude it
with a postlab discussion. In many of the experiments, all the students
in a class pooi the data they have 'collected and use the pooled data
in answering the problem posed in the experiment. All experiments

9
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arc invettigatory;
or extend a topic

one-are confirmator);,..--They-sre used to introduce ,

rdented in the text.
The first trial editiott, which was written in 11559,' was used

experimentally in,nine high scb&ls durigg that year. On the basis of
-.feedback from teacher§ and/ studentthe 'second trial edition was

prepared arid tested in l9SpIby sevenAy-s.ix teachers in one or more
of their crosses. Further revision and esting of the material tbok place

-in 1961 and 1962 school years. program, which was published

in 1963 the Webstq_ Division, Meraw-Hill Book Company,
inchldes aistudent text entitled Chemcol SysteIns, a-laboratmy matival

and laborat ry manual. 114, 161
entitled lestigatini Chemical Systrns, and teachir's guides for text

.
1

-a it

3. GI E ICAL EDUCATION MATERIAL S
-

A-committee composed of hi h. ichool anl college chemistry
teachers was established in 1959 by the Americ n Chemical Society.
to study the traditional high school dhernistry pro am and to propose
a more suitabie'one. This committee \recommended a reorganization of
the secondary-level chenlistry program and odlineil the basic ideas
for the Chemical Education Materi4 (CHEM). Study program.

In the CHEM Study program, concepts' are developed inductively.
The developmcpt is based on experimenwl data which students can
cs4llect in the laboratory or which' they can obtain from the demon-
strations of the tevher, films, or exPerirnents described in the text.
Furthermore, the data must be uqerstandable to a high school
chemistry student. Instead of yhe laboratory program running parallel
4yith the text, as in the CBA program, it is.= integral part of the text,
requiring students to make certain specific observations at fixed points

in the program so their observations can be nsed in developmg the
textual inaterial. In addition to the 'experimental nattlise of chemistry,
the CIIEM Study prograin emphasizestructural chemistry and rek
action kinetics.

_The first trial edition of the C4114 Study rnateriafi was tested
in twenty-four high schools during the year 1960-61. The writhi of
this edition had begun in June; 1960. The revised materials, the second
trial edition, were tested in a larger number of high schools in the
followjng school year: The second trial edition was revised, rewritten,
and extpanded into the third trial edition which was tested in a still
larger nurnberiof high schools.
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The version of the CHEM Study materQs was published
by W. H. Freemah and Company in 1963:The program consisted
of a text entitlod Chemistry: An Experimental Science, a laboratory
*manual entitled Chemistry: An Experimental Science iaboratdry
Maqual, teacher's guides for text and laboratory manuals, open-book
achievement tests, films, and programmed sequeaces. Also produced
were two inseivice training films for teachers and tWenty:.six films for
use inihe classroorp.

Wlien it came time to reVise the CI-IEM Study text and laboratory
manual, the CHEM Study Steering Committee invited coTmercial
publishers to submit proposals for revising the ntaterials and seven
publishers did so. The Steering Committee selected three publishers
to develop revisions based on their proposals. The companies granted
revisign rights were a. C. Heath and Company, Houghton-Mifflin
Company, and Prentice-FIall, Inc., [16, 271

4. Bioi'c4 SCIENCES CURRICULUM STUDY
Havihgcurcd financial support in late 1958 from the National

Science- Fo ndation (NSF),Spr a curriculUm study in biology, the
Aivrican Institute of BiOlogical Sciences organized the Biological
Sciences Curriculufil Study (BSCS). Headquarters for BSCS. were
set 'up at the University of Colorado, and a Steering Committee was
created to provide guidance-on matters of policy.

EarLy. in the discussions held, by the Steering Cotrimittee, the
'tnembei* of- the Committee Ilecante convinced that many biology
students did. not have- a opportunity to understand the true nature of
science because they w in biology .programs written by authors
and taught by teathers who presented the subject in anouthoritarian
and dogmatic manner. Because the steering Committee opposed
authoritarian traching .of science and, because it felt that ,there was
no one right way to present the science 'of biology, the Committee
decided that BSCS should develop three different versions of a tenth-
grade biology text. Much (of the material in each of them would be
the sante. However, a different approach apd a aifferent organization
would be used for esch version.

Accordingly, the seventy participants in the 1960 writing con-,
ferenCe were divided into three.w'riting teams. One tqam was to build
its version '( blue) upon ihe area of molecular biologyi one was to use
the area of cellular biology (yellow version); and uric was to use the
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area of ecology (green yertsion). Each team was" charged with the
reskonsibility 'of pr1du9ing a text, laboratory manual, and teacher's
guide for typical stuZents in a tenth-grade bielogy course in an

.. American high school. ..
FurtherMore, nine Unifying thenies were chosen to be woven

through each of the versions. The individual themes could be used in
various ways and in varying degrees in thtt three versions. The nine
themes are science as investigation and inquiry, tVhistory of biological

A -

Concepts, complementarity or structu e and functiori,diveesity of type -"

and unity of pattern, change of orgntsnis through time, genetic cori-;
tinuity, ctimplementarity of the organism and its envirorent,' regula-.
tion and homeostasis, and the biological b`asis of bAavicir.

Through extensive use of inquiry, students wonid be given !miner-
ous opPortunities to collect and to interpret data, the conviction being
that a student would gain an -understanding of the nature of science
by participating in science.

The beginning sections of the first trial edition of each of the
three versions were ready for distribution at the briefing sepion held
in August for the 105 teachers chogen to test the materials ill the 1960
school year. Each of the teachers had agreed to.rparticipate- in the
activities of one of the fifteen different centers scartered throuhout
the United States. All of the teachers affiliated With any One center
were to teach the same version.

During the scho41 year, the teachers in a center met weekly to
compare their experiences, to compile a re'port for the BSCS office,
and to discuss (usually with a nearby uniyerity professor present as a
tonsultant) the materials and ways to present them effectively. The
centers wcre the means for providing BSCS with, valuable feedback
and the teachers with an inservice training program.

At a second writing conference, held in the summer ofc,1961, the
second trial oditions of the three versions were prepared. These were
tested in the 'school year of 1961. The tsesting program continued
through the 1962 schootyear.

Manuscript for the commercia l. edition of the three versions was
written during the summer of 1962 and during-the 1962 school year.
AU three versions were available for use in the school year 1963. Each
carried a 1963 copyright date.- The blue version was entitled Biological
Science: Molecules to Man (Houghton-Mifflin Company); the yellow,
Biological Science: An Inquiry into tife (Harcourt grace Jovanorich,
Inc.); and the green,'High School Biology: BSCS Green Version-v(114nd

12
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McNally'and Company). Studel materials for each version, inclWed,..
-both text anti laboratory experimenti, bound together or scparatiely,
but sold only in sets. Maberial to aid the teacher in preSenting.. tht
program is available, for each version as. are a series of tests for each
version. In addition, BSCS pioducedthe Biology Teacher's Handbook
for .use \\*Pith all three veisions. The Handbook contains a Statement of
the philosophy of 13SCS and an account of its history, as well as other
general information. Thvsecond edition of the handbook was pu-b-

, lished in 1970. if
l

The second commercial edition of each version was published in .

1968. In both the blue and the gteen revisions, the experimep were
written into the text. In the back of the blue revision there were, also.
'twerity additional cnv tigations. BSCS again revksed all editions by, .

1973. All editions, nowQivç the laboratory activities integrated into
.the.text. ,

Ancilldry 'materials developed under the atispices 'of BSCS include-
, a serits of laboratory blocks, each of which is a six-weeks in-depth

study of one topic; a series of single topic inquiry films, each of which
is four minutes in length ind presents several biological problems;
four volumes entitled Research Problems in Biology, _each volume
containing forty unsolved problFms in biological science that would
be suitable for a highly motivated student to investigatei and a series
of twentY-four pamphlets, each devoted to a singk biological topic
and published individually over a period of three years from 196? to
1965.4n January 1970, an inquiry-orientecNide program was published.

By the summer of 1970, five of eight parnphletS had been published
in a series entitled BSCS \Patterns of Life Series, and three of a pro-
jected series of 'forty books had been published: The three books are
part of a series entitled BSCS Seience and Society Series. The books
in this series are on topics of interest tO a larke segment of society and

(are written for the layperson.
Following procedures similar to thos-eli used for developing the

three basic versions, BSCS has deVeloped a second level course for
high school 'students entitled Biological Science: Interaction, of Experi-
ments and Ideas (Prentice-Hall, Inc.) and a course for academically
disadvantaged high school students, Biothgical Science:: Patterns- and
Processes (Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc.). BSCS has alSo Oeveloped
two sets of materials for mentally handicapped studentS.;

BSCS has given free permission for use of its materials to teams
of biologists and educators abroad if they will aclapt the, materials to

,
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their own biological erwironment, their own culture, aid their own
.echicational organization. Adaptations of BSCS materials have been
produced in moie tiian fifty,.countries and in twenty languages.

BSCS decided that 4urriju1um study group should remain in
continuous existence insteaaiof phasing out, as hasi several of the udy
groups. T.he -National Science Foundation, the major source of

t
nds

for producing BSCS materials, felt its responsibility to science educa-
tion did got include indefinite support of an organization such 7 as
BS. BSCS and NSF agreed upon a plah by which NSF funding was
reduced and NSF gradually terminated its interests in BSCS materials.
The royalttes liSCS received from the distribution of its materials has
enabled it to convert from a foundation-sponsored project to a non-
profit educational corpOration. [3, 16, 221

5. EARTH SCIENCE CURRICULUM PROJECT Vie

Following Ane preliminary study, the Earth Science aurriculum
Project (ESCP), sponsored by the American Geological Institute
(AGI) and financed by NSF," held a conference in the summer of
1963. The conferees were s ts- from the various fields of earth
science and science educato Th.eir task was to prepare .an outline
for a ninth-grade earth sci ce program.

The first writing c fererice was held in c 'slimmer of 1964
and the materials produee at .the conference N e tested the follow-
ing school year. The materials were revised ..el" mg the summer of
1965 and were tested during the 1965-66 school pear. Manuscript for
the , third. and final vers. ii, the commercial version, was prepared
during the spring an nuttier of 1966. The text entitled Neestigating
the Earth, and the cher's guide( were published under a 1967 copy-
right by Iloughton-Mifilin and revised in 1972.

Additional resource material for the teachec, includes the Geology
and Earth Sciences Swircebook for Elementary and Secondary Schools
produced by AGI prior to the establishment' of ESCP; a Refrrence
Series cif pamphlets presenting the various kind* of resource-assikance
availafilt to earth science teachers; and three of a -series of field study
guides.

/ -Investigating Earth is an interdisciplinary science text. Material
from the fields of as ronorny, geology; geography, oceanography, .and
meteorology is included, as is material from the fields of geochemistry,
geophysics, and space physics. In addition, Material from the areas of
biology, chemistry, inathematics, and physics is used' as needed.

14
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cSehavioral themes, concept themes, anil'an historical theme4jlaye
been 1.17oven through investigating thr Eartk

. '

,The behavioral themes de7771e lititudes and abilities that the student .

should develop, as a result of 'the joiirse. The .2onceptua1 themes relate.
primarily to the major principles uncltlyIng. earth sci.erice; they :are
content- themes the-student should come to understand'. The h6.-toricak4'

, thethe eripphasizes the tiewIopment of earth science: (114
.

.
. ..

.. .Thp behavi4a1 themes (can also be called PrOdesses'or intellfctVal
skills) are icience as- inquiry, emnprehension of scale, and prediotion.4

Tlie conceptual schemes are universality-of change, flow of energy: in
the universe., adjustment ,to enyironmental change, coiiKation of,
mass and .energrin the ulniye eartp systems in, space aua time, and
uniformity of process: .ailey to interpreting the past. t he historical
theme is .siated historical developmeqj and presentation.

The. nboratory'.-investigations are integrated into the text. They
are designgd to`give -the student opportunities to be 1-thinker, 2Q,

.innovator, an inquirer, and a disioverer. In some of the investigations;
'students Use the natural world .directly; in others, they use laboratory

J

----.../ equipment and insfiu'ments (kits are available for purchase that corm.-, .
late with the laboratory activities); and in still others, they use models
and/ordata that are provided. .

. , ..1. .

On April ,l, 1970, major federal funding of TSCP was terminated.
However, sufficiea funds have been provided to finance the'cqmpleAn
of apamphlet serie's, a reference series, and a friai series, and to financ4
for a limited time the ccmtintiation of certains(such ;as filling

. .1 .requests .for inforMation and free materials. 7"

.

t Feel*. that- the task assig* to ESCPimprovement of education
in the earth sciencesihad just begun, AGI in conjunction with the

CP staff stazeilib two .mbre 'programs, thc Earth Science Teacher
Preparation Project ( ESTIT) and the Environmental Studies Ilroject
(ES).' Both were char Ald with the task., of improving eduison in
earth sciences. ESTPP cnncentrated its efforts on'the preservice edu-
cation of earth sciencic teachers. ES, recognizing that every student is

in an ei-iironment, believed every student can learn from that ehviron-
ment. Therefore,,in ES materials, three environments were considered:
the inner environment of the studerft, the student's immediate environ-
ment, and ttik global environment. ES has concentrated on publishing
task cards in these areas for individual use by the student.

-In 1973, the proect, under the name.of Earth Science Educational

15
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Program, mqved its headquarters from thc University of Colorado atc,,
Boulder to`Pvergreen College, Olympit Washington. [,14, 16,.271 ,

6. HARVARD PRO j I' PHYSICS

In 1962 -Jam 4utherford, a high school physics teacher (now
_Chairman 'of the Science Education Department of ,New York Uni-
versity and past president of th.e National Science Teachers Associ- .
ation),, invited Gerald 4-Iolton, a physicist at Harvard University, and
Fletcher Watioti,: a 'science educator at Harvard University, to join
him in developing a new high school physics course. Guided by the
story line and the objectives of Holton's colkge text, Introduction to
Concepts and theories in Physical Science, ,the collaborators prepared

a course outline and some instructional materiali. They seeured ftind-
ing frpm 'the Carnegie Corporation to. field test the materials. The
successful field test of the materials and the Interest 9f -the NSF in
the financing of the development of artther ,high school c,hysiCs
course were among the stimuli that trjggerea the formation of Harvard
Project Physics (HPP) in 1964. The three collaborators became the
directors of thetproject. .

l-. In certain aspects, Project Physics differs markedly from the hi h
hool science courses developed by other study groups; howev

.

the procedures used for developing the course were similar to tho
....ri)

used by other study groups.
The, direetors chose to develop a course in whial physics is

depicted in its historical and cultural settire. They, also,: ch0 to
develop a physics course, that would be attractive to a large number
of high school students. The, directors assumed that students wili differ
in learning skills and capabilities. They, also, assumed high school
physics teachers- will differ in training, in philosophy of science edu:
cation, and in style of teaChing. To accommodate for these differences,
the directors chose a multi-media program.

Student materials for Project Physics include a text, handbooks,
laboratory ecl(iipment, programmed instruction_ booklets,' tests, film

,loops, films, overhead transparen6es, and books of selected readings.
The text, consisting of six units, is a )§.3`ptematic..gui4e for the student.

It is needed, to teach the course, but the course cannot be properly- .

taught using only the text. At the end of each unit is a study guide
containing many different kinds of items from which students can
choose those that will be most htlpful to them in learning physics.
There is a handbook for each unit which contains the experiments,

16
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Additional activities or investigations students may do on tkeir -own,
and notes on the film loops. . T

HPP developed forty-eight -film loops. In the'majority elf these,
students have to take data_from the proiectied images as they view them
and then analyze, the data. In addition, HPP has produced three, sound
filnu. Each of these Elms accurately ,portrays some of the social, cul-
tural, psychological, and historieal-xpects of scientific work:

Teacher materials for Project Physics include a teacher resource
hook and teacher briefins films. The teacher triefing films, of which
there are twenty-one, portray mdliods and styles of teaching Project
Physics in 'addition to the management of equipment. IIPP does not
inten4for thm fikns to substitute for teacher training institutes. [16, 241
A secbnd,edition of Project Physics was published in 1975.

A

7. ENGINEERING CONArPTS CURRICULUM PROJECT
.

aThe Man-Made World, was developed by the Engineering Con-
cepts Curriculum Project (ECCP) based at the Polytechnic*Institute of
Brooklyn. The program consists of a textbOok, laboratory manual, and
teacher's manual. Basic contributions to the textbook and laboratory
ma4 were madt by 'scientists aod engineers from Bell Telephone

a oratories, International Business Machines Corporation, the Johns
Hopkins UniVersity, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Purdue
University, and the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. The. teacher's
manual was prepared by a group of high school teachers in consulta-
tion with the authors of the text and laboratory manual.

The material was tested in twenty-eiglit fligh schools in the school
year of 1966. In the followinglchN1 yth,. it NV s tested in sixty-three .

schools. Further testing .was conducted 'in e school year of 1968.,
Commercial -publications (McGraw-Hill B ok Company) of part of
the program carry a 1968 copyright date; others carry el969 date.
A second edition was published in 1911. From the evaluation program
conducted by the staff of ECCP, the staff has cOncluded that students
in grades 10, 11, and 12 should be able to understand thc concePts in
the course, that two years Of mathematics is an adequate prerequisite
for the course, and thit boys and girls can do equally as well in the
course if they have ,t11 same aeademic capabilities.

The developers of The Man-Made World have chosen 'to present
relevant problemsproblems relevant 'to the technological wor 1 in>
which humans live today, such as rtiking a police car throug city
sveets. The problem is studied first; then the syStem for solving the

4
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problem is presente d; and finally the principle on which the system
is based N introduced. Hopefully the course will,hOlp a student to
underktand how man-made devices can be used to serv't humans and
how teChnology caw be used to solve sojne,of today's mot pressing
social problens.

When commerciat publishers of science textbooks 7idely used

in the 1950s revised these textbooks in ths 1960s arivcl 70s, they. in.:,

corporated into their book, usually in modified form, some of the
featurq, introduced into ox stressed in science ',programs developed
by thikcurriculum -reform groups. [16, 24]

Reform of the elementary and junior high school science curricula
. The typical elementary science series on the mart in the 1050s

had been constructed by eleeting a set of science to es thought to
be suitable for children and developing the topics on the basis of either
the "spiral" or "block" approach. Experiments included in the text-
books were frequently activities, such as constructing a compass .or
making an electric motor. Although inOst children enjoyed doing the.
activities, scientists felt "that the, activitieS had little relation to what
scientists actualrv do.

As tlisNligh school science courses being developed began to meet
with success in the. trial schools, concern grcw over the elementary
school and junior high school science curricula. In 1960 the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), with financial
support from the National Science Foundation, sponsored three re-
gional conferences to determine whether the nation should unaeztake
a majoi. effort to improve the elementary school science curriculum.
The members14 of each conference 'included teachers, school ad-
ministrators, seienee educators, and scientists.

The conferences reached the following conclusions: Instruction
in scieitceshould be a regular part of the,curriculum from kindergarten
to grade nine land.beyond, but the conference considered only these
grades), a major effort should be und aken, and this effort should
involve improving both course 'materials d classroom teaching. [171

The participants asNed that science,Ucluding its concepts and
methop of inquiry, could be taught to children in Ways that are con-
sistent with the meaning and spirit of riodern science. [20]

18 ,
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Among the groups set up to develop elementary science margials
were the Commission on Science Education, established in May 1,96?
by AAAS aicd .the School Curticulum Improvement Study. (SCIS),
established in the winter of 1962 by Rdbert Karplus, a professor of
theoretical) physics at the University of ,California in Berklley. The
EleMentarybSeience Study (ESS) had been launched in'1960 by ESI,
which had expanded since its establishment in 1958 into areas of subject
matter other than high school physics. The work of each of these
Ludy groups-, as ,well as the work of another elementary science
,oject, and the work of sikiimior high school curriculum,projects
are briefly described in theremainder Of this section. [20, 271

A Hiswry of Carriadurn &banes

1. ELEMENTARY SC1ECE PRojEcrs:
A. Commission .on Science Education. Under the direction of

the Commission on Science Education, scientist'', scienCe educators,
and teachers developed ScienceA Process Approach (SsAPA), a
science program for kindergarten through, grade 6. The primary goal
of the program is for childretp to become skilled in using the processes
considered to be fundamental th all sciences.

In kindergarten through grade 3, the children Work with eight
basic pracegqes: observing, classifying, measuring, communicating, in-.
ferring, predicting, using spacte/time relations, and using numbers.
In grades 4-4111 emphasis is placed upon five integrated, processes that
are rooted in the basic processes: formulatipg hypotheses, controlling
variables, interpreting data, defining operationally, and experimenting.

Because the-whilky to use the processes of scicnce is the primary
goal of the pgogramarely are children asked to learn particular facts
or principles. Itather, they are expected to learn suck things as how to
observe solid objects and their movements and how to clasSify liquids.
The content serves as the vehicle for teaching the processes. The distri-
bution of content chosen from the various fields of science is as

follows: physical sciences, 40 percent; lift sciences, 25 percent; mathe-
matics, IR percent; earth scieaces, 10 percent; and social and be-
havioral sciences, 7 percent.

The processes may be considered intellectual skills. The develop-
ment of an intellectual skill is from the concrete and specific to the

-rt1.1stect
and general. This progression is thought to depond upon the

accumulated effects of learning a considerable variety of relatively
concrete principles.

19
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According to Rol?ert Gagné., the- American psychologisi who
identified the ponCeSses taught ixf ScienceA Process Approach, each

process consists of a hierarchy of sl.thskillse and no slibsicill 'can be
I learned, effectively until those below it in the tieraychy. have been

thastered. Accordingly, a hierarchy o,f subskills was built for each of
the proCesses. Theit*rarchies foirn the framework of ScienceA.
PraCess Approich and'the- rationale ior selecting attd,ordering the
s2qu-ence of exercises maki4 up tba pro

gNo student text was written for illl. program. Instead, the
, exercises, which make up the teacher's guide, were-written as instruc-

tions for the teacher. A special effortwas -made during the trial period
to conrrollhe difficuky of the exercises. Tlie, aim .of the prbject was

pescent ofthe students should achieve 90 percent of tht stated
objectives. ApPraisals, which ale built .into each of the exercises, are
'based on,the behavioral objectives stated, in the exercise and may be
used by the teacher to measure the achievement of students.

Much 'effort has been expended by the project in teacher grepara-
don. Most elenientary teacher§ need training in the processes of scitnce,

content, and techniques for teaching' the program. The com-
Mercial publisher of SAPA is Ginn and Company, Xerox Educational

^

,

Division. [20, 23}
A revision of ScienceA Process Approach has been completed

(Ginn.and ttiinpany, 1974). S-LAPA II, as it is designated, continues
the emphasis on the prbcesses of science. The program format has
been altered to a modular format. These modules carry no grade
level designation. ,If the program is begun in the ldndergarten, then
12-15 !nodules .are normally recommended per year: The total pro-...
gram is constituted of 105 modules, The contents of each module are
stored in a labeled drawer. CluSters of modules aie packageot in a

"Modpod."
S-----APA' II, according to the publisher, offers greater choice of

contentind greater sequence planning flexibility. While over-all topics
-and activitieS have undergone change, behavioral oljectives have not:
The ra,vised program also offers more opportnnity for self-teaching
and individitdization, The program is available as a total system, by`
grade-level sets, by learning clusters, or by individual modules, thus
offering greater flexibility,

B. Science Currit'ulum Improvement Study."' The Science Cur-
riculwn Improvement Study (SCIS) project, located at The University
of CaliforniaLiwre4e Hall of Science, has developed sequential,
but ungraded, physicat) science and life science units for use in an
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elementary science program for kindergarten throUgh grade 6. Each
unit consists of a teacher's guide, a kit of materials, and usually, a

'student booklet. SCIS believes that "the early years of school should
provide a kighly:diversified. program, based heavily on concrete ex-
periences"-and that "the concrete experiences ,must be presented in a
contest that helps to. build a conceptual framework for operations
with abstractions.".SCIS also believes that "to be able to use informa-
tion obtained by -othexs, to benefit from We' reading of textboOks,and
other references that present informati& in 'abstract form, the indi-
Vidual must have a conceptual structure and a means Of communication
that enable him to interpret the infortnation as though he had obtained
it himself." SCIS calls "this functional understandirig of scientific
cOncepts 'scientific literacy.' " (201 SCIS sees scientific literacy as its
basic 'goal. To attain this goal'SCIS blends content, process, and atti-
tude in its units. Attitude is considered to 6e the development of Aa
free and positive approach toward science.

The content is built 'around major scientific concepts with inter-
action serving as the pivotal conCept. Vour major scientific concepts-7-
matter, energy, organism, and ecosystemarc used to give depth to
the concept of interaction.

SCIS has singled, out fOur analytical tools (process-oriented con-
cepts) as being basic to the ability to pose and interpret problems in
scientific investigations. They are: propertyto be used-by a child
to describe an object or a concept; reference frameto show a child
the relativity of all properties to each other and. to demonstrate that
more than one description Dr viewpoint may' be correct; syst.ethto
help' a child isolate related obiects of inlerest and thereby to-pinpoint
where -interaction occurs; and scientific Model (a mental image of a
real system)to lead a child from evidence of an interaction to a 4k
hypothesized explanation of the parts of the system. The scientific
and the pr1-34.1ess-oriented concepts and the physical and intellectual
involvement of a child in his or her environment constitute the frame-
work upon which the SCIS program is built.

In addition, SCIS structured the program on the levels related to
three of the four developmental, stages of a child's thinking, as de:
scribed in the work of Jetti Piaget,. a Swiss epistemologist. The first
level involves a child's transition froni the preoperational to the
concrete operational stage. The second level is the concrete operational
stage. The third level involves a child's transition from the concrete
operational stage to the stage of formal reasoning.

A teacher of a SCIS unit Mays two roles. When he or she is intro-
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ducing a concept, he or she directs the class. When the students are
working, individually or in small groups on their ow:pi experiments,
the teacher serves as an observer, who listens to each Ai Id and notices
how well they .are progressing in, an investigation and as a guide who
leads them to see the relationship of their fin.dings to the scient&
concepts. Thie commeret1 publisher of SCIS is thc Rrid McNally

,.

Company. f2Q1
SCIS has successfully adapted many of Its units for use by blind

students. In addition,. the Lawrenqc Hall of Science has developed a
program entitled Outdoor Biology Instructional. Strategies (OBIS).
OBIS consists of a series of individualiied modules in outdoor edu-
cation fpi middle-grade students. .

C. Elementary Science Study. The -Elementary Science Study
(ESS) project developed investigative open-ended units for kinder-
garten through grade 8. A schobl may use ESS units- to supplement
its science prograTti, or it may Wild its basic science program from
FSS units. ESS has 'not planned its units sequentially. Rathercit takes
the position that a school should work out its own sruence based
on its own Objectives.

' The units tend ro he very flexible. They can be used for varying.
lengths of time and in a range of 'grades. Several units !hid themselves
to application in social studie and mathematics as well 4,s science. '

There is a teacher's guide for each Unit, hut there are no student
texts. For most units there is a paciage of materials and/or a class kit
for 30 students, or;a teacher kit and a student kit for,6 students. Some
units contain only a. teacher's guide. These guides suggest 'student
'ctivities utilizing common materials that can bC obtained locally. For

r certain units there are also student sheets, sets Of illustrations, or work-
sheets. Film loops and -sr.-7-ne I6-mm films 'have been produced to
accompany certain units. ESS units are not based on a lp ecific theory
of how children learn, or on the logical structure-of a scipline, or on
any societal need. Instead, E.1S has used siudent involvement as the ..
basis for its units. Whether or not a stirideat will laecome involved in
an ESS unit is determined to a large-C!xtent-by how children respond
to the material during the deVelopmental stage of the unit. In ESS
units, a child works with, things, for ESS feels that things entourage
children to ask questions and to, find their own answers to their ques-
tions. ESS also tries to create situations in which children need to
talk to each other.

A teacher of an ESS Unit muSt believe that children learn best
from their own activity. II-W teacher serves as a consultant and as a

22
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guide, doing those things for childien that they cannbt do for
themselves.

ESS materials are being published by the Webster Division of
McGraw-Hill Book Conipany. [231. Currently the publisher is re-
editing portions of certain teacher's guides addittg insights on classrgom
management and methodology. In addition, som; new units are being
produced by the publisher along the ESS format.

D. Conceptually Oriented Program in.Elementary Science. The
Conceptually Oriented Program in Elementary Science (COPES)
project, based _at New York University, began in the- middle 1950s as
a pilot 'study.for investigating the feasibility Of constructing elementary
science materials around a conceptual scheme. The principle of the
conservation of energy was the scheme used in the pilot study. With
the success of this study, COWS began the development of an de.-
mentary stience program for kindergarten through grade 6, based on
conceptual schemes.

In the material for kindergarten through grade 2, COPES developed
seven introductory concepts. Each concept is related tb one of three
fundamental ideas: Descriptions of Matter find Energy, .Alatter and
Energy Interactions, and Variability. For example, the introductory
concept,'"all objects can be characterized either as living or nonliAg,"
is related to.the fundamental idea listed prst.

The introductory concepts aro baSic to the development of the
conceptual schemes. In addition, nine skills selected for development
throughout the seven-year curriculum arc all introduced at the K-2
level.' The skills are: ana-tyzing, classifying, communicating, experi:
menting, interpreting, mathematical reasoning, measuring, obsetving,
and predicting.

Five'interrelated conceptual schemes form the core of the program
for grades 3-6. They are: the- structural units of the universe, inter-
action and change, the conservation of energy, the degt"adation of
energy, and the statistical view of nature. COPES believes that, long
after students have forgotten .the facts tkey have learned, they will
remember the conceptual schemes and will retain some feeling for the
nature of science. Equipment for the program is inexpensive, and
teacher's guides for K-6 are available from COPES, New York Uni-
versity. [ 10, 231

MIDDLE SCHOOL/ JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE PROJECTS:

A. Introductory Physical Science. By 1963 it had becEme
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parent that many of the high school students enrolled in PSSC phys4
and in trial clasles ,of CBA or CHEM Study chemistry lacked the
intellectual; and/or the mathematical skills required for satisfactory
performance in these courserv'Primarily to eliminate the deencies, si
junior high school physi&I science course," lntroffuctory Physical
Science (IPS), was develorpecl' in much the same way as the PSSC
program had been develppid. A group of scientists gnd science teachers
wrote, tested, and then revised the material., Fouir 'years later, it WU
published by a commercial publisher. Uri Haber-Schaim, a physicist
on the staff of Educational Services Incorporated (ESI), guided its
development.

. ..

The IPS course is laboratory-oriented with the investigations
written into the textbook. The investigations were designed so that
they can be performed- in A classroom equippethwith flat-tozdesks
and a sink. Thc Student's laboratorr notebook is a wire-bound book
of blank sheets of quadrille paper. Because numbers of teachers found'

, that their students needed guidance, a notebootcontaining instruttio:
has been published independently of the, program. .

As in CBA chemistry, a story liiie "runs through .the IPS course.
In IPS studen first investigate Mass, one of the properties of matter.
.This investiga on paves-the way for them to investigrate a ;second
property of tter. Ths process is continued until students , have
Worked their way through a series of investigations on the properties
of Matter and have acquired sufficient background to be introduced to
the atomit model.

The -course was designed both for those students who pliiii to
take biology, chemistry, and/or physics, -and those who plan to take
only biology. It is usually taught in either the eighth or ninth grade;
however, some schools use as a terminal science course in the'
senior high school. The p Ogram is publisIgd by Prentice-Hall,
Inc. [16, 271

4
B. Physical Science II. In 1967, ESI merged with thc Institute

for Educational Innovation IE{) -to form Educational Defelopment
Center,, Incorporated (EDC). EDC is one iof the twenty regional
laboratories authorized in the Element:ay and Secondary Education
Act of 1965.

Underlie. direction of Uri Haber-Schaim of EDC, a second
course in ftysical science entitled Physical Science Il (PS II) was
developed. It is designed as a sequel to IPS and is intended for high
school students who have taken the IPS coiirse'. 4

Two major topics were .chosen for the PS II course. One topic
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deals with some of the fundamentals of the chemistry and Physicis
of electric charge, the other with forms.of energy and c'onwrvation of
energy. The story line of the PS I course is *It on these topics and
is a continuation of the story line of th'e IPS okourse.

The developers of the PS II course realize,that atwo-year.sequence
of physical science is not noW part of the standard stience curriCuluin
in American schools. They believe, however, thar the basis for our
present sequence of high school science courses is, no longer valid.
They seethe IPS-PS II combination as possible foundation for severaI
Sequences, ranging from IPS, PS II, and biocogy, to IPS, ps II, physics
and/or chemistry, biology, and a secOnd year', of biology or earth
science. [23]

C. Time, Space, and Mattcr. The junior' high school science
pr9gram entitled Time, Space, and Matter had its origin in 'the summer
of 1962 during the, Elementary Science Suifirner Study session icon
ducted by Educational Services Incorporated. The proje4t, was trans-
ferred to Princeton University in April "1963 and was named the
Secondary SchOol Science Project. In' 1968, the project became affili-
ated with Rutgers, TIle State Uniiersity of New Jerky.
- Mlle, Space, and Matter is nude up of nine interrelated investiga-
tions that have been designed to enable the student to learn ,some-
thing about the nature and history of, the physi,cal world through
direct observation (Ind inference. A story line tiuilt around the themes
of time, space, aiy1 matter-provides dintinuity 'from one investigation
to the next `and incorporates material into the course from the disci-
plines of astronomy, chemistry, geology, mathematics and physics.. .

Each teacher folio, one for each ihvestigation, contains an over-
vieW of the investigation, a list of the l'asic ideas that the investigation
is designed to picsebt, a list of equipment and sUpplies, suggestions for
the allocation oftime, and instructions for presenting the investigation:
Stugents record their observations and their interpretation of their
observations in 'a record book, originally a book of blank. pages. AS
they make subsequent observations and interpretations, they, refine
what they have written. They ccaorniie to use the knoWledge and
skills they have acquired in succes§iVe investigations. The equrse is,
detigned in this way so that students expesioince the investigatii.4 nature
of science and learn to think of science as an ongoing activity.

For each.,iaboratery investigation there is a student investigation
book and special equipment and supplies. The investigation' book

. provides a 'source of observations that students' would not ordinatily
be able. to 'make themselves. Furthermore, the student may refer to
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the Science Reading Series. Some of the books in the series'providc
accounts 'of important observations,- interpretations, and experiments
in the words of the people who made them; other books provide
background Material. Each of the books is correlated with an in-
vestigation.

The teacher aCtS as a guide and 2S an active collaboiator with-
the 'students. To play this role, he or she must understand the undecr-
lying philosophy of the coune and be .familiar with the sequence of
the investigations and the laboratory procedures. Even though the
reacher folios were developed to 2SS.ist the teacher in' presenting Time,
Space, and Matter, it is strongly recommended that teachers attend a
training program specially designed for those who plan to teach the
course fof the first time.

It is unlikely that any clast can cover ifi one year all the material
outlined in the teacher 'folios. Each teacher will hive to make a
liumber of thoices, ,and in so doing it is hoped that he or she will
develpp the curriculum best suited for fulfilling his or her objettives.
A teacher may choose to stress certain investigations or to teach one
of 'several., series of investigation's that form a logical, self-contained
sequence. [171

D: The finiversity of Illinois Elementary School Scienqe Project.
The program., written' by professional aitronomers and educators, is

d on more than six years of classroom experimentation.. It is inter-
disciplinary, drawing uOon. mathematics, physics, geophysics, and
physical chemistry to develop understandings basic to astronomy..The
program introduces physical principles that are applicable to the study
of astronomy and emphasizes how astronomers have used these physi-
cal principles and their observations of celestial bodies to build con-
ceptual. schemes.

. The Elementary School Science Project consists of six sequential
and progressively more difficulrbooks in astronomy. The books may
be correlated with any basic science series in grades 5-9, or the six
books may be used as "a year course in astronomy at the junior high

'school level. [231 -

E. Interaction Science Curriculum Project. After extensive class-
room testing over a three-year period, Interaction of Matter & -Energy
(IME), a physical science progi.am for grade 8 or 9, was published in

1968 by Rand McNally and Compaliy. It was the first of a series of
three junior high school courses to be developed by a commercial
publisher using the procedure followed by the federally financed
projects. The authors; working together as a writing team, rirepared
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exPerimental editions which ivere used in ri.actooms thronihout the
country. Based on feedback gathered during the tiial period, the ex-
perimental materials were revised for publication.

IME was designed to articulate between the elementary arid
secondarY school Science programs developed, by federally financed\
study groups. It provides the student with opportuflities to develop
scientific skills and attitudes. In the laboratory, students conduct
investigations, learning to collect and intelloret their own'experimental
data and to construct generalizations frAm their interpretations: A
teacher's edition and achieVement tests accompany the student edition.

The Interaction Science Curriculum Project has completed a
secon _and a third courie for its junior high schoories., Interaction

thof an dr e' Biosphere (1MB) was published in 1 9747And Intercktion
of Earth and Time (IET) wits published' in 1972; (lir

F. Intermediate Science c'urriculum Study. .Probivg the Natural
World is the title of the laboratory-centered junior high science pro-
gram developed by theintermediate Science Curriculum Study (ISCS)
of The Florida State University. ISCS materials have been written to
give the student a sequence of content and experiences that wia enable
him or her to understpd the nature of modern science and the way

icientific knowledge is gathered.
The'content of level I is organized around the theme of ene

its 'forms and chracteristics. Measurement and operational defi don
are the processe )tressed. As defined by ISCS, an operational defi 'tion
describes quantities in terms of how they can be detected and mea.ired.
The organizing theme for level H is matter, its composition an4 be-
havior. In this level the process of model building is emphasized. Con-
tent for level III is made up of a series of independent and relatively
unstructured problem situations selected primarily from the biological
and earth sciences. As the student investigates each problem, he or she
utilizes the science concepts and investigative skills acquired at levels
I and II. The processes of experimentation and investigation, are
emphasized in level UI.

The activities for each of the three years are caiefully sequenced
to provide a story line for the student to follow. Early in the three-
year sequence; students are guded in setting up the needed equipment
and in interpreting their obse tions and d2a. As they proceed
through the program, they are ft more and more 'on their own.

Not only -was the ISCS designed so each successive level builds
on the previous level or levels, but it is also designed for individualized
science instruction. Much of the student's work is done independently,
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With the teacher.giving individual guidance as he or she moves among
the' students. Each students sets his or her Own learning pade and thf
difficUlty of the material is automatically adjusted to individual/ability.

Departures from the story 4i4e, called azursions,. have also heen
developed `by the ISCS project. txcursio\ns are designed tnt provide
additiorial work on a given topic or a greater.challthge for the more
car-Cable student. By careful selection of excursions, ISCa.teachers =II
design a multitrack program Suited to their own studedts. ISCS ma-
terials arc published ,by the Silver Burdett Com* .y. [23]

An upward extension of ISCS has been 4 d at. Florida State
UniversitY entitled Indiyidualized Science Instructional System (ISIS).

, -Various triinicourses are being .or have been developed.so that a high
school can plan its science program by Selecting certain ones. ISIS is
published by Ginn and Company (Xerox Edpcationak Uivision).

Several additional programs have Ix;in develOped id recent years;;
some still undergoing refinements at the present time. At the ele-
mentary level theseinclude Individualized Scietce (IS), developed at'
the Research and Development Center Of the University of Pittsburgh
(commercial producer, .Imperial Internitional Learning*Corporation,
tankakee, Illinois)4f 23] and the Elementary School Sciences Program
(ESSP) being develo'ped by Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
(commercial publisher, J. B. Lippincott Company). [41

At the middle school level, BSCS is in the process of developing a
Hicman' Sciences Program (HSP). This program is being designed as
a three year middle school sequence. No commercial `publisher, has as
yet been designated. [4]

In addition to the elementary and middle school programs, BSCS
is also developing materials ,for Special Education. Me Now, for 11-13
year olds; has been completed, and Me and My Environment, for
13-16 year olds, is nearing completion. In the planning stages iS me

thr Future which will feature career selection 'emphasis. Hubbard
Scientific COmpany is publishing the first two Special Education
programs. [4]

Summation of the work of the study groups
in the late 1950s and the 1960s

1. CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCIENCE EDUCATION BY THE STUDY. GROUPS

What contributionscontributions that should be considered
when planning a science curriculum for the 197Ps and 1980sdiel the
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'study groups (or, projects) make to sOence education? First, the study,
'groups perceived cience as a way of snidying the phenomena iif nature
'in order to develop a better understanding a nature. To study nature,
scientists make observations. From their observations' they gather
facts--,-the word fact denoting information githered, from rePeated
agreement of observations, and kherefcire,' having a high degree of
credibility. MIth the facts, scientism forMulate a hypothesis or,' a
theory,_a tentative explanation of these filets. then they make pre,=:
dictions based on the hypothesis or theory. If they can verify the ' 1

predictions, they will lave additional fitts to supftort their premise.
If they call:hot verify, the predictions,- they bust revise, remodel, oi ..

on occasion, discard their original hypothesis or theory. .

The informatiop that the scientist gathers usualty is organized
logically with.rirfviouily known information. NewlyJacquired infor-
mation frequentl is fitted into an existing Organization, which may be
rolled a conaptual framework. Sorrigtimeg new information lorces a
slight modification in the existing -framework. Threconceptual frAne- -t.-
work of a scientific discipline is often referred to as the structure of the
discipline.. ...,.

How 4jd the ptudy group's of the 1.960s 'construct science pro-
grams that enabled a student to gather _information, formulate-hyple-
ses or theories, and make predictions for testing hypotheses or theories fo
just as a working scientist . does? In ,most 'of the science curricula t
developed by study groups, a number of conceptual schemes were

.. chosen to serve as the Iframework of the program. The "enetic
continuity of life" and "the conservation of matter" are two examples
of a conceptual scheme. Inquiry-type activities in which thc student'
solves a problem by conducting an investigation are nsed in developing
each conceptual scheme. .....

As a scierttist makes observations arid interprets data, . he or
uses certain scientific proceisies, sucLas measurement and inference,
and Uses the process of communication to report findings' to other

'scientists. lb varmips degrees, the study groups haVe stressed the
)processes of science. In some programs the srudent is encouraged to
communicate findings to his or hei classmates, to compare results with
them, and to defend a position he or she h.is taken by carrying out

. .
further investigations. eV

The study groups made several Aontributions to science education.
Perhaps their most important contlibution was the construction of
science programs that enable students through acsive participation to
develop an understanding of the nature of science. To-construct these

t,/
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Lids of programs the study groups used conceptUal schemes and
inquiry-type activitieg they emphasized scient4c processes.
*, Second, to construct a program for piesenting science as a

scientist sees i the study groups envisioned, the teacher' and the
student functioning in different ways ihan they did in a traditional
program. During most if not all of the time, the teacher of a program
developed by a proje9t is 2 guide, a consultant, and a pacesetter; the
student is involv d actively in the program. The attention of both
the teacher and r thç student is directed toward theytiderstanding of
cNcepts instead of c memorization of facts. A-Second contribution
of the stVy groups to ience education was, therefore, the develop-
ment Of a new role for the-teacher and the student.

Some of the prbiects have drawn attention to the desirability of
ting behavioral objectives for each lessot or Amit. 4ehavioral

jectir, establish -clear-cut goals; they enabl both a teacher and a
student to identify just what it is that the student is to learn or be able
to do at the completion of a given lesson' or unit. For the teacher,
bfhavioial objeetives also serve as a guide in constructing evaluation
items with high content Validity. The use of behavioral objectives ViaS

a third contribution to science education.
Most of the study groups have developed complete, programs,

allowing the teacher to concentrate on strategy. Not all have written
Student textbooks, but all have prepared detailed_teacher's editions or
guides. Most study groups.have constructed a testing' Program; many
have developed visual materials; and numbers of groups have assembled
kits of equipment and materials. Thui, the development of the com-
plete program was a fourth contribution.

The humanistic app-rOach used in Project Physics` and the Man-
Made World can be considered a fifth contribution to science edUcation

by the study groups. This approach may point the way for the next
phase of curriculum reform in the 1970s and 1980s. [14, 17, 27}

2.. DEFICIENC .S OF THE SCIENCE PROGRAIM

DEVELOPED II THE STUDY GROUt's

What are tF deficiencies of the sfiencc programs developed by

the study groups in the late 1950s andlthe 1960s? First, many of the
science programs were construt-ted as a program Might be constructed
for pre-science majors. Many science educators have criticized this
approach and feel that science should be presented as general educaran.
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A second deficiency): found particularly in the high school and
junior high school programs, is their, failure to interest a large number
of students in science. One reason for this may be that many students
find the cOurses to be too difficult A second reason may be that students
do not find a program built on the structure of the discipline to be
inherently interesting as it was assumed the program would- be.-A third
reason- may be that study groutit in planning a program did not take
into account a student's ilrevious experiences. Nor did they relate
the Subject matter to the problems of contemporary life. This does
not mean that concepetekchemes, inqiiiry-type activities, and processes ,

of science slould be cast aside or emphasized less. Rather, it might
mean that contemporary -problems,. 'espeially those directly .related
to the student's life, should be conside4ed in developing a science
prograini

-

An unsolved problem that muy be conlidered here is the preiblern
of training teachers to piesent ihe new programs. The study groups
recognized that the progra m they were developing would require a
different style of teaching conventional courses. In order to
evaluate a program during the developmental stages, they usually
required teachers to attend a briefing session or a special institute
(often supported L;SX' NSF funds) before)presenting the program for
the first time. At the briefing session the teachir was instructed in the
philosophy of theprogram and in teaching techniques and content that

ht be new. Even though most of the programs arc now available
co ercially, . most study groups continue to recommend special
training for teachers before they resent the program for the first time.

Rationale for a K-1sc1ice program
The currictiffiiii prOjects of the past decade and a half created a

ferment in the planning of science curricula that rescued science teach-
ing from the stagnation that had set in prior to this period; however
federal funding of projects has practically come to a-liar. If \we are
to prevent another period of stagnation in science teaching, then the
time has come to address ourselves to the future.

Planners of a K-12 science program for thc coming allude need
to concern themselves with certain major objectives:

A science program, should reflect the character of science. It
should present science as- a never-ending search for information about
nature; as a continuing intellectual quest to upderstand nature; as ,a

A
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groduct of mari;s intellect based on, the assumptions that nature is not
capricious and tlit natural effects have natural causes. It should reflect
the nature of science as viiwecl by.scientists. The understanding of.
the nature of science that students attain quite conceivably is relate4
directly to the desigil .of the science program in which they are
enrolled and the manner in which the program is implemented. A new
program should portriy science as a dynamic on-going enterprise,
continuing a pattern established by the curriculum projects.

A science program should foster the development of scientifically

and technologically knowledgeable cirizen.s,---citizens who see the dif-

ference between science (man's search for and accumulation of
knowledge about natural phenomena) and technology (the activities
that result in the production of goods and services); citizens who
understand the 'interrelationships betwen science And technology;
"citizens who appreciate the impact of, scien and technology on the .

quality of life.
In the past, two extremes have been embraced in regard to the.'

inclusion of technological matter in .a science program. Traditional
courses often stressed technology almost to the exclusion of science.
Many of the programs developed by study groups all but eliminated

any mention of technology, Obviously, neither extreme prepares the
student to function optimally in a society built upon .the ,interaction

def, science ,and technology. Citizens should not only be scientifically

literate but also technologically knowledgeable. A science program
should reflect t§c interaction of .scienCe, technology., and society.

A science program should further the students' general education,.

Education from kindergarten through grade 12 is almost universally

accepted in the United States, with many locales extending this range

to include a two-year iuniôr college or vocational-technical school

education. The conceprof the comprehensive high school is funda-

mentally adhered to. at the secondary level. The Etiucational Policies
Commission (1961) has stated that the fulidarriental purpose of educa-

tion must be.to develop the studenfLptionaloweri. All. of this
underscores our belief aj...a nation in a prograin 6f general education

for all citizensa,prgrrain tha4 provides the student with a broad
foundation rather than specialization in a specific subject.

Furtheiniore, if a,science 'program is. to be an effective vehicle".

for educating students capable of \functioning ably in a science-oriented

society, the program shoold concern itself with contemporary prob-
lems, espetially thoSe problems directly related to the lives of students.

.3 2
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'Youth of the zoming decade are apt to reject a program of science
instruction that does not concern itself with tile vital problems facing
society, for they seek involvement in.the problems 4. our 'scientific-
technological society. For a science program to have relevance for
them it should have a humanistic coniponent.

'The content of a science program Should he Anmensurate with
the level of opgnitive realness of the students. Considering the various
degrees of cognitive readiness (genetic and environmental affectation).
excountered in the elementary school per se, as well as within a
specified grade level, not only may cognitive readiness determine
whetherla child can learn certain concepts and intellectual skills, Nit
even more importantly, the lack of cognitive readiness may adversely
affect thc child's attitudes. If 1..e_ child experiences fear and frustration

. in the science program, he may develop a long lasting, if not
permanent;dislike of science. Conversely, if the child is given experi-
ence; long after he or she is cognitively ready for them, le or she
has lost in terms of time and personal satisfaction.

Study groups that developed- elementary science programs have
been well aware of the implications of Piaget's work. In the,ttevelqp-
ment of their Materials they have taken into account Piaget's work,
and the research studies of others concerned with the nature of the
learner and learning theory. However, 90 me of the study groups that..
develoPed science materials for the secondary level failed to _give
adequate consideration to the levels of -cognitive readiness of ,the.
students destined to use their materials. But, consideration of the
nature of thc learner caiinot be ignored at the secondary level. While
thergeneral premise of Piaget's work is that children have reactied the
stage where they are capable of abstract reasoning by the time they
have reached the secondary-school level, it should not be assumed
that all.children have arrived at this point. Furthermore, there are
obviously degrees of abstraction axd cognitive sophistication. There
is, also, variation in the experiential backgrbund of the students. Thus,
no less attention can be given to the 'nature of the learner at the
secondary-school level than at the elementary.

the arguments advanced above should not be construed as a plea
for easy science courses. Such a science curriculum would fail to
provide' the challenge needed to, stimulate learning: There is little
objection to rigor in a discipline, provided thc degree of rigor is
commensurdte with the cognitive readiness, of the learner.

The objectives of a science program should be stated clearly in
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behavioral term and should be "drawn from the cognitive, psycho-
motor, alliZective domains. 'While the debate 'concerning the merits
of beha objectives continue; and by all indications will not
abate in the near future., it is certainly obvious to the discerning edu-
cator that the lack of well-defmed objectives can reduce the effective-
ness of a science program.

Most, if not all, of the study groups and, in recent years, com-
mercial publishers as well have made a conscious effort to state clearly
the philosophy of their programs so tiachers might present the pro-
grams in the maimer envisioned by the planners. These groups have
conducted worksheps and inservice training institutd to acquaint
teachers who will be using that: materials _with the philosophy behind
their Program.

The necessity, for such trainiQg sessions is almost universally
kcepted. Unless teachers are thoroughly gounded in the rationale .

and the philosophy of rhe program t they are teaching, they do not
recognize many. of its unique ch tics, characteristics that are
vital to the effectiveness of the.program. ut, ,vhile this is a concefin,
another equal, if not even, greater concern, is that of lesson-by-lesson,
or day-tO-day objectives. Fir too ofien,.the Content of the program
is merely covered without any knowledge of, or any concern about
the reasons why the material is important, what it forms a basis for, or
what the student is to be able to -do as a result of having studied the
material. In fact, .. unless students have been given the objectives in
behavioral terms at the outset, or ,5oon after, they -may never be
certain what it is that they should- have learned from the instruction.

The ognitive domain is not our only concern. Certain manipu-
lative skills 'and techniques can and should be acquired by studying
science. Behavioral objectives in the psychomotor domain will state
for the teacher and the student which of these skills or techniques
should be stressed i1 given lesson.

In addition, science educators are becoming increasingly aware
of the importance of the affective domain in a science program con-
structed to further a student's general.)education. Unless students
become cognizant of the interrelationships of science and society and
the ramifications of these interrelationships, unless students are en-
rolled in a science program that encourages them to develop whole-
some and realistic attitudes toward their environment and toward
human culture, society, and the indiyidual, the science program ;nay
have failed to meet its most important challengethe challenge of
furthering a student's general education.

34
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A science program should be composed of a variety of com-
ponents. Even within a specific grade level, 'there' are children with a:
wide range of interests and abilities. To enable the teacher tp plan a
science ctirricultim suitable for this diverse group, the science program
should proviae a variety of ancillary niaterials Then the teacher can
exercise individual judgment in the choiCe of .materials and can
structure, the science curriculuM in accordance with the needs of the
class. Furthermore, the program should include sufficient aid for the
teacher, espedially at the elementary-school level, to enable him or her
tofeel comfortable teaching it. 31"

choo.%ing a variety of ancillary materials and by using the
suggestions given fir varying teaching techniques, the teacher can
prevent the boredom and resulting disinterest that often besets 2# Class
regardless of the original interest and enthusiasm. In addition, the
greater the number of different approaches used by the teacher in
presenting the material, the more likely is the student to achieve an
understanding of the content.

. The six major objectives discussed, in t:his part cdittitute a rationale
upon which a science program for the coming decade rhight be ,built.
Such a program ,would capitalize upOn the strengths of the science
curriáula developed by the study groups and projects in the late 1950s
and the-1960s ind would at least minimize their weaknesses. [5, 7, 14,
17, 19, 301

7
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APPENDIX: Science Programs
b.."

Developed by Study Groups with Publishers/
( denotes NSF or other federal funding support)

Grads Laid

Ekmentary. Level

Programs

Child-Struc:tured Learning iz
Science (being developed at
Florida Stine Univetsity)

*Conceptually Oriented Program
in Elementary Science (COPES)
Developed by the staff of New
York University, involves bnth
process and 'wept ,eaching.

Eldwintary Schaal &lances
frogram (ESSP)--A multi-
diwiplinary program developed
by BSCS for gradss-K-6.

°Elementary S.6 .. cStudY (ESS)
Developed by SI, has both
content and process base
made-up of many short units,
school or teacher utilizes
units as desired.

PubIisher

1 '

'Individualized Science (IS)
Developed at the Research and
Development Center of the
University of Pittsburgh.

*Science---A Process Approach
Developed by the AAAS with
process developmeht being
the major themewidely used
in many parts of the nation.

°Science Curriculuni Improve-
ment Study (sas) Developed
at the University of California,
a sequential program empha-
sizing both content and process.
Noted for its well-developed
life science program.

Space, Time, Energy, and
Maner (STEM) A program
commercially developed
ing the work of the funded
projects as a basii, a blend of
process and content.

4 ')

Webster Division
McGraW-Hill Book
Company

Impexial International
Learning Corporation

Ghm and Company
(Xerox Educatiopal
Company)

Rand '.6.11ally and
Company

Addison-Wesley
Publng Co.

j



Middle &boil/
junior High
School

Astronomy

A WOO, of Cia;kshan Cbegsfs

°Tim University of Illinois
Elepsentary School Scknce
Program (grades 5-9)

Earth Science °rime, ;Space and Matter
Princeton arid Rutgers
Universities

Life, Earth,
and Physical

Life Science

. Pciysical

High School

Biology

Interaction Series
Interaction of Mat and the '
Biosphere (IMB)

Interaction of Earth and
Tinu (IET)

Inuraction of Mos and
I Energy (IME)

Ideas and Investigations
ix SciencePhysical and
BiolOgical Levels (z)

'Probing tbe Natural *rid
(1SCS) Developed by the
staff of Florida State' University
a three year program. In-
volves individualized work and
based on behavioral objectives.

Hunian Sciences Program
(ES(S), in PrePaution,
grani being designed for.middle
school/junior high school level.

Introductory Physical Science
(IPS) Qeveloped by ESI and
EDC

°Physical Science 11 A second
level course of IPS usually used
at high school level.

°Biological Science: Molecules
to Man (BSCS Blue Version)

°Biological Science: An Inquiry
into Life (BS(S Yellow
Version)

°High School Biology BSCS
Green Verrios

Harper and Row
Publkhers,

Webster Division,
McGraw-Hdl Book
Connuny

Rend McNally and -
Company

Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Silver Burdette
Company

Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Houghton Mifflin
Crimpany

ljarcourt Brace
Ovanovich,

Rand McNally and
Company 4
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APPENDIX: SCialee Program:

Developed by-Study Groups with Publishers
(* &notes NSF or other federal funding support)

Grade Level

High WWI
Bin logy

Chemistry

Earth SCICOCC

Faiginor.rios

PhYsics

Multidisciplinary

38

,Progrews Publisher

*Biological Science: Patter*
and Frowsty (BSCS Special
Matetisk)

*Biological Science: !mosaic*
of Expeeiments. end Ideas
(M.M. Second Course)

BSCS Laboratory Blocks

*Chemical Systewu (CBA
Project)

°CHEM Study

Revisions of CHEM Study

Investig the anb (EscP)

*The Mos-Made World (ECCP)

Pbysics (PSSC)

*Advanced- T °pies Supplement
(PSSC)

*Proiect Physics

*Individualized Science
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Jon 11. Hendrix, Assistant Professor of Science Educatkm anti Biology,
Ball State University,.Muncie, Ind.

Accountability is the watchword in education today. But the question
is, "Accountable to whom and for visa?" A science supervisor is not
immuhe tea accountability; his or her responsibilityis that of upgrading
science instruction through involvement of the teaCher, administration,
community, and all professional channels. The effectivenefs of the
supervisor's work can be assessed -through desirable changes in be-
havioral patterns of children, as ,demonstrated in the development of
scientiic attitudes, skills, usable kndewledge, and methods of solving
problems. In. seeking these behaviors in children, what does a science

- supervisor do?
The model proposed here is. one which should help the science

supervisor and coordinator (or in small schools, the department head)
to determine what his or her job description is in terms of competen-
cies expected by administrators. Each competency is stated in per-
formance terms. The 'basic outline of competencies; tsken from
Assessment of Professional Performance: The Highland Plan [2], was
modified to fit various descriptions of science supervisors.

This author's eleven years expetence 2S a science supervisor in
public schools has confirmed the fact that a science supervisor's role
is constantly changing. Thus, this model is not meant to be a static
role description. Unique needs of a school system should demand
modification, addition, or deletion of specific tasks in the model.
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Seoion 1: :The Role of the Seim:CC Supervisor

The Seience supervisor, with his or her administrator, can utilize
the model to identify a role description suitable for the school system's
needs and the individual's skills. The agreed-upon role description can
then be used as an evaluation device for theitpervisor's performance.
Clarified role descriptions in performance terms give direction and
meaning to the task of science sUperVision. When one's role is clarified
and one's pelformance is evalUated in termsOf role expectations, theri
the question..1 of accountable to Whomiand for what:can be intelligently
answered.

The model
_

The responsibilities of the science supervisor fall into the 'follow-
ing basic divisions:

t, 2.

Cuirriculum and instiuction
The effective Science Supervisor who coordinates his or her

effOrts with others for cooperative development of the instructional
program will:

I. assume leadership in developing school-wide science educatfon
philosophy consistent with system philosophy.

2. contribute to the development ofa system-wide science education-
, curricular structure.
3. develop comprehensive goals and related sequences of performance

objectives in science and test these sequences.
4. analyze the results of tests and revise goals and sequences accord-

ingly.
5. cooperatively develop instructional guidelinesL and resources, and

make provision for their use and refinement.
6. develop and administer assessment programs and inservice pro-

grams for science staff members.
7. develop programs of science activities for students consistent with

school system philosophy.

In cooperation with othcr staff members, the cifectiye science
supervisor, consistently seeking improvement of instruction and of
the total instructional program in sci nce, will:

I. keep informed about significant rw developments'in science cur-
riculum and instruction.
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2. stimulate and assist staff members in investigating and evaluating
promising new developments in science education.

3. implement science instructional changes under way and secure
staff support for them.

4. work with the science staff to support and strengthen the instruc-
tional staff assessment program by: comlnunicating thephilosophy
effeCtively; securing staff cooperation and support; assisting science
staff members in selecting appropriate and significant objectives
for professional growth; assisting in the developmentand execution
of professional growth plans, including means of measurement;
and completing required general evaluations:

S. conduct research projects related to 'science curriculum and
instruction.

6. initi2te propOsals relative to supplemental funding of science cur- .
riculum and instructional projects.

7. 7 make and evalukte recommendation concerning science programs,
materials, and tests in cooperation with science staff.

8. work for science curriculum deelopment and imprbvement
through a program of regular meetings with science staff.

9. prepare an annual ,report of status, accomplishments, needs, and
unresolved issues in the area of science education.

10. resolve conflicts within the area of science education.
11. contribute to overall efforts by accepting responsibility for special

assignments.

Staff personnel
In recfuittnent and selection,ot sciilltee staff, the effec ive science

supervisor will:

1. work for and in the employment cycle of the school system.
2. 1 participate in the implementation of developed recruitment pro-

. grams for certificated personnel.
3. exhibit professional behavior which will' attract capable and de-

lirable personnel to the school system.
4. lollect data from which judgments can be made about prospective

candidates for vacancies.
5. maim a positive contribution to the visitation phase of the recruit-

ment and selection process for certificated personnel.
6. recommend to the appropriate person in the school system the

candidate\who is best qualified for each science vacancy.
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7. develop science recruitment ciaterials.
8. encourage capable student teachers in science to seek a tenhing

career.

Assignment, transfer, and woriload
The effective idence supervisor UssuMes responsibility for assign-

ment, transfer, and work load of science he or she will:

1. consult with other administrators' ding azignment of science
staff, and enlist their cooperation in king the process as effective
as possible.

2. help make work assignments based on the strewths of the indi-
vidual in relatioiship to tht description of the job.

3. help make science instructional loads equitable and fair for each
cmploye4

OrientationXthe school employees in science
The effective science supervisor participates in the orient:2ton

of the school employee in sciencefhe or she will:

1. develop orientation programs for new science employees to intro-
duce them to the school system's philosophy, =Midi.% curricu-
lum, and community resources.

2. develop programs-and proceduces which provide the opportunity
forexperienced staff personnel in science to assist the new science
education employees.

Staff management
As part of his or her staff management role, the effective science

supervisor will:
1. develop a cooperative and positive relationship with otr school

personnel to achieve the goals of the school system.
2. stimulateltaff morale, promote organizational purpose and readiness

to change, and pursue traditional goals of efficiency and economy.
3. exhibit rational 'administrative behavior in job-relevant situations.

which will encourage other school personnel to trustand respect
his or her leadership.

4. place organizational needs and goals above one's own professional

aspirations.
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In terms of personnel development, the effecOve science super-
visor will:

1. develop comprehensive inservice ed c tioftal programs which are
well organized and well planned.'

2. communicate to all members of the -... , .1 systcm the nature of
the professional development/ program and how its. objectivei
relate to their area of concern.

3. provjde opportunities for selected professional development of
science employees under his or her qupervision.

. 4., secure the cooperation' d-involvement of all .affected personnel
in preparing science b dgets based upon the/needs of the science
education program in th h system.

5. prepare a realistic budget for the science education program.
6. develop cost estimates of proposals that would allocate budget

funds in accordance. with expressed needs and budget limitations.
7: inform science personnel who are responsible for budget funds

of the amounts of funds available. .
8. provide for efficient purchasing procedures and expenditures of

funds under hiS,orher control. ,
t

9. check the receipt of equipment and supplin, and report to the
proper school officials. '

10. arrange for efficient- purchasing through proper bidding
cedures.

11. secure established procedural approval before obligating the ex-
penditure of budget funds.

12. establish an accurate and efficient system of con. ,Iling the ex-
penditure ofscience funds.. .

,.

13. keep informed of the availability of Federgye' tate, and I. s sources
of renue. - ,

14. secure lll possible funds from available sources that are necessary
for the-efficient iniplementation of the total scienbe program.

School buildings and equipment
The effective science supervisor, having responsibility for school-

.

buildings and eiluipment, will: .

1.. estatirish an effective means of inventory of all science equipment
in die system.

2. keep informed of advances in science education programming,
building design, equipment, and materials.
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Sailors I: The Role of the Same Supervisor

,3. survey the adequacy of existing facillties cid equipment; analyze
ttsults of these surveys-to develop an overall plan for meetin
the needs of the system.

4. ',gauge opportuiSties for staff to become involvedin the planning
of new construodpn in science instructional areas.

S. submit requests for repairs, alterations, 'and improvements to
proper staff members.

6. provide for care of and respect for science physical facilities and
tivir usage.

7. plan for and supervise the effective use of materials and supplies.
8. follow stated procedural practices in the requisition, storage, and

distribution of science materials and supplies.

School-community relations
To foster good relations between the school and the community,

the effective science supervisor will:

1. contribute to the development and implementation o a system-
wide, school-community relations program.

2. ,interpret the policies, objectives, and conditions of' the kience
program to others in the school system and the community.

3. create a climate whiCh is ,conducive to strengthening the lines of
communication between school and home. .

4. utilize media available to .ommunicate to others in the school
system information regarding sciersce education.

5. use media such as science fairs, exhibits; projects, etc. to inform
the community about the school science program.

6. develop assessment instruments to determine whether the com-
murip understand.1 the scieneducation program

7. use special" weeks and special educational programs to show the
community what schools ate acCbmplishing in science education.

8. develop and maintain an up-to-date listing 9f organizations and
dubs which can be valliable sourceS of suppfrt for school science
programs.

9, prepare a community file of parents aad others willing to share
their specialized knovAedge.

10. consult with school personnel in die planning, production, and
presentation of specific communications.

11. provide assistance to staff members in *paring and submitting
articles for publication.
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12. provide staff members with assistance 'andnaterials for exhibits
at educational conventions, workshops, 'and seminars.

13. eyaluate the relative effectiveness of, various communication media
and channels.

Professional growth
The effective supervisor will:

I. help to identify ana select desirable professional growth firojects
to be undertaken by management and staff personnel.

cipate actively in group undertaldngs for professional growth
such as workshops, conferences, study groupst planning and re-
search projects, pilot programs, and appraisal and evaluation
seminars. ,

.3. identify and assign priorities to significant professional wowth
activities related to science..

4.. follow a plan of personal professional growth activities,
-5. belong to and participate in science sprocfessional Organizations,

Such as NSTA, NSSA, and state science organizations.
6.. encourage staff membership bit professional science education

associations.

Summary
Precise role descriptions written in performance terms enable one

to clarify administrative expectations and to develop a self-competency
evaluation form. In developing a role description, be realistic. Omsider
time alloted for the taskN, finance§ available, the needs of the school
system, and the specific strengths and wealaieSses of the supervisor.
Capitalize on individual strengths, and seek ways to acquire, new
professional behaviors when performance weakness is found. As changes
occur, renegotiate the role description with the administrator: Req
moving the ambiguity of role expectations can facilitate harmonious,
productive science supervision.
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The Role of the Statp,Science Supervisor

.1
dary E. Downs, Assistant Professor, 1osA2 State-University, Ames, Iowa

State, .relgional, and local scienee supervisors 41 have a "."common gosh,
the impiovement of science instruction for all student& The problems
of science curriculum, theory, Methods of development, strategies for
perdinatioa and articulation, and techniques and procedures for
implemeritntion arell within the domain of the icience supervisor.

- Local science supervisors are involved in day-to-diy operlitioni of a
giVen school system, while the state and regional (area) superyiSors
are involved in proviatig assisrarce'and services to local supervisors
and teachers. Regional or area scienEe supervisors are ndt a part of
each States ducational system. However, it great benefit of the re-
gional or area organization is that the area science-supervisor provides
more direct services to local classroom teachers.. The wit of the state
science supervisor varies somewhaelfom state to state. rlowever, there
are many common functions and ictivities that eaCh state sci=ce
supervisor performs. In this chapter, three broad caiegories will be.
used to -represent the role,stf the state science supervisor: development_
of the state science superviso-es position; funCtions and activities okthe
state science supervisors; and history and functions of the Council of
State Science Supervisors (CS3).

Development of the state science superviiors' positions
4`or most states, the seience supervisof positions came into being'

foikowing the enactment of the National Defense Education Act of
1958. Much of the energy and time of these first supervisors was used
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9

in the implementation of the Niiicnial Defense Education Act, through
the laborious mechaqics of the science materials acquisition program.
As ;his acquisition program became more routinc and additiqnal per-
onnel were employed, considexably more time and effort his been

given by state science. supervisors to the more basic educational aspects
. of science education.

Functions and activities of the nateScience supervisors
The state department of education (called the departMent of

public instruction in some states) often becomes involved in curriculum
' development by providing leadership to local school systems through

the efforts of the state science supervisor. For the state science super-
visor to provide effective leadership, he or she mUst be able to identify
local needs, understand loCal attitudes, and identify local leadership
potential. The state science supervisor also proviaes curriculum leader-
ship at the state level. To be effecti ks at the stattlevel, the state science
supervisor roust be fully aware of ffie diverse science education prac-
tices in the state, the rate of,adoption and/or adaptation of curriculum
projects, and the role of administrators in curriculum decisions. Re or
she must also be coinizant of the appropriate procedures for initiating
new science curriculum projects. The state science supervisor performs
a variety of services for the regional or local levels; he or she should:

1. establish an effective communication system with local science
supervisors.

2. help to orga ize and establish committees which work in the de-
velopment a d implementation, of curriculum change.

3. assist local s stems in analyzing their present program(s) to help
establish needs d priorities.

4. assist in defining an implementing program to meet the needs
for inservice education of teachers.

5. bring natibnal viewpoints and trends in science education to teach-
ers and administrators at the local levels.

;

6. assist in the development of articnlated sequences fcrom kindergarten
through secondary education.

7. establish state science committees to work on developing guidelines
for the development of 1(new" science thrusts (e.g., the metric
system).

S. foster and maintain cooperative and harmonious relationships with
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science and science educatio4 departments in colleges and uni-
versities in the state to better coordinate inservice education.

t
Leadership acuvities Of .the state science supervisor require "a

knowledge of established local and state policies, accepted protocols,
and legal aspects of the state code. The laws mandated by the state
code may affect the local district, the state department, or both.

The daily functions of the state science supervisor consist of a
variety of getiVitieS. These activities may be classified into seven major

areas and the supervisor's time conunitment to each category calculated.
The seven major areas and the percentage of time allocated to each
are listed in the accompanying table.

SEVEN MAJOR CATEGORIES AND PERCENTAGE OF TIME
ALLOCATED TO EACH FOR THE STATE SCIENCE

SUPEIWISOR*
Percesitage

of
Time Category Description

25% Office actiiities, such as serving on statewide committees,. telephone:
and letter corregpondence, staff meetings, and preparation of publi-
cations.

20% Planning, organizing, and implementing inservice programs.
20% Resource services, such 'as serving as a state representative for cur-

riculum committees for state-supported community iunior colleges
(area colleges) , serving as a science resotirce person for curriculum
planning for teacher certification in the cidleges and universities.

17% Planning, organizing, and speaking at conferences and workshops
(usually 1-2 days in length).

i% Professional activities, such as attending professional meetings, and
presenting papers.

7% Serving as a team member for' professional accrediting associations.
2% Other activities.

Tese categories and percentage's represent the stare of Iowa science super-
visor's sc edule for the period from July 1, 1974 to June 30, 1975. The state
science supervisor's role in different states varies. However, this data does help
to illustrate the areas of concentration that do represent the most common
activities that DIM state science supervisors 'perform.

History and functions 9f the Council of State Science Supervisors
To work effectively with educators, state science supervisors must

be active in many professional organizations, including the National
Science Supervisors Association (NSSA) and the Council of State
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Science Supervisors (C9).-Tbe CS' is the only one designed specifi-
cally for the state science supervisor.

hip experti se to those i the major responsi-
In 1963 the Council of Sti

viduals who have
Supervisors was organized to provide'.

leaders
bility for science education for state deparunents of education in the
United States and its territorica. Since its inception, tlie CS" has held
several conferences, in cooperation with other agencies, that focused
on unique problems for the state science supervisors. Science Curricu-
lum and the States, edited by Kenneth W. Dowling (1971) and Data
Utilization. A Key ,to improved Science Education by James W.
Latham (1974) are CS' publications which were the-outcomes of two
such conferences.

The Council of State Science Supervisors is a very dynamic
organization. It provides and maintains communication channels with
agencies and organizations interested in science 'education. It keeps
its \tnem6ership informed about federal progranis; maintains close
contact with the United States Office of Education; and initiates and
develops programs at the state, regional and logal

RINPV.tvee
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Working with Teachers

Mary. B. Harbeck, Assistani Director, Department of Science, D.C.
Public Schools,Wushington,D.e.

In an increasing number of c.ases the science supervisor is becoming
a member of a team composeil of teachers, paraprofessionals, curricu-
lum coordinators, and administrators. This main is striving to provide
learning sirtiatiOns for each child. Advancing technology makes the
attainment of this objective more feasible than ever before. Also, as
the trend toward individualized, instrUction gains in momerttum, the
traditional rlassroovi-centered school with group scheduling patterns
Will evolve into facilities engineered to provide a high degree of
flexibility in grouping and schcdullng New types of teaching and
learning equipment will necessitate setting up learning situations for
larger numbers of students in an increasing scope and variety.

The responsibilities of the supervisor working with and for his
or her administrator are discussed in the following chapter. Careful

budgeting of time and thoughtful establishment of priorities also
make it posiible for a supervisor to fulfill the other half of his or her
professional commitment e to teachers. There are several ways

in which his or her work with t hers may be organized. One useful
classification is working with (a) individual teachers, (b) groups of
teachers, (c) students and their teachers, and (d) personnel activities.

Individual teachers
The individual science teachers with whom supervisors work

present many of the same problems that a group of students presents
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to the classroom teacher. Individualized help to each teacher according
to his or her needs is the ideal for which the supervisor strives. A.
single system for the observation,:evaluation, and help for teachers
will not suffice for improing the science program in a school, no
matter how well it is planned 'and structured.

One appioach to the problem of providing for the individual
cfferences among, teachers is to think of them in several diffetenc
categories. Just as students. are placed in. different reading and arith-'
metic groups in an elementary 'classroom, teachers may be considered
as being in one set of groups when the superris planning inservice
programs and in another when individual classroom visits are being
scheduled.

Most supervisors schedule at le2St one visit to each teacher some-
time during the semester, plus, of course, visits made by invitation.
Each teacher needs to have personal contact with the supervisor. This
proirides an opportunity for the supervisor to bolster the confidence
of a competent teacher who is hesitant, ordiplomatically--to define
areas in need of improvement to the complacent or overconfident
teacher. Individual visits help him or her to spot innovative ideas being
developed by a teacher so that these ideas can be properly applauded
and crisseminated to other teachers, Potential troubles can be identified
and .perhaps corrected before any real damage is done.

As individualized instruction for children becomes more com-
monly practiced, supervisors will need to increase the attention given
to each teacher. The use of new technology will be difficult for
many teachers 2S they find themselves being schedulekl for large- and
small-group instruction, for individual help sessioni, and for especially
prepared lectures. Elementary teachers responsible for 30 children
in a self-contained classroom, and secondary teachers accustomed to a
six- or seven-period day in which a similar lesson is taught to two or
more groups of children, must adjust both thinking and planning.
Many secondary teachers have had- no previous' experience with
grouping children within a cl-, much less the planning of individual
learning situations for a variety of students.

A science supervisor will need to be alert to an individual teacher
who flounders while attempting 1 neW teaciting technique. Perhaps
a demonstration lesson for several teachers with similar problems
would be helpful. In some cases the supervisor can work with the
troubled or doubtful teacher in a two-person teaching team16r a
day or two. Most successful supervisors .exercise much creative in-
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genuity in deyising Ways to helpcteacin trouble. The fact that
they are not at first able to find a way does not deter them from
trying again. The hardest aspect of this problem is probably finding
a way to effect a change in the teaching behavior without hurting
the pride or self-image of the teacher.

A mom formal way of observing and helping new taChers is
usually necessary. Some type of check list or evaluation sheet, to be
used by the teacher and the supervisor, is a practical way to provide
data to be used for post-observatiOn discussion. When working with
student teachers, the supervisor must give guidance. in liow learning
situations for children, as opposed to instructional Situations by
teachers, can, be best structured and maintained. It is.tro easy to get
sidetracked into discussing housekeeping chores and bulletin board
construction!,

Part of the supervisor's job is to inform teachers about the re-
-sources of the school and community. Because most supervisors do
not have, the time to help individual teachers with direct information
at every time of need, it is necessary to develop procedures by which
teachers can help themselves. A-n information Card file listing the
names and addresses of persons to be contacted for special equipment,
field trip guidance., or similar services is a valuable adjunct to the
supervisor's desk. The simpler the information retrieval devices- of
this sort are, the more efficient and speedy will be thc task of inforin-
ing teachers so that they can proeeed without the supervisor's indi-
vidual attention. A file of information about new national curriculum
projects or one describing the summer school offerings at local colleges

(Aranexample of indirect hclp to -teachers. A monthly one-page
bulletin for staff distribution rts a practical sway to report news- about
science education in the school.

Many supervisors willjbe expected to work directly with the
library, testing, guidance, land research staff members or, from time
to time, to confer with department chairmen in mathematics and
science. Staff members sTho work with each other above the teaching
level should plan ,and practice shortcuts to facilitate communication
and the exchange of information among themselves.

In working with individual teachers, the challenge is found in
maintaining a balanced schedule so that all teachers are served, not
just those who clamor for attention. The quiet teacher- may be the
one in most need of help and may also- be the one who will, in the
long run, contribute the most strength to thc program.
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Science supervisors can also facilitate recognition of outstanding
work or special talents by publicizing ps and awards and
by nominating 'teachers for awards, for fello ps, and for assign-
ments in professional organizations. Begihning n 1967, NSTA has
given awaids each year for distinguished service science education.
'Industries and other professional organizations are ed in recog-
nizing outstanding science teachers.

Groups of teachers -

4 The science supervisor may be asked by his or-her administiitor
to plan and implement teachers' workshops, curriculum writing groups,
textbook selAtion committees; and discussion groups. It is$try often
advantageous for a supervisor to take the time to asseis tUe real need

Jor these activities so that he or she can initiate group work for wch
teachers some necessity or value.

Th ce supervisor has t e responsibility for quality cofitroL,
when ing teachers to pl activities for themselves or their
students. diem as a gro p, must be led by the supervisor to
establish priorities for using time and energy to implement special
activities, Teachers slibuld not be asked to undertake a new instruc-
tional program, inservice courses, a formal evaluation program, and
the planning of a science seminal. Omultaneously. The supervisor is
in a position to look at the whole picture .from a long-range point of
view. Teachers who find themselves trying to do too many projects,,

some of which are of questiotuble vilue, are not liliely to remain
enthnsiastic about program innovatiohs.

After thc priorities have been established, the supervisor has the
additional task of establishing guidelines for the activities which have

itn selected. Any project must be shown to be educatiohally worth-
hile, pedagogically sound, economically.' feasible, and of possible

accomplishment with' the available resources and staff members. The
supervisor may have to convince any or tall ofrthe administrators,
teachers, and students of the value of the project, and its precedence
over-arher desirable activities. -

Much of the work with groups of teachers will be in the area
of curriculum development. There are organizational chores in setting
up committees, coljecting materials, and arrrging the meetings.
When ,the work ofithe committee is finished, much time ,is involved
in egliting materials; printing and distributing them, and thtn encourag-

r, ("
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ing appropriate experimental use and evaluation. With practice, these
chores become easier, so that the supervisor can turn his or her atten-
tion to the more important roles of leadership for and evaluation of
the woik as it is being done.

As group work of any kind proceeds, it is important .that the
objectives originallY formulated do not become lost in the man of
details. At the -end of the project, someone must equate the results
with the original purposes and make an evaluation. It is assumed that
the 'objectives were first designed to fulfill some clearly recognized
requirement and that the 'composition of the committee and its work
wal engineered into a.manageable

For example, most districts have now abandoned the practice of
trying to evolve a science' education program which originates com-
Rletely in the tninds of the committee. Neither are groups of teachers
being asked to sit down alone to develop a curriculum. A new cpurse
of siudy for a local district is much more likely to be an adaptation
synthesized from one or more of the national currieulum projects or
from commercially prepared materials. Teachei conimittees should
work with a consultant knowledgeable in devising curriulum building

.techniquesa task for which most teachers have had little training
or experience. The supervisor or a qualified person frorn outside the
school system may fill this role on a shoit-term or intermittent basis.
Som hool districts are employing selected teachers and supervisors
d9ig the summer months. Such committees usually include persons

om all levels of instruction in order to bring a diversity of talents
and viewpoints to bear upon the work to be done.

As the year-to.year curriculum revisions are made, a supervisor
is faced with the ecntinual educational needs of the teaching stiff.
Opportunities for additional education must be provided by the local
district in a variety of ways. How many different opportuthEes are
offered and what the scope of these programs should be will depend
upon thc competences and characteristics of the teachers. Inservice
programs are now more likely.to be of a developmental 'nature, rather

, than remedial.
The methods of instruction used in inservice programs should be

worthy of imitation M the classroom. Teachers do not learn how to
conduct lab-centered lessons by listening to a lecture. Inservice sessions
may be conducted by t supervisor, a professor from a neighboring
college, a talented teacher rom the local or a nearby school System,
or a publisher's representan e. The supervisor, in any case, should
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assume a 'great deaI of *esponsibility for the planning of the content r
and format of the; sessions. He or she can then be assured that a
balanced offering of different teaching techAues is used.

Group work u4h teachers may be necessary for a variety of
reasons. In addition to the curriculum development and inservice
programs, teachers miy need meetings to share teaching ideas among
themselves, to plan equipment purchases, to plan visitation or exchange
programs with other districts, to hear visiting lecturers, to tour nearby
educational facilities ,tiature park, museum, industry, learning-resource
center), and to plan special iiience events for students, parents, and
the community. \.

With other staff members
The supervisor will also' work periodically with a representative

of the library staff. The newer. science ,education programs require
reference materials in larger ipantities and greater scope than evet
before. Many school libraries are receiving increased support from
seV9tal source's so that present holdings can be more easily updated
and enlarged.

However, librarians do not feel qualified to make selections
of reference materials for science. This is particularly true in the
matter of journal and periodical acquisitions and in the field of science
for the elementary grades. Iielp is needed in collecting books for the
professional library used by staff members.

Librarians want to spend their money on materials of high quality
that will be used. The supervisor can collect teacher requests and
add his or her ownselections to the list.' The librarian can be of help
to the supervisor in choosing references which arc in the best format,
printing, and binding. Together they can plan for the most satisfactory
use of the money available and a sound long-range acquisition program.

Participation of schools in educational research projects is in-
creasing. Supervisors and teachers are working together on research
projects and grant-seeking propoal . SchOol, district bt3dgets often
include an item for res rchacYdevclopnient. The impetus for edu-
cational research may Oñié from a higher education institatior4 the
school board, the ,supervisor, or Me teachers themselves. Working in
ongoing research projects is a valuable experie&ce for the professional
growth of teachers and supervisors. -this activity gives opportunities
for teachers to learn about research 'design, searching the literature,
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reading and writing abstracts, and using the technological tools avail-
able to researchers, Doing scientific research (as _many high school
students are) is an excellent way to learn the nature of science and
how scientisis work. A supervisor who is doing some research will find
that his or her teachers will be more willing to try it also.

Research activities will increase the work that science supervisors
are alreaay doing with guidance directors, general curriculum coordi-
nators, testing officers, scAnce department chairmen, and mathematics
personnel. These people, including the science supervisor, make Up a
school ierves team Which influences the philosophy and aspirations
of a whole school. This- team, in its wOrk with the administrative
staff, can literally make,or brczak the reputation of the schooL

When working with different igoups of Staff members, the super-
visor is in a role of double management. The objectives must be
identified *and fulfilled, and the people inVolved must be employed
with efficiency and ,in harmony with each other.

.With students
The science supervisor will be called upon to work with indi-

vidual students or to plan programs forst.gups of students. Teachers
should he encouraged to solicit the help of the supervisor 0 solving
problems of certain students. If the invitation comes by some other
route, the teacher should be notified promptly so that communication
is open and smooth.

If a student or group of students is planning to work on a special
project involving cooperation i.with an outside agency, such as an
industrial firm, health association, or a local scientist, the supervisor
will be expected to act as a liaison person among the interested parties.
This may involve the preplanning of schedule adjustments, contract
negotiations, as well as the preparation of 'any publicity needed to
giVe the community an understoding of the pioject and its value.

Science fairs or exhibits are a concern for many supervisors.
Educators, in increasing numbers, are corning to the realization that
the tradifional competitive science fair hats some serious shortcomings
and pitfalls. Supervisors who work in a districtbwhere a sciefice fair
each sp. ring has become a school tradition may wish to work with
teachers 2nd students to re-examine the objectives of the fair to
ascertain how much ,teal value still exists in the-program.

Some districts have.abandoned the fairin favor of an event which
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affords the opportunity for individual snider to report the scientific
research which has been4one as an integral part of course work or as
a result of an individual interest. Good science fairs are a natural out-
growth of the school science program rather than being the reason
for which the work was planned in the first place.

There are other types of special science activities which May
reflect the spirit of science better than the traditional fair alone. Some
schools have students meet in seminars, with or .Without an aUdience,
to hear each other's reports and then ask questions.. Others have
established a junior academy of-science which emphasizes the presen-
tation of a paper rather than an exhibit. StiWkuent publication of the
proceedings provides a record of work done from year.to year,

Supervisors should insist that when competitive types .of science
youth activities aê planned their educational values should take
precedence- over their public relations value to sponsoring organiza-

, nons. The quality of science fair prjects gaibe expected to be in
. direct proportion as to the quality f. the judgi10 from year to
year. Judges shoild be chosen m the scientific ommunity to
assure that the evaluations will be based on and reflect the scientific
merits of the projects. Good rules and regulations for conducting
science fairs are availabk from the national-science fair organizations.
Supervisors should see that teachers transmiat up-to-date Information
to their students about award programs and other activities such as
the Ford-Future .Scientists of America Awards (NSTA) and the
International Youth Science Fortnight.

Students sometimes need advice In iSonnection with individual
wor they are doing, which neither-the teacher, nor the suPervisor is

/*pr ed to givevAgain, outside help should be sOught. Sometimes
0- a disinterested, bored studentcan be stimulated by contact with a local

scientist who will 'help him work on something of interest to
hint This becomes the student's science program. rs are
usually aware of valuable resource people in a variety dons
who can prode for individual differences in this way.

Anoth.6 area of interest , for the supervisor is that of -c

guidance. He or she is in ad advantageous position to identify and
nurture the science-prone student who needs help in learning abou
the new occupations and professions 'arising. in the field of scienc
With the help.of the guidance counselor, he or she can portray to t
student the science-oriented vocations which fit particular capabilities
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and probable educational opportunities. Too 4en students are lost
to the scientific fitds because they think .only the Most intelligent

ikeducated. people Can qualify for the work.,
pecial lectures or seminars can also be planned for both students

and teachers. Traveling exhibits s noored by .ihdustriat firms, non-
profit educational institutes, and vernmental agencies are also avail-
able to those who wish to enrich the science prograni for the intire
student body or some segment of it. Preplanning and follow-up
activities are necessary to make this Itind of program a justified part
of the total school inrructional plan. The present trend is away from
pickaged,traveling programs and toward flexible program segments
which can be mixed and matched to fit the wishes of each individual
school.

To implement an effective prokram for students, the supervisor
must be well informed about and have rapport with- local-sciptists ahd
the institutions these scientists and other resource people. represent.

Personnel activitia
., A science education program wit be no more effective tha'n the
combined efforts of the total teachinfoitaff. This idea should be in the
superviior's mind in, the recruitment of new teachers, the supervision
of student teachers, the preparation C,if fecommendations for teachers,
and the assignment of the staff mehters to existing or new ,positions
in th school.

In traveling, attending conferences, and visiting tther programs,
the supervisor should be alert to identify individuals who are looking
for new positions which offer a chance to. grow professionally. Some-.
times young teachers do not sense this growth need in themselves,
except as a vague frustration about their present situation. Such teach-
ers may need some gentle prodding 'toward positive thinking about
the chances they have for advancement in the profession. With the
advance of educational technology, many, new directions for thii
growth will emerge.

The supervisor will also travel to observe teachers whose applica-
tions 'for positions have' been received by the district. The written
credentials of a prospective teacher are no substitute for _knowing,
firsthand how the teacher relates to 'Students and other teachers.

The science education staff can also be strengthened internally.
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The early identification of the most promisfittident 'teachers can
result in an opportunity to give Preservice attention to those who may
apply for positions. By involving *dent teachers in performing real

0 tasks, instead of planned hypothetical exerCises, it is possible to,make
a better evaluation of their potential, while at the same time giving
them a vested interest. .

The supervisor who is-able to' delegate responsibilities to otherk
inra-ethical, mutually saiisfying way can groom members of the
present staff for. reassigntngnt to. different positions where tIU.ir par-
ticular talents can be most effectively used. When teachers are. sparked
by an enthusiastic superviscir, they will do many things which lighten
his or her workload and at the same time help them, to grow pro-
fessionally. In a situation Eke this everybody wins. .,

A less-satisfying aspect of personnel work is the occasidnal neces-
sit/ to help those teachers who are not making a satisfactory contri-
.bution to the scienee . program to find a more appropriate niche
somewhere else On the staff or to arrange for the termination of
employment. This'is a cooperative venture which involves the teacher,
the superiisor, 2nd the administrator of the school. No. supervisor
should attempt it alone. .

Some teachers need and want experienceS outside the frameWork
of the school progratv. By judicious recommendations of teachers
for fellowships,' special courses, retraining in a particular skill,i or
participation in research studies, it' is possible to upgrade the scietnce
teaching staff. Useful and rewarding ways for using these teachers
should be preplanned so that they can see a genuine value in compclet-
ing this special preparation. If this is not done they afe likely to' go
elsewhere so that the new training can be used profitably.

The contemplation Of so many tasks ,to be done with and for
teachers can' be a dazing experience. These ideas have been presented
in the hope that each reader will gain insight into thc any possible
avenues of endeavor. No singk school system can expedt one super-
visor to tperform them all continually. Some'may not be appropriate
in a given school. Those most applicable and workable can be instituted
immediately. Others may bec:ome more valuable later. As supervisors
gain skill in doing two or three things at a time, they will feel more
confident About enlarging their scope of services: .

An enthusiastic supervisor is not likely to want to oper
same way each year. Abandoning ineffective work p
ing new ones from time to time will help to ,keep

, -
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vision exciting and satisfying. This practice also sets a good example
to teachers. The work that supervisors do With teachers will' keep
them close to the objeceof all their creative thinldngthe students
to whom they are responsible.

4
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Phyllis L Magat, Coordinator, Mathematics irnd Science, Alfred 7.
duPont School District, Wihningtofrbel.

The science supervisor, coprdinator, or director of science education
provides a liaison between the science teachers and the administrative
leadrs -in the' school, district, county, or other orginaation. This
liaison is esSidtial to teachers, for they depend on the supervisor tei
inform the members of the administrative staff on the nature and
implications of the scientific enterprise. This liaison is essential to the
superintendent, for he or 'she needs one person who can be depended
upon to be tile knowkdgeable spokesperson for tfie science phase of
the total educational program. The 'science supervisor also represents
science education in the school program to- the school board, the
Varents, the community, and to other agencies. The special relation-
ship between the science 'supervisor and the administrators of a school
or district is the chief concern of this chapter:

'A science supervisor sells one commodity onlyconfidence. To
the superintendent, he or she must sell confidence in his or her
knowledge of the total sckintific en'terprise, both within the school or
district and within thc.nation. The confidence or respect that a science
supervisor can ,earn from the superintendent comes from proven'
professional judgment based on:

1. Current knowlede about content in the sciences (chemistrik
physics, biology, and .earth and space Science)

2. Current knowledge about curricular materials in science atid
methods in science teaching'

3. Current knowledge about children an4 how they learn
4. Leadership' ability based on improved managemenr tecimiques
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The science supervisor Plays a unique role in administration, for
this professional role requires a full-time commitment involving con-

uous study and extensive reading. Only, by being current in the
kilo ledge required can the supervisor serve two of the major functions
of th position, the design and implementation of science programs
anjhe provision of services and materials to facilitate the Work of

science teachers.
The relationShipubetween a competent Science 'supervisor and the

superintendent iiuist be based on frequent, scheduled contacts, because
the demands of science education are changing radically from the
position science occupied a few years ago. As new, activity-oriented
programs are added to or replace the outinoded, textbook-oriented
science classes, increased financial support is needed to provide:

1. Larger and better equipped rooms for science from first through
twelfth grade

.2. More equipment and supplies per pupil per year
3. More science scheduled for more students-
4. Increased services in a laboiview,program (e.g., laboratory tech--

nician, research projects, reduced class loads to allow better labora-
tory supervision)

These demands for financiak support must compete with ,Other
programs in the total sVstem, Cfu1 judgment on the part of the
supervisor is.needed to see where and when the demands of a modern
science program should be emphasized. At certain critical times in the
administratiOn of a dynamic district the supervisor must be prepared

sto present a carefully constructed program with aggressive salesman-
ship. Some of these critical phases include:

I. Long-range capital improvement progrvins
2. Annual butigeting for current operation of all programs
3. Planning facilities in a new building or renovations of older

buildings

The science supervisor may be looked upon by the superintendent
as the agent for "quality control" in the district. This description of
thc supervisor's role would be dilloptively easy to fill if the accepted
quality were quite lowthe "control" would present no .problem.
But when the quality demanded is high, then the pressures for bring-
ing all schools up to. the desired level work positively for the super-
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visor and his or her total enterprise. If the supenrisor can move one
'school ahead in one aspect -of the program, either in *the phy5ical
plant or curriculum phase, then other schools will be Critical of their
own position. 'If' thc new position represents the quality all are striving
for, then teachers and principals join the demand for a similar science
program.

The major obstacle to the kind of professional relationship betweetily
the supervis9r anci the superintendent described above is the lack of
opportunity Ito affect the key people. It, therefore, falls upon the
supervisor .to establish regular communications with all key people
in administration in order that he or shc be informed of plans and
anticipated changes and, in turn, may confer and advise on thosa
changes affecting science. A supervisor can easily get so involved.:
in the teacher-committee and classroom activities that this important
phase, exchange of vital information with key adminstrators, can
be slighted.

A two-way itreet
*No relationship can be adequately described from one directron.

What can the science supervisor reasonably expect from the super-
intendent?

. First, he or she needs the opportunity to present the dg and
implementation of the continuing science program for periodic r
Such a review should include long- and short-range goals, cost anal
personnel; facilities, and inservice implications. The superintet*nt
should provide the broad base_ of planning for the school or &Strict
with which the science phase must he coherent.

The superintendent should keep the supervisors informed of
trends, discyssions, and changes in total planning (fiscal, buildings,
personnel, etc.) which are essential to the supervisory role. .He or she
should, in turn,' ask for recommendations or advice on matters within .
the pr9fessional realm of a science supervisor in time for the supervisor
to give a. response based on available information rather than guesses.
Examples of such " advice" questions might be:

1. What would be the effect on the science progpm if we changed
to modular scheduling in the senior high school? How would the
science facilities of a new Fhool be planned under modular
scheduling?

2. What kind of instructional organization at the elementary level
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would produce the best science pthiram? How woulcitiiis organi-
=doh affect the child, the teacher, the curriculum?

3. 'Should science be taught as a. major subject to all students in
grades 7-9? Why?

In contacts with other administrators the superintendent must
be supportive of the science supervisor. When the supervisor is in
"service" or "Staff" position, where his or her,adviqe may be accepted
or rejected by principals, this kind of support from the snperintendent
is most essentiaL Administrators who lack the professional training to
judge the supervisor's recommendations can defeat the movement of
the science program if independent decisions are made.

The superintendent can provide thejo, anced fiical policy within
which a healthy and dynamic sci ice pro can function. Fot,it is
the long-term, regular financial sup: 4rt t builds the confidence of
staff which, in turn, makes the essential difference in vigorous science

education.
A key colsigot 'behind the relationship 2 sumrvisor establishes

with the principals in the district isAthe fact that 'each one needs the
other to do his or her job well. A principal cannot have the professional
background in each discipline which the supervisor is expected to
maintain; therefore, the principal must .call upon the supervisor of
science for advice on the science program based on the supervisor's
broad background of information and experiences. The supervisor can
produce o improvement or change without the support of the princi-
pal' who is tra itionally "the educational leader or his or her building."
Together they can plan for' and implenient the needed schedule,
facilities, equipment, teacher assignment, inservice, etc. The supervisor
brings the broader picture to the building and can 'often, suggest
resources not realized within the school. givalry has no place in the
relationship between a supervisor and a buildin icipa1, for they
have a common objective, the design and sustenance of a good science
education program.

It is one role of a principal to bring the picture of the reducatibnal
program in his or her building to the public through variolis publi-
cations, meetings, PTA programs, etc. The supersor should encour-
age him or her to present the science program to the public; he or she
should help the principar to interpret thc needs and goals of science

to the staff and community. The science supervisor can experience
greatest satisfaction when public recognition for the quality of the
science 'program is bestowed upon the .principal, staff, and pupils.

4
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Rodger W. Bybee, Depanment of Education, Car eton College,

Northfieki, Mi7111.

School systems'and human beings are orgnisms of great diversity..lf
one thinks about the vast range of structures and functions that
comprise our life processes, it is truly remarkable. Each organ is
structurally unique; still, all organs are functionally .zelited. Each
system is solitary, yet there is unity among all systems. The structure
and function of our systems are designed,to achieve both our steady
maintenance and our continued development. In a way which appears
to be paradoxical, this is accompliShed throtigh the dual tendency of
specialization arid-coordination. There is.specialization of organs and
systems; yet, there are soine systems (e.g.,7hormonal, nervous). which
have the function of coorcEnation:

In much the same way, the scienci program in a single school, a
district, or a state is'also-pne of great.diversity. A continuum of prade
levels, different disciplines; styles of.teaching, and needs of stucients
are but a few conditions contributing to the diversity. There must be
maintenance if the scienee programs are to operate smoothly; there
must also be change if the programs are to continue developing and
improving. It is`the function of the supervisory system to integrate
and maintain myriad programs while facilitating change arid develop-
ment in science edueation.

At the individual level, the supervisor's role is to coordinate
science programs so 2n identifiable organization is maintained, ando'
facilitate development by creating a climate in which there is a coiN

uing change in science programs. There cxist numerous long lists
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of "what rite supervisor does ." A review of many of these lists will
show that most of the jobs are some variation of two themes:
tenance of the present programs and development of itew prog
The categary of maintenance includes providing equipment, repla

plies, organizing field experiences, preparing materials, ,and
portantly, replenishing the science teachers' personal energy thrugh

encouragenient. Development in new directionS occurs throuel wark-
shops On new teaching techniques, meetings to update scientific 'Mowl-
edge, inservice programming to implement new curricula, and released
time and funds for travel to professional meetings.

Responsibilities and ambiguities
Achievement of the stated goal is indeed difficult because the

.supervisot has many responsibilities. There arc ambiguities of the task
to be done, arising chiefly becauseof the supervisor's indirect influence
on the educational environment; That is, the supervisor must'facilitaie
a better educational environment through other media.

The difficulty of Supervision is often compounded by an inhetent
ambiguity of goals, tasks, and completion. An ambiguity of goals ariies
from the simultaneity of 'maintaining the, present program and devel-
oping new programs. To further the problem, goals are often partially
determined by students, teachers, administrators, parents, financial
constraints, and soCial trends., There is also an ambiguity of the task:
How should 10 goals be achieved? When should the supervisor push
for change? Which new. , curricula are best for the students and
teachers? How should changes be facilitated (inservice, summer, pro-
grams, released time)? The task is not an easy one because there 'are
many variables to he considered and, more often than not, some goals
are in opposition. Finally, there is an ambiguity of completion. JUit
when are the goals achieved? One answer is every day; another is
never. Actually, both are correct.

Reipurces and sources
Resources arc the various means that can be used to the educa timaal

'advantage of students; they are the various people and things used in
maintainini the present programs in science. As a resource person,
the supervisor is one to whom \teachers &an turn for ideas and for
supplies, equipment, and nuterials. All of these can be drawn upon as
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needed for the continuation and revitalization of existing science
programs.

Science supervision also includes initiating new curricular pro-
grams, and creating new teaching techniques to enhance the effeative-
,ness of student-teacher encounters. Thui the science supervisor is also,
a source change and new growth in the science education
system.

What are the superriefror's resources? Those things tat can be
used to facilitate a better educational environment. Environment in-
cludes those factors, intrinsic and extrinsic, that influence education
in the science classroom;- not only phySical facilities, equipment, ma-
terials, and books, but also thc attitudes, nciotivations, and behaviors
a students; thc enthusiasni, methods, beliefs, and knowledge of the
teacher. Environment includes the complex social and cultural condi-
tions affecting interactions between students and teachers during
science initruction.

The teacher, as the factor of greatest import:nce, is the main
resource of the supervisor. Overithe yeari, hun ds of research
studies have been reviewed on the qualities of teachers. The
results of tttis review can be put simply: The are no common and
identifiable characteristics of good teachers. Y e all kn w there are
good teachers. Good teaching is a function of the person s eness;

it is the teacher's individual characteristics and style that contrib
effective instruction. The tacl,ers style includes knowledge f su

matter, use of appropriat4 curriculum materials, ability to plan and
carry out' class procedures, use of different teaching mehods, en-
thusiasm, and adequate 'personal relations with students. 1I of these
(and probably mady. more) *charactcristics are necessary ffectiveness

scienCe instructionis detdmined by the unique ways these attributes
are combined as the teacher encounters many different situations in

the elassroom epviro ent.-
The social use of resources has been dominated by a view, of

unlimited' economic consumption, which is evident in an ever increas-
ing GNP and the idea that qu'antities of material goods contribute to a
better life. Though the translation,,is less than direct, Oleg is the
cdrollary yiew that many ,educational problems arc_ solved thrdugh
the development of curricplum materials and the puicase of new
textbooks. This is in parr.true; but just as there are limits to natural
resources, So there are limits to the development of new; curriculum
materials to solve old problems. A variety of factors have set limits
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on new curricula; it is time to seek new directionfr of' growth. We
have gone through an era of curriculum reform and are now in an
interim cif transition to a new epoch of instructional effectiveness.

Discussions of the educational environment often center on topics
such 2S designing new facilities, implementing new curricula, ordering
supplies, and obtaining equipment. There is no doubt in anyone's mind
concerning the importance of the supervisor in these tasks. By and
large, supervisors kliow how to `do these things; they have done t
for years; they are diseussed in every book on supervision.

Curriculum development is important, and it must continue. The j
turriculuM is an important part of teaching and should complement',
the teacher:. Curriculum is 1 resource the supe r can use toward
'the goal of \improving the educational environIlenr, but curriculum
development Js not the *whole answer.

, The role of the \supervisor and t e als of su ision, as wni as
spme responsibilities And resources have b en discussed. Let us turn
some practical suggestions for improving t e educatio I environment.

Ideas and innovations
This section provides some ideas and references to help the, super-

visor facilitate innovations in', science education. These ideas are an
attempt to provide meaningful and practical suggestions contributing
to the stated goal of science supervisionimproving the education

,euyironment.

1. "My" Pao..rEcr Womsuop
Almost every teacher has two or threc projects in mind that will

improve classes. These ideas are still just ideas because, "We'll get to
'them sometime," or "I just can't find time to do them." In this work-
shop, the primary rcsourcf is time and anything. else that will help
bring teachers' ideas to ition. Work irr groups so there will be
cooperation, exchange, te1g, and sharing. The supervisor should act

as a facilitator, doing wlitcver is needed tomake the teacher's ideas
actual.

2. ASKING, WAItING, AND LISTENING IN SCIENCE TEACHING

.Questioning is one of the primary instructional techniques used
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by teachers to engage tht, learner's interest. 1hjon3pletc act of
questioning includes: asking a question, waiting for an answer, and
listening to the answer given. Many science teachers don't think of
the best types of questions for' their purpose; they 't wait and
often listen 'only#or the response confirming tMiver they had .in
mind. Information and experience in asking the right questions, waiting
for answers, and listening to all responses can be valuable to science
teqchers. Aims of the workshop are to ask different types of (Nations
appropriate to the science teaches's situation, to info/ease wait, time,
to not only listen for answers, but also understand any confusion or
frustration in she students' responses. This workshop might inchide
the presentation atid discussion of .types of different 'questions; teach-
ers' analyses of questions recorded on a cassette tape during one or
two earlier classes; practice of\ asking, waiting, and listening throughf
simulation; and working on quesiions to be used in future lessgns.

References which the supervisor can-use fofthe workshop include
Developing QuiArtioning Tecbnigues (by A. Curin and(R. Sund,
1971) and "Tlk Art of Questioning, or. How You balc../Makes a
Difference" by A. H. Stone in &reaming a Better Elenientary Science.
Teacher (by R. B. Sund and R. W. Bybee, 1973) both of which are
published by Charles E. Merrill, Columbus, Ohio. Classroom Questions:
What Kinds? (by N. M. Sanders, Harper &- Row, New York, N.Y.
1966) and How to Ask the Right Questions (by P. Blows, NSTA,
Washington, D.C. 1976) are Useful publications on this topic. Refer
also to "ScienCe, Silence, and Sanction" by M. B. Rov in Science and
Children (6:11-13; March 969).

3. DIAGNOsIN DEcIDING, AND REsPONDINO IN THE SCIENCE CLASSROOM

A scienc eacher makes an average of fifty decisions per class '

hoer of instfction, every one of which is made in terms of the ent,
the lesson, the curriculum, the teacher, and other fctos in the e ea-

eniirooment. Nowhere in our training do w phasize the
importance of decision making, and this is a crucial factor underlying
effective science instruction. This is a difficult issue; most time and
energy is spent On curriculum materials which the teacher assumes as
the long mange intentions of teaching. To complement this, there is
also the need for spontaneously reacting to classroom situations and
student needs. This workshop could focus on_new knowledge about
students (e.g., the theories of Piaget, Kohlberg, and Maslow) and
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ittempr to answeAheinitial queition, "What do I look fot in stUdents'
behavior?" Then, a discussion of the difficUlty of making a decision
could bring the teachers to an awareness Of their own perceptions of
what is important in the decision making process. Teachers say, "I
understand these ideas, tint how do I respond-to students in the class-
room?" Again, the workshop can only heighten a teacher's awareness
because each classroom situation will be.unique. But, as 2 start, teachers
can become aware that sometimes it is appropriate to snd with
an answer, sometimes a question, and sometimes a refer cc. '

For reference sources to use in this workshop, consult Teacher-
fitudent Relationships, Causes, and Consequences (by J. Brophy .and
T. Good. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., New York, N.Y. 1974);
The Art of Helping (by R. P. Carkhuff.. Human Resources Deviloii-
Ment Press, Amherst, Mass. 1972); The Study of Teaching (by M.
Dunkin and B. Biddle. Holt, Rinehart and-Winston, New York, N.Y.
1974); and Models of Teaching (by B.:Joyce and M. Weil.Prentice-:
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1972). "To See Otirselves as Others See

Us, But More Deeply" by N. Kagan in Neu York University Edu-
cation Quarterly (Winter 1975) and Human.Interaction in Education
(by-.G. Stanford and A. Roark. Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston, Mass.
1974) are also excellent sources.

4. THE SpEcfm, STUDENT IN SCIF.NCE
With the recent requirement in many places yhat special students

be mainstreamed, there is an opportunity to provide learning experi-
ences in science -for these indivi-duals. However, the potential of this
opportunity has been veiled with' frustration arising from ajack of
understanding of the unique problems of these studetirs anAof
materials and appropriate methods for teaching them. There is valable_
assistance available in the,form of fundamental information concerning
the physiology and anatomy of various handicaps; methods, materials,
and problems lir teaching the mentaily retarded, visually impaired, and
physically handicapped; and wayslito Pz1evelO15* positive student per-
ceptions and attitudes while integrating the special student into regular
science classes.

in preparing, materials for the worksh'op, refer to "Teaching
Science to the Blind Student" by R. J. Eichenberger in The Science

-
Teacher (4:53-54, December 1974); "Science Classes for Mentally
Retarded Adults" by S. D. Schery in The Science Teacher .(42:11 46,
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January 1975); and."We Can Do It" by R D. Thier and D. Hadary
in Science and Children (2:7-9, December 1973). Two special issues
on special education are The Kapp pill 4974) and Science and
Children (March 1976).

5. GROUP DYNAMICS IN THE CLASSROOM ) .

' One of the major sourcei of difficulty in teaching, and the origin
of rnanylliscipline problems, is a lack of understanding of the dynamics
of groups, in particular student groups in classrooms. Science classes
often require changes from a lara;group to small groups for laboratory
work or individual work On prtillicts, and the return to a large group
at the end of class. Because of the great variety of group changes it
-isimportant that science teachers have some basic understanding of
social psychology as it applies to the classrbom. Applying a few
important ideas in'group process can bring ut smooth and efficient
changes within the educational environment. lifcmtion and applica-
tion of dynamics vould be the aim of this workshop. After discussion
of concepts fundamental to social pSychology, the teachers would
consider wys of using the principles in their own.classrooms.

topic of group dynamics, refer to Joining Together:
Group Theory and Grou Skills by 11 W. Johoen and F. P. Johnson
and Learning Together an7 AloneCooperation, Competition and
Individualization by.'"ID. W . Johnson and R. T. Johnson (both pub:
lished by PrentiCe-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1975). Also, Educa-
tional Social Psychblogy b3x.M. A. Barry and I,. V. Johnson (Mac-
millan Publishing Co., New York,. N.Y. '1975); Group Procesies in
the Clasrroom by R. A. and P. A. Schmuck (William C. Brown Co.,
Dubuque, Iowa 1973); and "Using-Group Dynamics in the Classroom"
by J. K. Smola and A. Mandell in The Science Teacher (41:2V31,
April 1974) arc good sources

6. DISCI PL N E IN THE SCIENCE CLASSROOM

Classroom discipline is one of the major concerns of those enter-
ing the professiko, of teachers, ,and of' the public in general. Seience
teachers need to understand the cause,. and development of behavior
problems in general, as well as some of the 4reavnique to- science
where probloms may originate. For example, setting up- laboratories,
working on investigations, cleaning up, handling dangerous materials,
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and .preventing breakage of equipment ire all areas of potential/ disci-
pline probLems that are,specific to the subject mitter. The workshop
could incorporate discussions of different theories of discipline, pre-
vention of problems before they ocaur, effeCtive techniques of hart-

% dling 4,roblei thatpdo Occur, ,the rights of' students, and the rights

er of books ana articlet have been written on. the.subject
Of sorng'cf these. are:, '"Our Nation's SchoolsA Report
0.ard: 'A' ". by Birch Bayh.in School Violence and.,Vandajcin (p.s:
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 1975); Violence in
th Schools:'Cawes and Remedies by, M. Berger (Phi Delta ,Kappa

ational Foundation;aBloomingthn, Indiana 1974); "Discipline" in
Today's Education (64:5t3-(3, March-April 1975)3 "The Puklic
at the 'Public. Schools", by George GallAp in. Tiqayrs Edzication (64:
I6-40;-' Sept.-Oct. 1975); ;I 'Shared Experience, ;by I.
Welch and Wanda SchuVe (Shields Publishing, 1973);'aild Managing,
Instructional Problems by, J. Warrell MI' Nelson (McGraw-.,
Hill,New York, N.Y. 1974).

7. SCIENCE, AND SOCIAL DECISIONS .

WC livC-in au agA of ,crises. Fnergy sources are being depicted;
the environment is being poltUted; and the global population continues
to inc.-mak. In many ca.5es science and technology are. simultaneously

, being blamed for the problems and.looked to for the.sofutions. Many
science teachers could benefit from discussions of science and tech-

.

.Uology. The social consequences of science; the diStincti,on betweepl
the values of Science and the .valbe decisions of applied scienc0,
appropriate use of value clarification techniques; Analysis of currieutdm
materials and teaching methods dealing with,environmental awareness;

. -
modification of present programs to include more environmental
eaucation;iund, the ethical issues. posed,by 'global scarcities are only
a few- of the topics 'for discutSion. SpeCifically, this rifogiaM cOUld
increase the science teacher';.--Inowledge of global .Searcities and thee
linfits to growth, and thus e4and the teacher's understanding 'of
scientific, technologic, and individual values: ,.

References on scienCe, ethics, ,and social . decisiop s.include:
eRce, Thhnoloe,,,n4l.Society" pv Hurg. in The Science
teacher c42:27-30, February .195); Ai Ing*ry into the flionan
PrOpeCt by R. L. I4eilbroner (W. W. Nortop, Neu 'York, N.Y.

9 ,
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1974); a-special isSue on moral education, The Kappan, June 1975;

"Futures Planning: Biology, Society, and Ethical Education" by
G. Kieffer in The Science Teaeher (42:10-11, October 1975); The
Limits tiGrowth by D. H. Meadows (New American Library\,Inc.,
New York, N.Y. 1972); Mankind at' Me Thrning. Point by M.
Mesarovi,c and E. Pestel (E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., New York...N.Y.
1974); and The Survival of the Wisest by J. Salk (Harper & ROIV

Publishers; New York, N.Y. ,1973).

8. AN INTRADISCIPLINARY VIEW OF SCIENCE
This workshop is an attempt to broklen the scientific lithrack

within the' community of science teachers. There' are varioUS ap-
proaches thaNnight be used. The aims are tu update scientific knowl-
edge in areaS other than the teacher's speciec discipline and to provide-
a sense of intradisciplinary focus to teachers. Topics for the workshop
might include -. recent' advances in yarious disciplines (e.g., quarks,
continental drift) or an intradisciplinary analysis of contemporary
problems (e.g., energy, pollution). '

.

(

9. AN INTELISCIPLINARY EXCHANGE OF IDEAS

The division bCtween the sciences and the humanities can be
narrowed by having teachers from the, sciences .and humanities give
workshops for,one another. They can exchange ideas, do simple
lessons, and discuss fundamental concepts in their disciplines. Hurhani-
ties teachers would enjoy a good discussion of issue such 2S the
energy problem and they would probably learn a kreat deal. Likewise,
science teachers might enjoy Ile' opportunity to read and discuss
novel, play, or work of art,

This is, a 14rier dttempt to describe the supervisor's role in fa5ilitatl
ing the 01 of improving the educkional environment. The topics

fitd

ideaS stressed are different from those usually included in a

cussion of the educational environment. It is ale human environment
and the, human ecology of the classroom that ,ag most ,imporeant, so
this has been stressed, leaving discussions of designing new c1assro6fris,

providing equipment, and implementing ,turricula to others.
In the first half of the essay is the rationale' underlyidg supert sion.

In reSponse to .the' penetrating and evorpresent question, can I
do toincarrow", ideas 6;(1.reterences have been providcd for a varietT

)
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of workshops that might be first st4ps on the low journey toward
.

facilitating a better educational environment.-
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PreParhi,For and Implementing Change

Albert F. Fiss, est Georgia Learning Center, Carrollton, Ga.

Ever since education came into being as a means of preparing the next
generation to live 0 an already existing adult society, it has tended to
be conservative in its appioaclu It has folloWed changing trends in
society rather- than acting faS in instrument of change. Because of its
conservative attitude, education has 'changed slowly. The first major
innovation in education, the textbook, occurred less than 600 years
ago. The chalkboard came about 200 years later. ThC next major
innovation, the use of technological teaching aids, occurred du4ing
the present century.

Systems de.sign
The development of educational learning is not neW. Weil-

develOpect learning systems were in operation more than 5,000 years
ago. The rectangular slassroorn, with seats in rows, taught by a teacher,
with teacher aides could be found in large cities. There was an

' "eaisist,Nant principal"- to deal with discipline problems. Students were
punished for standing up in class, talking,-leaving the room without
permission, and especially for poor work. Delinginency and truancy
wen not uncommon:[1] .

Todaz many learning systems are -changing rapidly. Often these
changes are piecemeal- and .poorry planned, with expediency rather
than rationality mbtivating tile changes: Some of the confusion is the

, result-of a lack of a guiding philosophy for the management of the
eM..
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Two viewpbints of-management found in industry were described
by Douglas McGregor in 1961. [2] Translated into educational terms,
the ideas would be expressed as two theories.

Thoory X Klescribes traditional 'assumptions of management. In
educational terms, these might be paraphrased as:

1. Teacher's are naturally lazy, and will do as little as ,possible.
2. Teachers are primarily motivated by pay raises and promotions.
1. Teachers are naive, and depend on direction from above. They

need to be told And traineci in proper procedures.
4. Teachers need close supervision, with praise and blaMe:properly

distributed.
5. Teachers do little, if any, work outside of school; and then only

when they have to.
6. The school syStem is of primary importance; teachers are selected,

trained, and fittecl into the system.
7. TeaChers need to be pushed in order to obtain adequate outcoMes,
The antithesis. of Theory X is Theory Y:
1. Teachers are active, enjoy their work, and' are proud ot their ac-

complishMents.
2. Primary motivating' forces are internal, rather than external.
3. .Teachers 'are professionals, and are"quite capable of doing their

own organization and plapning,
4: If provided with the necessary supPlies, and equipment and en-

coufagect to do their best; teachers 'will work hard t9rInipr_eve
their tsachi ng.
Teichers welcome inde eridence and respOnsibility, and when
given thc oppornin.' ivd encouragement, wll

, work long hours
to improve their te ing.

6. The interaction of teachers and students is of primary importance
.in learning, andille school system should tie designed to promote
' this interaction_
Teachei's crave afiproval from their superkors, and their peers, and
wjil work hard to bbtain this approval.

It is probable that administrators in most school systemsould
not accept -either theory X. or theory Y. in,-their 'entirety, but would
le toyPards 9PC thpry or ,the 'oCiier., Whichever' theory is acepted

ily laecortile,s a self-fu Ilinikpriipheey,. and the administrator finds
hig"or her tgeory is "ri t" as fAas his Or her school and teachers

ire concerned. For this reason, the viewpbints of thm.administration

r.
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have a profound effect on the morale. and Be of the teac
in the system. ,

Developing a able k y stem
A viable school_System is capable of growth and development. Ak

vi

autocratic system based on.theory Xmakes such development very
difficult, if not impossible. A "non-system" characterized by crash
programs and 'emergency decisions makes orderly change equally
difficult. A well-designed system based on theory ICssoffers the best
environment for orderly change. 40

What arc the components of such a system? They ire Many and
varied, but the following vlickraCeeristics arc essential for a well
enanized schdol system:

1. Clearly defined goals and objectives. A system cannot function
effectively with its Members at cross purpoFs or with differing aims.

2. Trust and confidence among the groups in the school an d. the
community. When the students fear the teachers, tie teachers fear.
the Princi al, the principal fears the school board, and the school
board fear. the opinions of the voters, there can be_no effective
school pro ram.

3: Open communications. A "chain of command bec mes just that,
a' chain that bid& the system. If a principal is)nôt,Afraid of whdt
teaehers think of .him or her, he or she will notj object to their
miking to the superintendent or the school board. When everyone
is working together to tinild a better Khool system, organizational
structures serve as a framework for progress, not as a block to

., ,communication.
4. Cooperation and consensws., O*n communication 'leads naturally

to the next essential for curriculum.change: .the necessity of full
cooperatidn amobg all aspects of' the syst&n,%from the student to
the community, including administration; and professional, stlff.
The ride qi the majyrity may bc. a democratic proceditre, but it
leaves dissatisfied.minoritythat can 1* fatal to effective/School
prOgradis. Individuals and groups with differing vieWpoints

ust be brought tOgether to discuss the.ir differences aila to resolie_
hem if possible, rather ,than continuing to encouragi unprodnctive
onfrontations between extxemi$t Iviewwinti. If the "middle 'ma-

jority" can 'succeed in est4blishing a truce between extremist
and in,enlisting cooperation foc developing moic effee--

s
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tive sch Is, the future can offer great promise for coming
generatio

5. Pdsitive lea hip. As long as eduCational leaders spend their time
"putting out res" their is little time for positive leadership:
Teachers must en encouragement, support, and ecognition
instead of being criticized for every weakness that tan found..

6. Effective-outcomes. Every effort to aevelop a bettersschool pro-
gram will fail whenevo students fail to learn. In the past when,
students failed to-I-earn...it has been customary to blame the students

1 and teachers. The design of a SUCCCSSftil system will rec. ,ize
student failure as an indication ihat something is wrong wierthe
system, and will lead to the search for needed revisions.

7. Satisfied constituency. This is a primary consideration in a learning
. system. If parents, students., and teachers arc unhappy with a 'School

system, every attempt to develop an effective system is bound to
fail. In such a situation, the first step must be to establish contact
among the divergent grouils and attempt to resolve differences of .
viewpoints and IVinions. Until this is done, no meaningful efforts
to improve the system can succeed.

The role of the supervisor .

The supervisor has the role of providing a link -Ietween the ad-
ministration and teachers. The 'supervisor can help provide parents
nd students with the opportunity' to bring their viewpdints of educa-

tion into focus, and to assist in developing.a philosophy and goals of
education toward which aliocmbers of the torritmunity,can work.

Effective curriculum 3Ievelopment and the' articulation of the
science program constitute important facets of supervision, well worth
skillful, constant, and ti,oughtful effort. The science supervisor must
be deeply ifivolved in inspiring., planning, coordinating, and; imple-
inentinircurriculum change.

A special ward needs to be said here for'new supervisors..Often
they have worked as tlassroom teachers, or perhaps as department
heads. They have given primary consideratidn and allegiance to their
own- subject fields and the.need to improve their knowkdge in their
own sphere of specialization. Science department, heads have been
largely responsible for their own coursei,--for ordering laboratory
equipment, and possibly for holding .informal meetings of science
teachers in which some degree of consensus conoeiping the aims and
cnurse content for science teaching was achieved.

401
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Often, when such individualimove into Rositions 25 science super-
visors, thiy assume a role already: accorded them by their colleagues.
It hash been documented that 'Supervisors newly prOmoted "from the
ranks", arein ideal positions to take the step to leadership. They already
have the corifidence of asiociateS and the administration, or prpbahly
would not have been promoted. It is necessary to build on ale confi- '-
dence and maintain the CoVaCt established with both groups., The
problem is to learn to act as a liaison between the tWo, and to learn .

.how to do this without failing to support worthwhile change for
fear of offending one graup or the other.

This provides new supervisors with their first impitirtant decision.
Shbuld thcy follow trends and,implement suggestions made by thc
administration and faculty, or provide leadership imp tew fields and
develop new ideas that will prkivilie the trends of the fOture? Tkie
latter-choice has its hazaras, i?ui- it is the most constructive one for
the imaginative individual who really wants to see some worthwhile
changes in seience education.

,
Building suppon fbr the system ) -'

.Many communities lack confidence in the educational-system and
its program. Whsp_confidence in the system is lacking, the first step
,must be to build support for program development and to convince
the various groups in the commbnity that something can 4nd. will be
done. This is a public relations job that Will require all the skill that-

can be founci Fortunately, the science supervisor it not alons, in the
desire to i, prove community relations. He or she cancounr on Ahe
support of administrators as oon as the); 5nd that the public relations
program will produce positive r ults. Some good suggestions for
building bridges betWeen,the cominb ity and the school are:

1. Publicize interesting school projec Is one of the classes doing an
unusual project? Take some picturp tell the community about
it. Are some of the students workmg,to improve the environment
in the gommunity? Let the public J:now :what is going on: The
newspaMs- will welcome well-piepareci..7.esting Iitems about

. whatis happening in the schools.
2. ReCtognize good teaching. Try to get the Rotary Clul;: or some

other service organization to sponsor awards for outstanding teach:.
.\`-ers in the system.
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\ \ , -.
3. inan a slide show , of some Of ciic interesting develo' pments in

. ,

. Science or science i education. The community is int ed in
lea.rning wiiat science is all about. !PTA programs, co /munity
114rary exhibits, orl the use of a bank window may,p vide an
exCellent opportunity for pUblicizing the school pro and_
wi4 provide a challenge to the students in the-science class a s they
plan exhibits which I will display what they can do..

4. Take advantage of pecial 'events: eclipsits, new discoveries in sci-
ence, and news, alout scientists. 'Alert the community to the
importance of seienc in their lives. . .

5. Once\ the communi4r has been alerted to the fact that science is
interesting and im rtant, the next step is to find out what they
think-should be incl, ded in the school curriculum. Traditionally,
sCience teachers have beOn interesled in their own particular field,
and have tended to emphasize the, great coricefits and theories of
science,to the-exclusiOn of everyday ever.

, .

Thscience,affe

their dailY lives. They are willing to learn- iheoryNas
c std lients and the general pubc are usually interested in how

long ag theA can sec why- it is important, but they frequently reject
the idea of studying sCience for its own sake. Failure to bridge the
gap between \ theory and application has been pne of the factors
causing a de4ine in the pnblic's interest in science and its distrust
of scientists. \ . ,

.

One Wa):, \of bridging, the gap -is findinrint what parents and
students think is important to -know about science, ,One Warof doing
this is to use a. cvice like the Science Decision Game. 131 This game
lia,s been used t,v parents, students, and teachers to determine what
thity consider i mint in science and to find out to what extent thc
school is RI-icin\ -

g emphasis on desirable Components kif the science
1

program. i. .. .
\

Philosophy and godis
Failure to conSider the interests and wishes ,of )he students and

the public in design'ng a science program often hasitesulted in nega-
tive attitUdes rowarc the program. Some science programs havcreen
devised by scientists and science teachers withouAchsidering the ndds
and interests of the students and the public. Such programs, have been ,.

effective for preparing future scientists, and helping stlidents who
,

mot,
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take science in college, but such pro often ire not effective in
developing scientific literacy in the neral pubV.

In -developing a philosophy and for (science program to
meet the needs of .the general pOlic, below should be
Considered:

\
1. To what extent should scientifie4 literacy -be enlphasized in con-

trast to preparation for taking college courses? .

2. How important is a kno edge of applied science to the students?
3. How ..loes science fit int the whole curriculum? What relative 4

emphaSis should be given td it? -.

.4. What basic science is important for dveryone to know?
5. How important;pestudent attitudes and interests? -

6. How importaniis environmental science?. .2. )
7. How important is interdisciplinary. science, in contrast to tradi-

tional science subjects?
-8. What should be done about developing continuity in a science

program ( K-1 2 ) ?
9. What relative emphasis should be gii to laboratory work and

to verbal learning?
10. What is the role of the teacher in the science program?

When such questions are honestly faced, and a consensus reached,
the next step is curriculum development But who will decide these
questions? The science teachers in executive sessions? Unless the
community".and students are involved in determining' the philosophy
and goals for the science program, there if apt to be distrust and
opposition to whatever progam is evolved.

The science committee
One effective way of developing consensus about the science'

program is to form a science steering committee that represents the
Oir different groups in the community. A steering committee, as an ad-

visory committee, provides a "sounding board" that teachers can use
to resolve conflicts of viewpoints and interests. Who' might be in-
cluded on such a committee?

1. The' science/ supervisor (as a motivator, not necessarily as the
committee Chairperson).

2. An administrator with interest in science and a good scientific
background.

(5 1)



3. Two or three high school science teachers.
4. A social studies and an English teachei.
S. Two junior high school science teacher&
6. At least two elementary .teachers who ha e a special interest in

science.
7. One or two parents who are interest the science program.
8. An engineer and/or a scientist from (A doctor,

biologist, health officer, technician c.)
9. A banker, businessman, lawy , or other individual who is not

particularly interested in or knowledgable about science.
110. Oth. ers who might provide useful suggestions for planning an
effective program.

The Decision Game mentioned previously may.. provide a good
way of getting the committee thinking about the role of science in
education. The committee then might discuss the issues_ listed in the
sections on philosophy and goals. By this time the group will be in a
position to begin to provide guidance to the workinggimp that will
develop the science program.

The working group might be a sub-committee of the 4teerins.
committee, or another group selected for its ability ,to lay the ground',
work for the science program.. This, group should have the responsi-
bility to:

1. Examine existing courses of study and identify those that can be
used or adapted to meet the goals that have been established.

dit Special attention should be given to the work of federally funded
projects, science textboo , and courses of study such as those on
exhibit at NSTA meetin

2. Select those items that ben be used in developi a viable science'
curriculum for the system.

3. Plan a comprehensive science ,program for the system (K-12).
4. Devise a plan and techniques for organizing and teaching the

program that wiN hold the interest and challenge the ability of
the students. (Techniques of individualizjng learning should be
incorporated into the Ian.)

5. Survey existing fact .and equipment to iden y needs and
pcktennaLs.

6. Identify' gaps in the materials selected in the second stcp and
develop materials for the missing areas. (All of the science teachers
And many. of the stuents should be involved in, this step)

7. Find teachers who mr Volunteer to try out various components
.
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and provide feedback for adjusting the materials to hold the
interest and meet the needs of the students.

8. Edit the materials and organize the prOgram.
9. Organize an on-going staff development program to prepare

teachers to use the materials effectively. One of the.best methods
of staff development is to enlist-the teachers in the curriculum
development project and in the experimental use of the materials
to work with the plans for implementation. This is a critical step .

upon which the success nf the project depends.
10. Provide for continuing review and revision.

During this entire process the steering conunittee should react to
the materials and procedures. Such a group can be very helpful in-
keeping the working group aimed at the major goals of the program,
and in recommending revision or replacement when it is 'needed.

At the same time, a continuing public relations program should
be in progress to .eep the conitnunity, the administration, and the
teachers informed a ut what is gdivg on in the project. It would be
helpful to the steering comntittee and the working group if feedback
from the public, parents, and students could be provided. Such feed-
back might be an important factor in maintaining continuing com-
munity support for the program. . .

Systems components
In using a systems approach to ormiculurn design, it is important

to consider all of the components of the system. These components
may be classified under the following headings:

1. The learner. It is easy to lose sight of the fact that the learner is
the central figure in a learning system. The .system sholild be
designed around his or her needs .and interests, instead of trying
to fit him or her into a predesigned mold.

2. The staff. Tilis component of the system makeithe. system opera-
tive. A well-designed system is built to facilitate the, work of the
staff in its role in the learning process. If a system component
hinders the staff in its wotk, the component should be redesigned,
instead gf askinK the staff to Avork arouNIT-an impediment to
e'ffective operation.

3. The philosophr and goals. Tbis component of the systeM has
already been discussed.

90
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4. The physical facilities. This component of the system is often
neglected or taken for granted. It's easy to say, "We can't do that
because . .." A carefully designed facility plin is an essential item
in an effective. curriculum program. If changes cannot be imple-
mented at once, they can be made a litde at a time. Unless a long
range design has been worked out, funds may be-Wasted in making
changes that hinder rather than help the program.

.5. Materials and supplits. This represents one ?f the continuing costs
of a system, and it is important to get the greatest effectiveness,

possible for eVery dollar spent. .,,

6. Teaching procedures and techniques. This is a vital component of
the learning tystem. Teachers, as well as students, are individuals
and have iiidividual differences, it is important to permit teachers
enough freednm to utilize their skills effectively, as long as the
philosophy and-goals of the system are met One teacher may be a
total failure if required to use the techniques that an er teacher
finds eminently successful. The important thing in tching
niques is bZance, rather than conformity. ,

7. Management prqceduzes. Thisis often the most ne ected .com-
Ponent* of a lftr&ng system. X great deal of time and money,has
been spent on computer-assisted instruction. This is useful, hut a
present is not economically fEasible without outside funding..
Another drawback is that someone has to do the thinking for the
computer, and this may result in the development of a rigid set of
procedures that cannot adapt 'to t b varying needs of the learner:,'1),

Mast management systems in use to exist in- plan books or in the
teacher's mind. Other, more effective plaiis ate needed. Mkny
useful techniques, like contract learning, are coming into use.

4
8. Evaluation and feedbacit. This is one of the three most important

components of a learning systen the other two being tile learner
and learning techniques. It is important that the stated goals of the
system be evaluated, and noitsortiething else. It is not unommon to
find very little correlation)Wtween the stated-goals of the syste
and what is being evaluated. The Aost Common flaw in the evalu-
ation43rogram is to stress high level cognitive goals anasto.evaluate
low leVel iiutcomes. Another weaknC;ss ki the frequent failure to
evaluate affective outcomes at all.,Uness `04 the goals of die Isystem

ate/included in designing the evaluation procegures, there is no
guarantee that those neglected in,the evaluation,have been achieved.
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Teaching to the test
As long 'as low-level cognitive objectives are being measured, it is

useful to "teach to the test," if the test has beep carefully constnicted
6 include the objectives of the teaching. If the student is expected
to memorize a set of facts; the only effective wiy of evaluating this
outcome is to teltaor the student's knoWliclge of these facts. And if (

-this is the goal, the best method of,aochieving the. goal is tq,teach the
facts that the student needs to know. In such a situation theze is every
jukifiaion for teaching to .thetest.

When higher levels of cognitive learning arc meared, it is not
professional to teac,h the specific answers to the questio being asked:
In testing comprehension or ability to judge from external criteria, if
the student is given the specific ekaniples used in the test and taught
the proper responses, the test\items are dropped to the loweSt.cognitive
level ofyiemórization of in rmation.

El6wever, it is perfect permissibleeven desirabteto use similar
exaMples and ask sirnilaiqueri as in helping the student a hieve higher
cognitive goals. There is some evidence that. failure o &Indents to

resp6nd satisfactorily to measures of higher cognitive ptocesies may
not always he due to the inability, of. the st dents,to carry Qn such
processas, b.ut malty be due fo a lack of uliarity with the type of
answers beingexpected.

Another weakness of the. testing program in manNitsys'

3

t

fiilure to feed the information resulting from the test balck int.& the
A learning system. Feedback that results in modificatioh, of the learning

system is the ony effective way 'pf improVing the s s'tem.0

*
-it 1

'

t
Physical faci

-.
s 4-

The physi al facilities of the System must trot be permitted 'to
dictate the le ing techniques that can it.used.. The opposite is trne:,

he lear { mg vironment that is needed S uld dictate the characters w ,

ics'of t e physical system. Teuggcsrior for 4physical, facilities thir

follow asSume that the minimum needs of space, temperature, and ..

lighting' are providf. The' suggestions are, intencle 6 be exam
I rather than an ph ustive treatment of the sulirect., . .

.,

.-. , 4 :

1. Space Allocation. In' planning science facir , adequate. space

-.storage and experimental. proje... is (If t eh gletted. Many reqilips.

ment set-ups nee4, to be l .frOrn ne'dq to the next, and such
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items need to be .protetted from the overly curious studsnt.
Another area of concern is adequate and suitablestorage space for
corrosiVe chemicals.. Such chemicals can -clohunlilreds of dollars of
damage eadi year if they are stored in the same room with scientific
equipment. Also, 'storing certain chemicals .together can create fire
and explosion hazards. Another hazard is the "dead end" work
space in a chtnii4l laboratory. Every .student needs an alternative
exit in cast of an accident.

2. Visibility. It is impOrtant for sakry, as well as for liability easons,
for the teacher to be able to.observe the students at work as ipuell
as possible. Adequate visibility will also help reduce loss and dam-
age of equipment; by making it posSible to observe careless, pro-,
ccdures. The use of glass partitions is one effective way of
pinviding visibility.
Usable Equipment. It is better to use equipment nude from cans
and plastic containers thin to use equipment so fragile that .t.he
students cannet,be permitted to hTlidle it. There is a place for
teacher demonstiations, but these should be the exception rather
'than the rule. It is important forteach student to be involved per-
sonally in laboratory work, rather than merely being an observer.

4. The 'Media- Center. Often, science planners) do'lhot consider the
media center as a part of the science facilities. A library Which has
only.printred resource materials 'and is open only dUring specified
ours is an outmoded concept that does not fit intO a welt-designed
earning system. Visual materials should ge' available as well as
prilited materials. Space and facilities for viewing films and .film7
strips, and for listening to tapes should be available to the, individual
student when needed. A student should be free to move from the
laboratvry to the media center whenever he or sbe needs to look up
inform4tion br to view materials.related to the laboratory exercise.
A good test of the flexibility and effectiveness of 'a school system
is the extent to w}lich students are permitted to use the media
Centel', and the freedom they have to use it when it is needed.

5. Outdoor Facilities. Goodielence is found outside the school build-
ing as well 'as in the laboratory. A natUre area near the school is
mest desirable, but many alternatives exist when a suitable center
ciinnot be established. There are Many plants, and animals in a
normal environment on ditv streets, in vrevices in the sidewalks, and
in vacant lots. None of these potential sources of investigation
should be neglected. Ar; science teachers barred from taking

3
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6.

7..

informal field trips during class,hours? This is a.typical example of
a situation where thc system.is organized for' the convenience and
security of the managethent compopent, instead of organizing the
components to meet the needs of the swdents.
The I-tome, The home, 'can be a useful. adjunct to the science
lahoratOry. By suggesting sift, interesting everiments as home-

work, is perhaps possible to steer students away from dangerous
or disruptive science activity whIle increasing motivati$n and
learning on the part of the student By structuring the homework
experiments, Pone eizi teach caution and common sense which are
worthy objectives for any.science program..
Student ResPonsibility. One of the-more iinp6rtant lessons for every
student is orderliness. If the teachy has to clean up after a lab, this
is evidence of a weakness in the management system.' U.nless the
student is willing to accept responsibility for the cont4iion of the ,

laboratory and its equipment, he or she has not yet earned freeclom

to use rthe laboratory. A avell use4, laboratorjr is never spotless--
neither is it a junkyard. There is. a middle ground between .a
spotless..(and unused) laboratory and a janitor's nightmare.

Time and cost factors _

The program outlined is idealisti'c and ambitious. Both time and
money must tie ,expended to make it, work. Some, districts have spent

-.thousands of dollars and many hours on such prpjects with questionable
results.' What can a small district, or even an average sized district,
hope to accrimplM with limited time and funding?

In the first place, money, and time wit not make a proir&m. -Also,

a program cannot be accomplished overnight, or even in a single Year.

The program suggested is a continuing program, With the initial steps
covering a three to five year time span. In this dimension, the time
ard costs can he spread over a longer time peiiod, and the prospects
for accomplishing the program are enhanced.

Secondly, with' a broad base of cornfnunity support, outside time
and funds, can be found. Often, a knaller community is more willing
than a large suburban or dty system to provide such support'Teachers
will be willing to contribute their time and efforts to a project if they
are really con-vinced tht it is worthAhile. An administiator who rerill

believes the project should be. carPied on will find some funds to keep
it 'going: The'support and cOoperation of everyone is more important
than large sums of money.

f
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Teach& time
The mast difficult problan is finding the teacher time and supPort-...-

sfor the project. Teacher time has !Seen found in many different ways
in vario.us eommuniles, -Some .of the techniques Maw in actual use
were considered in*ssible a decade ago. The advisability of some of,. -

the teehniques hawe been quesidned, but each of them has. proven
effective in-at least one community. Some of the techniques are: .

1. Easting the aid of scientists and 'engineers m the community to
teach classes and free the teachers for other things.

2i Enlisting parent iolunteers' to assist with the school program.
3. Using teacher aides or student teachers to work under teacher

guidance, bin with more than customary responsibility for work-,
ing with students. 4.

.4. Shortening the schil wetk to 41/2 days, with tfhe approval of the ,

State Depa*ent of Educttiog..
5. Developingtidependent study programs for student's.
6. "Doubling up" students for large group instructi9.
7. Having administrative and/or skapervisory personnel take over

Clalses for teachers:
8., Hiring substitute teachers.
9. Using programmed instruction or other techniques for elf-study.

10. Airing teachers to work during summers or weekInds on the
project.

11. Asking the teachers to work overtime.

This last technique is all too common. It is undesirb1e, and will
undermine teacher morale unless some form of compensation )is pro-
yided for the.extra time spent. Also, by' the end of a busy school day
or cUirek, teachers are usually too exhausted to do good work, or to.
acOmplish worthwhile OlItC0111CS.

Student time
When consideringsiene for, a program, and time for teachers, let's

not ignore the titv nee& of studc. How oftefi has it been necessary
to * an experiment short beck-use the end of the class period is
approaching? no students turn levniqg on arid off with the ringing
of a bell, like PaVlov's dogs salivate? Is the class 'schedule organized
for efficient learning, or to give each teacher .any equdl share of the

gtudent's time?
A rigid time lihedule foz students is ny a necessity for good
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management. M.4ny school systems are .using flexible scheduling suc-
cussfully. FlexibleAchgcluling may be more difficult to plan -and manage,
but many 'educators think that it makes a valuable contribution to a
well-aesigned learning, sysiem.

Another area where student time is a problem-is the semester f

system that tries to fit every 'student into equal time schedules in
learning. Two l5arning variablqs ,are time and .the quantity learned.
If .one of thtse viariables is held constant, with a representative group
of students, the other Will follow the normal curve. In designing the
learning system, we must ask mirselves whether we want to hold 'time
constant, and permit the ainount learned to follow,the pormal. curve,
or if we wish to hol1l what is to be learned constant,.a d permit the
time needed to fol w the normal curve. Perhaps neither of these
varisqes should be eld constant for many students.

Planni4a budget
It was mentio4, d that tfiero is an irreducible minimuilkt funds

that are r uired foi -developing a science prOgram. Tliese funds are
needed foi Materials, staff development, sometimes to pay teachers or
substitutes, and perhaps for outside 'stance. The amount of concern
that an administrator and school rd has for improving educatipn
can.sometimes be measbred in dollars. Unless the community is willing
to,ha e administrator include a continuin udget line foxt ttaff

nd curriculum improvement, :there is little incentive
for the upèvisr and the teachers to be concerned with improving
instructn.1ap4y, most districts have such items in their budgets.
Sometinthe prob m is to get the funds assigned to the project being
planned. This i whe a resourceful supervisor and a good publick
relations programcante of great service.

Colic lus ion
The suggestions in-this chapter are no; a blueprint for curriculum

chame. A viable curriculum plan must be designed to meet the neecK
.of a particular system, sand . every:system is unique. Educatio
philosophy, community support, availability of funds, teacher interest); .
student interests, administrator's attitudes, and the suliervisor's ingenuit
are among the many variables thatpake each situation unique.

Not only must a specific plan be individually jtailored for ea.0

,96
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system, but the plan must be flexible, and subject to I on again
and again as the project progress& A systems approach. to curriculum
development forms the framework on which a viable iirogram can be
built, and the supervisor is one of the vital factorsin the systenv
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Implement!ng CurriculwiChanges

Cliarlocr Butterfield, Science Coordinator, Ramsey Public Schools,
Ramsey,N.J.

,.. . / .

The purposes of this chapter are to clarify what is me. ant by imple-
menting curriculum cganges, to examine practites of implementation

. id current use in. schools, to offer guideling:s for impleinenting pro- '''
grams, and to take a position stand an the value astrategy planning.
in impleinenting curriculum changes. .

0 ,

When a teacher, a departinent,,a school,'qr a school Systern goes
about, planning for a change in cuiriculum, there are two basic steps'
in mildng this change. The first step is the:selection of the new
program;' the second is impIementatio4, or installing the selected
program. Mahan has defined curriculum installation as:.

.. , S

The planned introdgetion' of instructional programs into sabools with
explicit expectations that the program will be taught on a regularly
schech4led basi will be taught to promote teacher and pupa behaviors
congruent wit t he goals 451 the adopted program, and ,witilremain
.the accepted and routinely Used instructional program of tke school.
uptil another curriculum vith griater potential for meaing district
needs has been syStematically identifled and introduced. [9]

Guba divides.the system of curriculum development down into more
than two stages: fie.

1. Reiearch
1

.2. Development (includes Invention, Design, E uatton)

1A3
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3. Diffusion (includes Dissemination, Dembnstration)
4. AdoPtion (includes Trial, Decision to Adopi, Installation, Institu-

tionalization) [6]

This chapter deals only 'With the implementing, or installing, phase Qf
curriculum development

Implementation is .often the downfall of an excellent curriculum
selection. Eiss siates:

eunii;culum development is relativelY easy when compared with im-
plementation. Zeachers are often individualists and do not accept orders
without offering resistance. Many of the older teachers have been
ihrot4h several cycles of ineffective cw-sculzeni revision, and hnve
developed a quiet, kit firm attituge o'f passiresistance when curricu-
lum changes are planned. For this reason, the supervisor should con-
sider the problem of implomentinrcurriculum. change as a selling job,
rather than attempting to take an authoritative approach. A curriculum
plan veeds style and character in order to win the coope*tion of the-
teach'ers'and the coinmwtity. Any worthwhile goals require continuing,
cooperative eff ort, and it will-take a well-plipned, carefully structured
program to obtain ithe.Ontinuing cooperation that s essential .for the
success of any project. r31,

Current status of implementation
Some schools make excellent curriculum ado tions-but then psi

poor implementing strategy. For example, Sc ol A develdPed an
excellent course of study in the area .of, elemtatary skial studie hut
turned the program over to the teachers 'without implemehtation.
strategy or supervision. The Tesult of this adoption was failure in two
ye-ars. Friedman raises the same 'question in:regard to the implemen
C- ation of Curricultup guides:

7

It is generally thought4hat if .curriculumliides are constructed by
the total. body of teachers, they are moript to be used by them.c
There is goth fact 2ind fietion in.this as.sr,Opptipn. For one. thing, 'the
development of a curriculum guide bill:many people of varying
opinions Inust represent a certain 4zouni..Of compromise. Whether or
not thcse, compromises are actua tented in individual class-
roomris. oV,to question. [5] ,
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School B selected a nationally developed elementary science ..13rogram

but offered no regulated .supervisioq, or coordination- and gave the
teachers only one brief orientation session supplied by the publAr
of the project. Th'è result was continuous probleins, dissention from
the teachers about the program, and near failure. After a call fcr help,
a consultant :was hired and implementation stiategy was initiated.
Today the program is progessing satisfactorily.

Implementation can be difficult even *hen line of strategy is
utilized. Trump and Miller haire written:

Wellalneaning teacheu and administraton, in the very process of
starting innevatio,vs and .experiments in their schools, may create
harriers to further curriculuM improvement. for instance, tbey may
fail to recognize that a systems approach 1S: essential in educational
change. t

The mpst iniportant matter of all during the 7rst year of change is.
close supervision iof the teachers involved in the new toogram. the
prineipal must change his awn priorities abozit haw he spends his time
and energy. . has to concentrate on the improvement of instruc
tion, working with groups involed in change. Teachers do not change,
their teaphing methods easily, nor do stude.nts change. their learning
habits easily.,-To facilitate 'the process, th'e principal (or supervisor)
must ask many diffirult questions, help' to find answers, point out
things that are being done incorrectly, and suggest how to improve
procedures. He nt twork continually at evaluation. [141

Oordon MacKenzie has summarized well tjc history of imple-,

menting curriculum changes. His descriptio rts with the demon-
gtration techniques \of Pestalozzi in the late 1700's, and traces them
through to tile ptestrit time. The ctiange, over this periocUof
seems to be from the past when experts disseminated new programs,
usually by denionstsation, and th( user macie the mos't of whafTe
or ,coltild pick up by a sort of process. of osmosis. Today, there is

of grnup planning and dissemination. These implementing
groups - ie the combined etforts.o con;tent experts, methods.spe-
cialists, psychologists, administiators, s r4isors, teach9; and students
and parents.., These new forees and techniques give ris4 to new
strategies. [Si

100 .
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To most authoritieS in the implementation field,. strategy 'is the
key to succev. Mac,,Venzie defines strategy thus3

'The term "'strategy". is used io inaicate the means which are used
'both to create curricular innoVations and:to-facilitate their use 21 a
cOntinuing basis. ...pi one sense.?here is nothing new,in tne Concept .
of strategies for planned ogrricular' inn,ovation, although -the use of
"strategy': in an educational co,text may be of recent: origin:. [8

Many researchers, offer -iguidelins' for ,impleineriting strateg;T
techniques. For exalnple, Lawler lists tWenty-one guidelines 'for ilevel-
oping strategies to introduce planned curricular innovations. 1.71

Allen and -Faritini offer fiatber suggestiOns for successful implemen-
tafion with emphasis On inservice teacher training. ['1 , 4]; this viewpoint
is shared by ty-ler. S I Additional, stress on. the impottance of

. 'strategy in implementing is given by McNally. [111 When an analysis
is:made of curriculunl failures,.both past 'and present, the failure can
quite often bs traced' -to a lack of adequate implementation strategy,
The use of a'sirategy might have saved these programs.

Suggestions for iMplementink st7ategy -

A planned/ strategy is neEded for succesSful curriculum imple-
mentation. This section discusses two "siistemS devised by- others and.
then some cgmments by this, author. The first ;et, of guidelines to be
introduCed" j suggested by Mahan as a result of his implealentation
work ith the Eastern Regional Institute Ifor Education (ERIE). In

ucing higuidclincs ', Mahan writes:
.

.,..SuccesipUl introductions of curricula -are very possiMe, very demand-
ink; and vc:ry "mesly:4' Itittle will happen .as a residt of ,spreches,,,
articles,' ancl exhortations. Work on the part of the curriculum pro-
ponents- is neededlongitudinal ,work "out there in the presence of
teachers and p4ils. If a (ask-oriented -irtaliation strategy it stead-
faStly iinple-n7ented by a task-oriented i.hange 'agent(s), the prognosis

,

for externally stimulated curriculum change is.excellent. ..`GUidennes
delved from case Study are neecied for initiating, ;supporting, moni-
toring', and siataining ekrriculum ins.taltativs if new curricula _are
to be more rapidly and more eff ectively utilized by the Nation's
sehools. [91

r
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Mahan's gliideline can be summarized into the following strategies:

I.. Begin a curriculum inseallatjon only after specific written agree-
ments clrly dekribing participant roles and resporisibilixies are
agcePted.

/. Construct a strategy for curriculum installation, complete with /
distitict components and approginute implenlentation dates, and
folloW the strategy frOm the start. Do not attempt a "we'll work
it out as we go along" ,4pOroach.

3.' The school district must invest ,an attequate amount of funds to
implement the,program.

4. Make sure _that teac ers. scheduled in, any piloting- personally
volunteered to particip c. Often teachers arc "'volunteered" by

vet eager admiftistrators.
5. Make sure teaChers and principals are familiar with competing or

alternative programs. A program must meet lacal,needs.
6. Do not attempt curriCulunf installation unless stirriculum guides

(software) and all required equipmpti (hardware) .are available
to teachers at the beginning of the sthdell year.

7. Provide intensive inservice workshQp program for all personnel
.involved in the program, including sChliol administrators.

8. Provide a ccinsultant or coordinator to give help and to.oversee
the program.

9. If possible, utilize more than one tdcber for .eah grade level' or
ubject area: Change is better accepted when shared among teachers.

10. sist that schools make formal provision for periodic., planned
faculty assessment of curriculum implementation ana resulting
stgdent achievement. Do not assu.me "that a meaningful anafysis
of an on-going pew effort will occur automatically.

41.7 In a large sAool srstem, include at least one subje'et matter
specialist or supervisor in the following phases: planning, selec-
tion, preparation, implementation, and evaluation.

1 2. If available, provide participating teachers with livklgifilmed
models of the instructional methodology-usedin the new program.

13. Evaluate the T;rogram carefully, Do not depend on myih, attitudes,
verbal claiMs, and undocumented publiCiry. Make sure "the
program" is being taught and learning is taking place.

Maxwelland Heitzeg also offer certain guidelines which they
ihinkspromote ,tiecessful implementation. [101 Their guidelines ;tress
,communication and rapport among those involvel in the process:
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1. Tbe Building. Administratov. The Administratyr should. knOw,

understand, and_ be synipathetic to the program. X-le or she should
prdvide support and encouragement to the, teaching staff and
provide adequate time to the teaching staff for preparation.

'7. Thr Teaeher-Training Program. Consideration should.be given to
faqors such as tile advance lection and rrainihg of 4),- people;
tile' thotough planning cif the "nservice program; installing' end-
of-p the-year orientation programs and refresher Orientations 'in the:
f111; .al'id in-depth worlhops in the methods and content 'of the

, , progradi at each grade level. ,

3. Good Commusication. Staff, parents, and students should all be
. .

involved. .0 -
,

4. Eyaluatron. Both subjective and obj.ectiye methods should be .. r . .
utilized., .. / r

- -room off successful imOlemetation. Thierbelieves internaliza-
tion is necesgary. [.1 31 By internalizatian Thief implies meaningful.
long-term 'implementation ofean instructional program until' the pio-
gram 1-)ecomes self-sustaining. oris ready for modification or change.

For successful implTentation; 'this author would stress the fol-
. .

,

lowingpoints: .1

....,

1. All involved itl implementation' shpuld have thorough knowledge
of the content and methods of the adopted program. -

2. Coordination and/or supervisipn of the program is .a necessity. The
N supervisor should have extended knowledge of.the program: Super-

vision i .often a weak point in -the implementation of a program;
the responsibility is often delegated to a person already carrying a
full load of assignments.

.,

. lnscrvice training should be as .compiete as' possible. The new
rprogram shou41 be adeq,pately explained, wiih hands-on experience

for ose who will be teaching the new program.
4. 0 linunication lines shoulJobe e...'eloped 'among all personnel

iiivolved in the program.
. 5. A feedback and evaluation system must be established..
.6. A 'system for modification, and change should be a Part of the

,-

. implementing program., .

J

implementing urricul um.cbanges

7. Possibly most impyrtagtt, there must be a feeling of openness among
safl involved in the adoption. Criticism, both pro' and con; is most
desirable. The key to success is sensitivity to all involved indi
viduals; this sensitivity must be built into the system of imp -
mentatipn.
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Position stand a

When planned strategy is used in curriculum implementadon, a
giveli adopted program willtiove a much higher probability of success.
The program will be better taught, learnitrg outcomes wilt be evident,
and.the chance of longevity for the program will be iticreased.. .

Mid points out that implerilefitatign must be Carefully planned
. or a number of undesirable outcomes may occur. [12] These outcomes,

are:

ACMON OUtCOMF.

Stability
No implementation -,Stagnation

Stability

Change
"Poor or no implemenation+Chaos

Change

Change Successful, planned

Stability implementation

The science of (strategy in irnplemeniation of curricula is' just
beginning to develop and take effect. Teachers; administrators, super-
visors, colleges .of education, and publishers must actisrely explore and
utilize systems of curritulum implementation.
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Evaluating Science Programs

JaneWall, State. Specialist, Departrizent of Pablic Instructik Stati.
of Delaware

An integral part of curriculum development is the process of evalu-.
ation. Without serious curriculum evaluation, an administrator, cur-
riculum supervisor, or teacher cannot determine if- a particular planned
learning sequence is meeting the needs of the student, if the content
and its organization is valuable, and if the' selection of learning
experiences, teaching methods, and instructional media contribute to
student learning. . ,, ,

The sdectss or failure of a curriculum can be evali?Through
the testing of students, individually or in groups. It is throu studint
assessment that. a supervisor. gathers evidence, that can lea to con-
clusions on the relevance af' the curriculuin to a group of students,
the broad objectives of a school system, and the needs of society.

Student evaluation should o ncentrate on three major areas. These
ars: the cognitive domain; the ffective domain; anti the psychomotor
domain. !repast years, the majo ty of student and program evaluations
has concentrated in the cognitive area. Currently, some, emphasis is.
being placed on measurement in the affective area and very- little
evaluation is being done in the psycho otor domain. gcience, as a'
body of knowledge, 'a process of thin g or decision-making, and a
set of skills,lends itself beautifully to aluation in all three areas.
1 The production :of evaluation instrunients and,the development

of measurement techniqueshas led to the construction of highly
refilled standardized tests in the cognitive area. Evaluation, however,
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can .als8 be\.rid:c"Nimplished- (throi;gh well-constructea, teacher-Made tests.
Both types of instruments can _play ii4ortant roles- in the assessment
of the goals. of eculTiculuni and the,saccess with whichihe cwriculirm
operates. ,

Sthidardized tests
Withinvihe past firieen years, 'Ovfx 60 am' dardited instruhnis

!dye- been devekiped or revised to evaluate student achieVement or
ptogressjn science. StAndardized science wits have been develoited
the areas of elementary science, as portions of test batteries, anii
single tests in the typical Science content areos found" in junior' and
senior high school. pese tests can be used.to gather infOrmatipn
about students on which to base currifiitm;4eeitfm.s::

Published standardized tests are. illissejreciiiery
-studying the conterxt of ,textboctlis and cirriculum gifideg; Utilizing
this infohnation, thcrApertise Of science consnItants, and outstanding -

science teachers who understand bot science content ,and student
learning, test developers` can identify t objectives that are typical
of most science curricula. Test im are then written and refined
to measure the most, widely accepted of th&e objectives. By using a .

standardized test, the effectiveness of the curriculum.in theschool can
be evaluated througlk the comparison of student performance ith
national troi op, This type of evaluation cir only be accomplished
if the objettives of the test relate close13, to the objectNes of the
curriculum and the instructional intent, and if the norming sarnple
-matches the school population in important characteristics. If the
population on which the test is standardized does not match the school
population, local' norms can be developed. [31 ,

Through sardying the item responses of the student on a standard-

ized test, a curriculum evaluator can locate areas of student (and thus"

curriculum) strengths and weaknesses. There, are several means by
which this can be accomplished. If test items are grouped by cognitive
taxonomy levers [1 I, an evaluator Gan deteroine the percent of suc-
cessful responses in each of these categoriesoa d will be able to get an
approximate idea if the curriculum is conduc to high level-mental
sophistication in student thinking. Several of the test manuals that
*accompany stan ed tests key each item by' taxonom,yleve_l for

those that wish t ) pe rm this type of evaluation.

8
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A

. 'lest items tAn be studieci.by contrAt79soupings to gather related:, .

0 evidence of st.dent achievenient. When a large number of items are
aviflable, test questiong Fan 'be 'categori-zed by "conthE and tileq by

. cognitive level.% within :content. This,shliuld be done tia check on
cognitive response patterns on( different 'units of a subject by. the,
students taking the test. 0

.4 Whtn piloting' a new tericulum-ida school, standardized instru-
.. ments can be usea fqecompare achievement.of the students in the pilot
' ' group with those in tile conveniional science class. It should be

remembeired, 4owevei, that the objectives of tir pilot.curricultwf may. .
stress ajrctives osber 11t student achievement on, typical science
content. lilf nO significa aifferences between the scoxes of these
groups occur, tr the pilot group yerforms better than the conyentional
gro p, eviS'ence would indicate that the pilotgrOup is performing at

-. leas4 as well 2S the coMparison group in terms of tht objectives which I

the test measures. SUbsequent evaluation should be done- on the other t
pbjectives that the pilot prokram purports to accomplish or on the
instructional goals the teacher wishes to reaCh. This may be done by
gathering information on student attitudes, student skills, understand-
ings of science ind sci ltists4 the .processes of sciepce and so on. .

At the end of thi chapter is a list of standardiied science tests
i)

(with publishers) that may be used for %evaluation purposes for pupils
in elementary and secondary schools. Befoge skich tests are administered,
the examiner should refer,to the SeventE-Mental Measurements Year-
I9ok [21 and Standardized. Science TestsA Descriptive Listing [81
for reviews of these/tests (publishers' addresses.are included in both).
After checking the.gie reviews for a preliminary selection of a standard-
ized test, order a specimen set of the test J1Lstudy the items, the

lescoring techniques, and test score interpretation as well as the goals
,

or objectives the test measures.
Many of the developers of -the presently uitlized curriculum

projects have seen the need top consticuct testing instruments whicilj
measure the particular objectives of that curriculum. -These developers
have felt that, sinc o these projects purport to t elp iudents reach
objectives dffferent from those ftund in a typical science isoesc, a
test must be deVeloped to, measure the achievemet of these goals.
Many ofkthese,.tests are accompanied by normative and item analysis .
data !ratared on students that have utilized the particular project.
Inforaiation of this type can be very helpful to curriculum developers
and evaluators.



-V Evaluating Science pogroms-
,

Tedcher-kade tests
'Well constructed teacher-made tests will 'provide similar informa-

.

tion to ctirricultom evaluators. The reader is referred to The Specifica-
tion alifi, Measurement ,of. Learhing OutctmzeS [5] arid EducatiOnal
Meat-tire-mem. [11 for guidelines on proper .test item conitruction.

Of utmost-irmtartance in test .constructidn for pupil or prograM
evaluation is the balanCe and relevance 'of the total test. Relevance
refers to the closeness of the relatio '13 'between the objectives mad
the. Content area o'f the test -and thd objectives and content,area of
elarooin instruction. Bahnce deals ith the proportion of einphasis
of the .conten't objectives' of the test and their relationshiP to this
emphasis in instruction. Helping' to insure the construction of a
test with thege characteristics is done in several steps. First, the objec-
tives that students are to meet must be written in performance terms.
Next, by analyzing the goals of instruction, a table, of .tes&specifica-
tions is constructed. This is a chart that- relatt:s the percentage of
instruCtional time spent by cognitive level and content area. After the
teacher 1. ecorls this data, test items should be written to reflect this
table. (For e. ample, if 15% of the instructional time has been devoted
in ;he conten area of zoologyjn the cognitive levl of comprehenston,
the test items should refleCt this percentage as &closely as possible)

v

Each
.

test should match the goals of instruction and what actua
occurred in the 'instructional process. A test possessing the qualities
of balance and relevance will_ help the classroom evaluator in monitor-
ing the success of the instruction, instfuctional materials, attd student
ac hievenint.

Cognitive achieve ent should not be the singular goal of 'pupil
progress, instruction, an he curriculum. Xreas such as the affective
a d psychomotor domains sOuld als5 be .analyzed. The iffective area
dcal sg. with the attitudes, beliefs, interests, and other emotional re-
sponses of the Itudent to the environment. The science curriculum
can play an important role in develnping stable attitudes and values
in .oUr technologically stimulating society. Although measurement in
the affective arca is presently being delineated and refined, few insiru-
ments are available for assessing student interests, beliefs, and attii-udes.
The reader should refer to a document published by the NatiOnal
,Science Teachers Association- entitled Behavioral Of*ctives iii the
Affective Domain j; "The Present Status of Science Attitude
Measurement: History, Theory, and 'Availability of Measurement In-
'strument's" [6] (which lists published and non-published. science
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'attitudelnstruments); anti. to ,either science educaticui.. igivii,
in order to identify. the Instruments that :are ipritentl used. A

. of some of the instriirsainvetound in, these sources thy be helpfl as
male's* in *paling attitude instruments that' art .particulrly u4fu1
for an inAividual scti601 or classroom. The attinzde instrument cadkiltki

'the forin of questionnaires, checklisti, inteririew schedulesi and' ting
scales '

Though paper, and pencil instruments are.,Rommonly use for
accumulating infprmation about..stUdent attitudes, other' less
.methods 'may be used'. Observing tlrilehaviors of students 'ma give

a teacherA great deal of information about student attitudes ds 4y.ae
ewhibited, when' they participate in cli*-discussions, Work orJ incli-

vidual or group projects, and engage in classroom eXperiMenta
.n or

other activities: Information on student 'attitudes can, also beErived
by the use of inquiry. The data on student, attitudes is availablqo the
ttacher merely by asking. A wise teacher will -use caution in applyiny
this technique becauSe often a verbaliZed attitude, isterest, or -6,pitidn

may be exhibited differently when the student iSconfronted With an
expression of this attitude.in a realistic situation: The inquirl jrocess,
therefore, should be confirmed bI careftil observation.

Perhaps the Most critical area in which a (science teacher, should

"---.colk:entrate is in the .promAtion of artitue Changes. Charagteristics
such as open-mindedness, verifiotion of experimental restiks', an
valuing the work of science and technology can be changed through
the observance of tht classroom' teacher as a model of these.; char-
agteristics, and through the opportunity' of the student.to relate seience

to the workings of society. These attitudinal changot can be detected
,through properly constructed instruments, observation, 'and inquiry.

,The 'laboratory or investigative environment provideds in the
science classroom lends itself qo 'the observatipn of the manipulatory
skills oE students. The psychomotor domain has had little or no
emphasis in stndent .or curriculum evaluation. Perceptive teachers can
contribute a great deal of information in 'this area by studying the
skills of students durink manipulation of laboratory equipment.. Here,
systematic observation techniques can,be employed along witH teacher-
developed checklists or inventories to assess skills and psychomotor
activities of students. Usin4 tIlesc methods, the'teacher can determine
the ,amount of confidence a student ,uses in performing a scientific
tasf< and can assess the improvement of minipulative skills, through

observing indreases in 'efficiency, complexity of maements, 'and
.smoothness of the task pcformance.
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Curricul 'and student- valuatiO# should not *be liMited td, the
. .

common methods'of testing, nor should only one method of testing
be usFd. Direct observation, interiews, and questionnaifes -can all be
used sticcessfullyi' alone and -in combination with other instruments,
,to supplement -decision-Making f0-determining the effeCtiyeness of
the science clArriculum and its total impaceon student characteristics
and behaviors.

Evaluation is critical to th, development of a good science; cur-
riculum for a school, a palkular classroom, or individual stu'dent.

-.,...Without a serious-attempt at evaluation,,we,are only payink lip service
to providing the propel', science curriculum for Our itudents.

, ELEMENTAR/ SCIENCE TESTS

Bormann-Sanders Elementary Scierke Test. BuTeall of Hducational Measurements,
Kansas State Teaclwrs College.

The ButlerLife Science Concept Test. PsychOmetric Affiliates.
Educational Development Serieg-,Elementary LevelScience. Scholastic Testing

Service, Inc.
Metropolitan Achievement TestsInt nnediate---Science. Harcourt Brace

JoyanoviCh, Inc.
Minnesota High School Achievement.Exarnination-.ScienceGrade 7. American

Piidance Seriice, Inc.-
Minacita High School Achievement ExaminationScience--Grade S. krnerican

Guidance Service, Inc.
Sequential Tests of Educational ProgressSeries IIForm 4. Educational Testing

Service.
SeqUential Tests (4, Educational ProgressSeries IrFortp 3. Educational Testing

Service.
SRA Assessment SurveyAchievement SeriesScience. Science Research Asso-

ciates, Inc.
Stanford Achievement Test--Intermediate IIScicnce. Harcourt Brace P3vano-

__ vich, Inc_

4

SECONDARY BIOLOGY TESTS

BSCS Comprehensive. Final Examination. The Psychological Corporatiom
Cooperative Science TestBiology. Educational Testing Service.
Emporia Biology Test. Bureau of Educational Measurements, Kansas State Teach-

ers College.
General Biology Test. Psychometric Affiliates.

"Minnesot5 High School Achievement ExaminationBiology. American Guidance
Service, Inc.

Nelson Biology Test. Harcourt Brace Jo'vanovich, Inc.
PrOCCSSCS of Science Test. The Psychological Corporation.
Tests for Patterns and Processes. The Psychological Corporation.
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.. SECONDARY CHEMISTRY TESTS i
., - i-

ACS-NSTA Coopere Examinatiori in Hist: School Chemistry. Examinations _

Comenittie., American Chemical SocietY.. _

... : ACS-NSTA Coo)iarative Examination in High School Cliznistry (Advanced
Level), Examinationnmittee,, American Chemical goSiety.#

If Anderson-Fisk Chethistry Titst. Harcourt Brace Joganovich, Inc.
0 Cooperative Science TestChemistry. Educational TestiniSerVice.

Em pn emistry Test. Bureau of .Edueitional Measurements, 'Kansas
=hers College. .

, )
General thetnistsy Test. Psychometric Affiliates. ,
MinneSota High School Achievement Extnination-Chernistty; American

since Scivice-, Inc.

4

7

4" SECONDARY GENETtAL SCIENCE, TESTS

Adkins-McBri'ae General Science Test. Psychometric Affiliates.
Cooperative Science TestAdvanced General Science: Educational Testing Service.
Educational Development Series--Senior _Level Science. Scholastic Testing Serv-

te,)Inc.
Emporia General Science Test. Bureau of Educational lleaSiirements, Kansas

State Teachers College.
Fundainentals.baraluation TestScience. Steck-Vaughn Co,
Metropolitan Achievement TestsAdvanced Science. Harcourt Prime Jovanovich,

Metropolitan Achievement TestsHigh School Science Test. Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc.

Read General gcience TestH court Brace jovanoVich, Inc.
Sttnford Achievement Te Advanced Science Test. Harcourt Brace town-

vich, Inc.
1 Stanford Achievement estHigh School Science Test. Harcourt Brace Jovano-

rich, Inc.
Test of Science I nowIdg. The Psychological Corporation

SEWS.' DARY PHYSICS TESTS

Cooperative Science Test 'Physics. Echicational Testing Service.
Dunning-Abeles Phys. est. Haicourt.Brace Jovanovich, Inc. t
General Physics T . Psychometric Affiliates.
Minnesota High School Achievement ExaminationsPhysies)e American Guidance

Service, Inc.
,

OTHER SECONDARY SCIEgCE TESTS

Iowa Tests of Educational RevelopmentScience. Science Research Associates,
Inc.

Minnesota High School Achievement ExaminatiotScience Gride 9, ynerican
Guide Service, Inc.

Science Tests.-Content Evaluation SeriesL-PhysicaI Science, Houghton-Mifffin
, Company.

equential Tests o Educational ProgressSerieS IIForm 2. Educational Testing
Service.

11/

Tests of Academic Progress. Houghton-Miffiin Company.
Test on Understanding Science. Educational Testing Service.
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Getting Materials Into Teachers' Han
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Gary Huffman, Supervisor of intergroup Relations, Title Vll Programs
and Servico, Indianapolis Public Scboals, Indianapolis, lnd.

From February, 1971 to August, 1974 the Science Supervisor, grades
K-12, for the Indianapolis Public. Schools and two assistants attCmpted
to implement ESS with approximately 48,000 students in grades 1-6 and
IS with apeoximately 16,000 students in grades seven and eight.

edless to say, they -had to get many science materials into the
nds of teachers.

The mechanics of getting the right materials to the right people
at the right time is not a strange and mYsterious prdcess. General
Motors and other large corporations do 4 goibi)job of it. There are
accounts of hOw school systems in Colorado and Virginia provided
elementary teachers with -science materials for activity-based seiehçe
programs. These school systesps uSed the kit distribution approach.
They loaned kits out to teachers and had the kits- returned to a
central Supply center where the- kits were ,xefurbished before being
sent out again. To keep'the cosi of kits down they attempted to buy
as many items as possibre in bulk from local distributors.

. In Indianapolis thik approach was not used for distribut&i, mainly
because funds were 0 available o hire personnel 'to operate a kit
'distribution center. Instead, original kitii were sent to remain in the
building, and teachers were provided V.iCh order forms by which they
could order Lit replkernents, at the beginning of the fall and spring
semesters. The staff filled these orders over the summer and' at the
beginning of the spring semester. Ihe rrt of the time in the school
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year. . imas, used to _provide on-going, inservice training', and trouble
'shooting activitieS. , LI.

Thisiorief 'overall sketch of libsitnaterials got into teachers' iiang
Might b`e More understandable if the answersV the ;folloWing often-
asked quistions are gi ven., fQWouldn't

it have been less expensive to loan kits tO teachers?
For example, if different teachers usecl-tlifferent kits at different times;
so many kits would not have to be bought

Icit far every three teachers ire a builng was proVided.
The gteachers'in the building swappe4 icits and this kept .down the -
nuMber of-kits which had to be bought These teachers would some-

, times get # kit and an item would be missing that had not been
planned foi in the previous semester's ordering. A' phone call to the
central office would`getshis missing item on its way to teachirs.

Q---Flow in. the wo44 dfd you provide inservice for 211 those
teachels in the use of ESS brd ISCS?

A7-To get ESS' and. ISCS off the ground,' training was provided
in the sumrner of 1971. Iewas impassible to train all 1,350 teachers of
grades 1-6 in the use of ESS, so ten primary (gradev 1-3) ana ten
intexinediate (grades 4-6) teachers were trained from each of the ten
areas in our school .clistrict. These teachers were called "Resource
Teachers.7 Throughout the school year the Resource Teachers pro-

. vided insérvice training for teachers in their -buildings. The Resource
Teachers were the link to each school and could advise the central
staff of problem areas so that they could be.2Ileviated.

Inservice meetings were held throughout the year for Resource
Teachei's arid any other teachers in the system bo cared Ito attend.
ISCS Level I was implemented in 'tie -*971-02, ho 1 year for both
seventh and eighth -grades; Level II in the 1972-73jhool year. During
the summers of 1971 and 1972, inservice trainin7was held for teachers
in the use of ISCS. As with ESS, inservice training was provided
throughout the year in ISCS for those mashers willing to attend.

Graw Hill and Silver-Burdette provided consultant help for
trainin purposes in the summer and throughout the school ,year.
Man., teachers were also able 'to take advanta of NSF-sponsored
Summer Institutes, which yre held at that time.

QHow did you evahisate ESS and ISCS?
AThe ideas listed in' the ESS teacher guides were used to

Cevaluate students', progress. The overall 'pal for the ESS program was)
to develop in students the ability to stated question and to find the' .

41.
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,
answer through die. maniOulatio f materials. The school sistem gives
a standardizes1 test inhScielce he eighth gridg level. This staiidard-
'zed test Showed tfiatoISCS.stu ents inade a slight but not significant .

_ gain over students who had not psed ISC. The standaYclized test .

scbreseere used by the central administration for their purposes. The
(criterion referenced tests, developed by ISCS, were Also used to give
teachers atruer measure of what ISCS students..had/learned:

Ql*here'F41 yoU btiy materials inexpensively (e.g., mealwatms,.
flashlightibatteries and bulbs, food dyg; kosher salt, .etc.)?

local retailers and .ask them whcite they bu'y these items,
then buY from that sOurce. For example, the manager of 'the local
A&P stare was able co identify a source for kosher salt. He gave the
riame of a company in Cincinnati. A letter to that companx made it
posSible to gct kosher salt at about half the ret4l price. (Who said
science wasn't multi-ethnic?)

QHow do you get started in implementing science programs
that require a lot of materials?

ATo begin, you must begin. If too much time is spent getting
ready to be ready, the. beginning may never be made. By actually
starting the system, we ware able io .keep it going by working out
solutions to the problems as they arose. Important decisionsthe, ker
trade)ffs and resource allocationscandot always be made ahead of
time.

QWas it all worth it? Why not just have the kids Curl up-with
a good book?

was gratifying to see the students answer questions through
their .manipulations of 'materials, rather than working with the all-too-
familiar types of assignments: "Read pages 16-23; answer the questions
on page 24 and we will discuss it tormirrow; don't forget the test on
Chapter 3 on Friday."

_ I leave the decision of "is it worth it" up to you. As new formats
for learning media appear, new ways of distiibution will evolve
'Wherever dedicated staff members make the determined effort neces-
sary to k&tmplish the task. (

i
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Dpkre loping Local Curriculum Reform

. . Donald Del Seni, Assistanfi Prixcipal Dyker Heights. Junior High
School,Brooklyn,N.Y.

The major function of the science supervisor i the improvement of
the instructional program. This is accomplished by leadership in
three areas:

1. Improvefnent of the science classrOom environment in which'the
supervisor aids the teacher to improvF the components of the
discovery-bastki science lesson.

2. Modification of the curricuhim through tile subtle effects of re-
vision, addition of new techniques and/or materials, and the impact
of new science discoveries taught to teachers in post-observational
and departmeittal conferences..

3. Courses of stdy modified by altering the organization of topics,
the deletion of material, units fragmented and re-distributed, or the
addition of new units or materials to meet the local need.

These educational methods are utilized by dedicated science super-
visors in their daily tasks in and out of the science classronm. However,
at times there is the need for major curriculum reform to meet the
needs of a science problem whichis indigenom to a local area.

Each state, and many communities, have courses of stiidy or
syllabi,yontaining. outlines of facts, principles, concepts, oj sample

n plans that the science teacher is expected ,to follow. But where
state or local curricula are limited, or do not meet changing pupil '
needs, it is the task of the science supervisor .to organiie the depart-Y
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ment to fill that need. This chaptcr outlines process 'of curricular
reform whih this author has implementecNa.--his own department

/1

Identifyin .tbe rblem' . .
The natl.= kthe problem in a particular area Must be defined

'before any constructive change can be made. Oncii-specificproblem
s been isolated, .a eomplete, analysiv must take place before the

`initiation- of a curriculum change. In title case_of this author's experi-
ence, the science department felt that the program for students who
excelle0 in science was in need of maior revision. These students were
iinvokiv6d in an accelerate,d program in which they were to complete

'--fhree years of jiinior high school science in two, and then-scomplete a
cotirse in earth science in grade nine or be given "enriclunent topics."
Since there was flexibility in the methods used, a lack of teachers with
strong earth science backgrounds, and an urban setting for the school,
everyone felt that the bright students should be given a new course

A

of study in grade nine.

Leadership role for curriculum improvement
Th .. science sujpervisor must be able to organize., delegate, and

complete the prnject of curriculum innovation. He or she must have
'the respect of staff in:order to implement change. This can only be
accomplished by using the principleS of democratic administration
and supervision. The supervisor must strike a balance between achiev-

16 ing thg gols of the depftrtment and meeting the needs of teachers in
the group. Some of the qualities which are important in this leadership

role are:

1. evidence of continued science scholarship; I
2.f willingness to explore, experiment, and innovate;

3. accessibility;
4. willingness to assume responsibility;
5. ability to hold effective meetings;
6. ability-to involve effective people and move them forward;

7. ability to secure loyalty;
S. appreciation of all ideas;
9. ability to lister seriously and sincerely;
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10. ability to maintain high morale by promoting a good organiza-:
tional climate.

Initiating curricidum improvement
The science supervisor must decide on the best approach to ,

organize and effect the change. It should be noted that if the super-
visor dictates a decision through a hierarchicak structure, it will be
doomed to failure; the rieed will not hae.--evolved from the staff
whiCh has to implement the decision. A departmental, conference
should be held to solicit the ideas arid recommendationS of the staff.

In this author's case, it was decided that an ad hoc science cur-
riculum cormnittee should be formed to decide on strategies. Four
teachers, a laboratory assistant, and this author comprised the group.
The following techniques were implemented:

I. Open discussion. All teachers were free ,to state their philosophies,
values, and desires.

2. Collegial decision-making. The decisionrived at was cooperatively
developed by.the department.

Our committee decided that a year-long course in envitonmental
science should be written; including lesson plans, laboratory activities,
and extensive field trip guides.

Participation
The' science siipervisor must give di' rection in a cooperatively

developed program. Teachers must be given decision-making authority,
since it is they who will implement the progiam. Teachers perform
three major tasks in curriculum implementation:

1. They work ankplan with their students.
2. They develop individual approaches:
3. They share curriculum experiences with their colleagues.

In maintaining the collegial spirit, the supervisor should insure that
he or she becomes a part of the,working team. Delegation of the "work
portion", to the teachers will be self-defeating.

In our experience, once the decision was made to write a year-long
environmental science program, members of the committee decided
-what aspects they would undertake. Elch teacher selected a topic to
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write on from an outline that was developed. The science supervisor
allowed staff the freedom to create that pars id the program in
which the teacher felt he or she had the most expeitise and confidence.

Communication
AlthOugh each teacher' is working on a separate aspect .of the

problem; the science supervisor must insure that the cohesive nature
of the project is maintained. Periodfc meetingsboth individually and
collectively---should be held.to direct .the work to confpletion. An
"open-door policy" should be maintained to promote vitality in an
informal way...

Funding
The development of a tiew science Curriculum is usually based

on the concept of discovery learning by student laboratory activities,
field trips, and demonstrations. These often requirp additional scien-
tific apparatus which may strain the 'limited budga of an individ'ual
school. Some, districts allocate funds for experimental curriculum
'designs; in oifier districts, alternative sources must be investigated.
The science supervisor should investigate the mechanisms for writing
grant proposals in the ,search for funding new curriculum.

In the case of this author's experience, the PTA and NDEA Title
III Federal grants luve proven successful sources of support. Ths.
PTA, with its various fund-raising activities, has been generous in
purchasing those pieces of equipment which could not otherwise have
been obtained. Through conferences and orientation sessions, parents .

have, become familiar with the science' program and are thus most
receptive to our requests for financial aid.

Each year, grant proposals for Title III-funds are written. By this

means, our department lias obtained* an environmental biotron,ifte .

chamber, aquarium, and field equipmen&

Evaluation
In order to escape provincial bias, any experimentai curriculum

should be sent to an outside agency for independent evaluation. Evalu-
ation should be an ongoing procedure, and modifications should be
implemented as the curriculum evolves through various phases. .
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Qui- environmental education program wo reviewed by the
American Spciety for Ecological Education. Requests for our program
were received 'from va.rious parts of the country; and their evaluations
were incorporated into our program, To cOmplete our evaluation
proced, we used supervisory observations, teacher evaluations, parent
and pupil questionnaires, and pupil test scores.

Similar to the scientific method itself, new procedures are ustd
to replace those methodi that do -nOt meet the ultimate objective
students learning the concepts of science.

demly
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Science Fairs
One Teacher's Opinion

\
`Gene P. Kingham, Shelf; Island High School, Shelter Island, N.Y.

There are many differing views on the advantages and disadvantages
of science fairs. This educator thinks that the pro's outweigh the con's.
The things learns by competing in science fair projects
g c not easily m ed. They ipclude self-confidence, ofganizational
skills, public speaking, data collectidn skills, interpretation of facts na
integration 'of new ideas. A scien'ce fair provides_students witii the
opportunity to get involved, plan, create, and sense the fielinlof
achievement.

Those Avho oppose science fairs hold that such fairs promote tip
wrong. type of thinking about .cAat an acadethic pursuit should bi;
that they take up too much elass time; that they cause some 'students
to become uneasy because they,are asked to "perform." A supervisor
or teacher should test the loclOentiment regarding science fairs prior
to making plans; the support of the cominunity is a necessary asset to
any science fait.

1

Student participation
Students can be encouraged to produce project work SQ that they

can enter thc mience fair. If students are required to produce a project
as prt of theif course work, the number of the participants in thc fair
will most likely increase kreatly. Once they have completed the work,
most Atudents feel that they should enter it iii coricpetition.
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Supervisors and teachers can assist students in choosing a topic
for a project. They should be encouraged to explore more seriously.
a subject in whith they arc interested. A listing of resources on a
variety of topics or of areas' that lend themselveskto project work

'should be available. .

Once the student has chosen a topic and sutmitted a title, a
progress report schedule should be developed. This will help students
pace themselves, and Prevent last-minute "cramming."

Planning ahead
c are many r?ractieal details whidh must be set up well in

adva' day of the science fair. Some of these are:

1. Settii: a date: peck school calendars and listing of community
events prioi to setting a date for your fair. This will avoid con-'
Rims for both students and parents.

'Z. Obtaining judges: Contact lool -science:facilities: 1abor4iories, col-
leges, and reseatch facilities. Letters, to.the directors pr adminis-

. trators of these facilities are xisually more effec:tive than letters to
individuals. Be sure that you have enough judges to give fair and
thorougft consid'eration to each -of the proje&s. (A good ratio is
30 ivages for 70 stuclents.) '

3. Awards: These .ckiivary from trophies to ribbons, depending On
funds available for thc purpose. Contact .local businesses and service
organizations. for possible support. Order whatever awards are de-
.ciiied upon in plenty of time to'have thgin ready for the presenta-
tion at the closing ceremony of the science fair. ,

4. Space: Decide on a location: which can be reserved well ahead of'
time and which will afford sufficient space for the number of
exhibits,and participants you expect for the fair:Give 'consideration
to necessary electrical outlets, wall space fors supporting projects,
etc. Design a scale plan of the facility tb bi used and transfer it to
graph paper. Space for the proiectsAan en be designated on a
master chart, and duplicated for incBsion in the program: .

5 . Program: The following items shbuld be ,ilicluded in the printed
program for ihe fair: names of jtidges, participants, and con-
tributors; a listing of the projects and where they are located; and

erhaps names' of past winners. The program can be an eXcellent
s of involving the entire school in the science fair. Have the

1 0
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Section 2: 7* Supervisor at Work 4
art department, design the program cover; 'the 'shop department
ink in construction of project English department
prepare abstracts of the. projects, and commercial department
type the reports for project participants. .

6. Publicity: Send notices to locil newspapers, radio stations, local
officials, the board of education, faculty, administration, and parents.
Poiters for local businesses. and "take-homes" for students are also '

helpful. Include a schedule with all of these materials.
7. Thank you's: Send a thank-yoti letter to each judge, to each ad-

ministrator who released a judge, and to every:contributor. Add a
letter to the personnel files of persons involved in making the
science'fair.a suecess, These post-fair efforts are time-consuming,
but they ire well appreciated by those who are remanbered for
their contributions. Tim post-fair work you do mit year Will help
in ensuring the success Of the, next year's fair:.

One final note regarding science fairs is the director. The person
who is in charge of the science fair, can fl*Ce a great difference in the
success or failure of the science fair program The director should be
deeply concerned about, the development of the science fair program
and should add as many new ideas as possible, into the existing
framewol.k.
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H. G. Flodges; L. A. Popp; and F. G. Robinson

tter so) epe Fair

Reprinted with permission from Orbit 22, a publication of the Ontario
Institute for Studies In Education. Vol. 5, No. 2, April 1074, pp. 13-9.

4.

Each year science fair Committees, science teachers, and individual
saidents 'ask us to give advice and make evaluations in connection with
science jairs. Ourç experience has led us to some fairly explicit con-
clusio , which 'è would like to preynt here for your consideration..

Our purpo is not to criticize science fairs but to encourage their
further, expansion and improvement. Through collective serVice VP\
judges "cof fairi at all levelsclassroom, school, .community, 'county,
regional, provincial, and nationalwe have observed them extensively
and feel that they haye much educational value. Students, we find, ar
gene y enthusiastic about them and organize their project prepara-
tion IL .

Certain assumptions underlie the science fair movehrent, even
theiugh they ari not always explicitly stated. These assumptions are:

vthat the valudof science fairs are educatittnal rather than competi-
tive and the benefits are shared by all participants and not merely
by the winners;

that the purpose of scicnce frirs is to prdmote and encourage
scientific thinking on the parJ of the participants; -

--that the work going into a science fair is the work of the stlident
involved, although it is recognized that there is merit in his having
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Section 2: Tke Supervisor et Work a.

some advice from parents, teachers, scientists, and other appropriate
'persons;

that there is consensus on the part of the judges, teachers, and stu-
dents on the criteria for judgingt, Such criteria are usually concerned
with originality, design, organization% tisktness, clarity, and accuracy.

Criteria for a science fair should reflect the basic purposes, par-
ticularly the encouragement of scientific thinking. In this way, they
guide the student in selecting and organizing his project *and the judge
in evaluating it. Therefore, the science fair conanittee's first require-.
ment is..to prepare .2 clear statement describing the passible_jevels of
scientific actiyity that entries may represent and the criteria upen
which they will be jieged.

There are two important purposes serve41 by identgying a level;'
system. First, it indicates to students that various Inkels of scientifie
intensity can be identified, and that in general projects at higher le
2re more deserving of recognition than those at lower levels. SOond,
it specifies the various levels to be used in categorizing the projectS.

We propose the following five-level system as a means of differ-
entiating among tht various qualities of 'scientific investigation.

Level 1: A pliagram, copy,. ijlustration, table, or 'other displa of
science in f orm4on already available in printed or non-print material.
The most common level I exhibits are enlargements of tables or
diagrams from magazines or science books, or commercial models
assembled by the students. Typical examples would lie a chart of the
life cycle of an insect; a chart illustrating the operation of a drY cell;-
a standard diagram* of the solar system; accompained by a table of
inforthation on distance, size, length of year, and temperature; and a
cross-section of plant or aninial material. student has not developed
a novel presentation of the information, nor has he brought together
a number of interrelated diagrams or _displays on the topic. He has
basically. selected and reproducedperhaps with some refinement or
modificationmaterial that is generally available.

Level 2: A chart, illustration, mode?, collection, specimen, or
report based on firsthand iivestigation by the. student. jhe vital cri-
terion for this leyel is that unmistakable evidence of the Imcient's own
thought must be 'apparent in the -data, organization, interprtidn, or
reporting. If the project deals mainly with information already avail-
able, it must show novelty of treatment or organization. A very wide
range of projects fall into this category. Examples: a report on the
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How to Haw a Better Science Fair

care of one or more live specimens, either plant or anitnal; an unsys-
tematic collection of specimens in a broad classification such as insects
or leaves; a display of top,ical photographs taken by the student; a
chart recording the amount of rainfall for a period of tiMe; a student's
own static model of the solar system, a rocket, or a building; a
diorama showing a typical environment of a plant or aniMal; a map,
chart, life cycle, Or similar material. In each case there is 'clear evidence
that the student .actually made a contribution rather than merely
topying information from a standard reference.

Level 3: A working'model based on arl'understandinglpf a sci-
fic prineipte:NAt this level, prOjects range from replications of

standard clarsroom experiments (with' or without improvements) to
working models, in each case showing that the student und ds the
.principle involved., A demonstration of- an experimentallsftfaenzt also
fits into this category. Examples: a. W9rking model of a device such
as a fuse breakeFor a telegraph' key; a demonstration of the con-
version of energy froffi one form to another; a home-made ther-.

mometer; a fairly complex working sYstem, such as a home-made
incubator, in which more thadone scientific principle may be dirnon-
stratee. Generalk speaking, if a student haps developed or invented a
new application of a principle or a new working device, his project
qualifies for this level, but obviously it merits a high rating on other,
criteria such as originality.

Level 4: An attempt to answer a question by designing and con-
ducting an experiment or correlational study in which one or mear,
variables undergo testing, but in which circw-ns-tow?r or lack of knowl-
edge prez;ents adequate control of sigifificant independent ,variables.
The aim of the project should be to discover a cause-and-effect rela-
tionship betweerLtwo phenomena or-sets of phenomena. The rest for
this level (as comp_a_red with level 5) is whether all the important
variables are controlled. Typical exatnplet measurement of the effect
of a particular environment on plant growth (without controlling
such Variables as soil, witer, sinlight, and temperature); measurement
of the effect of temperature on mealworms (without controlling light,
moisture, etc.); a study designed to determine whether varying the
length of a column of air in a bottle affects the pitch (without con-
trolling the type or shape of bottle used);' or a corriparison or the effect
of one dietary component on rats -(witirut adequately matChing the
rats and controlling other variables).

Level 5: An attempt to ar&wer a question by designing and con-
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ducting an experiment or correlational study in which-all the important
competing variables are contvolled. Although projects at this level are

..relatively rare at science fairs, they repra.6t a peak in scientific work
and should-be encouraged. To qua1if)7 for this level, a project.must
meet two main criteria: (a) the experiinent will be controlled to the
point where alternative explanations of the effect can be ruled out;
and (b) the student will show an understanding Of the logic of the
methodology involved (e.g., how the effects of specified competing
variables were eliminated) and of the interpretatiA of the result (e.g..,

Ak why the result cannot be attribUted to error or chance factor). In most
Cases, charts or -graphs of data will be available for examination. A
novel approachdto a standard classroom experiment, if the other
criteria are metlualifies for' this level. If problem is identified and
the variables adequately treated, it' is nc essential that significant
positive findings result from the project; it must be recognized that
the design' rather than the results qualifies a project for this level.
Outs.tandina cxainples of level 5 projects that we have observed ''are a
carefully controlled dietary study of the growth of rats, 2 study cor-
relating the kinds and numbers of Snails in various places in a river with
the amount of pollution in each area, and a study of the effects of
,chemicals on colors of ceramic glazes.

These five levels can be given recognition by a differential award-
ing of basal points. For example, it might be decideethat level 1

projects should have basal _rating of 5, level 2 of 10, level 3 of 15,
level 4 of 20, and level 5 of 25. Then up to 7 5 merit points can be
awarded by th judges in accordance with the other criteria agreed
upon, and the final score for any project will be expressed as so ma
points out of 100. thus, 'while higher-level projects carry a bornis,
it is still possible for outstanding examples of low.er-level projects to
receive greater scores than average projects at higher levels.

In addition io specifying levels of science activity, we recommend
that scien e fair planiag committees consider the following sugges-
tions, svhkch have arisen from our observations and discussions.

I. Sttjnts should be made aware of the basic purposes of science
fairs' and, klti? particularly, informed of the criteria to be employed
in judging. ur discussions with students have frequently revealed that
they were not aware of criteria that would undoubtedly have led to
better selection, design, and presentation of their projects. It is im-
portant that information about criteria be provided at' the outset so
that students can investigate the various leyels before selecting a
project.
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2. There shbuld be a dear understanding of the amount of out-
side help students are permitted to receive: The usual criteria do not
p enough emphasis on w5at might be termed Indekndent effort.'

cc assessing the amount of independent effort is a difficult task for
the judges, we suggest that a sutement be attached to each project.
This statement should be signed by .the student and his teacher and .
should indiCate the source of tile idea for the project, the student's
actual contribution to ts development, and the contributions made
'by. the teacher, parents, or atfriers. At die present time there appear
to be no guidelines on harNin other people, aria in the past some
highly rated projects have benefited from substantial input from adults.
An acceptable guideline would be to allpw a small amount of-Con-

sultation at the original planning stage, but no outside helps at the
stages of data collection, interpretation, and presentation. Consiiltation-

the planning stage should Ise limited to-helping the student iniprove
e planning of the project Se, himself has chosen, and should not

directly infitience his choice, his sprch for ,sources of informJtion, or
the eventual construction or dispof the project. 1

3. The committee should ensUre that the judges agree in theii
understanding of the criteria and follow them as rigoiously as possible.
Otherwise a very neat, a`very attractive, or a spectacular project may
receive a higher rating than it deserves because of a judge's particular
bias. Si ilarly, the judging should not reflect the appeal that certain
of the rojects may have for visitorssuch as spectacular .working
models o prpjects involving pets.

4. A clear indication of the total mount of work that the student
has invested in the project should b vailable to the judges. Sometimes
projects involving a great deal work are -not spectacular and the
amount of effort put i tern is not recognized. This is particlarly
true of projects for 1ich data are collected over long periods of time.

5. Most science fairs include entries that fall under the-heading of
social studies or socidlogyprojects such as Models of villge_s, maps
showing pdpulation densities, studics of voting patterns, and family
trees. If the judges are acdtistomed to thinking in terms of the physical
and biological sciences, many of the entries will get less recognition
than they deserve. We suggest that a sep life category for social and
behavioral sciences be established and person qualified to assess the
value of these entries be added to t panel of judges.

6. Steps should be taken tifovide fcedbacj o ontestants. In
most science fairs the lack of feedback is a majo weakness. Adjudi-
cation of the sort given at music festivals is valuable to.,contestants,
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and We aggest that a similar system be adopted by science fairs. In
the past, tlie.,small number of judges, the many projects, and the
limited time allowed for judging; have tended to prevent adequate
evaluation and discussion with the student. For this reason, we suggest
that the number of judges be largi enough so that an individual rating
sheet can be comPieted for each project and given to the contestant.
In addition, if possible; each contestattE Should have an intervieW with'
a judge, who will discuss his project, point out its merits, and suggest
improvements that might be made. The ickal arrangement is to have
the contestants pKesent during and after the jtidging so that the judges'.
comments may be communicated to them immediately.

We believe that if science .fair committeeseare guided by these ,
suggestions, the major goals of sCience fairs will be more fully realized,
gradual imprpvement of entries will be ensured, and broader student
involiement will result.
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The Plaiet.arlum as a Teathing Toi

Catharine Y . Bonney, Supeixisor of Science etireij Newark School
Diftrict, Newark, Del. 41110%

Ora Awl Shultz, Plametarlion Director,
Nricark,DeL .

ewark Scpoo

For some people the concept.of a planetariunrpxograrn is that Of a
"show," with the person at the controls deliv,ering a "canneil" lecture
while the audience sits in awc of the spectacle overhtad. This definition
should not apply to the planetarium p preseted 25 part of
science edecation program. In Such a pro the audience become's/
involved through .continuous interaction between the instructor and
the student. Two factors 'which promote this interaction are .the
advancred classroom preparation geared to the unit plan, and the pre-
liminary involvement which the students experience in an astronomy
learning center. When quesiions arise, the students are involved in
developing plausible answers.

There are some who will ask why such an expensive piece of
equipment is needed. Why cannot the same results be ohtnined with
ordinary classroom materials? Perhaps the simplest answer is that the
planetarium makes the "impossitde" pOssible.

Viere are a few of the "impozihles" that, are standard procedure
during the planetarium programs:

Sunrise and sunset can occiii whenever you wish.
A day or night can be com#ressed into minutes.

. The stars can stand still.
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Constellation figures canbe projected against their starry background.
Winter constellations can be seen at any season. (The same iis true
of any other seasonal groups.)
Planets can speed up their "apparent wandering" -among the stars.
The moon can rise, set, and go through its month of phases.
The polar skies, as yell as the equatorial scene, can be observed
Without ever leaving home.
It can be shown why the dippers are called circumpolar .constella-
tions.
The skies of the ancients as well -as of the future can be projectelf.
A year of sunrises can be.observe4, with the sun appearing to .ride
from its northeast to southeatt position on the horizon.
The'land of the midnight sun" can become real.
Constellations of the southernkhemisphere can be identified.
By using the coordinates and the geoCentric earth, time belts oan.be
projected making it easier a tand our system of time.

A planetarium program which plements the science curricuhnn
guide possesses a purposeful &Action. This° ha's been the case since the
inception of the planetarium program in the Newark School District.

Newark's Planetarium, a Spitz A-3P, represents a science teaching
tool that has been in operation on a daily basiPsince its installation in
1963. Over the years, the planetarium has projected the star field on
its 30 foot dome for over 75.,OPO visitors from pre-schoolers to senior

;citizens. As a part of the regular science program, all students in
grades 1 through 5 visit the Planetarium yearly. In addition, several
'middle school classes and most of the, earth science classes from the
districts are alsO accommodated. In the evening, cLisses from Newark's
adult school and the University of Delaware, as well as numerous
community groups of all ages, hold sessions in the planetarium.

A classroom adjacent to the district's planetarium has been con-
verted to serve as an astronomy learning center. Hete, students gather
for an orientation before their planetarium visit. Using a three-point
focus, the instructor projects slideanci transparencies onto three
screens to prepare the students tor cdncepts that will be emphasi d
during the planetarium lesson. This classroom, carpeted and equip3ed
with blackout curtains, is well supplied with all krnds of proje
and visual materials for use in supplementing the astronomy presenta-
tion. Models, charts, and sky maps are used extensively as vi§ual aids
to reinforce the learning process.

Student involvement in the learning center prior to the planetarium
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presentation sets the stage for ,meanitrgful interaction between the
students ind The instructor during the time spent under the. plane-
tarium sky.

At the itart of each school year, elementary teachers are given a
schedule of the approximate dates when', their classes will visit the
planetarium, along with the, subject that will be treated at their specific
grade level. With the exception of first graders, who- are the last to

* visit, classes come in sequence, starting with grade two. High school
earth science st*dents are scheduled for September. By delaying .the
start.of the elementary program, teachers of the younger students
have time to prepare their classes for the visit. Since the planetarium
is housed in a high scliool removed from the elementary buildings, all
studentt in grades 1 through S must be bused to the site. The majority
of students in the ,district are bused to school, so it is necessary to

. schedule elementary planetarium programs to fit the hours when
busses are free. Clearance for busing is arranged through an agree-
ment with the school involved and the buS transportation system. This
insures the smooth transportation.of classes to'and fronitthe planetarium.

As soon 2S the bus schedule is established, a unit 'of resource
mdteriais is sent to those teachers whose classes will be making the trip.'
Included in this material are the bus schedule, previously confirmed by
telephone, and a aetailtd plan which teachers can follow when teaching

.,their astronomy unit. These plans arc updated each year to meet cur-
rent conditions and inieres% A typical unit contains the following
materials:

I. Instructional objectives
2. Concepts to be developed
3. Description of the program,

planpetarium program putline
4. Vocabulary list
5. Constellations of the month
6. Sky caendar
7. Interesting activities

.

ismincluding claroom orientation and

The planetaritim is an instrument which, lecause of its versa-
tility, can stand alone as a teaching tool. At the sane time it opens the
door to an endless variety of special effects whic can be adapted to
enhance the educational program. Installed origtnally to serve the
science population, the planetarium has provided' the impetus for
involvement by other disciplines.
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Copying-from an idea common to planetariums, the art -depart-

ment created an 'imaginative view of the horizon as seen from the
school site and secured this to thc dove at the base of the planetarium
dome. Instead of the skyscrapers, which dominate city scenes, the
student artists who created this display tOok-a longer view, incorporat-
ing into their design points of interest Around thc state, including the
twin spans of the Delaware Memorial'Bridge, the capitol buildings at
Dover, the John F. Kennedy Turnpike, Caesai Rodney Square in
Wilmington, and the University of Delaware football stadium.

One of the most ambitious involvements by other disciplir was
the installation of an "extra-effects" projector system. designed and
constructed by the electronics class of the home high school.

.
.This

system, operating independently'faf the planetarium instrument, is
Constructed with the capability of controlling twelve extra-effects

, .projectorsfmounted around the cove. These projectors adapted with
dimmers to facilitate adinstment to lighting conditions" in the plane-
tarium chaniber, -can be operated enultaneously or separately, 95
desired for carrying out any series of supplementary slide Rrojections
relating tO the program. In addition, projector types can be varied
to include: simulated sun and moon eclipses, meteor showers, and

various other celestial phenomena that cannoebe demonstrated with
the planetarium instrumentalone.

Teichers Yrom Several academic disciplines use this visual aid to
help in interpreting concepts of the universe and the terrestrial geog-
raphy of the Earth. Matil classes find the planetarium dome helpful
in studying angles and arcs and interpreting the celestial coordinate
system as compared with coordinates of latitude and longitude on the

Earth. English classes use the planetarium to illustrate celestial theories
expressed in poetry and prose.

One of the greatest challenges faced by Newark's planetarium
director- was to prepare a program that could be preseted to the

00 4, Margaret S. Sterck School for the Hearing Impaired. This audience
consists of children with speecli and hearing impairments of varying
degrees, and represents a wide range of age ,levels. The darkened
planetarium chamber ruled out the use of sign language aqd lip read-

ing, making spoken_ communication of little or no value. Written
communication NVas the answer, but projecting avrinted message With-

,out losing the darkness, which an effective star-projector demands,
presented a problem. This was solved by using a photo offset negatve
wiffMoverhead projector; this gave a complete blackout backgrodid
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for typed instrnctions projected on, the dome. (See Ora Atm Shultz.
"Planetarium Astronomy for thp Heiring-Impaired," The &knee
Teacher 40:45-46. 1973:)

Each year, new ideas arise for planetarium ustige. Among them
is the pre-camping orientation for classes preparing *for the district's
residence camping program. One of the iMportant aspects of the
overnight experience is a skyewatch. For studentl who participate in
the experience at the caMpsite, as well as those.'who- conduct a, sky-
watch on their home campus, theolanetarium program sets the stage
for meaningful observations undek the real sky.

As in any sound educational program, evaluatibn is an ,essential
part of thc planetarium procedures. Following each visit, teachers are

.asked to complete a form evuluating each phase of the program:
planning and operation, orientation, and planetarium 'presentation.
Data from the evaluation grovide the rationale for program changes.
Planetartium evaluation is a continuing process, with revisions of the
curriculum based/6n sugg&ions, from teachers involved.

In summary, experience with the planetarium has proved that it
is a yaluable inter-disciplinary teaching tool. It possesses a. far-reaching
potential, limited only by the imagination and ingenuity of the
instructor.

tt
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A Modal for !Midi* tocountabffity

Robert J. Starr, Assistant Professor, University of MissoUri, St. Louis,
Mo.

The number of books., monographs, and articles written about edu-
cational accountability indicates the spectrum of opinion regarding
this concept. Wading through the literature and noting the many
obstacles inherent in any changi, one is tempted to dismiss the idea as
simply another innovative exercise in futility. Yet, to- the scientific
mind of the .professional educator the concept seems both attainable
and desirable. This chapter will deal with the development of an
initial accountabilixy model based on theory and research bound to-
gether with experience and common sense.

What is accountability?
Accountability is an old concept Ancient Greek and Roman

, teachers are reported to have been ,held accountable for their teach-
ing. [2] Today, accountability-his been defined as the process.of per-
formance contracting.-461 Others suggest thatj the concept is a

_philosophy of responsibility, i.e., the schooLs 3re responsible for their.
product. [5]

In 2 management sense, accountability is defined as the relating
of school resources and efforts to result in ways that are useful for
policy maidng resource application, and compensation. [7] It has
been broken down into the categories of fiscal accoptability and
instrubtional accountability. ,[11 The concept is seen as a guara.ntee
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A

that all students will acquire the minimum skills necessary 'to take
full advantage of the choices they will face upon sucCessful com-
pletion of sChooling. [11i

Grady suggests that semantics is the problem surrounding the
accountability debate and calls for a substitution of "improvement ofy
instruction" for the term "accountability." [4] Finally, accountability,
is seen as holding someone responsible for certain behavior or
actions. [fp]

Having considered soMe of the definitions of accountability, we
must now arrive at a working definition. Let us suggest that account-
abili t'P. in education is a basic right of the student, his or her parents,
and the, public which supports the school itself. Accountability in
education results from a series of,teacher, supervisor, and administra-
tive actions that contributeje4: attainment of a humane and adequate
education for all students. at comprises a htimane and adequate
education is the result of a series of goals derived by local schools
with input from society, national organizations irt a discipline, parents,
sttrdents, and teachers. These goals must consist of at least minimal
objectives wItich all students need if they are to fully enjoy their-
youthful and adult lives. Thus, accountability will improve teaching-
learning and will have the school.disclosing to itself, to its pupils, and
to its supportinf tax bage.ithe attainments of pupils within its 'disci-
plines. Implicit in this reporting wintld bei the ongoing collection of7
data regarding students and the continual updating of local norms at(
the same time permitting students, and their parents, to measur
themselves against national norms. This use of standardized tests will
permit the instrtieror to become aware of what others ',regard as
important (hence testable) and will permit the..stUdent to make a more
realistic appraisal of his or her own competence.

N

Why do we need accountability?
Since the launching of Sputnik I in 1958,, science, engineering, and

technology haye becn the focus of public concea First, in an attempt
to narrow a "gap"..between Russian and Americri science, the Ameri-
can people through Congress dispatched massiYe funds to upgrade
the science knowledge of rue ers. In a real sense the electorate felt
accoUntable for this piperceive imbalance in- technology and were
willing to provide money tcl return our dation to pre-eminence in
science.'lmplicit in this mov ment was the belief.that upgrading the
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scientific knowledge of instructors would resultii increa:sed student
interest in and knowledge of the scientiflc discipaes.

During the ensuing two decades, science has lost much of its
previous charismatic aura. In the.mid-196Q's the government released
funds only as long as the receiving agenCy could' be he4 accountable
for attaining 'specific goals which the 'project would 'achieve. The
1970's have brought us the Watergate disclosures, and energy and
environmental problems. We are facing inflation in a time of reces-
sion, and are bombarded with new Information, regarding govern-
mental agencies and individuals.

As citizens arc revising their Way of life, individual frugality has
become a new ethic. Americans have begun looking af automobile

.1,manufacturers, at the giant oil companies, and at the President and
Congress. Each is being asked to become accountable to the individual
citizen. Mast see this 'concern and"nvolvement as desirable. Yet when $
this concern focuses on school's, many educators and teachers suggest
that they cannot be held accountable. The schools, in times of rising
costs coupled with -dwindling enrollments, are being asked to report
to their public regarding the accomplishment of the institution in
educating our youth. It is suggested by some that Bloom, Hunt, and
'taget all cite compelling evidence that most intellectual development
afid learning occur before the student goes to school and that the
advocates of accountability should realize that it is useless and unfair
to hold teachers accountable for something over, which they have
little control. [101 Are we/saying that school can only teach those
who already have a high" intelfecl'ual devel6pment? If the public
cannot feel safe in the knowledge- that students learn In school, is
there any need to continue to support schools and teachers?'

Looking at science education we are aware that the National
Science Foundation has spent a great deal of money to upgrade
teaching,learning. What are the results? The National Assessment of
Educational Progres reports: approximately 65,000 fewer 9-year-olds
could answer a typical science question, correctly in 1973 than they
could in 1970; appr6ximately 716,00t) fewer 13-year-olds could respond
acceptably to a typical science question in 1970 than in 1969; and
approximately 80,000 fewer 17-year-olds could answer the survey
questions correctly in 1973 4han in 1969. [81 Furthermore, between
1967 and 1974, the number of high school juniors and seniors scoring
above 700 on the verbal SAT test fell by halfdown from approxi- .

mately 32,000 to 16,000while the number -of students scoring above
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600 fell a third. [151 Couple this with other rePorris that many
students are nOt learning to read* compute. Is there any s that
citizens ire asking about what is going on in school?

Yet we should not be dismal. Much learning.is i. place in
schools. It is, however, a painful fact that schools have novehblished
and reported local norms to indicate what a good job they are doing.
The lack of public relatiOns regarding local lemming has permitted
the national testing groups to monopolize the media with the result
that tite public is showing concern (and rightfully so). Citizens are
merely asking local schools to indicate what they are doing and how
well schools are achieving their goals.

A model for initialing a4countability
Accountability in education is a basic right of the student, his or

her parents, the public which supports the school, and the school
itself. Accountability in education - results from a, series of teacher,
supervisor, and idministrative actions that contribute to the attain-
ment of a humane and adequate education for all students. Account-
ability schemes must develop local norms and must also use standard-
kzed tests. Local norms can be used.as the basis for change in curricu-
lum and/or teaching practices and standardized 'results will Warm
the student and his or hei parents on hom,7 well the student measures
with nationwide peers and should permit.more realistic expectandies
for the individual.

Previously, suggestions haVe been made regarding items for which
teac,hers co)ild be responsible. [141 The task at.hand is to outline die ...,
steps in inating accountability. In one of the few surveys regarding
teacher attitude`toward accountability, 79% felt positive toward the
.idca that classroom teachers should be held accountable for their
effect upon pupilst [31 We may assume, then, that many instructors
have positive feelings regarding accountability. Their real concern
is in the use of accountability data. Tlabse who feel uncomfortable
with the concept at times suggest that schools need to redefine their
goals. [13]

It would, seem, however, that the purpose of school and the reason
teachers are employed is to bring aboutidesired changes in learners. [21
Armed with a feeling that we know kithy schools exist and reinforced

with research that indicates most teacheri favor the idea of account-
ability, what are the steps to follow in initiating accountability?
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. .

I. Department heads and/or sipervisors °announce to, their fellow
-teachers,that an attempt Will be made to direct the focus of the it
department toward improved teachipg-learning. .

2. The deparnnent is asked to examine the philosophy of the school
and to deriye goals for the department which are consistent 'SIMI

that philOSOphy. Initially: goals are developed through 13rain-
. storg" and later are cross-leferenced within the thrie doniains

of educational objektivesBloom (195.6), Krathwohl (1964), :and
Simpson (1967). .. r)

3. During the ensuing year, deputpent members are asked to.submit
ito the epartment head their objectiVeS' for each. teaching day.

They e told that these objectives will be ,used during inservice
days t develop a model of what the school is vying to ,achieve .

during the year. The purpose of the model is to learn what,
objectives al:e emphasized, so they cah bc used as a basis for
change if change is warranted. This decision would be made as.
one comves the school philosdphy with'clepartmental goals and
with course objectives. .

4. The daily objectives will also be used by the individual ihstructor
in deVeloping a list of basics which he or 'she feels each student
muSt achieve during the school year. There are many ways of
devcfoping 'this list of basics. One might ask a tenth grade science
teacher to write a list of basics .which he or she feels must be '
accomplished in ninth :grade. Or, ai suggested previously, each
teacher devek,ps his or het list and then, departmental mectingi
ar used to ar 1a(te lists amid ensure tontinuity.

5; Tsts, and test questiotis in particular, which measure each of the
.. objectives are typed on 5 x 8 cards and placed in a master card

file hi a central,irea. Teachers are to use only these test items. If
they add a new item, it must be typed and 'Placed in the file. The
correct answer is placed on the back of the card along with a list
of dates and teachers who use the item in their testing. When
performance testing is used; the conditions are written on cards

i and filed under the appropriate 'heading which the perfornncc is
measuring and evaluating. .

. 6. Local norms are developed based on data collected ustng the items.
For- ocample, ninth graders studying cell theory might score 83
one year. The teacher uses similar teaching procedures in ensuing
years and finds students scoring' 60. Then there is reason to be-
lieve that either thc testing or the teaching is inappropriate. The
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telacher can make changes without any threat of dismissal. The'.
purpose of the testing is to give 2 basis for change.. . -

Z. Standardized tests are also used to identify..student achievement
compared with national norms. If a student is below gyeragelbased
on ability) and hc or she scores below average on a natiOnal norm,.
we can say that the person is really sCoring average for his- or her
group. Thus, national norms need to be interpreted in relation, to
the individual. In counseling, sttidents and their parents need to
be made aware of their standing. Surveys of parents indicate that
parents would like to know more about the school, but feel un-
wanted and don't know how to become invoflved in their children's
education. .

8. All goals and objectives are to be derived locally with input from
students, parents, the community, and leachers. The 'department
head andeach reache,will have a copy of a chart that details how
the school philosophy is realized through departmental goals and
teacher objectives.

Philosophy Goals (Science)

A. Student as 1. Use scientific method
a citizen for decisions.

2. Read and comprehend
articles on technology

--
Objective

a. Given 7 situations in-
volving decision mak-
ing, thc student will
usc the scientific
method in arriving at
a solution in 100% of
thc cases.

b. Memorize with 100%
accuracy the steps in
the scientific method.

9. BaSC line data for a school will be collected and published through
local newspapers to inform the public regarding the accomplish-
ments of the department.

We have -seen how a school supervisor might initiate account-
abitity in his or her sdepartment through our nine steps. The purpose
of accountability has been ,to develop data which will support the
positive jgh that the teachers within the department are accomplishing.
The data can be used to mal;e changes in curriculum 2nd tephing
methodology, as well as for public relations jn reporting to parents
and citizens. National norms are not ignored; thek, are used to give
pupils and parents. a more realistic app isal of a student's potential.

.

This scheme has flaws as do all attempts o develop a basis for efficient

4
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change, Yet it gives the concerned supervisor. stardng point &oil
which to develop the data base that is needed to effect, change.
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Working In Public Relations

Robert Fariel, Chairman, Science pepartment, Alva' T. &cif:firth
Junior High School, Ehnont, N.Y.

If one examines the list of .duties and responsibilities of the science
supervisor, somewhere in that list is the area of public relations. Often
public relations is distinguished under other titles or job deScriptions.
This task might be part of community-school relations, public infor-
mation, community resources, communication services, or public
conununicatim

What is public relations?
Public relatiOns, under any, title or *job-description., is an operation

which helps the school know its community and the community know
its school'. Public relations Work keeps the community informed about
the school, its putposeskiariigress, and programsand problems. PeoPle
often equate public relations with publicity, which is the dissemina-
tion of information to the public. Publicity is usually a" one-way
street; publié relations must be a two-way relationship.

Whither public relations is carried on by the school, the ,cict,
or the science department, it must be an on-going and long-term
program. It can ,not be effective if it is done sporadically; it must be
a continual communication between two parties. The purpose of any
public relations program is a better understanding and a closer work-
ing. relationship between the school 'and community; the science
supervisor, and teachers; the supervisor and the principal; and the
science. supervisor and other subject supervisors. The most important
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ccianummication is between the science'staff and' the students. Students
carry what they have learned in the science classroom into the halls,
into other classes, and most importantly, into the _holm and corn-
munity. The student is the best public relations agent that the science
department and supervisor have. -

Basic principles of public relations
The stience supervisor's most imPortant role is to improve instruc-

tion. Public relations is a Elle211S of obtaining the support and under-.
sanding essential to the success of the supervisory program. An
effective public relations program enables the supervisor to work
more easily toward his or her objective of improving instruction.-
Public relations 'must account to the public, science teachek students,
and administration. To be successful in public relations one need not
justify or defend the e4cational program. Rather, one informs the
public regarding the.present program and plans for its development.

The quality of the relationship that the science supervisor estab-,
lishes among the people with whom he or she comes in contact is of

:utmost importance. Public relations means dealing with people: The
single most important principle to remember is: take time 'for_ people.

To a great degree, a good public relations program is based on
the amount of confidince that the public, students, seience teachers,
and administration have in the science supervisor.

Long-term information gathering and dissemination should be a
part of the public relations program. When the public possesses such
information, it is more competent and willing to cooperate with the
school.

A\thorough knowledge and unde ng of the community is
essential, As much information as possible Should be obtained about
the community's communicatitins media and the contribution each can
be expected to make toward, improving the overall public relations
pràgram.

Why is public relations important?
School personnel may neglect to perform their public relations

"functions because they are not aware of these functions. Others take
the position that what the school does is none of the business of the
public.To have the most efficient school, there must be cooperation
between the school and community groups. In particular, there must
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be cooperatiOn between the home and the'.school. The home should
know that the school is working constantly and :carefully to advance
the welfare of the students.

Expenditures foriechools during recent Years haye increased by
leaps rOd bounds. They luye: increased Much more rapidly than
school enrollments and the income of the public. Since public itifor-

4
=don regarding the schools has not kept pace with school'expendi-

:tures, a large percentage of the public is disgruntlettover these
expenditures and is defeating many school budgets: For the ,:pcblic's.
moral and financial support of the schools, a public relations program
is necessary. Science supervisors, therefore, :peed to plan to syste-
matically provide .such infornutiori. The public,shoUld not 1,13;17e to
secure information through hearsay, rumor, or other unreliable sources.

Untruthfulness is worse 'than no information at all:it lesserth
confidence. This means telling the bad as well as the good. Always
base what you say or do on fact.

01,

Participation in public relations
The following is a list' of ideas and suggestions for scie.f.ce super-'

visors to use in implementing a public relations program. This list is
by no means exhaustive; there are many other ways to implement,
alteror, improve a public relations prOgram.

1. A letter should be sent to parents when a student has done some-,

thing well, such as particip1ting in science fairs, helping in' the
stoCk roorn, serving as a peer tutor, or winning a contest. Never
use form letters.

2. Polls and surveys of students to find out their feelings about isrb*

cou.rse offerings are very helpfirl. The results should be posted
or announced; otherwise the survey will have no meaning. When
possible, make changes based upon the poll or survey.

3. %When s'tudents flold activities outside school hours, even if they
are not science department activities, help by ottering time or
services. Don't wait for tlwie students .to ask: vyflunteer.

4. Attend and participate in PTA meetings. Vc1untcer to put on a
program if possible.

5 When a teacher in your department wins an award, writes a news
article, publishes a paper, -or particii)ates in an extracurricular
activity, write a letter of commenda.tion and place it in his or
her file. Bc sure he or she gets a copy.

6. Whenever possible, offer your services to the local civic groups
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and" cluhs. Generally, word° gets around if pu once volunteer
and serve cheerfully. ...

7. When a new person is elected to the Board of Education, send a , - .

congratulatory letter and invite Itim. or her to visit your science

departthent.
8. Visit feeder schools or the schools that your Students later attend.

Find out about their programs. Ask how you can help. Lend
equipment to the elementary feeder schools. Respond when asked,
for advice. Become familiar with curricular guides of the schools
'with which you come in contact. Qmduct assemblies-for athese
sch.00ls by using former students that have attended the par:

tti school..
9. rrange for tutoring of absentees, using peer$eer, parentt-student,

or paraprofessional-student tutoring. .

10. Prepare slide shows, for functions such 2S PTA meeting$ open
school nights, stIdent orientation, and civic groups.,

11. Provide a constant flow Of news releasec to the local newspakrs.
Include pictures when possibte. These should be interesting, under-

4 standable, adaptable, and in proper format for 'the intended
readership.'

12. Develop a curricular handbook fs,,or parents and .students.
,

13. Institute and maintain' an area where students may obtain infor-
mation and cou on science careers.ig ..

14. Use parent volunt as tutors, clerks, secretaries, sCience re-
source center supervisors, arid lab aides.

15. Acquire knowledge of the community and its expectations for
the school and students so that you can understand it and respond
accordingly. ,

,

16. Provide opPortunities for the staif to evaluate the pOric relations
program so that improvements can be made.

17. When you attend conferences, workshops, or conventions, bring
back copies of meetings, speeches., di handouts for the teachers. 4

, Write a report on the trip, and submit ktothe administration.

If your-school does not have i program of public relations, use
% some of these ideas in this chapter to institute such a- program.* If

your school does have a public relations program, apply concepts from
this chapter which your prograw deSes not inaude. In surnary, a
good public relitions program is the development of a cooperative
relationship between you, the science supervisor, and all the persons \

- with- whom you come in contact during the school year.
\,
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The Continuing Edue:pation of the

, .2 .

J. Joel Berger and Harris P. Goldberg, Ricbmond College. of the City
University of New York, Neva York, N.Y. 4*

Science supervisors usually reel the need for continuing self-education
lonafter all formal academic requirements have been' satisfied.
Knowledge of-new dikdoveries, theories, techniques, and Principles in
bioldgy, chemistry, earth science, and physics constitute 2 major thrust
in the contimfing educatinn of the kience supervisor. Frequently, the
superviscir is regarded by, the faculty as an expert in scientific infor-
mation. The supervisor is eipected to lead the department in develop-
ing faculty masteirof subject matter. College courses, National Science
Foundation Institutes, and a wide variety of bOaks and journals provide
access to current trends in science, A thorough daily reading of a
comprehensive newspaper is an effisient method of identifying the
advances in science relevant to the cugriculum.

Processes Of learning
Of course, in order for the science supervisor to be effective,

or her understanding of scientific facts and .principles must be com-
bined with an appreciation of how children learn these concepts.
Theories of Jearnipg have been amplified in .recent y'ears to include
affegtive c'onsiderations. The need for students to develop 'a positive
self-eoncept by experiencing success ratherJhan repeated failure in
learning science has been widely discussed.

Emphasis urrn the processes of science, as well as its content, is
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Section 3: Education for the Science Supervisor

one method of promoting student achievement. Having students.raise
.questions, make observations, and predict-results involves them actively
in learning science. The supervisor should recognize what kinds of
classroom environments are conducive to this approach, and heor she
shOuld be able to help teachers provide it. If teachers are to encourage
student inquirk, then 'the supervisor must b'e aware of questioning
which facilitates inquiry. The supervisor§an then evaluate and insist
the staff in developing open-ended teaching styles. A major part of
this approach inv.:Ayes laboratory experienCes for the students. Simple
manipulation of apparatus to obtaii) predetermined results does not
create learning situations. The supervisos shoUld be knowledgeable
about approaches which require students to recognize and define
iwoblems, devise methods of attack, become familiar with the limita-

. tions of data, Ind exercise oaution in drawing conclusions. The
supervisor MUST know how to prepare experiments that have unex-
pected answers so that students will be able to develop some confidence
in their o s. and will learn to account for their 'errors.

Psyc ologists, eh as jeromeitrumer, Ro&rt Gagne and Jean
Piaget, ye advance theories of learning which have profound im-
plications for teachi and leaping science. The science supefviior
should be familiar w h their _writings, and should be in a position to
encourage staff d' cussion of their ideas. In addition, the science
supervisor should investigate the elementary sChool science curricula
(Elementary Science Study, ScienceA Process Approach, and Sci-
ence Curriculum Improvement Study) which arc based upon the works
of these psychologists. The Journal of Research in Science Teaching
and Science Education regularly publish the, results of. studies in the
field. The scienee departmen't library should include these publications.

Continuing education in the above areas would not be complete -if

the science supervisor did not meet and confer with colleagues at
local, regional, and national science conferences. A sharing of ideas
and a discussion of problems enables the supervisor to broaden his Or
her perspective. Conventions also serve as excellent sources of infor-
mation for science concepts, teaching processes, and new curricula.
As a curriculum in science develop's, the designers present its high-
lights at these conventions. Attending these meetings and talking with
curriculuni proponents enables the science supervisor .to develop
insights riot available from the printed word. Spcialized publications
listing'science curricula -can be used to augment convention attendance:
Several National Science Foundation publications as well as the Report
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of the International ClearinghousiOn7 Science and Sfathentatics Cur-
Tics sl r.Developmen# are mieful in this regard.

Science end society
Another important concern in terms of self-improvement is the

need for the science supervisor to appreciate the iinpact of scienceupon
society. The supervisor acts as a leader in promoting .growth tinow
the faculty. Teachers must be encouraged to explore the facets of
science which directly affect the lives of their students. Both teachers
and students should be able to identify issues involved in current
controversies; to isolate variables and to suggest what data are neces-
sary to make a judgement; to predict results of certain actions; and
to infer the consequences for society from these actions. If the science
superviser wishes to provide direction by example, fie or she must be #
familiar with the issues involved. Science and Societyot publication
of the AmCrican Association for the Advancement of Science, is an
excellent source of articles and books on this subject.

The supervisor as leader
Exercising leadership effectively sets the supervisor's position apart

from that of other teaching colleagues. An awaigness of how to
identify and utilize the 'varied talents and personalities of faculty
should be an (important outcome of continuing education. How to win
cooperation, when. to delegate authority, and to whom, and how to
gain acceptance for innovative techniques are but a few of the tasks
that conkont the supervisor. Often these skills are learned through
on-the-job experience. A more formal approacimight be to participate
in a human relations training seminar. These sessions can provide
insight into processes of group problem solving, facilitating group ,

consensus, and evaluating personality types.
The supervisor can thcn help teachers becoMe more self-analytical

in terms of their teaching personalities. He or she will be able to act
as the leader -Of a group dynamics session at a departmental meeting.
tontrasting- dependent, independent, and counterdependeni types is a
valuable experience. Some teachers and snide= rely on structure,
leader, group, or agenda. Others feel comfortable without a structure,
whereas some rebel against almost all formi of structure. How do
these traits influence teaching and learning? Intimacy needs are also
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revealing. Some teachers have s need to keep the group on a personal
level. Others encourage and generate personal relations when appro;
priate; whereas some need t keep relations with others formal and
impersonal, and have a heed to keep roup interaetion formal an&
impersonal. ,

Colleges, school districts, and specialized groupd offer coursts in
human relations. School Counselors, should be able to direct science-
supervisors to appropriate sources of information.

.

Value systems
As the .,upervisor becomes more involved m this aspect of personal

growth, he or she becomes moreaware of valuI Systems and how they
influehce the teaching-learning proccss. Each learner and each teaFher
brings a different sec of priorities of moral preferenees to the classroom.
Questions on population control, 'genetic manipulation, pollution,
ozdne layers, and drug use involve the value systems of the investigator.

Some teachers and students make judgements on the basis of their
own personal concerns and well-being. Others will accept external
rules of morality as determined .b5r the society of, which they are a
part. Absolute moralities (so-called "higher moral i3rinciples") deter:.-
mine the judgement of others. Values clarification studies may hold
great promise in helping students develop better self-concepts and
attitudes toward learning. Science supervisors shoula understand these
values as swell a's the values of science. Much has been written about
using values in soCial studies. The alert science supervisor will wish
to consult, colleagues Who supervise that subject.

Accountability .

A persistent movement within education, quite removed from
values and human dynamics, is the effort to promote accountability
within school systems. Supervisors must be conversant with the spe-
cialized literature of projects in this direction,. State legislatures
throughout the sountry have mandated various accountability systems.
They range from competency-based teacher educational programs to
performance based evaluation criteria for teachers and/or §tudents.
Teachers aic.4alied-todescribe long range goals for their courses in
terms of student performance. Consequently, teachers:must become
more specific in describing what students can do. A key element in
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this design is the identification of measurable, behavioral objectives for
students. The science supervisor should assure that teachers include
the affective as well as the tognitive in developing compete.pcies lists.

Proposal writing
j(nowledge of how to write behavioral objectives is valuable when,

writing grant _proposals. The Federal and. State governments provide
aid to education.in k variety of ways. Funds for material and supplies,
initiating new programs, professional improvement, .and research'
projects are available under titles of education laws. Environmental
education, metric edtication, and bi-lingual edticatien are soMe broad,

topics under which,gtanti may be written. There is a particular style
and language to:be used in.writing grant proposals; the scienCe super-
visor should acquire the necessary expertise in this area. The Catalog
of Federal Domestic Assistance and The Guide to Federal Assistance
for Education provide listings and infornation about government
supported programs.

Summary
The courses of action suggested in the previous pages arc only

a part of the continuing education .necessary for the science super-
visor. What remains are areas in which the supervisor must constantly
improve skills and abilities 2S the sPecific situation requirii For exam-
ple, the -school student bo,dy changes. as population shifts. Science
classes arc no longer filled with academically oriented, middle class
'students. They.maY havC beep replaced by economically and educa-
tionally disadvantaged pupils. How does the science der) nt re-
spond? What leadership does the supervisor provide?

There are no books or courses . which can provide specific
remedies-in such instances. However, the supeivisor should be in a
position to draw upon his or hej knowledge of learning in scienCe, the
nature of the learner, value systems, and process 4pproaches to suggest
several plans of attack. Human relations experiences and an involvement'
in community affairs arc helpful assets in facing this type of problem.

Continuing education must be more than occasionally reading
the literature or taking a course. A degree olf planning and preparation
should preceile the development of a program for continuing self-
educalion. Thc supervisor might draw up a list of all thc areas which
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are important to the perforinance of his or hei work. Self-arial.ysis
of strengths and weaknesses could identify what aspects are in peed /
of improvement. Then a time-table, perhaps over a three year period,
could I* developed sci that improvements are achieved.

Continuing education for the science supervisor is more than
inciantal learning. It is the result of a dearly thought out plan of
self-education which actually helps to improve the supervisor through
a' specific "curriculum" of his or her own f's g. There are no
degrees, honors, or awards granted at the of this course of study.
In fact, there is no end. After the thtie years are over, one probably
needs a new plan.. There is howevet, the reward of realizing self-
imkovement and both personal and nrofessional growth.
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ity Resources
er. Education

Edward P. Ortleb, Science Supervisot, K-12, Si. Louis Public Scbools,
St, Louis, Mo.

.One of the most important functions of Science supervision is Rtg.
provide meaningful experiences which lead to staff improvements.
major itcm on George's listing of specific duties of the science con-
sultant f I I is to carry out a continuing inservice program designed to
provide "seminars, workshops, or other group activities for professional
improvement and development_of the science teacher'S background."
Because the supervisor has knowledge of the school science curriculum
and of the strengths and weaknesses of the staff, he or she must be
instrumental in planning inservice programs kr teachera,Colleges and
universities have long been utilized to implement suck programs. Less
formal programs are often administered by supervisors themselves.
However, local community institutions and organizations have often
been overlooked as a source for teacher education. Local community
resources may provide programs which range from an informal after-
noon session for studying locaLiossils to a formal, college-credit
course to learn how to use the planetarium as a science resource.

The following examples iffustrate methods of`utilizing a variety of
community resour es for teacher education.

Amateur and bobby organizallons
Often the science supervisor may find that a gtuation arisel"Plt

which it is expedient to offer a meeting or workshop for a very specific
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purpose. As an, example, a group Aelemernary teachers may find
that they do not have the skills for identifying the local rocks and
minerals or are not familiar with local collecting areas. The science
supervisor may. arrange to have a group from an amateur rock and
mineral organization take the teachers for an afternoon field trip to
a rocle outcrop to learn first-hand the 'field tests for Istinguishing .

the mirierals calcite and quartz.
Paleontological societies can fiirnish the expertise for fossil identi-

fication sessions and perhaps even provide some speelmens for the
teacher's classroom. Astronomical organizations may be Contacted to
help in setting up a descriptive astronomy workshop.

Similarly, other local amateur groups may ..6e called upon to
.provide short term workshops in such areas as wildlife identification,
photography, environmental legislation, or outdoor education tech-
niques. Other organizations such 'as the Humane Society of the Animal
Protective Association can provide speakers and materials for programs
dealing with the care of classroom pets.

Health organizations '
Health agencies, such as the American Cancer Society, American

Red Cross, Heart Association, and the American Lung Association,
are More than willing to provide assistance in the form of materials
and speakers for teacher ednation programs. -To illustrate, when a
School system initiated a sritoking and health unit for its 5th grade
classes, a short workshop was held in cooperation with the local unit
of the American Cancer( Society as a part of an overall inservice
program for the teacheri.. A physician spoke on the topic of health
hazards of smoking for children, a packet of materials was provided
for each teacher, and pertinent audio-visual materials were previewed.
Local units of the Anierican Red Cross often have instructors to give f
classroom teachers a course on the basics of first-aid so that they can tf
certify their studentS in first-iia.

Professional organizations
The science supervisor should also be alert to teacher education

opportunities offered by local, state, and nation-al cience organizations.
Workshops, short courses, and seminars are parts of convention pep-

. graMs of professional science organizations. The National Science
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Teachers Association (NSTA) offers a number of short courses and
seminars each year at its annual cotiven e popular NSTA-
Sunoco Science Seminars have covered a wide ety of topies sucl
as oceanography, chemical evolution, nutrition, a atmospheric sci-
ence. The supervisor has the responsibility to find what meetings
will be held in the area and to inform teachers of th &rings. The
"Calendar" featured in NSTA journals is a good lead on finding the
dates and places of nati62science. Meetings.

'V

4Cu1tura1 institutions .

Cultural institutions such as science museums, botanical gardens,

teachers and their students for field trips. However, these i3rtsrieldtions

zoos, aquariums,. planetariUms, and nature centers are heavil by

sh2uld also be considerca as resources for teacher education programer
A IJNESCO ubliCation of 1968 .describing the role of the Museum
in educat r4dicated that there s a "growing realization amorig
school teaers and administrate) that the museum experience has
something vèy special to offer. . [41 The federal government,
has ASO recognized the value of 'cultural institutions in teacher edu-
cation endeavors when tnuseums and related agencies were included
in the definition of educational institutions for purposes of applications
for specific federal grants.

Youngpeter states that "as museums look for new irtiages and new
roles, surely one of these must be that of -teaCher resource center so
that teachers themselveS will not.only whai facilities the museums
have available, hut what experts, references, and collections arc avail-
able to 'them in their pkAuit to become increasingly more competent
and current in their daily work." [51

The science supervisor can be a facilitator in arranging school-
museum cooperative programs. A workshop ior short course .held at
the insritution can not.only familiarize teachers with its offerings and
lay die foundation forconducting a better field trip; but it-- can
be an opportunity to provide a review of basiscience.

An-illustration of such a program is the very successful workshop
developed at the St. Louis Zoo for elementary teachers. "Theloo as a
Sciente Resource" is a one-credit course offered in conjunction with
a local teachers college. The course, is designed to give information
concerning the naturaJ history of vertebrates, thtr behavior of zoo
animal, and the opethion of the Zoo. The lectures arc given by

CI
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members of the zoo staff, visiting biologists from the local universities,
and the sCience supervisor. [2] The Brookfield Zoo in Chicago has a
cooperative program of a similar nature.

Other institutions across the United States are involved in teacher
education programs. Roger' survey of nearly 3600 museums indicated
that 68 percent had formulated some type of working relationship
with elementary schools, secondary schools, or colleges. However, oniy
11 percent of the institutions were involved irt teacher education
programs. (31

Some suggested examples of workshops and seminars that can be
provided by cultural institutions are in the accompanying table. Note
the wide variety of topics.. Many e applicable to both elementary
and secondary teachers. ,

WORKSHOPSPOR TFACHERS

Institutions Topics

Planetariums Celestial Mechanics
New Planetary Knowledge
Stellar Evolution

Botanical Gardens

Science Museums

.Classroom Plant Propagation Techmques
Food Plants

Cate of Classroom Animals
'Zoogeography
Ecology .

Dinosaur Evolution
Dynamics of Flight
Meteorology

Historical Societies Anthropology
Pioneer Medicines

Nature Centers Urban Ecology
Environmental Science

Aquariums Underwater Photography
Marine Biology

Art' museums have also been active in science seacher education
programs and such topics 2S archaeology, the history of science
through art, and scientist-artists help to foster an interdisciplinary
spirit.

Cultural institutions can become involved in teacher education
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by offering consukant service for curriculum evaluation and deyelop-
ment. Perhaps best knoWn in this field are the activities of the Oregon.
Museum of Science* and Industry. Science institutions Also produce a ,

number of study guides, information sheets, etc., whith provide an
indirect source of teacher education.

The use of ommunity resources allows many avenues for pro-
viding a wide range of inservice activities fgr the professivnal growth
of teachers.
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The Graduate Educafion

of a Weide. Supervisor

David Butts and David May, Department of Science Education, Tbs
University of Georkia, Athens,Ga..

A teacher is concerned about a new science curriculum. A problem
exists in.pbtaining supplies and material& The need arises for a change
in instruction to Meet new demanlis th<f, students wi. special learning
needs. The science supervisor is the source for help in all these
instances. A- budget committee needs to know how much money to
allocate for science instruction. The science supervisor, who is familiar
With district needs ancI goals in instruction, is she logical person to
answer these questions. School administrators must rely- upon the
information of their instruitional supervision staff. Thus, the responsi-
bilitim of the science supervisor are essential to effective science
instruction and securing resources for that instruction.

Preparing a person to serve as a supeivisor is a challenging task.
One factor fg formal academic training in which the science superviso.r
gains essential knowledge aild skills. To select those courses most suit-

able .for developing needel skills, one must make a needs 'assessment
of what science supervisor may be called upon to do in the per-
formance 4f duties, and then design experiences to .fit those needs.

FUNCtiallS of a science superoisor
. A science superyisor performs an integral and important role in

the total instructional process. 'the kinds and qualities of services
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performed by the science stpervisOr will a the sciehce program
of the entire district, as well as that of indivlaua1 claisrooms. Depend-
ing upon circumstances, and the ..school district administrations,
science supervisor may be called 'upon to demonstrate skills in any
Or all of six areas.

I. Informatión Sortrce. Science as a content area has a unique chill-
lenge. The subjeet matter of the discipline ,is constantly being
added to, revised, altered, or deleted 2S new data are derived and
analy-zetl. In addition to the need to keep up with this changing
knowledge base, there is .an equally important challenge to keep
current with new instructional programs and reChniques developect
to meet the changing learning needs of ptipils. Keeping teachers
aware of these alternatives is a second challenge for the supervisor.
For these reasons, one of the most important responsibilities of a
tcience supervisor is that of acting a a Sourc of information about
alternatives in science curricular aterial. ess of helping
teachers maintain an effective k wledge, level in n w techniques
and proirams is of extreme importance in maintaining a high
quality of science instruction. Thus, a scicnce supervisor needs a
strong knowledge base in the teaching of science at all levels K-12.

2. Communication Link. tornipunications between groups 'of people
are often difficult to establish and maintain. In schools where
eveiyone is working towatd thc same goal, communications are-
hindered by real and imaginary .harriers, Helping to break those
barriers _by developing and extending lines of communications
between teachers at different grade levels, between teachers of

fferent subject areas:and hrween teachers and administrators is an
ibportant roleNfor the sck,hce supervisor. Transmitting concerns
and expectations between groups is facilitated by solneone who
works within all levels in a system and has firsr-har4 knowledge
of concerns and problems faced by a wide range oftchers. Thus,
a science supervisor !leech a broad understanding of the c ulum
goals of 'a school and ways in which different teache are

--tioning nil-nut these goals.
3. Plalming and lin plpnentatio41, Another function of a supervisor is

that of planning and coordinating instruction. Through observa-
tion of the whole of science instructian rather than discrete pieces
the supepvisor is able to plan and coordinate the integration o
instructional efforts at all grade levels. Implementation ,,of new
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prograMs in Science is facilitated by a know dge of how that
approach will h&c, to meet the objectives of' science instruction.
Ara_g9aof the planning role, the supervisor is also in :a position
telapjformUlate those objectives. As is tfue with an orchestra
director, the supervisor needs to know both the total .score and
how to help individual performers fit into that/total picture. Thus, -

'a science supervisor needs to know how to communicate a total
curriculum picture and secure commitment from individual teachers

r for their individual parts.
4. Mod1. in moSt CASCS, introducing an innovation or an alternative

strategy to. teachers will not ensure its adopiion. The supervisor
must demonstrate how that innovition or alK..ration nuty be effec-
tively used in the clasroom to meet special needs of pupils. This
direct demonstration of eipected performance can serve, to better
illustrate techniques and relieve anxieties. ;Thu:s, the science super-,
visor needs to be a master teacher witty a wide repertoire of sin--
structional and managenienr kills. .

S. Sources of- Feedback. improvement of otessroom instruction in
science begins with teachers;- evalu'ationS ..of their teaching per-
formance and continues with Specific suggestions for improvement..
The science supervisor is a logicalVerson to assist a teacher in
this self-assessment. At other timeethe supervisor ,may be called .

upon to provide feedback for the evaluation of teacher performance
for purposes of retention or hirinik Lei both of these situations the
.suRervisor needs to have a 'variety of observation and feedback,
strategies and the ability to distingugh what feedback is being
requested.

6. Manager. Science instruction relies upon material resources, equip-
ment, and supplies. The supervisor is usually responsible for the
management of these 'resources. This task involves developing
budgets tO obtain needed materials and allocating existing resources.
Careful planning is required to ensure that needed materials are
available without waste or loss .of money. Thus, the science super-
visor needs skills in finding needed materials and is "selling" the
need for, these.ta the school administration.

Personal qualifications of a science supervisor -

What kind of a person can best ftlfill these six functions? Can
any science teacher become an effective supervisor of science instruc-
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lion? In terms of prerequie personal qualieations, a potential
supervisor.shnuld be:

.1. Flexible. A supervisor muse .able to work with people tt all
school 'levels, comMUtlicate k1h theni, and comribute leaderihip
in dealing with their perSOnal Um.

2. Creative. Creativity is rénti4 in. developing, implementing, and
assessing curricuhun materials ask instructional materials in science.

3. Reflective. A supervisor must bc: reflective in order to identify
societal needs of significance to nce, instruction and judge the
merits of alternative learnizg en ents and models of science
instruction.

4. Sensitive. To help others MC% their:teaching and make necessary
modificationS, the supervisor must be sensitive.

Professional qualifications for a science supervisor
A science supervi4or must also possess specific professional quali-

, fications.

-1. Competence in Incerperspnal Skills. This area includes thc enhance-
ment of a teacher's sflf-concept and the fornution of a set of
values that can Serve as a reference point for reflective thinking ail
change. This includes knowing how other teachers 2nd adminik
trators perceive yOu in a variety of roles as an educational leadet,
arid skill in listening to what people say. The ability to interpret
and act upon input from others in sensitive and constructive wayi
is essential.

Human relations training, as a part of an intensive study in
psYchology woi-ild be an important part of graduate 'study for
supervisors. Much of a supervisor's work depends on the quality of
interpersonal relationships developed. Such competencies would
include observanional and communication skills, as well as training
in group process skills.. .

2. Competence in Science. IndivIdualid.who expect to deal with a wide
range of science learning environments within tile eduâational
system should have considerable breadth of learning ii scienc.
Such knowledge should foster creative thinking about th\zglation
of dificerent branches of science, the interdependenc f se,lettcs;

society, the processes and styles of scientific pursuit.
s A
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it from other intellectual endeavors, ancl the procedures and,styles
which link science to other intellectual 'pursuits.

Before. accepting *the resp.onsibiliiies of a science supervisor,
it is assumed that a person wOuld possess knowledge in some area
of science at or above the Masters' Degree level. Competence in all
areas of science is an unrealistic expectation, lmit a science super-
visor should have a broad knowledge base in science. Anything less
nay ct to,impair communication with teachers and decrease the
ler veness of the supervisor.

3. Coipetnce in the Social Conrext of Education. This area -requires
/an understanding of school organization, its structure,- and soci-

ology. The science supervisor should recognize the socioeconomic
and political 'forces which have shaped education in general, and
science education in particular, in the past and which continue to
influence both the,systems. Of 'particular importance is the need
to understand those processes by which.changes in schools occur,
and how both teachers aad administrators learn to scope wit4 the
changes or particpate in thc processeS.

Thus, the graduate program of a supervisor, should also be
related to the topic of schools as entities and as extensions of
society. Such studies should concern the role of schoolS in affecting
societal change and act in response to the needs and desires of
society. Without such Competencies and the ability to communicate
them, assessing curricular programs in a total corext would be
difficult.

4. Competence Jn thte Design of Curriculum. The development of
science curriculum material;, implementation models, and science
teacher preparation schcmes depends upon the application of prin-.

ciples from associated fields such as sociology, anthropology, psy-
.chology, and communication research. The science supervisor's
competence in these areas is essential to the extent that these areat
contribute to science curridiflum decisions. Supervisors must recog-
nise and use various models for development and learning.

Thus, the program of graduate stody should also include an
ernphasis in course work on competencies in curriculum develnp-
ment 'and assessment. A part of such study should emphasize
approjches to integrating areas of the curriculum, a rationale, for
such efforts, and specific .techriiques in development and' imple-

.

mentaAon of an integrat9d-eurriedlum.
5. Cbmpetence in the instructional Process. The function of a science
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-supervisor requires skill in analyzing and evaluating plans for
curriculnm design, instructional materials, and teachiog strategies.
Su ell skill includes knowledge of available materials, technology,
and alternative instructional techniques. It also includes the ability
to adapt materials and strategics to- new situations, to -recognize
effective innovations, and to suggest appropriate alternatives.

6. Competence in instructional Evaluation. instructional evaluation
requires'two skills: the ability to' interpret results objectively in
relationship to the- context from which they Were obtained, and
the ability to communicate with science teachers in such a way as
to istimulate them to examine their own teaching processes.

7. Competence in Administration. For a science supervisor to function
within,schools and their related agencies, he Aar she must be able
to communiCate the design of a project in such 4 way as to'suc-
cessfully secure support from appropriate sourCes, and to ad-
minister funds or resources.once they have been- secured.

Th.pg, specifics competencies related to the managerial portion of
a supervisor's responsibilities are essential. Information on the derivation
of school budgets, the preparation of such budgets, and the manage-
inent,of allocated resources arc essential elements in' maintaining a
systpi-wicle science' program.

While each of the preceeding seven competeney' areas may be
.developed in .a variety of Ways, they should all be a part of the
planning of a program of graduate study. Designing such a graduate
program requires the recognition and acceptance of three assumptions:

-1. The responsibilities of a' science supervisor vary widely from
position to position. VariableS suCh as the si:ze Of the district and
its geOgraphic location will dictatc whether the supervisor has
responsibility for the science program K-12 or some subset of that
whole. This will 'in turn :dictate the managerial responsibilities
.assigned to the supervisor. .

2: Persons preparing to serve as science supervisdrs vary in their pro-
fessional background and experienc-e_ Dept.ii of knowledge in the
content of science and\,the extent of classroom experience, are two
variables which shoulcLinfluence the specific emphasis, in graduate

.
study for a science supervisbr..

3. Graduate programs and courses available to a science supervisor
vary greatly from one geographic region to another. Whatever
type of program of study is recommended, onc nst realiStically

\
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a.vess the availability of graduate instruction. Another factor ii
the incentive .provided to induce graduate study.

Granting,these assumptions strongly,implies that a graduate pro-
of study for science supervisors will, Fake the supervisors them-

sel es, display a great deal of flexibility.,The program must be tailored
meet the individual needs of the supervisor, taking into account

the resources available. Based on the broad outline of a graduate shady
program in .the seven areas of competenCe, a program for a specific
supervisor will include the necessary competence building upOn an
already exiiting framework of knowledge and experience..

In addition to formal course work, it is essential to provide super-
vised practical experience in the gradnate prograM of a science
supervisor. A component of this internship or practicum should amble
the supervisor to applir the competencies directly to real problems.
This opportunity to test ideas and procedures would add to the
dimension of flexibility which appears so necessary in the preparation
of a science supervisor.
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Planning for Safety

Franklin D. Kizer, Supervisor of Science, State Department of Edu-
cation, Richmond, Va.

One of the most important professional leadership responsibilities of
the science supervisor is safety. This responsibility is assumed though
the basi.e understanding of science educators thit safety is in integral
part of science instruction.

.
Safety mly be defined as an avoidance of dangerous circumstances

related to a science instructional activity (student laboratory experi-
ment, teacher demonstration, school-sponsored field trip, or a student
home project assigned or encouraged by a teacher or textbook).

School authorities often consider the science supervisor an expert
in all areas of science and safety; therefore, it is imperative fltir the

best practices of scientific and educaonal metht observation,
supervisor, to develop a plan for safety. The plan integrate, the

ti
analysis, and conclusion' leading to recommendations or program of
action.

To function effectively, the supervisor should have up:to-dite
knowledge aboui his or her.responsibilities as they relate to the
following:

I. What arc the safety laws, published policies, and directives in use
in the school system?

. 2. Does the employer carry tort insurance to protect you and tit;
science teachers?

3. What scienc, and other safety. records are maintained by the
system?
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4. Is there a science -accident report form available for use by the
science teachers?

S. Are there science facilities safety inspection reports completed by
teachers or safety personnel?

6. Does your office have a complete inventory of the science facilities,
equipment, and materials for each school in the system?

7. Does the inventory list indicate the hazard1us materials and danger-
ous equipmeqt?

8. Are there unlabeled reagents and unknown items stored in the
science department of any school?

9. Do you have the servic6 of a leg2radViS019

The supervisor should not be' discouraged if the 'answers to a
majority of these questions are negative. Such answers-will provide
at least one reason why the supervisor should _visit each science
laboratory, classroom, and storage- area with the science teacher(s)
using the facility and ask to be shown the safty equipment, and the
master cut-off switch or valve for the servicey used such as electricity,
gas, and water.. On such visits, don't forget to wear the necessary
safetY equipment (goggles, etc.) and don't hesitate to inquire about
the frequency with which fire extingUishers and other safety equip-
ment are used, as well as refill or replacement procedures. Copies of.
student safety: instructions used by, the teacher should be requested.
By following this procedure, the supervisor establishes an awareness
for safety if it did not exist, and has let the teachers know of his or
her concern for safetY.

When visiting schools, the supervisor should inquire and/or
observe ifit is possible for the teachers to secure the laboratories and
storage areas to prevent unauthorized.and unsupervised use. How are
hazardous materials and equipment stored? ,44r.blt concerns do the
science teachers have for safety1F It is the supervisar's duty to discuss
concerns for safety (in a confidential conference with the teachers),
and to offer suggestions for correcting unsafe conditions observed for
thc first time. Positive enfotcement of desi able .safety practices is
also useful.

Ask the teachers ,if they have any objections to your returning
later to take photoiraphs of good science safety procedures. The
media center may help with this project.

yollowing a tour of the facility, the supervisor should analy
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conditions observed and suggest a. plan for improvement ..which. in-
eludei Sanitation.; housekeeping, safe. storage and 'use of hazardous
Materials, student safety 'practices, and teacher safety practices. -'

The supervisor shourd report to his or hcr immediate superior
what has b one, and if necessary, request permission to meet
with all of the science teaChers to discuss safety' practices and plans
for a coo rative.safety program. It is important that ,the teachers
feel that t Supervisor is trying to help them and is concerned.
about their fay and that a their students.

Tcache input in the safety program' is important.. Efforts should
b obtain from each teacher a safety check listof the facilities,
student experiments, ctc. Teachers should be organized ,into working
&mrmittees for safery..This should not,take a great dear o. f time and
more than likely, the results will be extremely helpfurto thern-clatauld
a case arise .involving legal action. Communi6ation between the
thchcr; administrator, and the supervisor is essential,. for a good

safety prograrn. A daily safety report filed ,by rhe first tetcher using'
a science facility can be included on the, attendance rwort sent to
the administrator's office. It Mav contain the word.t`safe".or "unsafe.'
The person- receiving this report shouli be instructed fonotify the
'supervisor and other appropriate personnel at. Once. School adminis-
trators shiuld be, asked what course of actio9 they, wish teachers to
take when the room is considered Unsafe. .

MoneN= for' a safety program may not be readily available. In such
instances , use ma-v.; be triade, of . free services for teacher inservice
.programs such as a.course in' first aid iire..n try tht local rescue squad,
legal interpretations of safet' Wislatiou'by dppropriate legal authori-
ties, and Safety inspection che'cks by-the local health, fire, and police
departments. Safety seminars hv jo.cal professiohal societies-such as

.the American (7.hemical Si)ciety might be available, and college in-
-structOrs niay be.N.yilling to render free-krses on safety.

Try ro establish a loca i on within a meter Of the room exit door
.for fire extinguishers, fire.. )lankets, and other safety equipment. An
i rexpensive showee rid eve wash fountain can be provided with a
po IC hair rinse shower. Labels should he rriade for all reagents
placed 'Irn unmarked containers. "Safe use" instructions should be
obtained &one suppliers prior to the purchase of new or hazardous
materials.

-

Each student laboratory experiment should he examined to deter\
mine a tick scale *ging from safe (1) to unsafe (10). All textbooks

1
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should include an appropriate warning regarding t4 use of hazardous
ititerials or procedures.

Perhaps some day international safety symbols will be
to =courage science safety for teachers and student& In the
"Have a safe day" is a most appropriate way for science teachers to
giiiet each other and their students.

1,
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The Supervlsor;nd Teachers In Liability

,

D. Anita Bozardt and Roderic E Righter, Department of Education,
Oakland University, Rochester, Mich.

Supervisors have a responsibility fqr
liability. Leadership in this context means:
topic' and its implications by both the su
planning for prevention or avoidance of incid
theif *teachers could be considered liableand
on such matter

Awareness
Supervisors are usually aware of, areas of the law such 1 children's

and teacher's guaranteed rights under the Constitution, 1ie rights of
freedom of speech, freedoin from illegal search and seizure, and basic
due process. However, legal liability for negligence or the law of torts
is an area that few understand. Therefore, supervisors should ,become
knowledgeable about this area of the law and then help their teachers
build awareness.

Because teachels work for a local board of education, they arc
often under the false illusion that ip,iuries which might occult. to qne-
of their students is the responsibilit of the board, particularly if legal
action for monetary redress of the injury is initiated. In oome states
nothing could be further from' the truth. Teachers can be and Some-
times are held legally liable as individuals.

Certain'key principles are essential to understanding legal liability.

area of legal
waren= of the

and their teaihers;
fo they or

ureeserving as



Section 3: &bast:ion for the Silence Supervisor

These principleiare:
Sovereign Immunity,Very simply stated, sovereign immunity

means That the government and its subordinate units (including school
boarris) may not be sued in cases of bodily injury that result from
the negligence of an employee. This principle is a hold-over from
English Conunon Law and applies in one form or another in most
=MS, except where it .has been rescinded by court or legislative
action. For example, in Calitrnia the principle is not operant, but
in Michigan it is. l

Lap of Torts of Legal Liability for NegligenceTh legal

principle is defined as a civil wrong Committed against another person
which results in an injury.

Duty7---Both teachers and supervisors ha c functions or7e specifi
duties that they are exPected to perform either ioplicitly as a result
of their role or explicitly as outltliby board oN education syles or
the master agreement.

performedBreach of DutyWhen a duty not

1/4- reasonable or responsible manner a breach of dut is said to ha
occurred.

Proximate.CauseIn tort cases this principle refers to the closen

of the teacher to the cause .of the injury. If an injury his beat
sustained by a student' that knight have been prevented had the teacher
been performing his Or her duty in a reasonable *way, the teacher
might be the proximate cause for the injury.

InjuryIn most tort cases,jury ref t6 visible physical
74.injury of some severity suffered by- an in.: dual. Severity in this

instance is considered to be an injury which rhig the nnrmal
functioning of the individual over an indefinite period of time, such

as the loss of a finger or an eye.
Absolute InsurerWhat is meant specifically is that no teacher

can absolutely insure that injury will not occur to a child. The point

here is that although every, precaution for chlldren's safety may have
'been taken, a child might still be injured.,In general, the courts have .

utilized this principle in court cases to absolve a teacher's alleged guilt.
ReasonablenessSimply stated, reasonableness means a teacher -or

supervisor has acted as any teacher,,x -supervisor would in a like

situation. This term is very important in tort, cases because the plahtiff
usually must prove that the teacher has acted unreasonably.

In cases of torts, the general rule is to apply this equation:
Duty + Breach of Duty + Proximate Cause + Injury = Tort Liability
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Given this rule and the apove- definitions, pie f wing cases are
offered is examples.

Example Alf teacher A ,had breached his duty by being out
of the classroom for an extended period of time andzif it Could be
shown that had ke bein in the room the injury-alai:Or not have hap-
pened, he could be the proximate cause. Thereiore, the teacher 41'111
probability would be in ëius jeopardy. In this instance the plaintiff%
lawyer would most certainlY subpoena other teachers to desermine
the reasonableness of the defendant's action..Additionally, if aftacher
testified that a reasonable teacher would not have left the classroom,
then the defendant is in double jeopardy.

Example BTeacher B has bcen threatened with suit because of
an injury to a student. However, investigation revealed that her duty
was being performed in a reasonable 'manner. It was not proven that
she had tireothed her duty or that she was the proximate cause. In
this instance it is extremely doubtful that any' lawyer would press
such a case or tt a court would find her guilty.

Supervisors)tave a responsibility to create an awareCiessiof legal
liability in their teachers. By knowing the above principles and by
investigating the laws of their states, supervisors_will have taken the
first step toward preparing themselves to help teachers understand
legal liability. Problems of liability can be prevented or at least mini-
mized when a teacher understands the law and acts accordingly.

Prevention
Creating an

avoidance of
teachers to p t
scientious su
capebe a d.

ness of legal liability is step one; step two is
tU2 ns for which liatility is...applicable, Helping
knowledge into practice is the responsibility of con-
isors. If teachers will stop and think, many pioblems
Think: What is my duty? Am I violating my uty?

Am I doing everything a reasonable person would do in the e
siluazion?

The most common responsibilities of science tea ers, both ele-
mentary and secondary, . in addition to actual teaching, are super-
vising, identifying hazards, informing students of safety rules, and
requiring pilherence to those safety rules. Teachers must avoid creating
situation's in which unreasonable danger is present and must provide
for the supervision of their students. Leaving the class in order to
respond to a call from the principal may produce an, unreasonable
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chance of dan d a breach of duty. Teachers must ekercise 'fore-
.

sight into a potentially dangerous situation and elitninate the dangerous
conditions, or activities. Ignoring the actual or potential danger may
be considered negligence. Allowing students ro use faulty equipment
could produce an unreasonable chance of danger. Supervisors should
encourage teachers to keep all equipment in good repair or remove
the faulty items from the access 'of students. "Equipment" includes
chairs aftd desks as well aS electrical or meChanical _items. /

Teachers must make and frequily communicate safity rules to
their students. Telling a student once, on the first daY of school, that
yfety goggles must be worn during manipAtive aCtivitieS is inade-

quate. In addition, simply informing studen&is not adequate prevention
of danger. Rules must be enforced. If a student 'breaks a rule, steps
must be taken to preclude its hap *ng again. Teachers have not only
the responsibility but also the a to make and enforce rules.
The 'acceprttice of the duties of teac g . ves teachers the right to
expect certail4ehaviors from students withi the boundaries of what
is reasonable u er the %circumstances. There ore, supervisors should
insist that their hachers make and enforce reasonable safety rults.

A constant vigil of urging teachers to put knowledge into practice
will return great dividends. Preventing even one injury or even one
teacher from a verdict of legal liability will show 'all the efforts to

be worthwhile.

Serving as a resource
Science supervisors can provide a valuable service to teachers by

serving as resource persons in the,area Of legal concerns. This is not
to say they should be experts or lawyers. Supervisors can assisetrackers
by providing the answers to questions such as: "What is our policy?"
or "Prow can I find out?" Knowing how ,to find out is as _important

as knowing the answerIn many instances. Certainly the wisest step
is to consA abicompetent attorney. But a rudimentary knowledge of
the tools available to inform a person of school law is essential to

supervisors. .

As an absolute minimum, a copy of the written school board
policies, the master contract, and the .state's school laws should be
available in the central office. Usually a compilation of the state's
school code .is available at minimal cost through the state education
agency- or the state's bindery. A copy of the federal educap.oa. laws

may be obtained from the 3.oint Committee on Education and .1,Abr
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of the US. Congress, f7] but its usefulness is limited for a layperson.
For ate supervisor's office, a book of Landmark Supreme Court De-
cisions on public school issues would be - in$le. [2] Science Teaching
and the Low, by Brown and Brown, can obtained from the National
Science Teacher's Association. [3] Textbooks such as Principles of
Scgool Laiv by Drury and Ray [4] serve to build a foundation of

a
knowledge in the area. The American S9tool Law Series published
by the W. H. Anderson Company is retommended. [1]

Suggestions for implementation
Supervisprs should providoleadership by assuring awareness,

planning for prevention, and serving as resource persons. Some specific
,suggestions as how these things might be accomplished are-offered
&low.

AWARENESS:

Plan and carryout at least one inservice seminar each year on the
topic of liability.' The professor of school law at your local university
or a local çwrney would probably be more than willing to Min in

ctivity. Be sure that every teacher has*working definition
of tort liability.

VENTION:

Urge your teachers to iaentify their duties as stated' by contract
and implied by board policies, past practices, and rules. Assist them'
in doing this.

2. Insist that your teachers establi-sh and enforce safety rules.
3. Monitor equipeneot coiltion and require -constant checks+ On

safety of all couipent.
4. Remind your teachers of your, concern for their legal safety as

well as your concern for the children's physical safety.

i RESouRCE: .

1. Inform yourself. Read your school -policie), mister contract, and
state code Read a ?èjbook on school law. 1...

2. tstablish a reference helf in your office including at least a text-
book on school law, a current copy of your state's shool laws,,a

c 4

a
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current copy,of the Written board policies, your districes master
contract, ahd a copy .of Science 'Teaching and the Laltx---

3. Establish and maintain a file for information on all labklity cases
.in your system, region, or state that .involve science. Perhaps a

-'-rnaster file of 2.11,.liability cases is or muld be eitablished, at the
ten office ror which you could 1*.responsible for maintaining

monitoring the science _section. Few laws 'are actuallx..
in the realm of educational liabilitk. Most information .can

be 'ned by reading specific cases.- Knowledge of the qction
taken on acase is the clearest indication of the law...stablishing a-
file and finding past cases will be t,ime-consuming but Can be done.:
Keeping Current sbould presentlittle trouble.

k

SPrztryr
Assisting trachers4 thearea of liabilit iacknowJçdged 2S only,.

one of a multiplicity of supervisors' responsibilities. kis a crucial one
and needs constAnt attentifm: SuperviscIts must recbgnize their re-
srionsibility and assist' teachers. Prevention is so much better than
remetliation or sorrow. AwarenTs is the iirst step. SerVing 2S a resource
reinforces the efforts put forth by teachers: Admittedly he task, is
not 2n ea.5S7 one. Perhaps the suggestions given in thiS chapier will
help to keep supervisors advised of their responsibilities in the area of
legal liability.
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Scien.ce Education Research

J. David Loc D' The lnternatal Clearinghouse atd the
Science Teach ur, niversity of Mary.land, College Park, Md.

When a 'science supervisor tarts Wondering what he or she shoUld
know about 'science education reseatch, the first caution is not to
become too serious about the matter. &lthoggh everyone hopes that
the reseatch projects that they carrY out will drastically improve
science teaching of the future, most of us have come to know the
meaning of the phrase `,.`no signific nt difference." Too often the Work
that we do has so many variableØssociated with it that we're unable
to shcgrany positive correlaj6ns,ier alone any- CaUSe and effect
relationsttip. ThisIneans ihatfre need to be cautious about any, wild'

hopes that our researeh is ging to riuke major changes itt-stience
classroom teaching. 'What e can hope for, however, is that is keepi
us interested:in. improving our teaching so that it does bring about
more efficient learning by oF, sta4nts.

A major concern of science supervisors, in terms of research,
should be wiiere one goes when.one does need help, as well as basic
information about the phikisophy and bbjectives of outstanding re-
selfihers: A good place to look for the philosophical base is the
addresses ofrpast presidents of the National, Association for Research
in Science. Teaching (NARST). In his Presidential Add.ress in 1974
Williard Jacobson pointed out what he consiclered'to be four different
types of science education research: empirical, philosopliical, policy,
and developmental or formative studies. He noted that they are er-
related .and that frequenily 'niore than'one approach, to research is

$
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used in any particUlar study. Often, the hardest part of a researcher's
work is to define the problem. ...-

Jacobson pointed out, also, that; there are two, major sources of
problems in science education that can be used for studies: one theo-
retical, the other practical. In the theoretical area, there is sOme lack,
inconsistency, or, vagueness, such as theory as applied to science edu-
cation. For the practical, some problem is sensed as age wOrki with
students, or struggles with problem planning, or feels a lack of effective
science materials. Jacobson pointed out that it is important that we
continue' the struggle tpitil Aye- find problenis both with theoretical
and practical si ations.:

Ja obson 1lso noted that "empirical studies" usually involv's, the
cone ion of data concerning tbe behavior of students, teacbers,, or
_other s ts of study. "Philosophical stodies" involve lie analysis
of assumptions Underlying positioni or actions, the nature ofiiprob-- 1
lematic situations, the delineation of problems within problematic
situations, and the possible consequences'of proposed actions. Jacobson
noted that one of the functions_of philosophical analysis iS to clarify,
if possible, consequence4 of -actions. He defined "policy studies" asri\esthose that.m- dude historical studies in which policy decisions
and the co

ee
are analyzed, comparative science education

sTudies to learn from the experience of others, and futuristic studies to
project possibilities or predict, cOnsequences of various proposed
policies for the future. "Developmental research", includes studies
which inv I've the prep i =ation of new eaucatonai term's, procedures,

, , . ,
or 'prograins, arid syste tic try-outs in which feedback is gathered'
and used for improveme . .

Jacobson noted,tha he li, d not mentioned "evaluational researcht°
.in which the effects using inntvation and other materials or pro-
cedure§ are coMpared. Sooner or later techers or instructional leaders
have to choose materials and procedures, and it would be desirable to
have-these decisions ased upon research. But, Jacobson pointed out
that "it would be ifficult, and usually suspect, for developers to
uncestake this kind of evaluation,research and that if probably should,
.be done io the light of local conditions anyway.' 1'his.would certairiOly
encourage science -supervisors to Se that the evaluation of innovations
is dOne within a particular schobl .district under' existing conditions.
Jacobson closed with implications and suggestions for, further research'
and pointed qut the adthirable ethia in research should

inot go beyond their datl in reportng their results. PEI rile ot r hand,.
, , --. , N. ---
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he notes that researchers ck/have the responsibility to utilize their
.data to the fullest; that 4`stiggestions for further research% sections of
reports should be taken quite seriously as one of the most important
results of the research completed:

Ralph W. Tyler, who has made major contributions to curriculum
developinent and evaluatiOn (not only in science, but in all fields of
education), presented two invited papers to- the Council for the
Advancement of Research in Science Education (CARSE). In the

ears, His second
first paper, Dr.

duringthe previous 10 to 15 y
Summarized what he, found science education

research to have
paper suggested that there should bt more emphasis placed on scielice
tclucation research in this country. He developed a "mapi' Of science
education with the total "teirain" divided into eleven pafEcular areas:,

I. 'objectives of science edueationwhat to teach
2. the teaching-learning process
3. the organization of learning experiences
4. the outcomes of sqence educationwhat is actually learned
5. students' development
6. the development of teachers
7 . objectives of education for science teachers
8. the teaching-learning process of teacher education
9. .the organizations of teachers' learning experiences

10. the outcomes of teacher education
11. the processes of change in the programs of science education.

b. He concluded that there needed to be a gfoter commitment of
faculty time and gradulate education support of facilities and of re-
search assistants to bri* about good research in those eleven areas.
He noted tf9t Most of thc research that has been done in the paSt has
been carried out by graduate students (whochave little time to devote
to these efforts) and that most faculty members, classroom teachers,
or, science' suitervisors .nei,Ter get enoligh time to even think about
such thirw.

ID a talk,before the 1973 Annual Meeting- of NARST,-Dr. Tyler
allUdedto his earlier program review. He said that he had f9lt in 1965
'that not more. than le of the studies \he reviewed harkeasonable
technical criteria. Butaby 1973 he had foun4l that first technical
inadequacies 'were lels disiraling and there wef fewer weaknesses in
the content'and the logical Aloture in at least out-out Of five of the

studies repotted since'. Ac agreed with thc vjew of William W:\oley
. .

A.,

"
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. -

and Kenneth D: Anderson that the particular value of research for im-
proving science teaching was not belt* realized. A considerable explanl-
tion seemed to lie in the lack of a cadre of professional research people
deey concerned with research in science education. Such people,
helelt, need to "devote major time to this work, and, among them-.
selves and wiih scholars in other fields, muSt- seek to gain greater
perspeetive, more adequate conceptualizations to guide their study,
and better instrunients for research."

In this talk, he also pointed out, that he had now reViiwed.,SO
more investigations in science teaching from the past eight years and
felt that the current research studies Were of a higher qttlity than
the earlier ones. The technical criteria were being met better and the
viriables were more clearly defined and more adequately controlled.
Greater recognition was being given to the variety, of outcomes
resulting from science teaching and the complexity of the classroom
processes. Currpnt research depended much less upon the work of
graduate -students than was true earlier, and it appeared that a cadre
of professionals were engaged in these studies; His distress 'this- time, .

was "that we have been greatly pre-odcdpied in investing learning
as this process is commonly perceived by the teacher or curriculum
maker, in which the task is to direct the learning of students in the
classroom or laboratory. We have largely neglected to look' at the
way learning is viewed b'y the student himself. Yet the map of the .
learning process as seen by,the individual learner is a significaat part
peche context of which aucation, whife including sejealte.-dtication,
takes place."

tir: Tyler pointed.,out that the function -of researCh related to
education is to, uovi$e a basis for onderstanding the educational
process or parts'of it and for planning and developing edu6tional
progrsms. He said it is important to note that "educational research
rarely furnish& an answer to specific questions about educational
practice. Much more-often,. reseaych- proYides a basis for practice in
,terms 'of the concepts it furres thepractitioners, the outline it
formulates of the dynamics of the processes` of Which the practitioner
is concerned, the relations it establishes among the conce.ipts, anA the
estimates it,gives -in the orameters Ot. the dynamic models that are
proposed. That is to , titer-value' of the rejearch lies in° providint
.the practm6ner wit broader. and more detailed maps of the terrain
of educaikma,t an he oul4 haç developed from his own experience

,

alone, The li es Of research prop d should help-to deVelop this map.',:4
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Dr. Tykr learned that there are other *4 1 gal cOntributions to
proposal researchnamely, the tools by which 'n :4, atin about
students' lives `and the forces influencing behavior may t tained.
The teacher gains some help in planning arid conducting science
courses by the characteristic§ and parameters in the, life of children
-and- youth. But, he or she .still needs to know more,specifically about
individual students. The method.c and tools used to study students are
likely to be developed by t14 researcher rather than by, the teacher.
Dr. Tyler suggested that in order to understand the learning of stu-
dents; who are not now learning or trYing to. learn in 'science classes,
we need the results of research concerning the dyrakhics of those
students, which includes their ,puriOles, drives, habits; and means by
which. they achieve psychological/equilibrium. We need to develop
instPuments and methods for vidying students that teachers can
.u,ve. We need reviews ofpotential resources in science from theSe
studentS. We need experimental studies-in which educational programs
atte'llesigned to utilize 'things" from science as resources students Can
use in their liveS. He concluded his paper by stating the major prob-
lem confronting science education in America today: yo reach stu-
dents who, do not really learn (internalize) anything of importance in
science. Dr. Tyler believes that r`esearch in this context can help.

* Nathan L.-Gage of Stanford University is well knewn for his
leadership in educational research. In a recent prese tation at the
University of Marykind, Dr. Gage defined research as "the process of,
seeking'relationships between variables. That simple d inition applies

'h.-to any' discipline, -whether it he in the natural or. he behavioral
sci nces. Tn.- understand, we search for logical relationships. To.
pre let, we search far temporal relationships. To control-or improve,
we search fnr causal relationships... Understanding, prediction, and
control are the purposes of all scieorific activity includirig that Which

..

is concerned With teaching,"
Gage went on'to define teaching a's "anyk kind Of interpersonal i

---, influence aimed ,at improving thc learning of anoTher person." Gage
then conthined these two to nrite that research on teaching,"becotnes

4

,
the search for*relationlips between irarias where at least one' of

., the variabl4 is a behavior or a characteristic of teachers: The teacher
va ble may be an independent variable, a dependent variable, an

`4.-r i vening xariable; or some other kind of sYariable, but at least one , °

i er variable must be involved if he research is to beeonsidered
1

research on teaching. It follows froM this dtfinition that research an

4
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teaching is only a part of the larger field called educational research.
No; all ed cational research is research on teaching; but all research
-on teaching is a part of educational research?'

In his el- ussion on the methods of determining relationships, Dr.

Gage expande n the two maior methods. The first he called-the
"correlational or stir y method" m which one measure variables 2S

they occur under natural conditions %and in Which one uses 'some
statistical device', such as a correlation coefficient, 0 describe the
ways in which t,.vo v4riables co-vary. He pointed out that "the
advantage of. corrita511al methods is that.they permit us to- study
the relationships bet:ween large numbers oft variables with ratdvely
little effort or expense. The main disadvantage of correlationilgrietItodg

is that they give us little or no assurance that the relationships .4etween

the two variables are causal relationships."
'Tile second method he called "experimental" in whicl; one of

the variables is manipulated by,..khe investigator. In this type research
"one applies different amounts, or qualities, of that variable to different
grdups of persons, who have been assigned at random to the groups
receiving the diftent amounts or kinds of the manipulated variable,

such as student acMcvement, and determines Whether there are different

average amounts of achievement associated with each of the different
levels of the manipulated variable. , So the Main advantage Qf experi-
ments is that they do permit us to infer a causal connection 'between
the manipulated variable .and the other variables that are found to

*Oiffer after the manipulation..But.the disadvantage of experiments is
that they are re atively cOstly."

Dr. Gage Went on to-show how it is a possible to combine the

, correlational and experiAntal approaches.so that one not only manipu-
-

) lates variables, but also measures some, characteristic of one's students
that may be related to how much they learn. These studies, he noted, -'
have bech labelled "aptitucie-treattnent inte ction studies" (ATI

studies). In a typical ATI study, sbme relekant characteristic Of
students is measur the students are taught by t different teaching

methodS, a nally, student achievement is measured. Correlations
are then obtained separately and a regfession line formulated and
.evidence of an aptituderticatrnent interaction ;may Bis, evident.

, The bOolc by Dunkin and Biddle entitled The Story 49f Teaching

.was cited by bage as the best formulatiOn of the typei of variables
in research on teaching. He noted ttlem as:

1824
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1. presage variables that are considersd to have some value for pre-
dicting thf ways in which teaChers will behave.

2. context virriables that describe the environment and Canditions in
which the teacher works ,

3. procesi variable; that include the kinds of behaviOrs thar ire ex-
hibited in the classroom by the teacher and his or her studenm -

4. product vaziables that include the stUdent's immediate achievement

. of educational objectives anti also long-range effects. on students,
of the kinds of achievement, personality, and adjustment that they
inanifeSt after they have left the influence of a giyen teacher.

0 .
,

.

Gtge noted that these four variables should be arranged in an
order realng from left to right, with arrows pointing to the right to
indicate what is presumably the direction of the c-iusal influence
between these kinds of variables. -16,

As early iS 1934, Morris Cohen and Ernest Nagel argued that
no inquiry can gtt under way unless some difficulty is felt in practical
or eretical situations. Richard Suchman's "Discrepanr.EVent" film-
loop stimulate inquiry and observation of variance. This has led to
further work by others with science students on problem ideptification,
theory hypothesizing, and even problem-solving types of research
studies. And then' there are the discussions on "applied" and "basic"
research; defined as "applied" when it attempts to manipulate observed
variance and "basic" when it is simply interested in explaining observed
variance.or the lack of it. ,

And in science education research we also hear such names and
terms as Piaget nd "Learning Levels," Ausbeil and 'Advance .2r-
ganizers," Blown and "Cognitive Taxonomy," Bruner and "Process in
Education" al ngside Gagne and "Processes in Science," Flanders and
"Interaction Analysis," Welch and valuation Techniques," Blosser
and "Questioning Techniqu,es," Post1e aite and "Audio-Tutorial,"
Walbesser and Harbeck on "Behavioral jectives," Rowe on "Wait=
Time" and then we think maybe we h4 ketter stop and "wait"

Cob\rselves.
But we can't stop and wait in our Wdrk, so we, too, mist con-

tinue to learns our students do. We need to keep abreast of wht
topics are "hot" tbis year and learn to akk the,qght_critical questions
for aur o*n school syitem and our, ow.h studeW.ACuowing Awhere
to go to find the aiuNters may 4De just as valuable as actually finding
them.

1 8c
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141,
From tb4 philosoPhical to the practical

One of file apparent ;weds, of science supervisors is to be able to
analyze research papers on their -own and know what to look 'for.
Samuel Strauss, a former high school science teacher, and iater a
professor at the Johns HoPkins University,.. published an article in
the Journal of Educational Research that gave basic guidelines for
analyzing educaticntal research reporm. The twenty points listed
that should be anaIyztd vFere ag fo11ows

1. problem raised
2. previous work cited
3. bbjectives stated
41 hypotheses formulat d
5. assumpti)ns made
6.. population studie5I4

sampre drawn
8. instrunlents used
9. design examined

10. procedure followed
11. safeguards taken

ObServatiOns recorded
13. findings assembled
14. sfatistics interpreted
15. interpretations discussed
16. conclusions reached
17. Iiniitations recognized
lg. further.work piojected
19. improvements suggested
20. report,

Althou his paper went bit to discuss,in more detail eaeh of these
tbis simple listing points up tlale malor points one looks for

when Qalyzing most science education researoh papers.

Statistics in the language of science
Although a science supervisor could get very excited about the

statistics that are usLI in science education research, there are really
onty a fiw basic concepts in the field that one wOuld fee,1 comfort2ble
with wipout gang int9 a great deal of .additiorcal study. If one does
.want to get more background there are a number of vety, gtiod

.
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educational statistics books that cguld
understood; and basic introduction to
in science as well as science education,
the NSTA publication entitled The
Mandell. In that chapter the author cov

Science Edwation Reikgr-e-;

studied. But I good, easily"
tistics, which can be helpful
is found in Chapter Five of

ge of Science by Alan
tion of data; org2ni-

zation and analysis of data; measures of central tendency; standard
deviation; interpretations of data; sta4ard error; thc standard error
of the difference between meins; Chi-square; correlation coefficients;
and a good but short bibliography on references for further reading.

One or.the real classics that enables high school students (ind
their teachers) to get a good feeling for -science research and how
good experiments are set up is Experimentation and Measurement by
W. J. Youden. This 35,u"a 1962 paperback book.NSTA produced in
the "Vistas of Science series. The late author was then the coordiaator
of the research studies conducted by the National Bureau of Standards.
I es into simple experiments one really can relate to and if a super-

hasq't read it, it certainly would be strongly recommended. It's
rt, concise, and excellently written.

Literature searching
When a science supervisor wants to find information in a hurry

on a particular research topic, he or she probably need only to .go
to a few basic sources. One of these, obviously, would be a library to
ch'eck through the card catalog and the Reader's Guide for Education.
But a more Nrect source to get into the research in scienCe education

. would be the use of Dissertation Abstracts, DATRIX, and he ERIC
system.

The journal entitled Dissertation Abstracts, published Xerox,
contains abstracts of dissertations from the past year or so n any
particular topic. Formerly administered by University Mic films,
microfilms are still available for a minimal cost of approxiinatel $5.00.
But, one does need a microfilm reader to read th films. The ab acts
have the advantage of being regular printed mate in the su ary
form. The technique needed is to find the best possib cater iirds
and then to get into the right section.

Another way to do the search is to actually contract with Xerox
and theirseareh, system called DATRIX. Again, the use of proper key
locater words and phrases is crucial. These are simply filled into a
standard form and subinitted to DATRIX which gives you a print-out
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of all the bibliographic references for articles or dissertations on the
topics requested. You can then follow up by selecting those on which
you want more deiail. .. . ,

Another kind of research searching is that done under` the Edu- (

cational Research IMormation Clearinghouses (ERIC System). They 5

have developed a Thesaarus or Descriptor Tenns from which one
selects the key words. Then the search is made through any one of
thekdozen-and-a-half ERIC Clearinghouses across the country. Since
ERIC is somewhat limited to non:-copyrighted- material, and Disserta-
tion Abstracts has gotten almost all the dissertations in tIle United

ates copyrighted so that they can have it in their system, it is best
use both systems in your "searching operation." (ERIC can get a.

opyrighted document by getting special"permission, but. frequently
doesn't do this for dissertations.)

ERICISMEAC
One of the major activities of the National Institute of Education

that is.most helpful to scienee snaervisors is that known as the ERIC
Informational Analysis Centet: for-Science, Mathematics and Environ-
mental Education (ERIC/SMEAC) that operates in Columbus, Ohio.
Many of their publications are available directly from the Center for
Science and Mathematics Educati6 at Ohio State University, 244
Ames Hall, 1945 North High Street, The Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio, 43210.

In addition to being able to furnish to science supervisors micro-
eche of the various documents that are 'in. the ERICiystem, they also
have a number of regular paper printouts of the documents in the
computerized system. (Incidentally, the material from the Ohio State
Center seems to bc less expensive than to grt them direetly from the
national ERIC Document Reproduction ServiCe (EDRS).) Among
the documents that science 'supervisors certainly should be aware of
and may want to purchase some are noted below. There are many
others and the complete publication lists can be obtained from Robert
Howe, Director of the center for Science and Mathematics Education
at Ohio State. Some of e representative titles that coujd be important
for supervisors might inc de these:-
5025How, to Use ERIC: Science Education, and 501EHow to
use ERIC: Environmental Education; 004EA Review of Research

Related to Environmental Education and 008EEnvironmental Edu-

1 S6
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cation,, Abstracts and Index to Resecerch in Education 1966-1972;
100EResearch in Earth Science Education: an Annotated Bibliog-
raphy; 103SA Summary of Research in Science Education for the
Year 1965-1967, Secondary Level; 104SA Sninmary of Research in
Science Education for the Year 1965-1967, Elementary Level, and
105SA Summary. of Research Education for the Years 1965-1967,
College Level. It should be noted, that similar summary papers were
prepared for the years preceding and following the ones. just 'noted.
There is, for example, an all-level one,'11SSremmary of Research in
'Elemeiztary, Secondary and College Level-Science Education for 1970
arid on up to the presnt.

Another type of paper reproduced by the ERIC Center are those
presented by major speakers at the annual NARST meetings. For
instance, that by Ralph W..Tyler on Research in Science Teaching in
the Larger Context (No. 119S), James Rath's paper The Emperor's
Clothes Phenomenon in Science Education (No. I22S) and H. S.
B?ou,Oy's paper Can Research 14ovide a Rationale for the Study of
ScienAe?.( 123S). .

Papers reproduced by tfie ERIC group at Ohio State also include
abstracts on the papers presented at thc annual NARST Meetings.
They have been available since the meetings of, 1969 and are released
each year. The 1976 issue for the San Francisco meetings was a .1,65-
page paperback booklet containing all the abstracts. Stan Helgeson,
Associate Director of the ERIC Center, and Bob Howe, Director;
have also compiled item 137SScience Education, Abstracts and Index
to Research in Education 1966-1972 and are now editing a new series
.300-301S, 305SInvestigations in Science Education (ISE). These
isSues ',started in 1974, contain about 70 pages per issue of abstracts of
research articles and documents with a critical analysis of each report
prepared by leading science educators. It would be important for the
science supervisor to get on the mailing list for the publication's list
of the ERIC Center.

The International Clearinghouse on Science and
Mathematics Curricular Developments

For science superviso& who seed to-keep-up 'to date on the
developments in scitnce and mathematics curritular developments
in this country and abroad, there are the biennial reports of The
International Clearinghouse at the Stience Teaching Center, 1.7niversity
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of Maryland, College Park. The Clearinghouse Was established in 1963
and has produced (with NSF support and the cooperation of AAAS)
nine reports and was working on the tenth report in 1976. The typical
format of the repoits are detailed project suMmaries written by the
project directors thentielVes. The information is taken from a question.-
naire that asks the Jame kinds of questions that the Clearinghouse Staff
has been asked over the previous years. Any particular 'volume con-
tains only the projects that were ongoing at the time of the two-year
period that the volume spans. The exception to this rule 'Was the Ninth
Report published in '1975. That volume, entitled Seience and Mathe-
matics Curricular Developments Internationally, 19564974, allowed
one page totach of the science and mathematics curriculunt projects
from the beginning ,of PSSC Physics and SMSG mathematics in 1956
on through 1,974. That particulat overview volume is a good basic
one to have itt any science supervisor's library. For more detailed
information on any of the projects, one would want to use the other'.
editions Rarticularly the seventh, eighth, and. ten (They usually
cost $5.00 or less, depending on 'which volume you p chase.) \

One also skould be awar hat the actual "goft- of each of
the ptiojects froM around th world are housed in The. Internatianal
Clearinghouse Archives collection at the University. of Maryland and
this material is available fot anybne to come-and peruse or Ust at tht,
Center for their own curriculum development work. Literally hundreds
of domestic and, foreign visitors visit The Interclational Clearinghouse
each year and certainly science supervisors make up a large nurilber
oitvisitors. Write or call the Director if you would like to Yisit or
use the materials at the Clearinghouse.

Curriculum analy sis .
A major task of many science supervisors is to be 2pprokiaiely

aware of the ongoing develoments in science and mathematict cur-
riculurn work. This is necessary so that one is prepared to
proper suggestions and to be awile of any developing trends.

While the reports of The InternatiOnal Clearinglwuse on Science
and Mghematics Curricular Develoopents of the University, of Mary-
land Can be very helpful in this regard,-there is also a need to know of
the curriculum analysis work, that additionally being done there,
'as well as at other.institutions. A supervisor should be faMiliar with
the studies conducted at IPN, in Kiel, Germany; by the- group irr
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Sussex, Englan'd; by thSoci1 Sciencik Coniortinm at BoUlder, Cok\-- -
redo; and by the Educational. Products Information Exchange (EPIE)
in New York City. Each of these groups,- along .With the International
Clearinghouge, are conducting research on just' what does, and should,
go into science curricula. At Mqryland_ for instance;studies are Under-
way on what qvaltig'.froin the raffective doinain might be identified. ..sete.or

hi any particular burrittiluin projeOtaNknather ..ciikriculum, analysis
'study is capcerned with the criteriiaoutlered ithportant by school
distficts and matching these up with existing curriculum projects
housed in The. International Clearinghouse collection.

s Since most of these projects ate' "open-ended," sciknce super-
visors are frequently more than welcome to actively participate in
the research and "learn by doing." Cantact the appropriate group's
director to become involved.

41Research in Science' rducation, Organized. by Rob G. Bridgham. It
included a number of excellent papc includifig ne'hy WayneAV
Welch, on the process vf evalu .` an er h.y. Audrea B. Chem-

. .

.__., .. . ..
Ali
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.

0 e organization in the United States particularly deSicated to
research on science education is the National ssoclation for Research
and Science Teaching (NARST). The organiza on has been in opera-
tion for efuite -a niniob r of years and the o ding papers `that ive
presented each year a the annual tneetin in March or April are
reproduced in the ass ation's official publication, the% Jo
Research in Science Tea hing ( jORST). In addition, the. abStractslif

A the papers arc published rarely and arc released through the ERIC
Center at Ohio State.. Among e four-issues of each year's vo e are
sections e titled Rseireh P2 IT -eRo g...with
some bobk views Ind occasionally a special*volume.'",-1-;. -

'The ann ;neetings ef NARST arc held on an .alternating`basis
for one year in he same city itt approximately th.e same times as,
annual meetings the American Educati nal 'Research As§ociation
(AERA). I tAway they have a ehanc a get their membert in-
v 'd in t se two important pr fessional org-aniz4ions, and certainly st
brin good.i put to both groups, , .

. A spectal volume pf JOR that would be most )ippropriate foF
t sciet4'0 supervisors tor read is ume Eleven, 1974 Issue ThreeA

Setitember Editio. It w,as a spetcjal, volvme entitled Methods and ....,--

*
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pagne and. Leo E.' Klopfer entitled""Formative Evaluation in Science
Curriculum Development"; anáther by the JORST editer at that, tune,
O. Roger Anderson, entitled'Research on. Structuie in Teaching";
.and one by Mary Budd Rowe, "Reflections on Wait-fime Methodologi-
cal Questions." The whole.issue was particularly directed at research
methods and would Certainly be worth investigating.

Other aisociatiotts that have an interest in research in science
education giwe sp'ace in their jburnals ft:sr suCh reports also. The
Association, for the Education of Teachers of Scienq '(AETS). (Sci-
ence Education), the National Association of Biology Teachers (The
American Biology Teacher), the American Association for Physics
Teachers ( The Pl.), iics Teacher), the National Association for Geology,
Teachers (Journal of Geological Education) and the Central Associ-
ation for Science and Mathematics' (Sehool,Science and Mathematic!)
have all included occasional articles that certainly should be read by
science stipervisors.

The three WA journals, The Science Teacher, Scienve 'and
Children, and the journal of College Science Teaching, include a
series pf articles organilad b'y the NSTA Committee on Research in
Skience Teaching. The series attempfs to inform teathers about re-
searth *hich is directly relevant to improving classroom instruction.

The only national organizaiion outside the United States that is
particularly dedicated to science education and has a special journal

e in Aástralia. Its nanie is the Australian Science Education Re-
ch Association andshey publish an annual journal entitled Research.

'this is available from Leo West, School of EJtication, Monash Uni-
versity, Clayton, Victoria, Australia. Two of Dr. West's associates at
the, same university, Peter J. Fensham and R. P. Tischer', would be
additional contacts. They also have an annual meeting at which-their
science education research papers are presented.

One other journ. al outside the United States that is particularly
concerned with science education research iS that edited by David
Layton at the Center for Studies in SCience Education and has an
annual subscription rate inUlding postage, of $6.50. Subscription in-
quiries would be directed tolivihe Business illanager, Studies in Science
Education, The Vniversiry, Leeds LS2 9.JT, Erigland.

It might also be worth noting that there are such reviews in the
curriculum development section of the British Association for Science
'Educatiop journal entitled School Sciencie Review and that there is a
research note section in the AuStralian'Science Teachers journal.

. .
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The American Educational Research .disociatiOn (41ERA)
Supervisors concerned with educational research shoUld be ac-

quainted with the AERA, an importantonational organization. A num-
ber of their Publications and activities could be of real assistance.

As noted earlier, the NARST feels that annual meetings of this
group are so valuable that they alternate their meetings between AERA
and NSTA. In 1976, NARST met immediately following the AERA
San Francisco meeting. 'Some of the AERA miietings are preceded r

by their research training institutes that would be of interest.to.super-
visor also. These training. "shone courses" have covered a number of .

basic topics over the years and arc 4eld across the country in addition
to the annual meeting' sessions. ./1

Among AERA publications that may be of interest Are: Educa-
'tional Researcher, a monthly magazine with news and feature articles;
the AERA Journal-7-four issues per. year; Review,. of Research in
EducationAnnual Editions since 1973; AkkA Monographs'on special
topics; the Handbooks of Researeh on Teaching-1963 edition edited
by Gage and the 1973 one by TraveA; the Encyclopedia of Educa-
tional Researchthe fourth edition edited by Ebel was published in
1969. One should, check'with .AERA for their other publiyations..

Instruments in science and science eduration
In addition to the data available- from the publishers of, standard-

ized tests, the publications of Oscar K. Buros can be of considerable
help in this area. ;In 1972, Gryphon Press in Highland Park, N.J.,
released Volumes I and II of the Seventh Mental Measurement Year-
book which very succinctly summarizes the information on all pub-
lished standarized tests. Science Tests and Reviews and Mathtmatics
Tests and ,,Reviews, both pub-lished in 1975, should be of 'value to
supervisor's.

Otlir books on science education research
' Many in science education know the fine work of FranciS D.

turti§. But many may. not know that Columbia University has .re-
/ issued his "invc.stigation- digests." The three already releasted are: A

/ Digest of Investigations in the Teaching of Science in the tlementary
/ 7 and Secondary 33 pages, 1971; &wad Digest of Investiga-

tions in the eachink of Science, 413 'pages, 1971; and Third Digest
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of Inoestigationr in tbe Ttaching of Science, 408 pages, 1971 (all from
Teachers College Press in Is7ew Vork City).

. Teachers College Columbil al)so released: Robert W. Roenig&
Research in Scien e Education, 1938-1947, 294 pages, 1969; J. Nathan
Swifi's Researc in Science Education, 1948-1952, 190 pages, 19.49;
and Elizabeth helan L.awloP1 Research in Science Education, 1953
1957, 112 pages, 1970. All 'three volumes summarize science educatión
studies going through the purpose, procedure and results of the re-
search of those periods.

For thosekwho are interested in research design, the clagic work
is /by Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley entitled Experimental
aid Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research (76 pages, 1963, pub-
lished by Rand McNally ). It appeared first as a chapter in Gage's
Handbook of Resear, in teaching. i ,

It must e appalent bx now that the listings are endless depending

on one's nee and background: The items presented here atre ones the
author and his colleagues, including his students:, find helpful.,,Add
your own favorites to the list anel check with other supervisors as to

. their favorites. Then you will hlve a good basic list that yop will
find best for your purposes.
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Educational Funding:

Planning for Involvement

Gary L. Awkirman, Direi4 of System Planning; Charleiton County
Public Schools, Charleston, Sr.

,

A systematic review of the educational enterprise suggests that many
educational subsystems m4y be identified and described, a of which
combi e to serve the Nrpose of providing for,knident.learning. Given
the ass mption that science supvisor has so' \Tie role in nearly all
the operational subs stems, it is axiomatic that the role does "make a
difference." All int acting components of a system contribae to the
outcomes, although the exact contribution is .often not cle.it'because
of the very character of ,the interactions.

Nearly all e4ucatidnal subsystems (e.g., food 0/vices, tlanpor-
tation, and curriailurnidevelOpment) have financial components and
processes. If the science supervisor' has any kind of role in the sub-
sYstems, it becomes ariparent that he or she is part of the financial
pietvre. There is no escape from the reality of financial involvement.,
EverKbo aciparent action is, in fact action; the outcome is affected.

Mel'hey is tight this yearand next '17ear, an0 next year and next
year. Everyone in the educatonal arena js cOmpeting for the doll=
Seldom-ire compiled budget estimates lower than estimated revenue&
What's wrong with things? When ke they going to,,ger better? Let's
step back and.take a critical look at'the situation.

The leaders in science education appear to have a fundamental
choice. They can either sit back and wait for someone to _tell them

r
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what 'their operational resources are to be, 'or they can get involved
'with the tOtal resource package of their organization and corhmunity.
But first they must tell themseives that -no 'one LIS' absolute (*WM to,

any resource. All resabrces are there to make a difference in
child's learning process so that learning is at least better than what
would occur by chance if no.formal schooling existed.

Planning for ,involvement in 'the allocation of an organization's
resources is an important facet of the supervisor's role. Before the
supervisor can become fully involved with the resource allocation
process, h?or.sjie mnst first attempt to understand the full scope of.
'the system's r urces.- The first section of this chapter provides gen-
eral informatithi of the prirnark resourcemoney. A cursory status
reariew of vdueational finance and the identification of funding sources
at the feTeral, state, jocal, and foundation levels is givenz:rjie second
section includes discussiOns on communication, community resources,
personal planning, and grantsmanship.

aim

Educational funding
Most sources 2nd controls of funding for educational institutions

are in á state of flux. The one certainty that ajapears to exist is that
school costs are rising. The current estimated revenue of $46.6 billion
from all sources for public schools falls far short of the 1976-77' esti-
mated need of $70.97 billion dollars. [101 What will be the source.
for the additional revenues? -

The heavy reliance upon property tax revenues has already re-
sulted in numerous lawsuits, anchored in the eqUal protection clause
of the FOnrteenth ,Amendment. [16] It is argued that most obhool
finance systems 'discriminate on the basis of the district's .setilth.

rk...,,Wealthy school istricts can gain moie .revenue from even a low e
tax rate than a po school district simply because their real progerty
has much higher.ent. [14] The fiscal disparities are usually not
sucCessfully compensated for by the present levels of either state or
fedeaal aid. I

Webb clearly points toward the critical need for greater stater,
and, federal general aid. [20] He suggests that a reasonable goal for the
federal government is to coikibute forty cents of the school dollar
instead of the present average funding level of less than seven cents.
Increased federal aid to various high priority programs such as career
and early childhood efucation, and stronger stateptertentions in the

4
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schools are cited in
.
the recommendations liorn -the President's Com-

mission on School Finance. [12]
Several printed sourceV that review the many federal aid programs.

'are available spathe science`eduFator. The 'Croft Federal;Aid Reference
Manual describes the benefits, proVisicins, regulations, anil procedure&
for applicatiort to approximately. 24 programs. and, their various
titles: [17] . "

The few --edirca'torS who are totally involved in Preparing pro-
po§als and those who simply need up-to-date inftirmation on funding
sotticeviay go to any ,of-seve4I newsletters,-some of which are quite
costly. A few of these, newslettert are: AASA Hotline, Washington
Monitor, Wa,thington Ferspecti7ve: Educator's Dispatch, ,PN AC Notes,
Behavior Today, 'Education' Funding. News, Trends and The Croft
Federal Aid Service.

Personal contactl. are another infOrmation- source that cannot be
overestimated. &cause prograni funding authorizations and their actual
funding levels seldom match, it is wasteful to pursUe leads that'sound
appropriate, to needs according to source descriptions buirin reality
have little or or no current funds for new projects. Don't be afraid to
make a few telephone calls and ask plenty of questions.

In state departments.0 education, many people have information
on past, present, and future funding sources. Discussions with state
department educators can he generally informative and can provide
answers to specific questions regarding state and federally funded
programs.

Title I of the 1965 Elementary and Sccondari Education Act
(ESEA) represents the largest single federal pr gram designLI to
assist school districts in meeting educational necfls of children from
low-income families. Although some organizational attempts have been
made to encourage the school-Community' development Of. meaningful
educatiOnal programs, most Title I programs are still planned und
Controlled by administrators within each of the 15,300 sc ol -district§
ireeeiving gtants. [61 The management and guidelines for c program
continue to be weak..

The science educator should study his or her district's Title I
proposal to identify misting expenditure areas. Perhaps some funds
are 4llocated or could be allocated to science or' science-related pro-

Ltgrams.. Sorrre pOssible- suggestions in ude: nature trail development,
field trips, purchasing high interest '' 'nee readers for low reading-
level students, development of teathing strategy mOdels, limited

,
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facility improvements, and limited stipends for teaéller inservice
shops on basic skills and teaching strategies.

As of August 1974, a Major change in te law has shifted several
funding categories that wlt,re appropriate to science educatorS' usage.
Titles H and III of ESEA and Tide HI of National Defense Education
Act (NDEA) have now been consolidated into Title IV, Parts B
and C The Education and Labor Committee of the ouse created
an ESEA "support ancl motivation" categor}i (former titles III, V.
and VIII of ESFA), and a "libraries and inStructional r urces" cafe-
gory (NDEA Title ilk,. ESEA II and guidance-counse ng -part of
Tide III). The new law ('PL 93-380) may be reviewed in A Compila-
tion of. Federal Education Laws as Amended Through December

31, 1974. [21
Title IV, Part B provides for library and learnipg resources. The

science educator should work with tlie instructional aids coordinator,
school librarians, or other appropriate personnel to assure input intC)

the yearly purchases. Nature field guides and identitcation keys at
all levels of sophistication Covering many nature topics represent one
good purchase arth among numerous possibilities.

The former Title m of NDFA, now in Title IV, is also a source
for the purchase- of initructional aid0-. It requires 50 percent local
matching funds on all purchases. In ehe past, science equipment has
been purchased through NDEA. Much to the chagrin o'f some edu-
cators, the purchases have not always been wise.

The former Title III-ESEA, now in Title IV, Part C, is designed
to produce innovative and/exemplary programs. It is primarily a state
program, although USOE often reserves approximately 15 percent of
each state's allocation for discretionary purposes. Each state estab-
lishes its oN`vn educational funding priorities, often basçd on surveys
of school district's needs or long-term plans for impng education
from governor and state sperittendent ad hoc committees. Proposals
submitted-to state departments of education for approval are usualy
quite elaborate, much more so than Title. I proposals. It is suggested

A that copies'Of old proposal) be used as nr6dels.

Scie -priposals mav or may not be Title IV, Part C priority
areas for. Priorities change from year to year and from state

to state. Don't ome discouraged if science is not a priority. A good
proposal may still have components which iAtlude aspects of science.
Science, an intrinsically interesting field, may ,become anintegral
part of projects in such areas as career education, dropout prevent)n,

a and environmental education.
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'Other s'pecific federal aid programs that1pay have application to
the science educator include: former Tide VIII ESEA.Dropont
Preventioxi Projects, DrtIg Abuse' Education Act of 19*; Enviroh-
menu.' Education Act, Gifted and Talented Children's Echacation
Assist-ance Act, and Science Club Law (no present funding).

The dropout priveLloip. programs -are' now administqted by the
Bureau of School Syst hi 'fiscal year 1976, the Commissioner of
Education used about $2 million in discretionary funds for drOPout

h.
prevention. [81 Getting the poten*l dropout _"back to denim", is
not an unproven concept.

The Federal Property and Admienistrative Services 'Act of 1949 -
. (PL 81:152, amended) may be a possibility for the science educator

to acquire- science equipment at a ve.ry low cost. A. surplus property
warehouse, is maintained in alnitSt every state. An interested science
educator must _first get in touch with his or her state agent and school
district superintendent to get an authorization to visit the warehouse
as the school district .representative. Each visit to the warehouse will
be different: Sometimes the state agent can .be persuaded to discuss
the latest holdings viit telephone. s

If a seknce educator is currently enrolled as a graduate student
in an institution of higher learmng or serves as an instructor or assistant
professor, or she tpay consider the possibility of applying for an

research .grant from the National Institute of Education.
The small Igrants available do not require, extensive proposals.

The National Science Founcfation, established by a Congressional.
Act in 1950, has betn one of the strongest proponents of sciinFe edu-
cation reform. Its major education programs include: Academie Ye.ar,
Institutzrfrecondav Teachers and Supervisorc; Inservice'Institutes
for Se ry Teachers; Summer Institutes for Secondary School
Teachers of Seience. Mathematics r.d..Social Studieft; Scienee Training
Progsvams for High Ability Secondary School Students; College
T..uher Programs; and CodPerative College-School Scienee Programs.

The Cooperative ColIege-School Science Program (CCSS1 offers
an excellent opportunity for colleges and school systems to participate
in joint ventures to improve facets-of elementary or secondary science
instruction' A simple analysis derived from the 1971-72 and 1972-73
funded programs listings indicated that 34 states had three or less cur-
rently funded programs, seven ptes had either four or five currently
funded programs and only five had six to nine currently funded pro-
grams. Comparing the directors and institutions holding the grantt
between W71-72 and 1972-73 years, it was found that 66 percent of,
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directors were different-and 55 piercent of th nstitutes were different.
It is apparent that a school districvnew to C4SS does have a chance
to submit a proposal far possible funding because of the high turn-over
of directors and funded institutions.

NSF is fix,- from a static organization. Its current emphasik, liket

that of other funding agencies,' should .always be reviewed 'before
proposals are submitted. Recent educational issues that will probabii,
relate to shifting NSF emphases include interdisciplinary studies, non-
sciene major eurricblum materials, technician 'curriculum materiali
and the application of scientific principles to the education process. [51-

The science educator should contact the finance office of his or
her state department of cdutation tck...locate information on educational
funding. The vast, majority of State monies is usually committed to
'teacher aim administrator salaries, trarisportatiOn, school district opera-
tional aid, and building funds. Most states Gve some flexibility in their
educational funding. For example, the state of New Jersey supported
the Teacher Innovation Project by providing 198 mini-grants (up to
$1,000 per grant) to classroom teachers feir personalinnovative project&
As previously mentioned, Title III ESEA (now Title IV) is under
strong state control and is ,thercfore a possible surce for sciepce edu,

s' cation projects..
The ambitious educator may want to. attraci,...1 attention of

foundation support'for his or her proposal. The Fou!hclation Directory,
[181 and Foundation News are two good sources on fOundation
gupport.

Ofted, educators are less aWare of local or community funding
sources and foundations than they are of fede'ral sources..even though
they are much closer to them. If teachers are to effect change in he
schools, they itnist start by developing community awareness.

'Log

4

Aommunity, communication, old COMMO7 sense
The community should rePresent a mandatory educational re- .

source for the science educator. Teachers should tcequently refer to
aspects of the community during instruction. It is not possible to do so
unless a repertoire of cmnmunitv *facts, concepts, and principles are
directly available to the educator.

A large-scale effort"trlidentify resources should be made through
organized school-community study groups composed of individuals
from such areas as manu acturingbusinesses, libraries, theaters, mu-
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scums, service organizatiorks, military; parks, higher education, anel
the schools. The product of the school-community cooperative effori
could include a catalog of community resdurces with a listing of pepple
with special skills and-equipment, an extensive set.of teaching Materials,
and "a wealth of. real world situations upon which the teacher can

' draw to pLin comniunity laboratory experienCes both in'class and,in
the community laboratorY." [48] In Service programs designed to pr
vide teachers with "real world" examples and teaching mdterials-m
also be tooperatively organized if they are tO be effective. [1]
tion and communication are necessary for eff,octive change.

Smallschools and 4chool districts usually are Much slower to
accept change and innovation because of limited financial and personnel__
resources, physical isolation, and apathetic communities.' [13] Coopera-
tion and commUnication are pecessary to generate change in the
small- sphools. Meetino should be arranged to explore tiew ideas with
outsidoi c'onsultants, to display new teaching materials and programs,

\ and to create a sense of 'cooperation .within interest 13Toups. A bus
\ designed as a Moving laboratory 6ould travel bqween .communities

in an effort to expose isolated schools to innovative ractices. Teachers
L uld be selected for cooperative teaching for a group of small
sc ooli.. Shared services in many areas, could be arasset to small
schôls, especially in fianancial matters. Shared specialists could be
hired,in subject areas to assist in curriculunl develOpment and evalua-
tion, inservice sessions, and proposal Triting for grants. With their
salaries supported by various grants, specialists or supervisors can
provide e\pertisc for a shared-service group or a large school district.

The sqence educator should become familiar with the roles of
any suppornye personnel available at the local and state levels. Otte
of the loet Supervisor's roles, for example, is. to demonstrate and
dissemi9a1e infnrmation to effect diffusion and acceptance of- an inno-
vative educati nal praciice. [71' the state science supervisors should
be contacte directly since the state directly controls various sources

")f funds.
Eductators sometimes thirik that innovative practices are occurring

some place other thin in their own coMmunity or state. A survey of
, exemplary teaching practices at Utah University indicated,the signifi-

cant extent of innovation occurring within a single institution!. At
the Uni-Versity of Michigan, a four-year test was.completed 'in "the

'viability of utilizing the resources of a state-wide teacher organization
in the identification and diffusion of prOmising teacher innova-

pera-
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_

tions." [41 Such studies indicated that "things are happening on the
home front, be it at the regional or state leveil." If dissemination efforts
were greater, educators would be exposed to more innovative ideas and
not "rediscover gravity" quite as/a-ten as they now do.

Science educators should be Lcouraged to obserye instpuctional
settings that are new to them. A 'visit may be arranged to tile next
rootn, the next school, or the next state. atalgreater effort should be
made to provide for educators to personally observe new or notjye
instructional settings.

The personal planning of the science educator is worthy of some
discussion at this point. Everyone knows that planning ahead has
mexit. In the planning effort needed by a teacher in a laboratC;ryi
cOurse, or an instructor of an inservice course, or a prefessor of a
college science methods class, one can find some commonality..For
every class activity there should be a realistic inventory of necmary
instructional supplies .anrequipment, in advanc e. of the activity. For
example, 'some activities will suggesc group demon,Strations, two-
student teams; or perhaps sixd:student teams. When limited funds are
available, it .is mostjmportant to purchase for minimum needs as
dictated by pre-selected teaching strateFies to maximize usage of ftinds.

If the particular needs, of a science educator are clearly defined,
he or she can then start Iodating materials. Simple exchanges of chemi-
cals or glassware between schools, for example:- may- be a means of
obtaining materials quickly at no cost ,while decreasing inventory
excesses on certain items. Advance planning may- also allow the edu-
-cator to identify alternative instructional components for specific
learning functions. It is most important, however, that available
instructional components do not determine what iS to be taught. For
.example, 'just because 65 science filmstrips are vailaple does not mean
they all must be used.

The'science educator may w t to attempt to develop a formal
proposal for possible funding. Th writing effort should be initially
given considerable thought and tudy. It is doubtful that a grant
attempt should he madsunless the educator is-highly motivated. Weeks
or yerhaps months of work put into a proposal may result in a "no"
reply.

A careful reviv of the availalak sdurces that ma support the
proposal is always a prerequisite. There is no substitute for. good*
personal contacts with funding sources. O9e must follow the pafticular
proposal submission guidelines for each progrim, even though ey
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2re i-)ften quite similar; Obtain,old copies of sikeessfutprojeots that
were -%Vritten following the particular' guidelines ill question. The
plvascology used in ihe proposal can have -4finite` effect on theT

,field readers. [9] Each piopOsal hou1d sh9w -sgo9d planning -wiih
4a

.tealistie ob*K:FtiVes:, !methods, and paluation. Esoteric educatfan jargon
Cannot conceaf a`weak proposal ciesign. If a professional grantsman is

:avidable, hiS or .her experxise,ShoFld be .iised. .,

' :After *obtaining a grant.the work has just begun: reportgswill be
due and, site visitations can be expected. Amateurs itlay suddenly find..
themselves i.nvolved with payroll departments; federal program offices,
community advisory boards, persoimt 'directors, auditors, maintenance
depaitments, architects, local politiciansand students. Although
grantsmanship iS not easily developed, itls Worth the eYorr. Direct

. jiwolvernent in several winning and loAig propOsal efforts has no
learning substitute.

ers
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William S. LaSliier, Ji., Associate Pro essor iittEduciiibt, University

,

oi Kansds; Lawrence,.14as ..

.7-fr

Reprinted with fxrmission from The lc: c eacher. Vol. 41, N. 3,
,

Marc -1 1974, pp. 33-31.

c-
Science teachers, with their triining in the proCesses- of science, Would
seem to be uniquely motivated to make use'oftisearch evidence related
to teaching effectiveness and curriculum choices. Research of interest
to ,sciFnce teachers is carefully indeXed In the monthly issues of the
Current Indefto Journals in Education ,(CIJE) [1} and in Research
in Education (R1E). [21 These sister journals dividc the work, with
the CIJE indexing approxithately 700 journals and the RIE indexing
approirriately1,000 report a month. Science and mathematics teachers
on the mailing list for the SMEAC Newsletter [31 are Periodically
alerted to reports and articles which are being announced in the RIE
and CIJE. The editor-of the SMEAC Newsletter will provide teachess
with a list of library centers in a particular state where complete
microform holdings Of reports listed in R1E areavailable to the reader.
The obvious difficulty in retrieving articles indexed in the CIJE is in

Editars note: Th iption rates given in the two articles in this chapter
were current at the time of their initial publication. Some rates may have since
changed. It would be best to contact the publishers for current rates.

.2o7
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finding thepeziodicals, prticuIrly since mosi litpisdQ not subs''cribe
sli) all-the journals of in crest so, sciehée teach

The selection of ,he journals listed in this- amide was Itiased, in).'
part, on correspondence with 2-small sample of ten science teaciers,
supervisors,,and other stiencesducators, The jótirnal descriptiO4 were

..--s . _._ .

igattitred froina niiinbek of sourc and the information in nearly all
cases was reviewed by the journal diwr. . ,

.

St

Problem pellesearch in scienctl'teaching
The Scienc Teacher, edited by Rosemary Amidei, ispublished by

Sc ce Teaders Association (NSTA), 1742 Conn. Ave.,

N.W., Washin on, p.c. 20009. It is included with secondary as18),
comprehensive: (p2), and life membership in NSTA. Subsea:436ms

are ayailatle at $25 per year; single copies are $1.70 per issue. Circula-

tion is 23,000. PUblication, began in 1934. presently there are nide

issues a year, September through May. The index for the year appears
in the December issue. The journal is an excellent source of new
teaehing methods, aids, and demonstrations in. the classroom and
laboratory, and neiv developnients in science and science education.

Journal of Research in Science Teaching, edited by O. Roger
Anderson, is sponsored by the National Association for Researcti in
Science Teaching and published by John Witey and Sons Inc., 605
Third Avenue, New-s-York 10016. Subscription is$iltir Publication began
in 1963wPre9ently there are four issues a year, in March, June, Septem-
ber, and December. Thetannual index of authors and volume contents
appears in Issue 4 (December) The Journal Contains research articles .

, on such topics as instructional strategies, teacher effectiveness, and
studept achievement and attituds studies.

Science and Children, edited by Phyllis, R. Marcuccio, is pu,b-
lished by the National Science Teachers Association,.1742 Conn. Ave.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. It is included with elemeritary mem-

bership ($12) and comprehensive membership ($32); subscription is

$14 per year. Circulation is 2'8,000. Publication began in t263. Presently

the journal appears monthlry from September through May/except
for January. An annual author and sutiject index appears in Issue ,8,
May. Prior to 'May 1968, the volutnes were indexed biennially. The
articles are written to assist the elementary school teacher in planning

interesting laboratory and classroom science aCtivities.
Science' Education, edited by N. E. Bingham, is sponsored by .t,iie

t
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Association for rzhe Eduction of Teacheri of Science', and iuniblisher
bY Wiley-Interscience Company, 605 Third Avenue, New York
10016. Subscription is .$4 I per' year; circulation is 2,000. Publication
began in 1916. PgeseAtly dlere .t.e four issues a year, January-March,
April-June, July-September, and October-December: The annuil index
appears in( the October-December issue. This publication provides

, ilformationaj and research4kticles on curriculum development, teacher
education programs, and other aspects of science educaticin foi the,
elementary thrOugh juhior college levels.

School Science-and Mathematic's, edited by George C. Mallinson,
-is sponsored by the School Scieifoe and Miathematics Associatio.n, Ins.

. The publisher., is Dale SChafer, Le,wis Honse, P.O. Box 1614, Indiana
University of Pennsylvania, Indiana, Pennsylvania 15701.\ Subscription
is,$10, in the United States and Canada and $12 Overseht.5, circulatim

A, is 7,500. PUblication began in 1901. 'Presently there are eight issues a
year, October through May. The annual index appears as the center-
fold in Issue 3. in December. A. Sixty-year Cumulative hadex of articles
appearing 1901-1960 is available, as .is a 197-page, hard-c6ver book,
tracing the deitelop ent of science and mathematics education. Book)
reviews, and mathenatics problems are also presented.

journal of Ed catianal Researc§, edited by Wilson Thiede, ii
published py Dembar EduCationa1 'Research ServiceS, Inc., 2018 N:
Sherman Avenue, Box 1605, Madison, Wisconsin 53701. Subscription'
is $10, and cirCulation is 6,000. PubliCation began. in 1920. Presently
there arc 10 issues a year with Issue-9 for May and June. The aulhor
nd article index for the year appears in the tenth issue, July-August.
he JorcraiaLccittains short.well-documented articles on school prob-

lems in the elementary throngh the' graauate school levels. It also
contains research articles and ?1,...- _inues designed to advance the sci-
entific study qf education and improie field. practiees --N- ,

Review of Educational Research, edited. by Sain Messick, is
sponsored by the Anierican Educational Research Association, 1126
16th Street, N.W., 'Washington, D.C. 200'36. Subscription for non-
members is $10, and circulation is 14,000. Publication begat; in 1931
with five issues per year. In January 1972, the RER became a quarterly.

The Review publishes not only reviews of educatibnal research,
but also research in the social and behavioral sciences, management,
and humanities, so.long as they bear on educational issues.

Journal of College Science Teaching: edited by' Leo Schubert, is
publiShed by the National Science Teachers Association, 1742 Conn.
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Ave., N.W. WIshingeon, D.C. 2 s ..Subscription is $14,adel cfrcu-
lation is 3;000. Publication..bekan in 1971 and from'Octohei 1971 to
April 1973,, the joicrnal_.Avas published. quarterly,. with .the, volume
ending in 'April:. In 1971-764.: the jozinzal was issved tiVe times per
year in the months of October, December, February, APril, -and May.

The- journal is addeesied primarily to college sciene teachers, of
introduftory courses..jourmai articles" deal Willi such topics as historical
and ihilosophicil problems in science. educalion, laboratory innova-
tions, and multidisclplinary approaches.

.

Scientific :Amerrican, edited 134i Dsiknis F1anigin;1.4 ivailable from
the' publishersat 415 Madison. Avenue; NeW York 10017. Subscription
rate is $fO'a year; circulation is 525,000. Ptiblication began in 1845;
The journal is issted modthly with an innual index in' the December
issue. This journal is:considered tn be the best genetalscienee publica.-
tion for bott the snitent and the scientist. The articles Provide inter-
pretationeof scientific advances in the physical, life, and behavioral
sciencesg N.

Science, edited by. Philip Abelson, is 'sponsorA by the Ameri-
I

can Association for the Advancement of Science, 1515 MassiEhusetts
Avenue, N.W., 'Washington, D.C. 20095. The innual sustion is
$30; school year subscription for nine months is $22.50. The circula, .

tiori is in. excess of 160,000. Publication began in 1880. Science is
.- published weekly, except the last ..WeFk in December, but with an

extra issue in November. Indexes appear in the last issue for MarZh,
June, September, and Def ember. Science is a forum for the presentation
of issues eated to the advancenient of science. Sophisticated research
articles, general essays, and, bOok reviews ate features of this publication. .

Biolbgy education
American Biology Teacher, edited by Jack Carter, is sponsored by

Nation4 Association of Biology Teachers, 1420 N Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20005. SUbscription is $ U, with a circulation of
14,200. Publication begp in 1938. The journal is issued monthly
excetPt for June, july, and'Atigust. All volumes have nine issues except
for Volume 9 (1947) whichhad eleven issues. The indeN for the year
is in the December issue. The articles, which are written by both
educators and scientists, are concerned with current events affecting
biology education, new teaching methods, aids and demonstrations in

, the classroom and laboratory, as well as with interpretItions of tech-
nology and research.
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Tourtad of Biolqgical Education, edited by B. Gregson-Allcott, is : -

sponsored by. the Institute of Biology. The publisher's address is.
Institute bf Biology, 41 Queen's Gate, London SW7 SHIJ,,England..
Subs&iption rate is $12 a yeaF with circulation of 24500. Publication
began in 1967. Volumes 1-4, consist of four 'issues; volumes 5 onward
cons* .of six issues,- appearing in Peb April, June, August,
October, and.Dectrnber. The annual index appears in Issue 6, Decenir
'bet'. The Jqurnal discusses biological education at the secon
through undergraduate levels. Thsdrucles focus on laborator3; experi-
ments, course and 'curriculum ..teielOpment, instructional aids, and 4
apparatus. Book, film; and equipment reviews are also included.

Natural 'History, edited by Alan Times, is sponsored -by the t
American Museum of Natural liistKv, 79th Street and Central Park
West, New York 10024. Subscriptio4 is $8 a year, with a circulation ,

of 350,000. Publication began in 1900. There are ten issues a year:
monthly (October-May) 'and bimonthly (JuneTSeptember). The an-
nual. index is printed separately and is available on request. The journal
is indexed by fhe Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature but. not by
CIJE. This, journal reftesents an excellent approach to conservation,
mithropology, geography, and all types of naturc studies through
authoritative articles ,written fin a semipopular style featuring out-
standing photographs. -

4
National Geographic Magazine, edited by Gilbert M. Grosve,nor,

is sponsored by National deographic Society, 1.7th and M Stre9ts,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Suhsciption is $9; circulation is
8,800,000. PubliCation began in 1888 with monthly issues. The annual
inilex appears as a separate volume. The articles about interesting
people, places, customs, and organisms are beautifully illustrated.

Journal of fnvironmental'Education, edited by Clay Schoenfeld,
is published by the Dembar Educational Research SePvice, Inc., Box
1605, Madison. Wisconsin 53701. Subscription is $/0; circulation is
2,700 e publication began if 4969. The journaI.appears quarterly
with he annual index in the summer (N9. 4) issut. The Journal
contains esearch articles, project reports, and critical essays designed
to advance thc scientific study of ecological communications and

. .
improve field practice in environmental educatiO

N.
n.

Chemistry' education
lattrwl of Chemical Education, 'edited by W. T. Lippincott, is

sponsored by the Division of Chemical Education of the Amyl-lean
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Chemical Society, with editorial offices at the University of Arizona,
Tucson'. Subscription is $6. for one year; circujation is 25,31&
cation began in January of 1924 with monthly issues. Therannual index
is in the December ism* The journal contains review =kits sum.
rnarizing recent developmenttgiri chemistry. Also include& are sum-

,

mari5s_ of tested and successf tipproafhes in curriculunk revision-, in
cours6 development, in laboatory design, and instrumentation and
experiments.

Chemistry, edited by 0. Teodr Benfey, i. sponspred by tbe
A.merican Chernkil Society, 11 5 16th Sthet, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036. Single,subscription is $6;,10 or Tore with single payment, .
$4.50; 10 or Aipre cov9ring a 9-month academic year to a single
address, $3.70. The j'AAal is published monthly, except for the july-

-August issue, with an annual index in the December issue. The journ4
presents articles on the interpretation and application of chemical
research, historical aspects of chemistry, and related articles written
for the beginning student in chemistry.

-#

...)Rhysics education
Physics Teacher; edited by ifford E. Swartz and Thomas D.

Miner, is. sponsored by the An can Association Of Physics Teachers
of the American Inseitute o Physics, 335 E. 45th Street, New York
10017. Subscription is $10 a rear, with a circulation ofo'ver 10,000.
Publication began in 1963: Presently there are nine issues a year,
September through May. The annual index appears in the December
issue. In each issue the journal contains three to four authoritative
articles pn topics in physics (3 nterest to.teachers of the introductory
course, whether at high chool or college level. The cournal also
rfrovides articles on new classroom techniques, laboratory dronstra-
tions, new equipment, and book reviews.

American Journal of Physic% edited by Falyin F. Taylor, is
sponsored by the American Association of Physics Teachers and
published by the Anierican Institute of Physics, 335 E. 45th Street,
New York 10017. SubScription is $25 a year., wit a circulatipn of
14,000. P9b1ication began in 1933. At the pisent the- Journal is pub-
lished monthly. The annual index appears in the December issue. The
Yourn4,articles range cwer the entire field of physics and emphasize
three types of papers: expository articles; historical or philosophical
workg, and exerliplary instructional methods for th classroom or
laboratory. Book reviews appear monthly.
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Earth scieke education
lournai or Geological Education is published by the National

Assc:ciation of Geology Teachers, ;201 M Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20037. Subscription is-$10 a y&r or $8 membership fee for indi-
viduals only. Publication began itiv1951...Presehtly there arc five issues
yearly: JantLiary, Mar& May, September, and November.

The Journal consains.reView articles in geology, articles pn,imL
provements in, teaching, reviews& books and films, claiFoom projecis,
and laboratory ad field work techniques primarily of interest to,earth
science teachers at the secondary school level and itikructors in geology

akt the college level.
Sky awl Telescope, editedlby Chrles A. Federer, isisponsored by

the Harvird Obsertatory and publishakby Sk5r Publishing Corpora-
tion, 49-51 Bay State Road, Cambridge, MassachUseits .02-138. -Sub*
satiption is $8 a year, with circulatiatrof 58,000. Publication began in
1941. Presently there Are 12 Issues per year in two volumes. The in-
dexes are contained in the June 4In4 Decembesi issue&'flbe journal
interprets the advances i the astronomical sciences and inchOes reports
on amateur astrodomers, an observer's page, and monthly evening sky
maps.

'

Postscript
' The following two additions tolthe list of periodicals reflect the

concerns voiced to the author after the initial publicafion of the article.
Science teachers may arso wish to review Ulricb's International Periodi-
cals Directory. [4]

Bioscience, edited by John A.,Behnke, is the official publication
of td American' -Institute of Biological Science, 1401 Wilson"Blvd.,
Arlington, Virginia 22209) Individual subscription available only
through AIBS membership: with individual $25/year; stu'dent $12.50/
year; inslitutional substription $32/year. Circulation is 17,300. Publi-
cation began in 1051 and the1ncnthly journal is indexed annually in
the December issue. Rioscien interp*ts advances in the biological
sciences through concise new items and educational articles.

Sciehce News, edited by Kendrick Frazier, is published by Science,
Service, Inc., wfth subscription dewtment at 231.West CenteriStreet,
Marion, Ohio 43302. Annual- subscription .rate is $10 for the Weekly
news magazine of science. Circulation is 110,000. Publication began
in 1922 as the Scier* News Bulletin, became the Science News Letter
in 1926, and was abbreviated to Science Ne:ter in 1966. Semi-annual
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indexesjappear in the last isvues in June and December. The publislier
estimated that-this weekly summary of Furrent scicnce s read by over -
50,000 teachers and over 70,000 studintsf,per week &wing the school
yea'.

. -

REFERENCES:

1. U.S. Department of Heaith; Education, and Welfare. National Institu of
Education. Curraignindex to Journals in Education: CCM Inforfnarion ra-
tiQn, a subsidiary o Crowell-Collier and Macmillan; Inc., 909 Third Memo,
New York.

2. U.S. Department of Health, Education,- and Welfare, National Institute of
Education. Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC). Research in,
Education. US. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

3. Science, Mathematics, and Enviromnental Education Information Analysis
Center. SMkAC Newsletter, 400 Lincoln Tower, The Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio 43210.

4. R. IL Bowker Cotnpany, Ulrich's International Perktificals Directoiy, Sixteenth
Edition, New York, 1975-76. Includes entries for approximately 50,000 piziodi-
cals published throughout the world.
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Piriodical Literature for SciOnce
'Teachers aid Their Students

Mitchell E. Batoff, Associate Prgessor of Science Education, Jersey
City State College,N. J. .

Reprinted with permission from The Science Teacher. Vol. 42( No. 4,
0 April 1975, pp. 31-35 and 47-49. ,

In the March 1974 issue cif The Science Teacher, William S. LaShier,
Jr., described 21 major journals of interest to science teachers:- The

..,,Science Teacher, journal of Research in Science Teaching, Science
lend Children, Science Education, School Science ',and Mathematics,
Journal of Educational Research, Review of Educatio1 Researth,
Journal of College Science' Teaching, Scitbntigc Atmenc ,- Science,.
American Biology Teacher, journal .of Biological Eckcc56on, Natural
History, Nati?nal Geographic, Journal of Enviromneltal Education,
Journal'of Chemical Education, Chemistry, Physics Teacher, American"'
Journal of P4sics, Journal of Gtological Eduction, Sky. and Tele-
scope. This was a sele_4vel not comprehensivejst. These 21 journals
are certainly the keyrperiodicals for scierice teachers.

The puri)ose of this article is to sggest some-valuable but lesser
known periodicals, and others onAitted from the previous list. Every
reader should find at least on; publIcation here that will open countless
doors to himself and/or his students.

Iders are advised to Select titles that appear- (from the annota-
tions) to be of interest and value and request sampir copies for review
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(from the editor.or publisher. AsAo?%t journals will gladly _11011or suath
requests if there 1s sincere interest exprefrd in their zulllicatión. It it
advantageous for ur-nals to respond faroribly to these reqUests since
individual or .libray subscriptions ófteii follow in. due cotuse. Yet
there is never any ligation to subscribe: Be selective in seittling out
letters. Do not. deluge journals with indiscriminate, blanket letters
from stUdents.

The periodiCals r ed and =notated here are grouped under thi
following 12 arbitrary categories:

I. 13,4iodicals devoted to current books in science and technology
IL Periodicals devoted to thefilm medium in science and technology

III. Three broad-coverage periodicals
IV. Something unique and special
V. Science and society and a cultural approach to the ching of

science .

VI. Science educationrresearch
VII. Environmental science/education

VIII. Physical science
IX. Earth and space sciences
X. Biological science

Xl. Periodicals 01 general interest-to science teachers
-XII. CurricOom/nondescript titles/hidden science education-research

In_addition, there are two concluding sections:
\
Science teacher's periodicals, worldwide
Omissions and perspective

Inforfnation given in the annotations was obtained, in most cases,
from several curr'ent i of the journal and Was checked with the
editors. Thus, so far poss%IIe, the information given is up-to-date.

I. Periodicals devoted to current books in science and technology
AAAS Science Books, edited by Kathn Wolff, is published by

the American Association for the Advan ementi of Science, 1515
Massachusetts Avenue, -N.W., Washington, D.C. \ 20005, Attention:
Keith Rath. SubscriptiOn rates: $12 per year; a0ditiona1 subscriptions
td the same address, $11 °Mt. Single copies are $3.SQ each. AAAS
mernbers' rate: $11 per year. Science Books is, published quarterly (in
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May, September, Decembfr, ant Marc11) as one of the activities of
the AAAS for the improvement of science education .and for the
facilitation of the**public understanding Pf science. The magazine
contains reviews of new trade books, teitboolm,, and refeence work

'in the pure and applied sciences which are intended for ftudents in
the elementary Ind secondary schools and in the first two years of
college. In additio4Thew books on scientific topici intedded for the
general reader aie reviewed, as are selected advanced and professional
books useful for reference by students and teachers. -;

sciencellt evaluations are*the personal appraisalS of the reviews and
Re are providecny professipnals fropt,the various fields of

of tf.e editors and do not represent official reCommendations or de-
cisions of the AAAS. Each book/is reviewed by a qualifiedl-specialist,
and the published annotatiote preRared by tho sditorial staff from
the comments of the science specialists. AAAS Science Books is now
in its tenth year of publication. About 900 tcxt and traie books are
reviewed each year. The books are described in a 100- to 200-wqrd
annotation, and they are rated for scope, 'clarity, accuracy', qu'ality of
illustrations, reading level, and so on. Each issue also 'contains a brief
article on sonle science area. of curtint importanu and- a reading list
for tivt topic.

Science Booki is included in Book RevielpDigest Complete vol-
umes are on microfilm, available from University Microfilms, Ann
Arlock, MI 48106. 0

A'ppraisal, edited by Frances Doughty, Bpx .25, Center Sanawich,
New Hampshire 032n, is published three times a ye ai. by the Children's
Science Book Review Committee, a non-profit organizattn sponsored
by the Harvard Grad ate School of Education and the New Ettgland
Round Table of Chi dren's Librarians. Subscriptions should be sent
to Shirley Roe, Appraisal, Longfellow Hall, Harvaid University, 13
Appian Way, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. Rates: Domestic
$4.00/year, $7.5012 years; $1.50/copy. Foreign-:$4.75/year; $8.5012
years; $2.00/copy. (Foreign by International Money Order only.y.
Each book is reviewed by a children's librarian and a science specialist.
Both rate each book as excellent, very good, good, fair, or unsatis-
factory, in addition to thir annotations. The Children's Science Book
Review Committee believes that "science books deserve the safne
careful attenlion as literary works for children and that tbey sivuld
beeTtiteiy\:v.vorthy of a ,child's attentign." The Spring 1974 issue con-
tailed !68 reviews of sekftte I-Cooks for c1ildren.
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11. _Periodicals devoted to the film medium.
Science Film4,edited by Suzanne Duval, is published by the Inter-

national- Science"Tilm-AssdciatiOn --OSFA) at 38 avenue des .Ternes
*17, Paris, France. This is a quarterlfjourn%l and thF official publf-
cation of ISFA, whose members come rom 28 coufties including the
United States. Subscw:.- don to the ioknal (which does pat include
membership in ISFA) gN30 francs or $10.'which include's delivery
viA airmail from Paris to the United States. The curreft fisue (When
this article was written) 'W2S Volurtfe '1974,41Sumber 6and. contained
2 pales (36 in French and 36 in V.nglish). Contributhrs and contribu-

`ftons are worldwide. This visual medium, the science film,; cuts across
language an, political barriers, involves an internatio
-Tuvely science, and i?y virtue of these attributes is one of
coifon meeting grounds between East and West.

ASFA Noy's, edited by Malcolm S. Ferguson, is published by the
. American Science Film Association at the University City Science

Center, cio Dr. Randall M. Whaley, 3508 Market Street, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19,104. This is, a 'quarterly.newsletter designed to inform
ASFA members on matters related to the several motion media and

;-cOntributions to science and technology. Membership in the
.Association, which includes ASFA Notes, is $15 for individuals and
$35 for libraries.

Through Science Film and ASFA Notes one can learn of current,
stimulating, i;?ormative, and avant-garde films on topics in science and
technology. Many of these ,films, produ"ced around the 'world, are
works of art and winners of_immerous au,4.rds. They shoulrfind their
way into schools and colleges at all levels of education.

111. Three broad-coverge periedicals
Science Edacation iNews, edited by Orin McCarley, is published

by the Commission on Science Education, American Association for
*the Advancement of Science, 1515 assachusetts- Avenue, NW., -N

Washington, D.C. 20005. Partial suppoI for publication of Science
Educatidg Nwa's is provided by the National Science Foundation. It -

is published in....january,.March, May, August, October, and Noyernber.
'Starting this year two issues of the six will be on a single theme. Every
issue contains useful information of interest to science teachers ahd
others in the science education field. This includes notes on workshops,
c ? nferences, new publications, curriculum projects around the country

, )
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and aroUnd the world, abstracts from certain journals the science
teacher is not likely to see (e.g., The Chronicle for High& Education,
Instructional Technology, others), information on films and other
media,. and other topics. Subscription to Science Education New$ is
free Von request.

Science News, edited by Kendrick Frazier, is a Science Service
PubliCation,' and originates at Science Service, 1719 N Street, N.W.,
Washington, b.c, 20036. Science Service, an Institudpn for the
Popularization of Science, Was founded in 15217 Scienc News (in-
corporating Science News Letter), is published every Saturday
throughout the year. Science News reportS the week's develOpments in
every field of science, describes new books and films (16mni d 8mtn)
and contains a section on new products coupled to a Reader Service
Card that can be mailed to bring more information on a designated
product. In the third number of each month is a page or two by
James Stokley on the sky events of the coming month. A "Celestial
Timetable" is included in this feature. E. G.. Sherburne, Jr, the pub-
lisher, reports that "Science News is the only weekly' news magazine
of science in the United States, and its...toughly\ 100,000 circulation is-
divide& among scientists and engineers (Who read it for news out of
their own Relds.of specialty), science teachers, students, and interested
laymen." Subscription Department is at 231 West tenter Street,
Marion, Ohio 43302. Subscription rate, for 52 issues: 1 year, $10;' 2
years (104 issues), $13; 3 years, $25 (add $2 a year for Canada and
Mexico, $3 for all othercountries).

Mosaic, edited by Bruce Abell, iS published by the National
Science F9undation, Office of Government and Public Programs, 1800
G Street, NW., Washington, D.C. 20550. Subscription is $4.50 per
year in the U.S. and Canada and $5.75 foreign. Single copies are $1.25.
Send check or money order to the Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government P,rinting Office,' Washington, D.C. 20402. Published
four times yearly....e a source of information for the :.scigntific and
educational conimunities served by the National Science Foundation.
Winter 1974 issue (Volume 5, No. 1) contained articles on: "Tundra:
The Cold Ecosystem," "Armchair TourS Through Miniature Cities,"

."1Iow Do You Move a Lunch Line Faster" (relates to a new NSF-
funded elementary, school mathenatics/science program, USMES), "A
Nobel Prizewinner One Year Later," "The Sea Turns Over," "Re-
search Notes," and "Decrease in Doctoral Growth'.Rate Continues
Proportion of Women Doctorates Increases,"
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IV Something wiique and special
CSLI;Weekly Even Notification Report Cards and Annual Report

are published by the Smithsonian Institution Center forcShort-Lived
Phenomena (CSLP), 60 Garden Street, -Cambridge Massachusetts
02138. Subcription to the Center's event notification and information
card service is $15 per yearfor any or all categorils of events issued
by thei Center. tvent cards are niailed at the end of each Ateek. The
categories covered are Earth Science Events, Biological Science Events,
Astrophysical Events, Urgent Anthropological EVents. It Happened
Last Year, the annual repdrt and review of evenm- published in Sep- s
tember 1974, contains information onthe stiort-lived events the Center
reported in 1973. This was the fifth Annual Report *published by the
Center. Events include volcanic eruptioni, earthquakes, landslides,
floods, a cyclone, storms, sea surges, oil and chemical-spills, air pollu-
tion incidents, animal mortalities, a feaf-cutting ant plague, a Brazilian
bee infestation, -animal migrations, a red tide, beached whales, 'forest
fires, fireballs, and a lunar meteorite impact. Reports inchicle photo-
graphs, information contacts, bibliographies on related scientific reports,
and preliminary results of field research. This document ancYthe other
A7M1141 Reports can be ordered directly from the Center for $5 each,
postage-paid. Send check or money order to CSLP, 60 Garden Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, V.S.A.

In addition to the Weekly Event Cards and' Annual Reports
described above, the Center coordinates an International Environ-
mental Alert Network. This is an action-oriented program involving
participants in 27 countries and the -United States. In the United
States there are SOO sccOndary schooli and colleges participating'in
this network/program.

Cornell Science Leaflet,2quarterly periodical, authored and/or
edited by Verne N. Rockcastle (for morekthan fourteen years) was a
continuous project of the Department.of Eaucation and the New York
State College of Agriculture at gornell University since 1896. The
Cornell Science Leaflet, issued at $1 per year in recent years, was
originally (and for many years) -calle4, the'Cornell Rural School
Leaflet. After a long, distinguished history, publication terminated in
1969. However, subsequent to that date, back issues, from a list of, 41,
were available from Cornell at prices ranging from 10 cents to 25
centi each. Many titles are still available from Cornell Science Leaflet,
Mailing Room, Building 7, Research Park, Cornell University, Ithaca,
New York 14850. Libraries may have bilund copies of the entire sefies.
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Each Leaflet is a gem of creative writing and clever ideas packed into
32 pages of bright, clear text with abundant illustrations and photo-
graphs (usually by. Verne Rockcastle,.an accomplished photographer),
experiment., activities, and suggestiotts for further reading. The Leaflet
can be read ond enjoyed by upper elementary school children and
4bove. More important, this is an extremely useful and significant
reference for elementary and junior high scliool teachers And parents.
A flyer/order form, listing the 41 titles that are still in print, -is -avail-
able from the above address.

V. Scienc' e and society arid a cultural approach to the
teaching of science

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, edited by Samuel H. Day, Jr.,
is published at 1020-24 East Pith Street, ehicago, Illinois '60637. Issued
monthly, September through June; subscription, $10 per year. Its
ar4les,'for the thost part, are written by scientists (rather than staff
writers) and deal with the impact and important linkages between
science., technology, and public affairs. Back issues of the Bulletin
are an important source of informatfon in this-field. See also The Ngs
Scientist, published in England, and Technology Reviev), pub1ishe4 at.
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In the case of The New
Scientist, the articles, for the most part, tend toiebe written by staff
writers rather than scientists. However, all three of these journals are
prime sources of material relevant to the crucial issues involving- sci-

, ence, technology, and society.
Federation of American Scientists Public Interest Report and its

Professional Bulletin are both published at 307 Massachusetts Avenue,
N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002. The subscription rate for the publica-
tions is- $30 per calendar year,' but members receiVe them free and
pay $15.

Interchange, edited by Judith Seltzer, i*published by the Popula-
tion Reference Bureau, Inc., 1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20036. A bimonthly newsletter. A population education
newsletter for secondary school evel teachers and curriculum super-
visors. Designed to (1) promote understanding of current population
trends and issues; (2) provide information on training opportunities
and teaching materials; and (3) outline instructional activities useful
in the classroom for illustrating population subjects.

Isis, edited by Robert Multhauf, is published at the Smithsonian

4
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Institution, Washington, D.0 20560. This quarterly is the official
journal of the Histqry .6f Science Society. Subscription to individual
members is $18; $9 for students; $21 to libraries and other institutions.
'Publication is in March, June, September, and December, plus a
Critical Bibliography issue. I3ifTS is a scholarly journal contiining
articles on both past and dm rary history of Science. George
Sarton, I. Bernard Cohen,- E ett Mendelsohn, Gerald Holton, and
many other distinguished olars in the field, have: at .one time or
another been associated with Isis,. .

- Smithsonian, edited by Edwird K. Thompson, is published at 900
Jefferson Drive, Washington, D.C. 20560. A intnthly publication for
National ASSOCi2t0 Members of The Smithsonian Institution. Member-
ship, inclu,ding subscription to Smithsonian, is $10. This is considered
a special interest magazine and contains articles On a v;ariety of topics
including natural and, hard science and technology, the arts (fine itd
"folk) and history.

See also the Periodicals listed under ENVIrMENTAL SCIENCE/
EDUCATION.

The OECD Observer is published bimonthly, in English and:
French by the Organisation for Economic ,Co-o`peration and Devel-
opment. Editor is vAnker Randsholt. Annual subscaiption iso$4.50, and
the. English editipn may 1* ordered from the OECD Publicatipns
Center, Suite 1207, 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Wathington,
D.C. 20006. The Organisation iuclultes countries of Europe, Aala
(Japan), North America, and Australia:and New', Zealand. In addition
to news of the OECD itself, the Observer carries articles of general
interest on current problerns such , as- energy and the environmen4
agriculture:, urban planning, and educational developments in the
member countries. Particularly valuable for the broad view of current
issues. \(

4
VI. Science education research

StUdies in Science Education, edited by David Layton, pub-
lished by the -Centre for Studies in SCience education, The University
of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT England. This is a new journal with Volume
One, being published in January 1974. AJanual subscription in the
United Kingdoif and elsewhere overseas is £2. In the U.S.A., $6.50.
Postage is included in each case. Remittances from overseas should
be in sterling. Cheques, etc., should be made payaje to "University
of. LeFds" and crossed. 'Contains some significant reports by scholars
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of international reputation. Is a valuable research tool for the science
educator in that it gives some useful leads as to research completed
and in progress outside of the United States, especially in England,
Scothñd, Australia, and West Germany. This information is not easy
to ;come by through most .sources readily available in-the United
States. "As an instrument of research and criticism, it is not the inten
tion of Studies in Science Education to compete with existing journals,
but to complement them bY providing reviews of research on specific
aspects of science education and by drawing together, in dnalytical
surVeys, recent contributions which may be published in widely scat-
tered sources.:It will publish work which reflects a wide variety of
standpoints, including thoSe of administration, curriculum, history,
linguistics, philosophy, politics, .psycliplogy and soCiology." Most of
the articles will be invited but the editor will welcome approaches
from prospective authors who feel that their research experience
qualifies them to write a comprehensive review,of studies in a particular
field.

Science Educatiem-Research (Title to be. changed' to "Research
in.Science Education," followed.by a volume numberL-I974 edition is
voluffie 4) is puNished annually by the Australian Science Education
Research Association. Inquiries should be addressed to: Series Editor,
Research in .Science Education, Professor R. P. Tisher, Faculty of
Education, Moriash University, Clayton, Victbria, -Auwalia, 31.68.

Science clizication: rearch 17 1-SE: Research 197'4 cover pro-
ceedings of the ann4al conference of the Australian Science Educa
Research Association. These volumes contain reports covering a wide
range of is;sues in science education and a special section dealing with
research techniques (the latter section, starting 8.Yith the 1973 vOlume).
The volumes are the Australian counterpart of Abstracts of. Presented
Papers, National Association for Research in Science Teaching (USA)
--1974 and previous volumesTublished by ERIC at Ohio Stzte. How-
ever, there are several differences between the Australian volume and
-ERIC/NARST publication. The former, contains a relatively small
number of fiill-length papers and reports, Alhereas the latter consists
of a rarher large number of brief .abstracts. ,.

VII-. Environmental science educatign
Audubon, edited by, Les Cine, is published by,the National Audu-

bon Society at 950 *Third Avenue, New York City, NeN;i7 York 10022.
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This is aSimonthly publication with a circulation of 248,762 ,as of
March 1974. Membership is $15 or $7 for students. A subscription
without membership privileges is $13. Audubon is a vividly illustrated
and informative magazine and' a leading voice in the fields of nature,
wildlife, conservation, and environmental protection. Every isSue con-

tains superb color photographs and patntings and .tiinely articles by

some of the nation's most rennwned nature and environmental writers. .

Some issues center on certain themes. For example:. July 1973, the

Southwest desert; September 1973, the Galapagos; March 1973, the

Antarctic; ly 1974, Alaska, including infOrmation on.new parklands.
Every issue contains a special news section on conservation issues.

The Conservatioriist, edited. by Robert F. -Hall, is published by

the Department of Environmental Conservation, 50 Wolf , Road,

Albany, New York 12201. A bimonthly publication with a paid (ism-
lation Of 1i45,000. Subscription is $2 per year or $5 for.three years.
Schools in New York ,Statemay subscribe for $1 per year. Subscrip-

tion cOrrespandence should be sent to. P.O. I,3ox 2325, Grand Central

Station, New York, New York 10017..Cdntains much useful informa-

tion nf interest to teachers. For example: "Some Tips on Snidying

. Water as a Resource," by John A. Weeks, 25:48-49, February/March
1971. A. Teacher's Guide* is available, upon request, in conjunction

with each issue. Two regular features are, "Youth and the .Environ-

ment" and a section of short rePorts on various environmental issues.'

Sitnitar in many respects to, and of the same high caliber as, South

/ Carolina W ildlif e. .

Environmental Science and Technology is published by the Amer-

ican ChemiCal Society, 1155 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20p36. One year subscription for ACS members is $6; non-

members, $9. Three-year subscription for ACS members is $15;-non-

members, $22. The journal includes, each Month, ,current government

pollution legislation and guidelines, information.on efficient engineering

techniques, articles on fundamental research develoPments, news'of
productive equipment coming on the market, case. histories of how

woblems are being overcome, and other items of interest in this field.

It features current information on .the economics, laws, and feasibility

of new techniques being developed to avoid contamination of air,

water, and land.
National Wildlife, edited by John Strohm, is published by the

National Wildlife Federation; 1412 16th Street, NW., Washington,

D.C. 20036. Published bimonthly by the Federation, a. non-profit
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covioration, thii is a membership cpublication (like National Geo-.

graphic, Audubon,: and many others) sivailable only. to- Associate
Memhersiand not sold on a subsaription basis. Associate membership
annual dnes $6.50. Editorial offices: 749 Nonh Second Street, Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin 53203. This is one of many conservation-oriented
magazines and:0 indexed in the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature.
It Contains high quality color and black7and-white photographs, in"-
fonnatiVe articles on a variety of topics, and othe,fcatures. Occasion-

. ally there will be a thane issue, such as the one.o endaggered species
published in April/May 1974. A companion periodical, pnblished by
the Federation, is Internlional Wildlife. This is a bimonthly published
in alternate months dogig which National Wildlife is not published.
Subscription .-4s716.50 . per year. .World membership includes both
periodicals and is $11 per year. Ranger Rick's Magazine is edited and
published.for 'the entire elementary scrlool age level. This magazine fok
young people is devoted to undersdinding our birds, air, soil, 'water,
..roods, wildlife, and other animals. Exciting, informative color photo-
graphs, text material, and fun features are included in each of the ten
issues per year. Subscription is $6 per year.

National Parks and Conservation Magazine: The &Mira/171101a
Journal, edited by Eugenia Horstman Connally, is published by the
National Parks and Conservation Association, 1701 Eighteenth Street,
N.W., Washington, D.9-'215009. Annual membership dues, including
subscription to the magazine, are $12 for Associate. Student member-
ships are $8. Single copieS are $1.50. The magazine is published
monthly. The National 'Parks and Conservation Association, estab-
liShed in 1919 by Stephen Mather, the first Director of the National
Park Service, is an independent, private, nonprofit, public service
organization, educational and., scientific in character. Its responsibilities
relate primarily to protecting the national parks and monuments of
America, in which it endeavors to cooperate with the National Park
Service while functioning as a -constructive critic, and to protecting

' and restoring the whole environment. Among the articles contained in
the July 1974 issue were "This Crowded Planet," "Haven for Rare'
Butterflies" (Biscayne National Monument), "New 'Hope for Bay
Arca Wildlife"; also several regular features: NPCA' it Work, News
Notes, and the Conservation Docket in Congress.

Animal Kingdom, edited by Eugeq/J. Walter, Jr., is the maga-
zine of the New York Zoological Societand published by the Sociity

The Zoological Park,'Bronx, New York 10460. Published bimonthly.

Periodical Literature for Sanwa Taacbers
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Subscriptions: $6 a year; single -copy, $1.25; putside the United States,
$, a year..Revealing color and black-and-w te close-up photographs

in each issue.
The Conse7vation Foundation Letter is published by and available

from the Conseivation Foundation, 171'7 Massachusetts Avenue, N.Wp
Washington; D.C: 20036. A monthly report itirialvironmental concerns.
The subscription rate is $10 per year in the U,S., $12 elsewhere. Single
issues are available from the Foundation. Up to 10 copies are $1 each;

..11-50 copies, $.75 each; 50-94R cOpies, $.60 each; over 1;00 copies, $.40
each. There is a discount of 25 percent to teache and libraries.

South garolina Wildlife, edited by John Culler, is publishe4 by
the Department of Wildlifeand Marine Resources, Box 167, Columbia,

South Carolina 29202. P.ablished bimonthly. Subscription:is $3 per year.

Similar in many respeCts,to, and of the same high calibv, aS, The
Conservationist published by the New York gtatt DeRartment of
Environmental Conservation. Both publications have a large circulation

that exterids well laiyond their own states.
Environment, edited by Julian McCaull, Sheldon Novick, and

Kevin P. Shea,' is published by ihe Scientists' Institute for Public in-
formation, at 438 -Nortit Skinker Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri 63130.

PubliShed monthly except January/February and July/AUgust when
it is bimonthly. Subscription rates areL1 year $1Q, 2 years $18.50, 3

years $27, student $7.50, foreign subscriOions $2 per year additional.
Subscription and change-of-address information should be addressed
to Circulation Department, Environment, Post Office Box .755, Bridge-

ton, Mimuri 63044. Indexed in Readers' Guide zo Periodical Literature.
Entitled Scientist and Citizen previous to the January/February 1969
issue. -The articles, many of which are written by staff writers,' are
prepared with both layman and specialist in mind.

The Curious Naturalist, edited by Judith Hubley, is published
by the Massachusetts Audubon Society, Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773,

nine times a year, from September through May. Subscription is $3.50
per year. Bulk rate§ for 20 or more are available. Each issue is devoted

to a single topic, such as pollution, animal camouflage, Sound, biological

succession and the like. In addition there are yearly themes that per-
vade all the issues. In 1973-74 the theme was "Biomes." In k7.4-75 the

theme is "Energy." Issues will' treat the natural history as welIV the
physical science aspects of energy: The Curious Naturalist is I;asically

a children's science magazine, but is also of interest and value to de-
mentaryend junior high school teachers (and parents). Each issue
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contains background information on the tOpic, suggested experiences,
project* and illustrations; also children's letters and stories in many
issues.

National Geographic School Bulletin, edited by Ralph Gray, is
'publiihed by the National.Geographic Society at 17th and M Streets,

Washington, DC 20036. Pubashed 30 weeks during the schbol
year, September into May. SubsCription rates are $3.25.for .one school
year (30 issues) in the United.States; $4.25 in Canada and elsewhere.
U.S. only, 3 years for $8.50. SUperb color photographs, authoritative
text, appealing layout. Ukful to teachers and pupils at various level's,
but Oarticularly in the elementary and junior high school. Articles on
many aspects of science 2S Wen 2S geographic topics. tioth this leaflet7
size publication and the senior version, the Nettrional Gee g'rap1its are
among tjie biggest bargains to 4e foUnd in the entire expane of
periodical literatur;

The Living WildeRess is a quarterly magazine published by The
Wildernest Society It 1901 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20006. Membership in the-Society is $10 arid includes subscription
to the magazine. (Preferential rate of $5 for.stlidents, schools, aild
libraries.), The Society>, is an educational, non-profit, national con.serva-
tion organization formed in 1935. The Society eNists io help interested
pemons and citizen leaders work together effectively to protect our
wild landS and their wildlife. The Society receives no governmental
sApport and depends upon contributions and membership dues to
carryout its work.

YearboOk of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, an annual pub-
lication available from the Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Ofee, North Capital Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20402.
Many of these Yearboa.kj, published for grate a number of years, have
become classics in their fiti.j. See, for example, the 1949 volume, Trees.
Others have been devoted to topics such as grass, an4 insects.
Choice reference.

.Kansas School Naturalis.,Ledited by Robert J. Boles, is,ublished
at the Department of _Biology Kansas State Teachers Cyflege, Em-
poria, Kansas 66801. The pubhcation is issutett m October, December,
February, and April. Subscription is free (upon request) to Kansas
teachers, school board members, administrators, librarians, conserva-
tionism., youth leaders, and other4adults iritereld in nature education.

Journal of Outdoor Education, edited b Robert Vogl, is pub-
lished at Lorado Taft Field Campus, Northern IllittOis University, Box
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299, Oregon, Illinois 61061. Issued two times a year: Fall and Spring.
Stbscription is presently free u0on request to the editor.

A Golden Guide to Environmental Organizations, cbmpiled by
Bruce W. Halstead, is published by Golden Press, New York; Western
Publishing Compay, Inc., Racine, Wisconsin. 1972. $0.95. 63 pp.
Prqduct no. 24500. An extremely comprehensite direci.ory of 354
eiganizational sources where reliable information can be obtained as
tq the state of- man's environment. Many of the organizations listed
"Publish a journal, magazine, .or newsletter. Although this,infortnation
is not providedin the annotations it could be ob ugh cor,
resporldence with selected organizatioas of i terest to the reader. The
book is organized 2S follows: International Or tions; International,
National, and Interstatii Federal AgenCies (listings under each of
seven, departmenis); United States 'GovernmentIndependent Agen-
cies;ate Agencies and Citizens Groups; Cariada(,(Federal Agencies
and Agencies of Provinces).

4ware, "the socio-environment magazine about electrit power," is
designed to. present material of value that may aid anindividuil to a
better understanding of the soCial and environmental ramifications of
electric power. The articles are brief, Flearly written, and ,extremely,
timely. Aware is published by Community Performance Publications,
Inc., Suite 1,2, 2038 Pennsylvania Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53704,

$9 per year.
Soil Conscrvation, published by the Soil ConserVation Servle of

the U.S. Department of Agriculture, is the official scs magazine.
Edited by Diana Morse,.it is designed for the general reader and con-
mins many articles 'arid descriptions 'of projects that could suggest

-educational projects for teachers and shidents. Subscriptions are avail-

able from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Qffice Washington, D.C. 2040'2, for $5.65per year.

VIII. Physical sc ewe
Physics To ay, edited by Harold Davis, is published by the

4 American Institu f Physics at 335 East 45th Street, New York City,
-New, York 10017. AJmonthly journal. Included in AIP membership,
Subscription for n n-members is $12 per year in the USA, Canada,
and Mexico. Includes articles by scientists (rather than staff writers)
for the most part, a technical news feature, and a nontechnical news
feature (including manpower concerns), book reviews, people news,
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anclotecalendar of events of interest to those in. the field. Approxi-
mately half the -readership is in colleges and universities.

. Chemical and Engineering Newi., edited by . Albert .F. Plant, is
pu,i(ed by the American Chemical Skiety at 20th and NOrthotipton
Streets, Easton, Pennsylvania. The ACS is located-at 1155 16th Street,
,N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 'Published weekly since 1023 and
included in memberihip in_the ACS, Chemical and Engineering News
is available to non7members at $9 (per year. The quarterly subject/
name-index contains a section on education as well As one on research.

Articles, bibliographies, book reivs, and charts are found in each
issue. The publication is bote official organ of 'the ACS and a
newsmagazine devoted to current -happenings in the chemical workL
Its natural emPhasis on industrial events may be useftil to some sec-
ondary school teachers for certain purposes (e.g.in career. guidance).
HoWever, because of its nature; it would be of lesser value to the high
school teacher than either the journal- of Chemical Education or
Chemistry. Chenfical and Engineering News is indexed in Biological

I
Abitracts and chemical Abstracts. (

Metric Azociation Newsletter, edited by Louis F. Sokol, is' pub-
lished by V.5. Metric Association,Sugarloaf Stir Route, Boulder,
Coloradtp 80302. Published elkiarterly. Membership)n the Association,
which includes the Newsletter, is $3 a yeaz-fai individuals and $25 for
corporations. Contains information on metrication developments and
sources of ther metric information.

Arneri i
lished by A j`Publishing Company, Drawer 1,, Tarzana, California

Metric Journal, edited by Robert A. Hopkins, is pub-
f,

91356. Published bimonthly. Sri& SUbSC r .tions are $35. Spccial group
rates are available for multiple subscrip ns to one address. The general
thrust of the journal is to brin il a and make available little-known

qi. facts pertinent to the m si em and the Intirnational System (ST)
of weights and measures.. Articles are solicited, from experts in, the
field. Revealing and instructive charts and graphs are included in each.,
issue. Comprehensive in scope. Of interest to science and mathematics
educators as well as those in industry. .

birnensians is the Technical News Bulletin of the National Bureau
of Standards, available through the Superintendent di' Documents, U.S.
Government Printing .0ffice, Washington, D.C. 20402. Annual sub-
scriptinn, $6.50: It reviews and highlights issues like energy, fire.,
building technology, metric conversion, pollution; and consumer-
product performance.
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Earth and space sciences
. Weatherwise, edited by David Ludlun, is published by the Ameri-

can Meteorological Society at 45 Beacon Street, Boston,*Massachusetts
02108. Issued bimonthly since 1948. Subscription is $8 per year. Back
issues are a valuable source of information on demonstration ideas for .

teaching aspects of Weather study (e.g., construction and use of a .

nephoscope, working model of a tornado; apparatus to demonstrate
mist, fog, cloud, and rain formation, etc.).

Geotimes, edited .by Wendell Cochran, is published 1;,' the
American Geological Institute at 5205 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church,
Virginia 22041. Subs'cription is $6 per year for members of AGI
soCieties, $9 per year for non-members, plUs $2 postage outside North
America. Its 12 issues per year carry-newsworthy articles on the earth' N
sciences, book reviews, information on new films, maps, and the like.
A useful and interesting publication for the earth science teacher.

Mercury, edited by.Richard Reis, is published by the Astronomical,
Society of the Pacific, at 75 Southgate Avemxe, Daly City, California
94015. Issued bimonthly. Subscription is $10 'per-year, which includes
membership in the Society. A regular feature of this ,publication is
"Universe in the Classroom." Another feature useful to teachers -is a
"High School Supplement," which relates astronomy to other disci-
plines. Mercury replacei an eight-page pocket size Leaflet published
by the Society monthly until December of 1971. The Leaflet, designed
4ertmarily for nontechnical readers, included one issue which gave a
wide range of astronomical data for an entire year. Some back issues
of the Leaflet arerstill available frOm the Society. The Astronomical
SOciety of the Pacific was formerly located at the California Acadcmy
of Sclences in 'Golden Gate Park, San Francisco.

The Griffith Observer, edited by William Kaufmann, is published ,

by the Griffith Observatory at Post Office Box 27787, Lot Angeles,
California 90;027. Subscription is $3 per year for 12,issues. In addition
to a sky, calendar and sky map, each' issue cofILIM.S short articles of
gentcal interest and a rnalor article on some significant topic In
astronomy.

The Review of Pojulfr Astronomy was published bimonthly by
Sky Map Publicatio, Inc., at 141 South Meramec, St. Louis, Mis- .

souri 63105. The Review, puNished from 1951 until 1970, contained
regular features in each issue such as "The Naked-Eye Sky Watcher." ,1

In some respects this periodical was more- useful to die amateur
astronomer (e.g., in planning "Star Parties" or "Evenings of SkY
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Watching" for classes) than Sky and Telescope, so it is unfortunate
that publication terminated in 1970. However, it is included here since
back issues ire available in libraries and these should be of interest to
both students and teachers.

Aerospace Bibliography, Sixth Edition, compiled for ale National
Aeronautics and Space Administration by the National Aerospace
Education Council.. For sale by the Superintendent of Documents,
U.& Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402: Stock
Number 3300-00460. Price, $140. Part III of this Bibliography con- .

tains antnnotated listing of 19 Perio als relevant to aerospace science
technology gsig education. Included h aTc Aerospace Technology,
Astronautics and Aeronautics, Aviation ek and Space TechnolOgy,
Model Rocket New, Skylight, Space/ Aero utics, Space World, The

-Student RoCketeer, and others. 'Tliwt der advised to obtain the
latest 'edition of this Bibliography slia7the sta f, these periodicals
changes rapidly. Some terminate publication. thers come into
existence.

Popular Astronomy is published by Philip Seldon at 245 East
25th Street, New York, New York 10010. A monthly thagazine çG

begin publication in April 1975 (Nolume I, Number 1) at $12 per year.
Space World is published by Palmer Publica0ons, Amherst, Wis-

consin 54406. Annual subscription, $12.'Catries atticles and, news'of
the exploration of space.

Oceanus, a quarterly publication from the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic InstAtion, carries well-written highly readable articles on
oceanography and related meteorology. Subscriptions are available at
$8 per year from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods
Hole, Massachusetts 02543.

Sea Frontiers and Sea Secrets, edited by F. G. il,Nalton Smith, are
published bimonthly on alternate months by the International Oceano--
graphic Foundation, 10 Rickenbacker Causeway, Virginia Key, Miami,
Florida. Annual membership subscription is $10.

Underwater Naturalist is a quarterly journsal publiclutd by the
American Littoral Society, D. W. Bennett, Executive Director, at
Highlands, New Jersey 67732. Membership in the Society is $10 per
year and includes the above quarterly, newsletters, conservation alerts,
and two 'occasional publications, an educational bulletin and Marine
Resources book. These items contain useful information for teachers
and students, K-12, related to life in coastal waters,, nirshes, and
estuaries.
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Sky look, the ITO Monthly, edited by Dwight Connelly, is pub-
..- lished at 26 Edge Wood Drive, Quincy, Illinois 623W. Subscription

rates.: United States and Canada, $5 per year; 50 cents per cOpy. In.
1969 Sky look was designated as the official publication of MUFON
(the Mutual UFO Network), and works closely with this international
organization, although. the two are fmancially separate. Since 1967
Skytook has been reporting the current UFO sightings and resmirch.
(See also the News Bulletin of the Center for UFO Studies, listed
under "Project Newsletters.")

Flying Saucer Review, edited by Charles Bowen, is published by
FSR Publications Ltd, c/o Compendium Books, 281 Camden High
Street, London NW1, England. This is an international journal (of
high caliher despite the colloquial title) devoted to the study of Un-
identified Flying Objects or UFOs and presently in its 20th -year of
publication. Annual subscription USA'and Canada $7.50. Contains
technical and nontechnical, reports, statistical studies, letters, news of
current books and other publication& Ilk

X. Biological science
BioScience, edited by John A. Behnke, is published by the Afneri-

can Institute of Biological Sciences, Inc. (AIBS), 1401 Wilson Boule-
vard, Arlington, Virginia 22209. Issued monthly and included in
membership to AIBS, which is $16 per year; $8 for students. For more
information on this journal see a letter from the editor published on
pp. 4-5 of The Science Teacher, May1974.

AIBS Education Review, a quarterly, is edited by Richard A.

Dodge, and also published by the American Institute of Biological
Sciences. Included (along with BioScience) in AIBS membership which.
is $16 per year; $8 for students. It contains very helpful reports and
articles on educational gleveloiiments, programs, and methods.

American Psychologist is the official publication of the American
Psychological Association and includes general articles as well as news

of the Association. Publishedby the APA \at 1200 17th St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036. Subscription, $12iier calendar, year.

Agricultural Research, published by the Agricultural ReSearch
Service of. the U.S. Department of Agriculture, is- a newsy, well-
ilhistrated publication with short articles on current research in agri-
culture. Available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office; Washington, D.C. 20402, for $3.60 per yeaf.
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American Journal of .3chool Health, edited by Hainan S. Bush,
is the official journal of the American School Health Association, Kent,,
Ohio 44240. Published monthly at $15 per.year. A frequent feature of
the Journal is "New Aids for Instruction."

Journal' of Nutrition Education is designed for "those persons
who are interpreters of nutritional sciences and motivators for the
development of giiod nutritional practices." Published at 2140 Shattuck
Avenue, Suite 11101 Berkeley, California 94704. Subscription rate, $8

yeai.

XI. Periodicals of general interest to science teachers'
\ Science Activities, edited "by Theodore L Stoddard and Jane

Powers Weldon, is presently under new 'ownership and published
bimonthly by Heldref Publicatians, 4000 Albemarle Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20016. Annual subscription rates are $12 for insti-
tutions and $9 for individuals. Single copy price is $1.50. Add $2 for
subscriptions outside the U.S. and Canada. CopYright 19/1, Helen
Dwight Reid Educational Foundation. All issues of Science-Activities

. ire. availa.ble on microfilm or in Xerox copies from University Micro-
films, 300 North Zech Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. The present
editOrial policy is to cimsider for publication original articles about
science activities for elementary, junior high, and high school students
and tinchers. Until December 197J, Scknce Activities was edited by
Charles A. Martin and published monthly except July and August at
8150 Central Park Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076 by Science Activities

41, Publishing Company. "Nuts-and-bolts" articles, book reviews. Useful
'periodical.

The Australian Science Teachers Journal, edited by Ian D. log,
Thomas, ig-published by the Australian Science Teachers Association
.(ASTA), the, counterpart of NSTA, c/o Mr. N. M. Nienunn, 66
Illawarra Road, Hawthorn, Victoria, Australia 3122. h is distributed
to members of affiliated associations as part of their membership entitle.
pent. As of,1974, price of single copies is $3 (Australian) plus postage
(20 cent). Annual' subscription for libraries and nonmembers, 1975:

.$8.25 (Australian) per volume, three issues, including postage. Cumu-
- latiee Index covering the first 50 issues: $2 (Australian) per. copy plus

postage (20 cents). Contents indexed in Australian Education Index
(ACER) and Current Index to Journals in Education (ERIC, Ohio,
U.S.A.). As the official journal of the Australiv Science Teachers
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Association, it aimS to communicate theory and practice in a proles-
sional manner as a basis for improving science education..It is intended
to assist with the daily needs of the classroom practitioner, to provide
evidence and a rationale far-improving science education, and to serve
as a chronicle of .the advancement of science education in Australia.
The current editorial policy is to publish, in most issues, a nuMber of
articles related to a specific theme. Emphasis is upon the Austndian
context. PrOposals for futiire themes will be welcomed by the editor.
Howesier, the use of these themes in no way precludes the publication
of other worthy contributions. In addition to an assortment of irticles
on a wide range of topics, .each issue contains a Research Sedion;
sectioeentitled "Around the States," Techniques for Teachers, and
book reviews. The joU171111 is publi§hed in the months of May, August,
and November. ,

The Crucible, edited by Don- Galbraith, is
r
published by The

Science Teachers' Association of Ontario, as its official journal, STAO
Membership .0ffice, Suite S904, 252---Sloor Street West, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M5S 1V7. The uoiience Teachers' Association' of
Ontario was organized in 1890 and iscthe Science Section of tlie Ontario
Education Association. The membership fee of $10 includes a sub-
scription to The Crucible. Library subscriptiens are $8 and 'single
copies $1.50. Subscribers and contributors to The Crutible eXtend
beyond the boundaries of Ontario. They include people in other
provinces and the United States. Carries an interesting, diverse issort-
ment of articles and features in each of its six issues pea year.

Pennsylvania Clearinghouse on Methodology in Elementary Sci-
ence, edited by Donald A. Vannan, is published at Bloomisburg State
College, Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania 17815. Published annually. Copies
are available for $1 each, payable in advance to the Bloomsburg State
College. Trust Fund #477T and sent to the Editor. Contains articles
of interest to those in preservice or inservisce elemen*y school

01, science teacher preparation. Contributors and mbscribers extend be-,
yond the borders of Pennsylvania and come from many states around
the United States.

Thi School Science Review, edited by A. A. Bishop, and Educa-
tion ln Science, edited by B. G. Atwood, are the iournils of' the
Association for Scienee Education, College Lane, Hatfield, Hertford-
shire, England AL 10 9AA.

Science Dimension is published by the Public Iniormadon Branctt,
Natiditer Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada MA
OR6.
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'Lab World, News Magazine of thc Bioclinical. Laboratory Field,'
is published by Sidale Publishing Compny, 2525 West 8th,' Los
Angeles, California 9007. Annual subscription, $12.

Out-of-School Scientific and .Technical Education is a journal
published with the asiistance of UNESCO by the Internatimiat Coordi-
nating Committee for the presentation of science and the develoPment
of out-Of-school scientific actiyities (ICC). The journal reports news
of out-of-school science activities for young people from many cow-,

r tries. Published four times a year; price, $5; available from ICC,' 125,
rue' de Veeweyde, 1070 Brussels, Belgium. .

Current Science is published by Nerox Education Publications;
245 Long Hill Road, Middletown, Connect:lc-tit 06457. Issued "28 weeks
during the school year. Classroom Subscription price for 10 or more
copies to one address: 80 Cents per semester or $1..35 per' school year
per student. This publication on newsprint is designed for student
ruding and use.

X1L Curriculumlnondescript titles/hidden ;cience education research
The journalS in this group are examples of 'periodicals which are

not readily identified by their -titles as having.a concern for topics in
seience and, science education. Yet, these' and many other journals
make up a diffuse literature in which there are widely scattered results

( of research in science education. There may ,be one or, two artid?es
per issue (or none at all) which are of interest to the science education
researcher. However, one. doct find some valtable material in these
journals. -

Curriculum Theory Network; a journal 'edited by joel Weiss, is
published by the Department ofCurriculum, The Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education, 252 Bloor Street West, Toronto, Ontario, Can-
ada M5S 1176::Subscriptions (four issues): individuals' $8; libraries and
other institutions' $10; $2.40 per single issue. Bafi; _issues may be ob-i- tained from PublicationsSales at the address given above.

Education, the journal of the School Publications Branch, Depart-
ment of Education, Wellington; New Zealand.

Ply-nal of Curric ulum Studies, edited by P. H. Taylor, is pub-
lished Ay William 'Collins, Kirkintilloch Rd., Bishopbriggs, Glasgow,
G64. 2PW, Scotland.

bireilory of Science Teachers' 4ssociations, Worldwide, 'published
. for International Cinincil. of Associations for Sdence Education
(ICASE); is N/2i1ahle through correspondence with Bryon G. Atwood,
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the 4Associatit5n for Science Education, College Lane, Hatfield, Hert-
fordshire, England AL 10 9AA.i Information from 32 countries is
cOmpiled; For each association included, the compilers have attempted
to list: (a) Nal= and address of secretary or official correspondent
and name of the association, (b) Membership, (c) Seryices to mem
(d) Associated organizatiOns. Contains much information on periodi
literature spongored by. science teachers organizations around the
world. J. David Lockard is President of the International Council of
Associations for Science Education (ICAa). He is Director, Inter-
.
national Clearinghouse, Science Teaching Center, University of Mary-
land, College Park, Maryland 20742. The Council (ICASE) is plinping
to publish a quarterly newsletter, tfic first of which came out in 1974.

NAtA Report to Educators is published four times per year for
the community of educators, especially at the elementary and Sec-
ondary levels. Free upon request. Contributions and recommendatiens
are solicited from rears, arid should be addressed to the Educational
Programs Division,$Thce of Public Affairs, Code FE, National Aero.4
nautics and Spice Administration, Washington, DC 10546. COntains
news on all sorts of space-related-topics and ideas for using the stories/
repprts in the classroom (e.g., proble%s to iesearch).

ISSIONS ANO PERSPECTIVE
The foregoing bibliography/directoryalong with the 21 major

journals- described by S. La-Shier in The Science Teacher in
March 1974 -nii ttsidered ,eompthensive but not exhaustive.
It is far -from complete. No such effort could ever include all periodi-
cals at every level of sophistication in chry field.

Some of the many 'omissions are American Forest, Science World,
Environment Action Bulletin, The New Scientist (trIgland), Tech-
nology Review, Ward's Biology Newsletter, Consumer Reports, Na-
ture (England), Science Counselor, Carolina Tips, The Mathematics
Teacher, The Arithmetic.,Teacher, Turtox News, Focus, .Audiovisual
Instruction, The .American Scientist, Psychology TodayPEndeavor
(Englapii-eWelch Physics and Chemistry Digest, Welch General
Science and Biology Digest, the Colorado Science Tea'chers Association
Newsletter, newsletters .and bulletins publishalby other state affiliates

of NP-A, the 1Vew Jersey Association for Environmental Education
Newsletter. A few of these periodicals are no longer published, but
bound volumes, of back issues are in libraries. Qthers arc still being
issued and expanding tigeir coverp.
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Nor does it inelude. joUrnals and magazines devoted to tropical
fish, eleFtronics, photography, microscopy, cinematography, the phi-
kisophy of science, oceanography: medicine, microbiology, the sociol-
.ogy of science, psycholdnesi,stoiiics of interest to Many seienee
teachers and their students. It- was beyond the scope of the present
effort td include these periodicals.

No attempt was made to even touch upon the vast literature of
highly technica1,1pecialized or esoteric journals.

Nevertheless, It is probably inttruâtive arid interesting for teachers
and their more able students to become aware of the existence of such
journals woildwide. This is significant since science is an international
enterprise and opeticommunication between Scientists, via professional
journals such as those listed above, is one of the cornerstones of scien-
tific inquiry. So, too, is the professional lournal part of the lifeblood
of sCience education.

Currieuhon project neweetifen
L , During the decade-and-a-quarter beginning in 1957 theretwas

unprecedented period of curriculuni development in the United
States. p J Fontaine reported that through 1969 there were more than
400 projects at the precollege Auk undergraduate level, supported by
two different divisions tf the National Scrtnce Fitindation, at a cost
of 142 million dollars. 121

It was no easy task, during that period, for the sclence teacher to
,keep up-to-date on who was doing what. However, thc newsletter was
one of the periodicals-which kept.teachers, administrators, and 'others
informed of curricular developments by, the funded projects.

Today there is -considerably less activity insofar as federally
funded projects are concerned. The thrust in this decade -is, or sit6u1(1
be, an implementing the most promiiing developments of the ,1960s.
Nevertheless, despite the precipitous,-41rop in federal fundhig, there
are still a few very .interesting projects underway and newsletters
published by these projects. ,

It is the purpose of this section' to provide an sui!lowed list of
same of the curriculum project newsletters Currently being published
around the world.

Human Behavior Curriculum Predect Newsletter is published by
the American Psychological Association (APA) as a campanion to
Periodically. It is available by writing to Margo Johnson, Educational
Affairs Office, APA, 1200 Seventeenth Street, ZST.W., Washington,
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D.C. 20036. The American Psychological Association hAs received a
$152,000 grant from thc National Seience Foundation Mr a Human
Behavior Curriculum. Project The project is developing 30 self-
contained teaching Units, modules on htiman behavior-for use in high

Thc grant is to support the first year of a five-year ploject.
The project is k9ted at Carleton College in. Northfield, Wruiesaa,
and is under the direction of John K. Bare, professor -of psychology.
Teams of ixhavioral scientists, teacheri, 2nd students will develop
the modules, the study of each lasting tWo to three weeks. The
modules could be used in classes of psychology, biology, anthropology,
sociology, social problems, and sex and drug etucation. The project
is designed to illuminate a variety of topics in humara behaiiin- for the
averagi high school student and to- be suitable-for students with vary-
ing levels of ability and teachers with varying degrees of experience
in teaching the behavioral sciences. Inquiries should be addreSsed to
Dr. John K. Bare, Caileton College, Northfield, Minnesota` 55057.

QBIS Newsletter\ edited by Kay Fairwell, is published by the
Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies Project, Lawrence Hall of
Science, University of California,. Be.rkeley, California 947Z0. RePoits
on a new project supported by a grant from the National Science
Founditkon: Subscription to the Newsletter is free upon request. This
project rs producing some really new and exciting outdoor biology
experiences prim'arily ,for community grouPs serving 11- to I5-year
olds.'

Portland Project Newsletter i..published by.,Portland State, Uni-
versity, Duplicating Service Canter, P.O. Box 751, Portland, Oregon
97207. Tle Newsletter .reports regent developments in a three-year
integrated science sequence produced by the Portland Project, based
dn the unified science concept. Subscription to thc Newsletter is free

%upon request.
Prism II is published by, the Center fof Unified Science Education, .

Box 3138, University Station, Columbus, Ohio 43210. Thc quarterly
publication is free on request as the program is supported by a grant
from the National.Science FoundatioAt contains articles about unified
'science curriculum developments and unified science philosophy,
deScriptions of specific programs, announcements of Center activities,
and listings of Center resources available to teachers by mail or direct
contatt. A recent issue was devoted to 16 guideiines for developing
an ideal unified science unit. These are intended to be used by teacher .

teams in all grade levels, kindirgarten through 14. FOr further informa-

tion, write to the Center. .
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.
STEP information Bulletins, published by the Science Teacher

Education Project, School of Education, University-of Leicester, Uhi,-
versity Road, Leicester LEI 7RF England.. A Nuffield Foundation
sponsored project.

N..
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study Newsletter, published by

ISCS, c/o George Dawson, Director, Room 705, 415 Nortil Monroe'
Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32301. ISCS is an instructional` research
project supported' by the National Science Foundation and the Florida
State Univetsity. SubScription to the Newsletter, a biannual publication
of the ISCS, is free upon request. 0

. Bsq Newsletter, edited by .George M. Clark, is published four
timeg during the school year by the Biological ciences Curriculum
Study; P.O. Box 930, Boulder, Colorado 803p2. Sul:4scription to the
Newsletter is free upon request Carries gime articles ,of general in-

. terest in addition to those directly related to informition about
materials produced by the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study. A

... partial listing of articles in Number 56 '(September 1974); "Mini-
courses in Introductory College Biology," "The BSCS Program for
the Educable Mentally Handicapped," "Biology in Three Dimensions,"
"Elementary 'School Sciences Programs," "Enviionmental Module."

SCIS Newsletter iipublished by the Science Curriculum Improve-,,,,r.s.
ment Study, Lawrence Ha414 Science, University of California,
Berkeley,' California 94720. Subscliption to the Newsletter is free upon
request. The SCIS Newsletter, formerly publiihed several times a
year, will now be ppblished twice a year. Contains up-to-date infor-
mation on a major curriculum project in elementary. school science that ..

is being widely iitplemented around the country. Current issue con-
tains news on severali recent developments: the kindergarten level
SCIS Tea

, .
cher's Guide, evaluation supplements for all 12 units, and a

useful Tefrcher's I'landbottir.
...,EDC News is publislled by Education Development Center, Inc.,

5 5 Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts 0216(. Education Develop-
_lent Center is a publicly supported nonprofit corporation engaged

--15- ducational research and development. This publication replaces
.

the lementary Science Study (ESS) Newsletter which terminated
with hue Number 24 in April 1972. At that time EDC was reorga--
nized sthat all its projects fall into seve areas: Science and Math,

> Social Scidies, Media, International and Open Education and Special
Projects uch as two recently .begun in Career Education). All of
these proje Is are nolr-reivairetkin one 7sletter, EDC News'. Sub-'
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scription is free upon request to the EDC Publications Office. One
of themany projects reported in recent issues of the newsletter is the
'Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools .(USMES)
project formed in response to.the tecommadations of the 1967 Cam-
bridge Conference on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in--
the Schools. This iS an NSF-funded Project Should bC of interest to
eachers at a1l4evels.

Mierhast News; pubkished by the-nn Minnetnath Center, University. .
of Minnesota, 720 Washington Avenue, S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota I)
55455. Current news on an NSF-funded primary grade science and
mathematics pr gram. Subscription to the tri-annual newsletter is free

uPon request will be published in the Fall, Whiter, and Spring. Some

very interesti materials are available from this sonrce.
"Progr.ey.in Learning Science" Information Papers, published by

the project at ihe School of Education; University of Reading, 1.ondon

Road, Reading Rdl 5AQ England. Information Paper Number 3,
published in June 1974, 'reports on the work of this new project begun
in April of 197rand directed by Wynne Harlen. The Director was
formerly associated with the Science 5/13 Project (as its evalnator)
based at the University of Bristol. Of interest to.educators concerned
with elementary and junior high schdol science. "The general aim of
the project° is to produce material for teachers to use "in assessing
children's development of scientific ideas and in applying this informa-
tion to decide the kinds of cience acrivities appropriate for their'
children. The materials will be for teachers of children aged betieen
five and thirteen. The project is attempting to provide help with both

facets ofithe process of matching children's activities, to their abilities

to learnirom them."
Center for UFO Studies News Bulletin, edited by Margo Mete-

.. grano, is published by The Center at P.O. Box 11,'Northfield., Illinois

60093, The Bulletin is not intended tO be a technical report. It is solely

to keep contributors and investigators current on the scope of Center
activities. The director of the Center for UFO Studies is Dr. J. Allen
Hynek, Chairman, Department of Mtronomy, Northwestern Uni-
versity. Subscription to the News Bulletin is by a contribution of $10
,(overseas minimum $15), which supports the work of the' Center.
Donors receive -News gulletins and summaries of technical reports
during a 12-month Oeriod. . .

USMES News is published by Education.Development Center,
55.Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts 02160. This newsletter, avail-
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able free upon request, reports on deVeloprnents in an NSF-supported
program for elementary. school children; integOting natural science,
social,scidace, mathematics', and language arts'. Unified Science and
MathematipS for ,Elemendry. Schools (usAgs) g4rrently has 30
exparimental schools and 61 resource teams'in 20 states and the Dittrict
of Colnmbia.

)6-essentia *eet is published at the Evergreen State College and
reports on pr6jects funded by the National Science Foundation (such
as the Environmental Studies Project). Subscription to the newsletter
is free un request. Write to Dr. Robert C. §amPles., Rpom _2116
Essentia, the Evergreen State College, Olympia, Washington 98505..

The Grantsmanship Center'News, edited by gliomas T. WhitneY, -
is published by the Grantsmanship Center, P.O. Box.44759, .7815 So. ,

Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, California 90044; Nortán Kiritz, Execu-
tive Director. This publication iS giued eight timeS per year. Annual
subscriptidn rate is $10 for one year. Request a sample copy of lisue
No, 6, Junc-Juy 1974. See also FoUndation News published by the
Council oh FoidatiOns, 888 Seventh Avenue, New York, New.York
10019.

Newsletter of the Program on Public Conceptions of Science is,
published at 358 Jefferson Physical Laboratory., Harvard University,
Cambridge? Massachusetts 02138, with supporting funds from the NSF
and the Commonwealth Fund. The quarterly publication includes
news items, communications from readers, and bibliographies of articles
and books 'on the public conceptions of science, including conceptions
of the ethical and human impact of science. Single copies may be
obtained without charge' by wiiting te the Program on Public Con-
ceptions of Science.at the above address. Back copies of certain iSsues
of the NeWsletter may still be aVailable.

Plans arc reported also fora Project Physics Newsletter, which
will be sent free of charge to those'requesting it. Write to the Harvard
addresS given above.

REFERENCES

/71. fOr one of the most comprehensive surveys of this unreedeñted period of
durriciilum activity see Willard J. Jacobson, "USIA.: Post-Sputnik Science

urricula," in Strategies for Curriculum Change: ser am Thirteen Nations. '
dited by R. Murray Thomas, Lester B. Sands, Dale L. Brubaker '(Scrin-

Pennsylvania: Internatio9a1 Textbook Co., 958), pp. I16-35; see also
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Utilizing Community Rosa

Charlotte Purnell, Director, Del-Mod System Dover, Del.

A course in cTmUnity resources is included in most teacher prepara-
tion program Generally, these programs are teacher-oriented and
serve only to make the teacher aware that the classroom extends
beyond the immediate confines of the school. Most science 'teachers
must then catalogue the natural and man-made resources which mil
be used for field trips and compile a list of resource people who can
be called upon to augment classroom activities.

For science. supervisors, the underlying premise of mars
support outside the school community is unchanged. The diff
for' the science supervisor is-in the degree of effort, breadth of the
community, and extent of \the contacts. .

In the usual school/community courses, the community is gen-
erally defined as the school district or nearby areas where access is
easy and familiar to the students. For science supervisors to limit their
effort to such an immediate area is a mistake. The community for the
science supervisor should include the entire state, local and federal
governments,, statewide and local industries, and private foundatipra-
In short, the main concern of the science supervisor is to-SCCUre funds,
either direct or in kind, to carry our the programs which will result
in better teaching, no matter where the source is located. )

Goventment fly:ding
Most science supervisors are aware of funds available to them

from the federal government and in particular those which are illotted
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on a formula basis or administered through the state education agency.
What is generally not known are those federal funds which arc ad-
ministered directly by the various federal agencies and for which_
open competition is the /selection mechanism. Almost all federal
cabinet offices have an edacational component which is compatible
with the particular cabinet responsibility and may fit the particular
requirements of your district or school. Sometimes state departments
of education circulate program announcements; more often they
don't. Therefore, a gooci starting place is a- copy of the Federal
Register which contains ; listing of the programs, the amount of the
appropriation, and how to submit proposals." Although one can be
placed directly on the ntailing list (only to find after the effort is
made to submit a proposal that there may be hidden requirements) a
better source ,of the current listings and their restrictive clauses 'is
the office of the local co;ngressman. All congrewmen maintain offices
in their home districts, usually county seats, and have staffs paid to
assist people in procuring funds. It seems that few supervisors to
the offices of their congressional delegation as a resource to keep
theniselves up-to-date on federal programs and for assistance intdevel-
aping anti submitting proposals. Congressional staffs are often willing
.to help but they arc rarely utilized by the local supervisor. If you
do write federal proposals, don't expect the' various agencies ,to supply

all the funds necessary. Prop-6521s are generally looked upon more
favorably if there is local effort evident in the form of matched funds

or in-kind contributions (e.g., time of director, secretarial services,

sUpplies and materials, etc.).
All state money for education 'is not funneled directly through

the state education agencies. Frequently, varioussAtate agencies run
their own education programs, with information-414 cers, when they

are compatible \i,rith the agency's purpose. Science supervisors should
investigate the departments. of natural resources, environmental con-
trol, consumer. affairs, social services. Indian affairs, agriculture, and
archaeology. Sometimes these programs are published and circulated;
but visiting the information officer is often more effective. These
agencies are good sources of material for teachers since they

te----prefer-ter-werk through one person in the district rather than answer
the requests of a number of individuai teachers. In addition,, these
agencieS usually have money for piiikng aiid dissemination but lack
the expertise to develop materials which may be useful to teachers.
Frequently, these agencies will also supply personnel for programs
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organized and operated by science supervisors in outdoor education,
environmental education, anthropology, career education, consumer
education programs, and many, others depending on the goals and
composition of the distiict.

Industry .sources
Major corporate industry is often willing and anxious to help

with sclu:;ol programs. Direct program support, guest lecturers, and
equipment are the kinds of services industry provides. If there is a
major industrial plant in your area, the best plice to start for grants-
in-aid is the personnel manager. If the plant is small, speak to the plant
manager. Most plants 'hive small amounts of money which they can
utilize for educational purposes without submitting the request to the
corporate home office. If the request is large, it is usually submitted
in writing and forwarded to the home office for action. Most major,
companies maintain company foundations which act on these requests,
but endorsement by the local plant manager is essential if the request
is to be considered seriously. A

Several points should be considered in working with corporal
officials and corporate foundations. First, brevity is the watchword.
A proPosal over five pages is too long. Educational jargon must be
kept to a minimum. A succinct statement of the purpose of the project,
data to support the pirpose, how the project is going to be carried
out, personnel involved, and expected outcome is sufficient material
for the narrative. Second, the budget should be realistic and stated in
precise terms. Matched funds or in-kind services are good .for showint
the local effort, but are not always essential. A ratio of three corporate-
dollars to one &strict dollar is a good rule of thumb. Third, a per-
sonal visit with thc executive making the final decision is a must if
the proposali is to be favorably received. Last, and perhaps most im-
portant, is that all requests should be mad on a first and final basis.
Industry does not want to be obligated o r a long period of time bait
prefers to treat each request separatel)c-Xnlike the. federal g&erflmenr,
industry does not usually negotiate on budgets. or progra ; therefore,
it is easier to come back for a new request 'rather tha the same thing
year after year. Moreover, corporate giving is determined by profits.
Judicious reading of financial pages of a newspaper-can make it under-
stood why first and final requests .arc preferred over support of a
SClect few clients.
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Requests tO smaller companies located in the.distop are not to be
overlooked. The same ground rules apply for approach to small local
companies as to large ales, except that requests should-be smaller and
for specific purposes; The. request is particirtally 'palatable if the coin-
pariy is a science-based one; Stn211 companies are good prospects for
support of field trips, special pment, career education, residence
camping, printing, or other ..c requeets. In the case of small,
companies, the decision is made by the owner or genesitl manager and
the decision is usually unilateral. One value of using small companies
as a resource is that' requesti are handled quickly and input froin the
grantor is often given u a bonus. Follow-up is easier, and if the
decision er's interest is captured a 'valuable ally can be enlisted
for fuife support.

Clubs, f oUndations, and trusts
Every community has s4vice clubs, most of 'Which are ansiotil

to assist with Worthwhile pro cts. Service clubs in some communities
hale built outdoor liboraton served 2S leaders for overnight trips
in retdence camping, sponsored students in various science activities
'such as science fairs and conferences, and provided teacher support for
summer activities. ioreover, InaSt service clubs have established
fouridations which ar wil g to consider larger requests. However,
these requests, 'e those ndustrial plants, must have the approval
of the local cl

Local pri ate foundations and community trusts are 'other sources
qf support. The mosrdifficult pieCe of information to acquire is from
where the foundation is operated and who the chief administrator is.
One starting place is a check with the Foundation Directory (this
book can be found in most large public and college libraries). It lists
the foundations by state, assets, purpose, and chief contact person. If
a foundation is located nearby, it is wise to make a personal visit to
the operating officialunless the information given in the Directory
specifies otherwise (some foundations want no personal contact and
will only accept ktters). Many foundations are not listed in the
Fowidation Directory; they may be managed by banks or law firms.

, The best way to locate one of these foundations is by calling the trust
offi6er at the local bank brinch, or home office of a local bank.
Foundations managed by law firms ,are more difficultto locate. Per-
haps the most efficient 'method would be a request to the Internal
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Revenue Szvice or tfst.tte tax office. All foundaticTs' are required
to.file income tax returns in May arid Itsr the name and.address'of the
chief foundatffn officer. Often foundations are set up tb suppqrr
specific purposes and frequentlk eduCation in general is one of the
'main recipients:

`Commttunity trusts are usually maintained by bank's. -These (trusts
generally consist of money bequeathed by individuals for good pur-
poses in a given community. If fundt are nnt specified far avarticular
purpose, the board-of directors usually decides what the purpose is
and acti accordingly on requests. Ofteii, these purposes change With
the thaesand an inquiry does no harm.

Another category of foundation i the large private ones of,,
national stature. Although they tend to be more interested in large
districts with district problems, or in identifying a problem and then
seeking grantees who may attempt various solutions, a reading of their
annual reports for necessary 'information ffi) possible assistance. Their
names and addresses can also-be found in the Founcliation Directory.
When working with foundations, reinernber that their income depends.
on investments and floctuates from year. to year. Therefore, e9xcept..,
jn the case of large national foundations, a grant is rarely made for
more than one year. The-"6yst and fin11" principle favored by industry
is much stronger with foundations. Brevity and clear succinct writing
are essential to any foundation propOsal. Contact by science surer-
visors With private foundations and commtmity trusts ü often ne-
glected. This valuable resouree can be tanaed if properly approached
and if the request is purposeful arid will Time lasting imPact. More-
over, funds gained from private sources'' can be used to match federal,-
fimds and areindicative to federal proposal readers of the degree and
extent of the local.commitment.

The science superviseir has many tasks te perform. The main
charge is obviimsly improvement of the science program. To do this,
additional funds are often required. Therefore, it is imperative that .

the science supervisor have readily available sources which may be
'drawn Upon enableatlie stiperviior to cary out his or heiVaarget--
The above-mentioned areas by. no means ,exhaust ail the possibilities
but rather serve to point out some places which may have been over-
looked. To the enterprising science supervisor, they represent a Ode
for healthy. exploration.

-
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Organizing a Science Materiel Cen er

Gesuld Parner, Specialist, Seien e Materiel Center, Los 4ngeMs Public
Scbooli, Van Nuys, Coq.

In past years, the search fperishable materials needed for .science
c1aw:m..10 teachers on time-cOnsuming collection excursions before
.and wafter schoolz; For -example, trips to meat packing plants were
necessary to colket animal 'tissue. Teachert visited rivers and..4posids
to: obtain specimens of proto?Da, algae', or marsh plants. Journeys to
hatcheties yielded fertile eggs, while ice cream manufacturing plants
were a sdurce of dry ice.

Increasingly, however, stich excursions became impracno.1, and
then'impossible. As cities grew and expanded, tiuiet ponds were re-
placed by freeways. Th natural environments of estuaries and rivers
disappeared with the construction of warinas end concreteethinnels.
Even egg hatcheries ceased operaticin or.were moved elsewhere be-

. C211Se of the construction of new housing tracts.
Other developments intensified thc need for more diverse ma-

terials, as well as for inservice,etiKation. Teachers coming from other
places, who were employed by expanding districts in consideribl
numbers durirtg the 50's and 60's, were unfamiliar with the types cif
items required, 'and-also with their local sources. Meanwhile, advances
in science and technology were creating demands for new scientific
materials and' more extensive classrodni laboratoryzwrk.

dne effective solution to this dilemma has 'developed .by
the LOs Angeles City Schools.
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Qrsosization áf tbe Scioce AfitterietCo4er
,

To alleviate this situatipn, the Los Angeles tity Schools established
a Science,Materiel Center in 106i, when federal funds becanie available
through the.National Defense Education Act, Title L Policies and*
procedures for the operation of the. Center were formulated jointly by
science supervisors from the 'Division of Instructional Maiming and
Servioei and the Division of Secondary Editcation. This mutual "s

cooperation has, been one of the key factors hr the succc,i of the
facility. Headed by a scitnce specialist, the staff includes a secretary,
a senior clerk tygist, two truck drivers, a life science laboratory _tech-

( nician,,life science stock.clerk, and two chemistry clerks.
Located in Van Nuys, the Science Materiel Center serves teachers

in regular junior, and senior high schonls, and adult schools. Although,
sepatate budgetary funds are not provided, the Center has been able
to provide materials for advanced placement, physically handicapfied,
and continuation schools on a restricted basis. Materials have also been
provided to the Youth 8ervices Outdoor Edutation Program.

In ,the past, the Sciente. Materiel Centesprovided*rvices to the
life science departments of the Los Angeles Community College Dis-
Pict 9n a contract basis,Project APEX, a-federally funded educational-
opportunity program (now terminated), was Supplied with complete
kits for every biology experiment. During 1968, the Programs for
Educable Mentally Retarded Section of the Division of Special &hi-
cation initiated plans to-supply science kits for EMR classes, Currently,
72 different basic, single-concept, self-cdintained kits for elementary,
junior high, and senior high school EMR classes are maintained and
delivered by the Center. These kits arc designed to provide all equip-
ment and supplies needed for the EMR science program. Printed
materials are included to- aid the teachers, and individual student
exercise sheetiare furnished with secondary kits.

. .

Phases of development
Services of the Science Materiel Center were initiated in these,

developmental phases;

Phase 1 Establishment of a perishable-materials supply center,
with proVislon for bi-weekly deliveries to schools.

Phase 2 Purchase of specialized equipment, not available in
schools,'for use by teachers on a loan basis.
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Pbase Development of a demonstration labOratory
and other facilities for inservice training programs, including
institutes, special4embnstrations, and teachcrworkshoPs. Tiro:
facilities also are utilized by outstanding science students.:

?base 4 ., Provision of workshdp equipment,.includini power and
hand tools, for use by teachers in the constxuctitm of "home-
made" teaching aids.

Types of materiali
During its first year and a half, the einphisis at the ,Science.Nateriel.

Center Was on imPlementation of Phase 1. With the .cooperation.of
. science department thairpets-od, the staff develcpc4a comprthensiVe

list of Perishable items xequited by teachers. In.ea subsequent year,
this list has been evaluated and modified to enrich 1orawry activities
in stience classes. The Center now makes avallable more *than tw9
hundred items, including:

Animal ,TiSsues Beef .. brains, beef eyes, beef bile,- lamb heads,
latnb hearts, lamb 'shanks, Iamb plucks, lamb tongues, lanab
tracheae, oulated beef blood. .

Aquarium Items Duckweed, elodea, foxtail, hygrophilis, val.
- lisneria, axolotl, brine srithp, lirine shrimp eggs, clams, comets,

fantails, guppies, newts or salaManders, ghost ShFimp,shubnnkinsi
snails, tadpoles. '

Cultures 'Amoeba, Daphnia, drosophila,-euglena, pliinkton (pre
served), pond mat, pond water, protozoa, and spirogyra.

Dry items Blood slides, bran, drosophila Medium kit, rat and
mouse food, dry baker's yeast, brewer's yeast, planter mix, and
sterile plastic petri dishes. .. .

Animals Ascaris, crayfish, fetal pigs, frogs,' Mice and rats, earth.
' worms, mealworms, crickets, and fertilized eggs.

Plants Cobra lily, coleus, geraniums, and mimosa.
Seeds, Bulbs, and Spores 28 varieties, including- genetic corn and

tobacco seeds.
Inorganic Items Dry ice, spring' water, radioactive oadine, and

phosphorus in solution. ..
Marine Items Live clams, mussels, and SC2 urchins, -

Hormones Thyroid tablets and indoliacetic acid.

Antibiotic Sensitivity D4cs Aureomycin and penicillin.

,
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Prepared Sterile Culture Media- crones, -potato dextrose agar, and
tryptic soy agar and broth.

Prepared Stains and Indicators 2 7 items.
Consumable and Loan Kits Bact Ology kit, sea urchin develop-

ment kit, drosophila mediums kit, nine &ICS kits, two mineral
ldts, and three bottled gases.

I.

0

Ecimamic considerations
After being received by thilcience Materiel Center, fresh animal

tissues are waS'iled, packaged in freezer wrap, and quick frozen. For
easOnspection, the lamb heads are cut along the mid-saggittal line to
expose the br4in, pituitary body, nasal cavities, sinuses, teeth, and
tongue. Cranial nerves may be removed, meninges demonstrated; and
the cranial cavity exposed. Each half of the lamb head serits g dissec-

' tion material for two students. The entire processted head Costs 70
cents, which means that the cost per student is about 20 cents for
material that can be utilized in several units in physiology or biology.
Beef eyes cost 25 cents each, frozen and...packaged. Most invertebrate
cultures cOst an average of 30 cents per classroom set. Savings such aS
these have reduced the per-pupil cost, for laboratory work to such
an extent that today student participatio& in activities is alm6st as
economical.as teacher demonstrations were in the past.

. Arrangements for collection of materials are carefully coordinated
for maximum effectiveness. A single excursion, for .example, cali yield
spirogyra, pond culture, and spring water; and, since the meat-packing
companies with which the Center deals are located in the same general
area, a week's supply of animal tissues can be picked Up .at the Same
time. An itinerary is planned which 'includes the various suppliers,'
such as hatcheries, nurseries,' and the University of California at Los
Angeles, so that thc least possible time is spent in gathering items..

Other camomies ,also are achieved in a variety of ways. For
example, biological supply houses have cooperated with the Science
Materiel Center by.offering special rates for wholesale orders. Special
delivery of live materials, such as cultures, makes it possible for ship-
ments to reach thc Center overnight from almost any part of the .

United States. Live frogs can be purchased in other areas and trans-
ported here by air freigtre moit, economically th9i the)i" can bc ob-
tained from local sources.
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Emphasis qn service
By far, the most important aspect.of the Science Materiel Center's

operation is the service it provides. A lump sum is budgeted to the
Center so that the specialist can allocate supplies on the hasisaof the
science enrollment in each school. In addition, schools are permitted
to 'transfer their own funds .to their.Center account. To perform it3
service role effectively, the Science Materiel Center staff assures that
perishable materials are delivered to. the "right place at the right time."
High standards of quality 9,re scrupulously Maintained. With advance
notice, the Center .can.supply any number of 10 different strains of
Drosophila for use in genetic everiments. Within hours, 10 kic of
Iodine 131 and Phosphorus. 32 can be delivered. These arc safe quanti-
tiesfor the teacher,to use, .or to place in storagr.., inasmuch as the .

ehethicals are short-lived 'isotopes. One of the major contributions
of the Science Materiel. Center is its conservation of teacher time..
For example, a considerable period is needed to culture Drosophila. A
student can be employed to measure and OsIck the ingredients of the
culture media in a small container, ready fest use. The teacher then
needs only to add water, to cook the solutiont;and to pour the medium
into 'a container for classroom use. Colleetion of chemicals and_equip-
mem *0 can be time-consuming. Teachers themselves halm provided
invaluable assistance to the Center in the supplying of perishable
materials. 'Working with university personnel; the . Center staff has
developed "Sca Crchin Egg Fertilization and Developthent" Kits:

Special equipment and inservice educatioff
Progress in initiating Phase 2 in the operation of the Science

Materiel Centerthat of establishing a special equipment
led to the introduction of Phase 3 (Inservice Education) well:

The first items of equipment placed at the Center and made available
on a two-week-loan basis to schools included liumographs, atOmic

scalers, iirornatic -pH meters, wave motion machines, oscilloscopes,
and microtomes. Recently 1a4ers, marine sampling devices, absorption

spectra demonstratom-and- father eqnipment has been added to the
loan list. Since some science teachers needed training in the use. of
these types of equipment, institotes have been held for this purPose.
After each inservice session, the volume of requests increased for the
loan of the particular equipment that was involved. (Since elimination

of the -institutis, due to recent district economy measures, the spe-
cialistat the Center now**provides training for individual schools.)
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IffstrUCti0.1141 aids workshop .

just as Phase 2 still-Mated the initiation of Phase 3 of -the Science
Materiel Center program, the latter phase has led so Phase 4that of
estahlithing facilities where sgence teaChers can prepare their own
classtoona aids. Although Phase 4 has not been fully completed; a large
workroom equipped with benehes and 'electrical outlets already has
been made available. Equipmeni includes a drill press, circular saw,

, jigsaw, metal brake, and lathe. It has been proposed that th0 workroom
be open during several evenings each week and on Saturdeys. Presently,
the Center is open from 8:00 SIM. to 4:30. . Monday through
Friday, for workshop use. ,

Re.sponses from Schools
Since the Science Materiel Center Ins been in operation, the

responsq of teachers to its services and facilities have been enthusiiakc
For example:J., after distribution of the sea urchin kits,. One science
department chairman wrote:, "Probably* our most outstanding experi-
ment of the seMester. . We di (stu4ents as well) thank the Science
Center staff for this fine'effort"

A number of conclusions can be made regarding the value of this
facility. For example, ir is evident that the Science Materiel Center
has helped to resolve a number of serious problems relating to science
instruction. From the number of inquiries received from other school
systems, it is also apparent that a similar center could be. invaluable
to many urban school districts, or to a number of small districts
working cooperatiVely.

Other science centers
In addition to the Science Materiel Center, there are eight Re-

gional Science Centers loeated throughout the Los Angeles Unified
School District. They are served by one. Technical Support Center.

The primary goal of the, RegionallInience Centers is to assist
teachers in improving the quality of science instruction and learning.
This is implemented through a teaching program at the centers with
classes transported from schools, an instructional program material
resource loan service, purchase of consumable instructional program
material resource loan service, purchase of consumable "center de-
veloped" kits by schools, and staff development. Staff at each center
includes a teacher, a science aide, and a clerk.
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Each RegiO'nal Science eater includes a clusroom, animal fad&
des, outdoor planting areas, greenhouses, nature trails, teacher work-
shop ateas, and resource display rooms.

Most Centers have developed an individual and unique feature or
facility, These include one with a planetarium, another emphasizing
California native plants, on4.1i oceanogrwhy program, a4d one
specializing in conservation

Centers are often used as a focal point for after=school and com-
munity acilvities, particularly in the utilization of community volun-
teers to develop and maintain materials.

'Ile Technical Support Center serves dr-eight Regional Science
Centers by provkiing animals, animal food, materials for kit des;elop-
Ment, technical assistance, and wild animals for mobile units. It also
supports the Regional Science Centers by selection, assignment, and
staff development of Science Center personnel The Science Materiel
Center and Technical SnpPort Center,make materials a le to one
another to increase the variety and improve the implem salon of
kit development.
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A MINNA for science Swervisas

This less thail profound set of questions is designed to help" you to
look at your performance as a supervisor.. The questions are more
important for the implications they suggest tlun for their answers.
Consistently low evaluations may lead you to explore the professional
opportunities to be found in beachcombing. Rate yourself an each
question by placing a circle around the number in the 10-0 line under

, each question that you honestly feel is appropriate. Connect the dots
with a line and estimite your Z.Z. Score. (Zig-zaggedness),

The format for this evaluation scale was borrowed with-permis-
sion from the Cornell Evaluation Scale for Teachers (1963 edition)
developed under 'the direction of' Philip G. Johnson, Professor of
Science Education,. Cornell University, Ithaca, New York ,

/ ,

CHEPKOST
I. Does your administrator depend/ on you for advice about needed

cbangesin thie science program?

we No hiiii. to- I root aitteans, ha applauds be tells No what Aoki hi
gilder don

The supervisor needs to pe knowledgeable. A record of good, .

informed judgement will build the administrator's confidence in you.

2. How does your administrator =ally react to your projected
budget?

10 . 9 . 8 .. 7 ... . 5 .. 4 . . 3 ... 2 .. (1 ...-0
In Dern is addition l'at einateed hi t kw It we doll Amos It
wet ads

He should expect you to have clearly stated justification for
each item. You should expect that adjustments wt11 oecur as the
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Appendix: A Check lire for Science Supervisore

science budget is placed witICNin the total budget. Defend vigorously
and adjust gracefully.

3. To what degree are your pr ent facilities and 'pment being

wed?
10 P. . 9 .. . 8 . . . 7 . 6 . . . 4 . . 3 . . 1 . 0
lab week WWI* wee Weduwe ii. wales wow sem las Weds IOW

owelfewat aosta- egidimeset, Wore we leerw
ebb

Unused equipment may reflect poor purchasing choices or a
need for inservice programs. Unused equipment sitting on shelves is
uplsetting to administrators. .

4. Has then been 4 noticeabk change in the &mom or kipd of
science taught in the district during youi tenure?

10 9 . . . 8 . . 7 . . 6 . 5 . 4 . 3 . . 2 . 1 . . 0
1.0. Ay study owl - we*" 41111aklog **ciao dowells hrest every' yaw
deliberitiem *set daises 1

The d cc of desirable chane1is different in every Mei but
absence of c denotes ap2thjopomplacency. Rapid. fire change

denotes irresponsi ility.

.5. How many teachers aitended the last general group meeting you
scheduled?

10 . . 9 . . . 8. . . . 7 . 6 . . . 5 . . . 4 . . 3 . . 2 . . . t . 0
...3 *awe signet mo; bat den II paresof 040e0d elwAlwell Is illOrel

70 pommel tem 0P. Sam *spoils
Watch-your objectivity whin evaluating meetings with attendance

required. Do teachers really drop out for dentikt appointments?

. .0
6. What has been your response to teachers' request: for discussions

inservice sessions?

two tot ow* ra- Imweel WI U. le etweele ems noweeled
groebeds Iwo bald ewe

Only a really enthusiastic staff will ask foc_meetilligs. -Even then ---,

requests_are few. Don't fail to meet them.

7. Co y ou show tangible evidence that the last meeting you held for
science teachers was profitable?

30 wean lemma AO amen Is waelowd,, *laic se, lat's . . .

1. moisti lioatiisais say. "Mee ow*
for awe lefeemetilwt war
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t follow up and careful evaluation should be made, at
y, after group and individual work with teachers.

8. H many different science ;eachets have invited you to
t classrooms this year?

a went if Mid I MO penteet'of Wit aese .

You'll be invited if teachers feel you add something good to the
histructional program or the classroom atmosphere and if they thiak
you are interested in conling.

9. ..Have you been asked to help imerviewd evalwte candidata
for positions on the staff ?

74, seeethees no

If your administrator feels that you are a ivorking, ctmtributin_
member of the school services learn, you will be consulte
sonnel matters.

10. Do yens like and respect most of the people on the gaff in your
school system?

10 ... 9 . 8 ... 7 ... ... 5 ... 4'... 3 .. 2 ... ...
yes, we work herd out I We them, bet lat eaeletly we bete num week. bell*
Ow herd together the monis

The amoun of friendliness, support, 4and interest you ,give to -

others is ofteriored back to you.

11. How many really enjoyable'dayr did you have at wofk this week?

4¼s 3 agYs fotgstft
We win some and lose sorte, but should be looking forward to

going to work at least . percent of the time.
(you decide)

When was the last,time you participated with other staff members
in a facetious semantic duel or some other mutually "enjoyable
nonsense?

10 9 ... 8 .. 7 ... 6 ... 5 ... 4 ... 3 ... 2 ... 1 ... 0
yesterday ix months age whet do roe moor I dent

understood

If your score is low, is it because you don't enjoy oneupman-
ship? .A sense of humor is an effective catalyst for rapport and coopera-
tion.

25-
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13. Do you think your work is usually snore efficient and effective
than the work dose by other staff.nsensbers?/

10 ... 9 ... 8 ... 6 .. 5 ... 4 ... 3 ... 2 .. I. 0
we Um wed WM siewalW me&

A. low score here ishMild Make You ro-exatrine yourself for the
presence of cockiness and the danger of. 'telf-,tripupmanship..

14. When you lack needed information or don't know bow to do
something, what course of ,action do you take?

10 9 . . 8 ... 7 .... 6 5 . 4 : 3 .. 2 I .. 0
ommohls er lit mem mu1 bit,/ It IINIWO *wow s poWe

W twie
Leave the omnipotence to 9od.

15. When you .commit a blunder in judgment oraction, what do

. you do? .

10 9 . 8 . 7 ; . 6 5 4 ... 3 ... 2 ... 1 . 0
Mmonw It NW prowsd wwWwly so ower w Mom ammo doe
fimplywow

eachers and administrators will generally forgive a humble
soZil when they Imow he has good intentions. Just don't let careless
thinking cause you to outlive their forbearance.

16. Hem many of the teachers tinder your direction have had a good
Of novel idea for teaching science this year? ,.

atromol fax
Be sure that the teachers with good ideas have a chance to share

them land get somelecognition for them. If you had all the good
ideas, where did you get them?

17...How recently have you tried to work directly with students on
a rfgavly scheduled basis?

10 . . 9 ... 8 . .7 . 6 . . 5 . 4 . 3 . . . : . 1 ... 0
this somoolloe Wyatt *mole Mthsg It lowe known bal W en It

It's important that tcachers now that yin can teach and that
you know how it feels to take classroom responsibilities.

18. When was the last time you took a science content course, either
qedit or non-credit?

10 . .. 9 . . 8 . . 7 . 6 . . . 5 . . 4 ... 3 ... 2 ... ... 0
this wommier low dow Ors. years age wars Am Cite yeert

4
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Informal reading and study i some help in keeping up with new
findings in science, but wifl not suffice indefinitely.

HOV..7 recintlis your training in statistics, theory of learning, and
educational research?

p. somoollor
. 0

Imo An litpisi Wore 'op mom limo in pow op
infórmal reading and study help but are not guaranteed .1/4

to give yoil the new skills needed to ,practice. new. techniques.

20. How often do you read vbstracts of research being done in tbe
area of your scientific interest pr in education?

10 9 ... 8 .... 7 ... 6 $ ... 3 ... 2 1 ... 0
tiookly uidum dool low Wore tio awl Iwo

Membership in AAAS, ALBS, and other such organizations will
give '. you access to journals. AERA and NARST report research
findings. Check the journals available in local libraries:

,
21. When was the lart time you checked in your school libraries for

the science books students could use?:

wool* Loot yaw row got k
The lihrarin Will welcome your help in book selection. irp_u

need to know what is available for -students and teachers.

22. When do yQU preview science films, filmstrips, programed
learning, tapes, and new product??

Won oolootion. a Ow *Wool= is mods ity oolY on mama by a twilit;ma by A-V &soar A.V dkootor

The supervisor needs to exert some leadership,and responsibility in
the acquisition of these products. Pr selection can seriously com-
promise the purposes of the science program.

23. ifihen was the last time you submitted an, article for publkation
m a professional journal or the public press?

Ohio vow two yew ap moor thnwIs of doing It
Journals need your viewpoints and experiencesWriting about

your program forces clarification of thought. Authorship brings
professional status.
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24. 'Whey was the last time you coordinated a joint sehool-com-
munity learning situation for students or stiff?

Mot amoollar vsa don't iatsinet U. Inadt oat working with ca.
1111 itaitatinio somas lisra

Science programs that have no room for current events in science

or programs devoted to special interest; are not likely to sustain stu-
dent interest Most schools need resource people to fill gaps in content

N. or knowhow.

25. To what degree ,do you participate in the activitio of profes-
sional associations?

10 ... '9 ... 8 . . . 6 . . : 5 . 4 .. 3 ... 2 . .... 0
wionslopportoitiosSaw aft god salinivitlftillis

`v tor Ws
aoassittoo and Pogrom lanikall
partiaipation

Professional isolationism and good supervision are i onsisfent.

26 Are you planning and carrying a program for persorial pro-

f essioTial advancement?

kakis for ativastao. IMMO to Int alvasoad as eartiority sin provide Id.
mat as nompat000s issaroasars voaraimat

lamas.
Advancement comes to thos& who know how to identify oppor-

tunities or to make th e. opportunities themseIvet For example, as the

use 'of the systems approach in education, continues to grow, the

prepared and imagioative supervisor can advance in many directions.

, He has the choice.

r
RATING YOURSELF

For your scorn, total the numbers you have circled.*

250-230 See question 13
220-190 Survival and improvement can be
75-59 klave y u tried beachcombing?
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